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Still the

Weakest Point

YEAR ago we drew attention
to th fact that whilst in the
gradual evolution of the broadcast receiver of to-day very,
great :ngenuity had been shown in the
development of electrical circuits and
the refinements of all kinds which have
gone to improving the performance of
receivers, yet the tuning scale lias not
received a fair share of attention,
The earliest types of tuning arrangement took the form of a pointer moving
over the scale of a variable condenser,
and in the years which have passed
since first receivers were developed it
must be agreed, we think, that little
progress has been made in the way of
adding to the convenience of the user
who wishes to tune in to the stations
required. It is true that in the past
year, in particular, several new forms of
tuning scales have appeared, and some
of these are commendable improvementS, but the average remains about
the same because a good many sets
have tuning scales even less cbnvenient to reid than those earliest
forms which provided for the calibration of the variable condenser.
Many years ago it required an Act
of Parliament to ensure that clocks
installed in public places should have
dials large enough and sufficiently clear
to be really serviceable, 'and the
"Parliament clock," as the product
of the official specification was called,
was the origin of the bold white dial
which has still maintained its positio'n
as the commonest form of public clock,
In the year 1934 it ought not to require
an Act of Parliament to produce more
serviceable types of tuning dials for
wireless sets. Public demand should be
sufficient to bring about the necessary
change, but yet it is di11cu1t for the

public to indicate its preference when
there is so little to choose from which
can be regarded as realiy a satisfactor'
solution of this difficulty. Manu'facturers, we suppose, hesitate to
produce sets with prominent scales,
lest this should detract from the.general
appearance of the receiver, but we
believe that it requires only a little
courage to market an arrangement
which would be both attractive in
appearance and, really serviceable in

'

-

use.

'

-

:The Exhibitions
changes Demanded

OUR Correspondence columns cóntain a number of letters which
are 'representative of a very
large total which we have received
during the Exhibitions 'period, all of

them expressing disappointment 'at
certain aspects of the shows. We hope
that those responsible for organising
these annual events will take notice of
these objections and not be blind to
the fat that the success of an exhibItion cannot always be gauged from the
total of the box office receipts.
Although the organisers' funds may
be greatly augmented by the box
office receipts, a broader view than this,
should be taken and the Exhibitions
planned primarily as wireless shows. If
the' organisers were unconnected with
the radio industry, greed for box office
takings might be excused, but not
where the shows are run by the representatives of the industry itself. It
should be someone's duty to review the.
whole position and decide whether we
are to have real radio exhibitions in the
future, or arrange instead to augment
the income of the Radio Manufacturers'
Association by means of stage showmanship and irrelevant entertainrnents.
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What Causes Side-bands
A Synthetic. Demonstration
-

..

:,

N

view of the future possibility of single side-band broadcasting, it seems
desirable to review the general subject of modulation and side-bands. The
present introductory article will be followed by another dealing with practical
aspects of single side-band. working

J

RECENT issue of The Wireless
World, in discussing future possibilities, referred to the production of side-bands in the process
of modulation and showed how the emission and reception of both side-bands were
not essential for reproduction. The same
article envisaged the advantages that
might accrue from single side-band operation, although it was compelled to admit
-as at present any such article mustthat the immediate and even more
remotely future possibilities could not be
very exactly prophesied.
Explanations of the setting-up of sidebands are by no means new and have
appeared in these columns on previous
occasions. The present explanation is intended rather for new readers and is an
attempt to give a simple but clear picture
of the physicaLprocesses.

Are Side-bands Real

very high
haviour of receiving circuits
selectivity combined with tone-correction
has been found to be quite in accordance
with that predicted from an application
of the usual side-wave analysis."
To return, then, to our muttons, let us
first consider the process of modulation.
This is illustrated in detail in Fig. i where
(a) shows.a carrier wave of 20,000 cycles.
This low valúe has been chosen chiefly for
convenience of drawing and illustration in
this' and succeeding diagrams, and the
reader will.have no difficulty in visualising
'the process when the carrier is of the order

(a)

?

A few years ago there was an active
but short-lived controversy as to whether
or not there were really any side-bands.
Judging as impartially as one can do, one
was left with the impression that the discussion ended in much the same way as
those assertions made from time to time
that the world is really flat. The controversy arose primarily in the case 'of what
can best be described generically as high
selectivity tone-corrected receivers," and
it is interesting to note that theoretical investigation made by the Radio Research
Board led to the conclusion "that the be-

(b)

.

.

...

of the

1,000 kilocycles of a 300-metre
wave. Further, frequency is used in this
article instead of wavelength (as was done
in. The Wireless World of June i5th),
since it is more amenable to the synthetic
demonstration that follows.
Fig. i (a)
thus shows quite a number of cycles of
our 20 kc. carrier drawn to a suitable
time-scale, while Fig. i (b) shows an audio
frequency of 1,000 cycles drawn to the
same time scale. Fig. i (c) then illustrates
how the 1,000-cycle component is applied
to vary the amplitude of tIe 20 kilocycle
carrier. The height A above and below.
the zero line is the amplitude of the carrier
in Fig. i (a).
The x,000-cycle wave is
then applied so that A is periodically
varied between the values A + B and
A
B. The case shown represents full
modulation of zoo per cent., that is, B=A,
so that A .varies between 2A and zero.
This need not necessarily, and will not
generally, be the case, e.g., for lower
values of modulation, where, however, the
general relation of variation between the,
limits A+B and
still holds good.
(This is illustrated later in Fig. 4, whith
shows a similar compounding for 50 per
cent. modulation.) The result of the combination on the actual appearance of the
camer is then shown in Fig. I (d).

-

-

-

AB

PF1bLpr

-

Action .of Modulation
P

I-Illustrating the process of modulalion: zoo per cent, modulated wave.

Fig.

This, then, is the process of amplitude
modulation. The result as regards the
sethng-up of side-bands is best considered,
first by a simple statement and then by a
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What Causes Side-bands-

0

spectrum diagram." The statement is
this, that if a radio frequency F is modolated by a lower frequency N, the frequency F continues to exist completely undisturbed, but there are set up along with it
two new radio frequencies of the values
F+N and
This is
respectively.
illustrated in the spectrum diagram of
Fig. 2, where we have a frequency drawn
to a linear scale- from o up to over 20,000
cycles. The position of our modulating

FN

0

10,000

20,000

101)00

20,000

I

O

(b)

0

.,,,,...

I

a 20 kc/s carriei by x,000 cycles, (ii) by
combining currents of 2, 21, and 19 kc/s.
Several interesting facts should be noted
in connection with Fig. 3 as a whole. By
tracing down vertically we can see how the
phases of the side-band frequencies vary
with respect to each other and with respect
to the carrier. At some instants their
peaks are exactly opposite each other,
at others they are exactly together. At
some instants their added peaks are
further added to the carrier, at other
instants the added peaks of the sideband frequencies oppose the carrier. A
very important relation can be observed
-that at the end of each half-cycle of
the carrier the sideband frequencies
are always of equal value but of opposite electrical sense, so that their total
instantaneous effect is zero.
The actual
time-duration of each half-cycle of the
modulated carrier is thus not altered from
the unmodulated condition of Fig. 3 (a).
This can be verified by following down the
vertical lines.
Another interesting fact, obvious from
both Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, is that for a camer

IN

-

Broadcast Modulation

CYCLES

(c)
Fig.

2.-The production

(a) Spectrum position

of sid-bands.
of modulating fre-

quency. (b) Spectrum position of carrier
frequency. (c) Spectrum position of carrier
and side-bands.

frequency of i,000 cycles is shown in
Fig. 2 (a), and the corresponding scaleposition of our 20 kc/s carrier in Fig. 2
(b): The result of modulation is shown in
Fig. 2 (c) ; the 20 kc/s frequency continues
undisturbed, but the result of modulation
is to produce two new frequencies of
21 kc/s and ig kc/s respectively, that is,
i kc/s displaced on each side of the
carrier.
Unfortunately, this is not easily demonstrated by simple physical argument. The
most direct proof is an algebraic or trigonometric one, which is what we want to
avoïd.

The Mixing Process
A sufficiently convincing proof, however, is to take a graphical representation
of frequencies of 20, 19, and 21 kilocycles
and combine them in a drawing and add
them together. This is done in Fig, 3,
where (a) is a continuous wave of 20 kc/s
and of amplitude A, (b) is another continuous wave of amplitude B and of frequency 21 kc/s, while (c) is a third wave
of amplitude B but of frequency 19 kc/s.
The addition of the three waves is shown
in Fig. 3 (d), which we see to be exactly
the same as the ioo per cent. modulated
wave of Fig. I (d).
As a matter of fact, if we took the three
frequencies arid put them all together intb
one circuit the actual result would be
exactly the same. Thus, as a physical fact
we can get the current wave shape of Fig.
i (d) by two methods: (i) by modulating

-

modulating frequency. The 21 kc/s cornponent will also beat with the 20 kc/s carrier, to give us the same beat note, and
these two beat notes will be added to each
other, as can be shown by consideration of
their phases, implicit from the phase-relations already considered in the case of the
side-band frequencies -of Fig. 3. (Incidentally, there are other effects due to the
19 and 21 kc/s components beating with
each other, but these need not be con-;
sidered here.) The important point is that
in order to get back our i,000-cycle beat
note we must have a carrier frequency for
one or other, or both, of the side-bands to:
beat with. In the case shown this is supplied by the carrier transmitted and
received. But suppose by any meansmagic if you like-the receiver fails to
receive the 19 and 20 kc / s cothponents of
Fig. 2 (c), we could still get our i,000cycle beat note by introducing locally a
20 kc/s component to beat with the 21 kc/ s
side-band which it has received. This is
a most important point to recall in relation
to practicaL single side-band working:

20,000'

10,000

FREIJENCY

I

0

79

S

-

Finally, let us apply the conditions considered above to values of frequency more
typical of those which we encounter in
broadcasting practice.
In the first place, in broadcast telephony
we are not concerned, except during the
brief periods of tuning note, with modulation by a single frequency, as we have so
far considered. True, at times a single,
instrument playing alone may approximate to it, but in general we are concerned
with modulation by any frequency, or
simultaneously by many of the whole

Q

(a)

Fig. 3.-The synthesis of a modulated wave.
(a) Carrier of 20 kc. (b) Upper (frequencyf
side-band of 2i kc. (c) Lower (frequency)
side-band of 19 kc. (d) Carrier modulated
ioo per cent, at I,000 cycles.

fully modulated by a single frequency th
amplitude of each of the side-band frequencies is half that of the carrier.
The case of 50 per cent. modulation is
shown in Fig. , which should be compared with Fig. i If this case were synthesised in the same manner as Fig. 3, we
should require the side-band frequencies
(19 and 21 kc/s) to be each one-quarter
the amplitude of the carrier, so that their
additive total effect is equal to half that
of the carrier.
Consideration of what happens at the
receiver is best effected by. means of the
spectrum diagram of Fig. 2. The receiver
should be such as to respond equally
strongly to the whole band of frequencies
contained in Fig. 2 (c)-that is, from iç
The relations of the sideto 21 kc/s
bands to the carrier can then be considered
in the light of ordinary heterodyne reception. The 19 kc/s component will beat
with the carrier of 20 kc ¡s to produce a
heterodyne note of i kc, our original

O..

(b)

(C)

(d)
Fig.

4.-50

per cent, modulated wave.

range of frequencies contained in our audio
spectrum (see The Wireless World, June
29th, 1934). If we accept io kc/s as the
desirable upper limit, this means that at
any instant our modulation may consist
of a large number of frequencies lying
anywhere between the limits of 30 cycles
and Io kilocycles. This is indicated in
Fig. 5 (a) in its appropriate position in a
spectrum of frequencies which we can only
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What Causes Side-bandsThe essential point is that any component
show quasi-continuously because of in the received 'side-bands beats with the
obvious space limitations. The shaded carrier, producing a beat-note which is
shape of Fig. 5 (a) is thus taken as repre- exactly the same as the original note
senting any or all of the frequencies up pitched above zero frequency. Thus, the
to io kc/s; the shape of
the envelope taken is arbitrary and insignificant.
Secondly, in broadcast
practice we are concerned
o
io
20
100
110
120
990
1,000 1,010
with carriers of much
higher frequency than the
considered in
20 kc/s
Figs. I-4. Suppose we
'
take a carrier of i,000 kc/s
0
30O metres). sins Carrier
20
100
10.
110
120
920
1,000 1,010
(b)
then occupies the position
in our (quasi) continuous
spbctrum shown in Fig.
5 (b). The result of modulation is shown in Fig.
o
io
2Too 110 1W
.1,000
1,010
5 (c), and is seen to conFREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES
sist of two bands of fre(c)
quencies corresponding to
our modulating band and
Fig 5.-Illustrating the process of modulation where in
spaced on each side of the
(c) bands of frequencies on either side of the carrier are
carrier by the width of our
shown.
modulating band of frequencies extending from zero to io kc/s. output due to that particular component
The physical processes of reception, is restored to the spectrum position which
however, should offer no real difficulty in it occupied in Fig. 5 (a), and the correthe light of the simpler case considered. sponding note is reproduced

.

.

I

I

.

Che

Diary of

IT rarely happens that

an Ordinary' Eistener

we can combine

duty and inclination in one act, but this
was my case on Thursday, September
20th. Inclination prompted me to listen to
the Promenade Concert of Liszt's music
from the Queen's Hall, while the stern voice
of Duty reminded me that foreign programmes should engage my attention. I
therefore rejoiced to observe that Thursday's "Prom" was being relayed by Radio
Paris and Strasbourg, so I was able to listen
with a clear conscience. Of the programme
itself it would be superfluous to write, as
many of my readers must have heard it, so
I will only say that it came through from
Radio Paris almost as clearly as from
Daventry.
On Friday the concert by the 'Poste
Parisien Station Orchestra, conducted by
T.Mathie'u, proved most suited to my
taste, as it included a suite of six
short numbers by Bach, a Viola Concerto
in B Minor by Handel, and Gabriel Fauré's
"Elegie" played as a 'cello solo. The
Eiffel Tower, also, was broadcasting
Haydn's pianoforte concerto in D major and
ánother by Chopin in F minor.
Sunday evening's entertainment was
mainly of an operatic nature, beginning
with a concert by the A.V.R.O. Orchestra
from Hilversum, in which I heard the Spinning-wheel and Jewel songs from "Faust"
charmingly rendered by Elisabeth Rothberg.
I then went over to Radio Toulouse for a'
concert version of "The Mastersingers," of
which I thought too many good parts had
been cut out. "The Mastersingers" is the
only one of Wagner's (as far as I know) in
which the action proceeds at a reasonable
pace without long halts for biographical
narrative, moralising or argument-with the
exception, perhaps, of Hans Sachs' ñne
jnonologue-and one does not feel per-

petually urged to implore the performers to
"get a move on! " In this concert version,
however, I thought the progress was rather
too rapid, as they went straight from Sachs'
meditation to the Dance of the Apprentices,
missing out Walther's tentative essay of the

51h,

1934.

"Prize-song and the fine quintet at the
end; of the first scene of Act. III. I also
missed Beckmesser's ludicrous attempt to
make a prize-song from the rough notes
stolen from Sachs and, above all, the thrilling ensemble after Walther's singing of his
true version.

-

-

-

Hilversum as of Yore

On Monday, after hearing ars excellent
Caruso record from Milan, I came in for an
orchestral concert at Munich which in-

cluded Weber's "Euryanthe" overture and
Debussy's delightful "L'Apres-midi d'un
Faune." From Munich I went over to Hilversum and heard the A.V.R.O. Orchestra
in Mozart's Symphony in G Minor.
The
station was coming through well that evening, free from heterodyne trouble and altogether up to its old satisfactory form.
Paris P.T.T., Strasbourg and most of the
French State stations broadcast, on Tuesday, an excellent performance of "Cavalleria Rusticana" from the Opéra-Comique.
Reception from Strasbourg was fairly good,
but suffered occasionally from fading, at
which times echoes of the Queen's Hall
"Prom " would creep in. I ned Ecole
Supérieure, but it was not strong enough to
be really satisfactory; however, I quite enjoyed the opera, which is one of the few in
which I do not long to see the action. Perhaps this is because it has never been my
fate to see a Turidda whose personal charms
seemed calculated to decnv fwn maidens
from the strict path of viitue, unless, indeed, the Sicilian girls gauge a man's attraction in pounds avoirdupois. Incidentally,
it seems a pity that so many operatic tenors
and sopranos should be such corporeal misfits for the parts they have to enact. The
last Marguerite I saw combined the voice of
an angel with the figure of a haystack, and:
Faust, after two ineffectual atte,mpts to
encircle her waist, was forced to give up the
task as hopeless.
CALIBAN.

RADIO AT CIVIL AERODROMES. An increasing number of civil air ports are now equipped
with radio ground stations. The photograph shows one of the motor "trailers," fitted with
Marconi transmitting and receiving apparatus, as installed at the Hull, Belfast and Portsmouth
air ports.
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Short -Waves. and'
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Amateur

the
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Practical Information for the Enthusiast
By

THERE are signs that the popularity of

G2TD

short-

wave reception is rapidly increasing and there
is, in consequence, a demand for practical information
and some guidance as to what is happening on the

and

G5KU

20.00-22.00, and o6.00-o8.00 B.S.T. respectively. For European listening, 12.0020.00and 08.00-12.00 B.S.T. will find
these stations generally within the skip
distance.

-

This
short waves in dzffernt parts of the world.
article is the first of a series designed to supply
this information.

OONER or later the short-wave

S

broadcast listener will commence to
explore the narrow but well-defined
wavebands allotted to the transmitting amateurs scattered in all countries of
the world. Although much of this work is
carried out by morse code there are quite
a few stations working telephony, and at
suitable times a large number of American amateurs may be heard working
'phone to other countries, particularly
Great Britain and Belgium.
The great fascination of short-wave reception is the amount of uncertainty which
attends it. A listener may find near-by
signals fading out completely, while stations using less power than the average
electric house lamp, and located six
thousand miles distant, will commence to

"pour"

in.

This phenomenon would be impossible
if short-wave transmission relied upon the
transmitted energy passing over the
earth's surface. The average amateur with
his b-watt transmitter finds that this
ground ray is soon absorbed, and may not
be heard possibly mre than fifty miles
from his station.
How, then, are these vast distances
covered, and why is it that the conditions vary so rapidly from hour to hour?
The answer may be found by studying
Fig. i.

lII3V'

K

Fig. s.-A diagram illustrating the effects
of skip distance in relation to receivers at
varying distances from a short-wave trans-

mitter

Here we depict the earth's surface, a
transmitting station T, and three listening
stations, Ri, Ra, and R3. When the
transmitter is in operation, the radiation

may be. regarded as spraying out in all
directions, although for convenience we
have left out the other rays on the lefthand side of T. Above the earth's surface
there exist two distinct electrified layers,
the E and F respectively. The height of
these layers has been fairly accurately determined, and as an average we estimate
the E layer to be at a height of eighty
miles from the earth's surface, while the
F layer is another two hundred miles
higher. We see that the energy in ray O,
which passes clQse to the earth's surface,
soon dies away, and neither Ri, R2, nor
On the other
R3 will obtain a signal.
hand, the high elevation angle of ray 5
finds the electrified layer unable to reflect
it back to ground, and thus it passes out
into space and is lost. Rays I, 2, 3, and
4 do return to ground arid permit reception
at R2 and R3. It will be. seen that Ri
hears nothing, and is said to be within the
skip distance of the transmission from T.
Now, the properties of these electrified
layers vary very considerably, since their
electrification is due to solar influence,
and consequently the possibilities of transmission over exceptional distances vary
enormously, particularly during a day.
Sun-spots may produce practically a complete wipe-out of conditions for several
days. The rays, in passing through the
E layer before being reflected back to
earth, also suffer attenuation, and the
degree of attenuation varies considerably.
Some idea of the changes in effective distance of transmission at various times of
the day may be obtained by examining
Fig. z, which shows an envelope of reception distance in miles plotted against
B.S.T. hours. This curve has been compiled for the zo-metre band from observations extendihg from Auiist ist, 1934, to
September 23rd, and, while slight departures are bound to occur, the general shape
is sufficiently accurate to form a reliable
guide to the possible hourly variations
which are now occurring.
All distances below the contour of the
envelope are the effective skip distances
in force, and it will be seen that the best
times for serious DX listening are at i6.00,

NOON

MIDNIGHT

NOON

TIME (BsT)

Fig. 2-Curves drawn from observations
on reception conditions on the jo-metre
band from August ist to September 23rd,

From 23.00-04.00 there is generally
complete fade-out, since only the lowangle rays appear to be reflected, and the
skip distance becomes enormous, the reflected rays possibly missing the earth

altosether.

Recent DX
DX conditions on the 20-metre band
appear to have been at a peak during the

flrt

two weeks in August, when VK2CM
and VS6AG were heard on morse.
Plenty of W6's, notably WÔQC and
W6HML, have been heard in the late
afternoon, and outstanding phone reception of K4SA (Porto Rico), W2DC and
W9USA (Hall of Science) has been
obtained around 22.00 B.S.T. During the
last few days FM4AA (Morocco) has been
consistently heard on telephony at about
19.00 B.S.T. with excellent quality of
transmission. Italian IiXX has also been
worked on phone. The Russian amateurs
have recently appeared very active and
can usually be heard calling " Test U"
during the late afternoon and early evening. There appear to be certain periods
when these stations will only communicate between themselves as they only call
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ÇQ at other periods. Amongst Russian
and Siberian amateurs recently worlçed we
mention UIBC, UIBL, UIAN, U6ON
A
and many others have been heard.
few of these stations appear to be using
badly filtered rectified AC. supply voltage, but Some are notable for their very
pure CW, particularly UIBC. It will
be seen that these notes are mainly
directed to the 20-metre band, and it is
the writer's belief that it is one of the most
active and interesting DX bands in present use. Most of our notes will concern
the conditions and activities of this band
until such time as calls for a review of the
other bands rises.
-

10-metre Contest

-

The 10-metre band is very empty and
little DX is leard here. Interest in this
band, however, should be revised by the
International ,o-metre contest which takes
place from October ist, 1934, to Septçmber 30th, 1935, and is open to all licensed
transmitters. It is subject to awards by
the R.S.G.B. of an "International
28 megacycle Contest Trophy" and certificates of merit to members
Full particulars may be obtained from
R.S.G.B. Headquarters, 53, Victoria St.,

S.W.i.

Without being unduly pessimistic the
writers are of the opinion that the
10-mètre conditions are not likely to yield
very good DX. Two years hence a
different story might be told, as the return
to peak conditions will be noticeable. lt
will be interesting to see if these predictions subsequently prove correct.
Attention is also drawn to the Melbciurne Centenary International DX Contest covering all licensed wave-bands and
open to licensed amateur transmitters and
This
receivers in all parts of the world.
contest is to be held from 00.01 G.M.T.
Saturday, October 6th, until Sunday,
October7th, 1934, at 23.59 G.M.T., and
will be continued over the four week-ends
in October at the times stated above on
each occasion. Full details may be found
in the September, 1934, T. and R. Bulletin.
An interesting 20-metre telephony
contest has been initiated by a provincial
member of the R.S.G.B. This contest is
from October ist, I934 to March 31st,
1935 and is open to licensed amateur
transmitters who are members of the
R.SG.B. Apparatus to the value of J7
will -be awarded to the successful contestant scoring the highest number of
points. This contest should provide iñterest- for the receiving amateur who is
unable to copy morse. With regard to
morse students a schedule of slow morse
code transmission takes place as follows:
Date.

Oct.

7th

-

-

-

Oct.

W/L

G.M.T.

-

14th

-

-

-

00.30
10.00
11.00
00.30
10.00
11.00

(Metres).

Station.

165

0201

165.3
176.5

.

.

-

G2DQ
G2tJV

165

0201

82.6
176.5

G2DQ
021.1V

This should prove helpful to learners.

-

-
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Râdio, Records and Talkies
.

The Home Radio - Cinegrani
complete home entertainer incorporating a talkie outfit as well
as a radio-gramophone is a thing
which has often been suggested and it is
extremely interesting to find a piece of apparatus in which the idea ís carried out in
practical form. Such an instrument is the

-

'

«Vi'aam which has ecent1y made its
appearance.
As will be seen from the photograph the
instrument follows conventional practice for
a radiogram and the only unusual feature
to be seen is the folding translucent screen,
on to which the picture is projeéted from a
builtin 9.5 mm. projector of special design.
It is the fact of having the screen as an integral part of the machine, which renders
the latter altogether unusual there being
no necessity for the erection of a screen at
the other side of the room This in itself
renders the apparatus specially attractive
to the domestic user.
The screen, when not in use folds back
into the cabinet in a perfectly straightforward manner. At the same time a distant
screen can be used in the customary manner
if desired, aiid an external loud speaker
placed behind it for the showing of
talkies," the sound-on-disc system being
used in conjunction with the 9.5 m.m. films.
The projector and 'radio-gramophone pottion of the instrument can, of course, be
used separately, when desired, in conjunction with silent films and ordinary gramophone records.
The size of the projected picture,i5in. by
loin., is ample for home needs and owing to
its relatively small size it is of exceptional
brilliance in spite of the inevitable optical
losses associated svith the reflecting system
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'Vívagram"

Radio-Cinegram.

undersfoid by a study of the sketch, which

is seLf-explanatory.
The. designer of this comprehensive home
entertainêr is Mr. George W. Ford,. who has

been connected with the cinematograph industry for some thirty yeárs. Further details may be obtained on application to
him at 9, Craignair Gardens, Patchm,
Brighton.
.

.

.

.

THE RADIO iNDUSTRY,
RI. Antinodal Short-svave Coni
vert& (AC model) in conjunction. witl a

USING an

The principle of projection shown in
schematic form. A-translucent screen,
B-mirror, C-diverging lens, D-mirror,
E-crossed prisms, F-projection lens G-.
cinema film, H-condenser, I-lanp.

the latter are, of course, ûnavoidable owing
to the projector and screen being so close
together. The brilliance of reproduction,
which is very largely due to the special
translucent screen, enables the prójected
picture to be viewed in comfort even with
the ordinary room lights on.
The actual projector apparatus is
mounted on the motorboard in order to
render it very easily accessible for filmchanging. For the sarpe reason the film
is run horizontally as will be noticed in the
sketch. The optical arrangement which
permits the screen and projector to be
mounted in the same cabinet can be readily

MurphyA8 receiver, -Mr. R. Everard., a
member of the International Short Wave club;
has received 246 stations (all verified) from 32
different Countries. In addition he bas ]oeeed
about loo American, and hundreds of Euroamateurs.

P'
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Ltd.,. of

Brautwood

decided, to produce a specia1'model"of°
Magnavox Double-Six speaker, at the price of
5 17s. Od., for use with Wireless World sets
requiriñg a field coil resistance of 5,250 ohms.
As it is anticìpated that most purchasers of
this instrument will already have an output
transformer, this is not included, but can be
obtained at an additional cost of sss. Od.
>5>

4>

4>

4>

The factory premises of Haynes Radio at
Queensway, Enfield, Middlesex, have been extended by the addition of 3,000 Square feet of
floor space, and in consequence it has become
possible to transfer the firm's offices from
Hatton Garden to the works, where all communications should in future be addressed.
Telephone: Enfield 2726.
.

-
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New Frequency-Changer
.THE TRIODE-HEXODE

)"

Avoiding Oscillator Modulator Interaction
frequency-changer the popularity of the héptode is
AS well deserved but it is shown in this article not to be
entirely free from defects which ¿ire of particular importance
on short wav'elengths. The author describes' a new valvethe triode hexode---'which is especially desz'ned to overcome

(
)

a"

-

°.

.

'

.

.

these faults

HE funcüon of the frequency-,
changer of a' superheterodyne is.
well known, and. it will be
remembered that until fecently
two valves 'were employed. One valve
operated as ai oçillato, and its output,
was applied .with the incoming signal to
the .other valve, which functioned as- a
detector-the desired intermediate. frequency being obtained in theoutput Of.
the detector and being equal to the
difference between the signal and oscillator frequencies.. .At a somewhat later
date the triode was superseded by thç
screen-grid. .lve for the first detector,.
with a cbìsiderable improvement in
"

efficiency.

Although. such an arrangement is
capable of giving a good performance, it
suffers from two major disadvantagesinteraction occurs between the signal and
oscillator frequency circuits, and radiation from the aerial is likely to occur
unless a signal-frequency H.F. stage is
used. These disadvantages can be minimised by careful design, but they cannot
be completely avoided. They occur to an
even greater degree with later frequencychangers in which a single screen-grid or
H.F. pentode valve is used in an endeavour to reduce the cost of a receiver.
Such frequency-changers have the additional drawback that they cannot be
biased for volume-control purposes.
It was in an endeavour to overcome these defects that. the now popular heptode
and octode were developed, and they very
largely overcome the defects of the earlier
types. They suffer from a disadvantage
of their own, however, which has for some
time been rather obscure.

Interaction in the Heptode
The operation of the heptode has been
previously dealt with,' and it will be
remembered that thé seven electrodes all
lie in a single electron stream, so forming
a true single-valve frequency-changer.
Despite statements to the contrary, a
change in the voltage applied to either the
control grid or the oscillatoranode affects
the currents flowing in the circuits
attached to the positive electrodes. Some
'The Pentagrid Converter, by Claude L. Lyons,

B.Sc., The lVireless World, May 12th, 1933.

w

.

of these effects are necessary, of course,
for the proper operation of the valve, but'

others are distinctly undesirable.
As an illustration, we niay consider the
action of the oscillator electrodes. The
oscillator grid controls the electron stream
in order to provide the proper "coupling"
to the detector section of the valve. The
potential of the oscillator anode, however,
is always in opposite phase to that of the oscillator grid, so that it partially neu
tralises the effect of the latter. This effect
is by no means serious, but it occurs to,
a greater degree in many British heptodes
than in the original American pentagrids,
for in some of the later valves the oscillator anode bars have been placed more..
directly in the electron stream in order to

.

/

By
E. E. SHELTON
..

,

B.Sc.

'.

(Lissen

Valve

-tI':

Laboratory)

oscillator anode, and because of this a
signal applied to the control grid can cause
the oscillator anode voltage to vary, in
sym'pathy:
The practical result of this appears as
interaction between the signal-frequency
and oscillator circuits. The effect may
not be very evident on the medium and
long wavebands, but it may assume great
importance in short-wave reception where
the ratio of oscillator to signal frequencies
is very, small. The effect has been dealt'
with in a paper by Klipsch, to which'
reference should be made for a full discussion of the phenomenon.'

The Triode-hexode

Fig. i-The variation of current to the
different electrodes of a heptode when the
grid bias is alteredis shown by these curves.

obtain

The amplified signal-frequency voltage
which occurs on the oscillator anode in
the manner just described can be transferred back to the control grid by the
interelectrode capacity between the oscillator anode and control grid, for the
screening between these electrodes is necessarily imperfect. The effect of this feedback depends upon the phase of the
voltages concerned, and this in turn
depends upon whether the oscillator
circuit is tuned to a higher ot lower frequency than the signal-frequency circuits. In the ordinary superheterodyne
the 'oscillator circuit is tuned to a higher
frequency than the signal-frequency circuits, and the feed-back is consequently
anti-phase and reduces the efficieny. ft
can be shown experimentally that if the
oscillator be tuned to the other beat the
feed-back is in phase with the signal, and
increases the efficiency to such a degree
that in some cases instability may
result.
In order to overcome these disadvantages of the heptode, a new valve of the
electron-coupled type has been designed
and is known as the triode-hexode. It
consists of two separate valves built into
a single envelope-one a triode and the

a higher oscillator mutual con-S
ductance.
Another effect of similar nature, however, is responsible for much more serious
consequences. When the negative potential applied to the control grid is increased,
the detector anode current falls, while the
screen and oscillator-anode currents both
rise, as shown in Fig. i, for a representative heptode. It will be seen that there is
Suppression of Interlocking in First Detectoy
consequently a negative mutual, con- Circuits,
by Paul W. Klipoch, The Proceedings of.
ductance between thé cóntrol grid and thé the Inotits.ste of Radio Engineers, June 1934.
2
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other a hexode. The arrangement will be
clear from Fig. 2, and it can be seen that
the triode acts as the oscillator with any
conventionalcircuit.
The hexode has six
.
+50Velectrodes, a cathode. control grid,
two screen grids, a
.coupling grid, and
an anode.
The
-control grid (i) immeditely surrounds
-. the cathode and -is
itself surrounded by
the first screen grid
-(2).
The coupling
.

mum control grid bias should be zero for
the battery valve and 1.5 volts for the
mains type. The oscillator grid is best
selfbiased by a grid leak and condenser,

-

-

.

+2O10V

.

.,.

--

.

4

I

/

The New-

OSC-

.

F0

--

-

-

anode by the second
screen grid () in
mIO
d
practice, the two
-.--Kr
screen gnus are
connected together
internally and are
brought out to a
Fig. 2.-The connections of the triode-hexode in a typical frequencysingle pin in the
changer circuit show that they are little different from those adopted
base. The coupling
-for a heptode.
grid (3) is also connected internally to the triode gnd, so as shown in Fig. 2, and under these, conthat the valve has only a seven-pin ditions there are definite optimum voltages
base, the, connections to which are for the screen grids and the oscillator
arranged in the same way as in the anode. When correctly operated the
heptode, and a top connection for the hexode anode AC. resistance is high,
and the total current consumption quite
control grid..
moderate, being only 8 mA. for the Lissen
Variations in the oscillator anode potential have no effect upon the screen and AC FC and 4 mA. for the battery model,
anode currents of the hexode, and changes the FC2. The conversion conductances
in the hexode screen, anode, or control are 0.65 mA/V. and 0.4 mA/V. respecgrid vohages do not alter the oscillator tively, and it will be seen that the ratio
anode currént. An increase in the control of conversion conductance to total current
grid bias causes both screen and anode at minimum bias is greater in the triodecurrents to fall, as shown by the curves hexode than in the heptode, and at least
of Fig. 3, thus leading to economy of as good as that with the conventional
crrent in a battery receiver and an two-valve frequency-changer or its equivalent, the triode-pentode. This ratio is of
increased grid base in a mains set.
In operation, the hexode anode voltage importance in comparing different freshould be as high as possible consistent quency-changers, because it governs the
amount of background hiss found in
with the maker's rating, and the minithe reception of a weak signal. Background hiss is due to ionisation of the
minute trace of gas remaining in the
receiving valves, and for a given valve
is proportional to the total current
passing. The noise from the valve in the
first stage of a receiver is the most important, because it is amplified by the
succeeding stages.
For both these
reasons,
maximum background hiss
occurs at minimum bias when using
variable-mu H:F. valves.
if one assumes that the valve manufacturers offer valves of equal "hardness," the valve selected for the first
stage should be the one having the highest
ratio of mutual conductance to total current at minimum bias, or for a frequencychanger valve the highest ratio of conversion conductance to total current at
minimum bias, for this will be the valve
giving the highest ratio of signal to noise.
CONTROL VOLTAGE ON SIGNAL ORlO
It will thus be seen that the triodeFig. 3.-The current variations with grid bi
hexod& offers important dvantages over
for the triode-hexode show that the oscillator
other frequency-changers in that, while it
anode current is constant,
--

t
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-

-
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-
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Regulations

UNTIL recently the user of an AC.D.C. set was in a somewhat anomalous position; his apparatus may or
may not have complied with the lEE.
regulations when connected to D.C. supply,
but it certainly infringed the rules when
fed from A.C. mains. In a recent Editorial
it was urged that it was high time that the
universal type of set, now becoming so
popular, should be taken into account when
the regulations were reconsidered.
This has now been done, and it is good
news to the AC-D.C. set user to know that
his position is regularised, and that his receiver, if suitably designed, is capable of
satisfying official requirements, whether used
on A.C. or D.C. In the iotis edition of the
Regulations,° Just issued; it is laid down that
a receiver may be isolated from A.C. mains
by a double-wound transformer, but, when
fitted throughout with indirectly heated
valves capable of withstanding the full
mains voltage between heater and cathode,
direct connection is permitted.
Where
isolation is not provided by a transformer
the receiver is to be designed as if for D.C.
supplies, which means that all external
connections, such as aerial, earth, pick-uu.
loud speaker, etc., are to be isolated from
metallic connection with the mains, and all
live parts are to be adequately guarded.
With regard to A.C. sets in general, it is
stipulated that the earth terminal shall be
metallically connected to that part of the.
inner structure which is desikned to operate
at earth potential. The aerial terminal must
similarly be in metallic connection with the
earth terminal, or, if isolated from it (e.g.,
by a series condenser), must also be isolated
from the inner structure. "Live" external
terminals
loud speakers, pick-ups, etc.,
are forbidden. The only method of headphone connection permitted is through a
double-wound transformer of high insula-

-
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CIRCUIT

-
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signal and oscillator frequency circuits
and also a lower level of background hiss.
These points are important in normal
broadcast reception, but they are doubly
so on the short wavelengths.

'

.-

-

+1O0V

-

.

-,

-

-

.

is non-radiating and can be controlled
from the AVC system, it gives complete
freedom from interaction between the

ir

tion.
With regard to D.C. sets, all external connections, such as aerial, earth or loud
speaker, are to be isolated from metallic
contact with the inner structure, which in
practice means that either double-wound
transformers or condensers must be used.
Isolating condensers for D.C. mains sets
must be tested to withstand at least twice
the supply voltage, and for A.C. "three
times the R.M.S. value of the A.C. voltage
applied to the terminals of the condenser."
Loud speaker isolating condensers shall be
tested at three times the D.C. inode voltage
of the output valve.
* "Regulations
for the Electrical Equipment
of Buildings," tenth edition, September, 1934.
Issued by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, and published by E. and F. N.
Spon, Ltd., 57, Haymarket, London, S.\V.S.
Price is., or s. ad. poit free.
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Better Reception
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USERS of D.C. mains receivers
are troubled by hum or a noisy background may be reminded that it is worth
while to try the effect of operatmg the set
without an external earth connection. As
a result of doing so, noises may be appreciably reduced, and, at
Without
the same time, there
an
may be no appreciable
falling-, off in signal
Earth
strength or general
performance. This is because the set is
more or less effectively earthed throueh
the mains, which are tlways connectedïo
earth.
The omission of a direct earth connectionis particularly likely to be beneficial
in cases where the positive pole of the
supply is earthed, and should always, be
tried in such circumstances.

IT

is fortúnate that intermittent shortcircuits' between rotor and stator vanes
of variable condensers are now of comparatively rare occurrence. In the design
of no other components have greater improvements been -made; the modern
ganged condenser is
Scraping
truly an instrument of
Condenser
precision and likely to
remain so if properly
Vanes
treated. But, in spite
of these improvements, there seems to
have been of late a mild epidemic of
"shorting ' condensers, and a few suggestions on localising faults of this nature
may be of some interest.
As a rule, a -defect of the kind under
consideration. will manifest itself by loud
cracklings in- the loud sneaker at nrw nr
-

-

.

R E A D R»
BAFFLE Back and
front viws of an

''"

unconventional

baffle made by Mr.
B. Nuta11.
IS

procedure isto connect
the instrument across
the condenser and to
note the resistance
reading; then, if any
consioeraoie reQucuon
..
in. resistance is observed as the spindle is
rotated, it can only be due to a complete
or partial short-circuit.
Of course, the
test is best made with the coil switch in the
long-wave position.
In many modern sets (e.g., those with
A.V.C.) the metallic grid circuit is completed through a decoupling or other resistance of high value, as shown in
Fig. i(b). Due to the preseÏce óf 'this
high resistance, testsare more easily made,
and all that is necessary is. to connect 'a
comparatively insensitive continuity indicator across the condenser. Normally it
will show either a lack of continuity or
a high resistance, and an intermittent condenser short-circuit will be easy to detect.
1

tlick non-resonant

I

lining of plaster of
paris.

...

-.

.-..

more fairly definite condenser settings.
Sometimes the trouble may be either
accentuated or temporarily cured by
applying sideways pressure to the spindle,
directly or through the reduction gearing.
That the fault is really due to contact
between fixed and moving vanes may be
definitely proved by disconnecting the
condenser and applying a continuity test
across each section of the condenser.while
its spindle is rotated. But this generally
involves breaking a number of soldered
connections, and it is ùseful to know that
the need for this may often be avoided.
Referring to the typical circuit arrangement of Fig. i(a), it will be appreciated

that the condenser

is shunted by the tuning coil, and so-a testing instrument G connected across its terminals will always indicate continuity, irrespective of the condition of the condenser. But the longwave winding is certain to have a resistance of quite a fair number of ohms, and
so, with the help of a moderately sensitive
ohm-meter (such.- as that -included in
several popular multi-range testing instrumentsi. sn essv fast hn-nm*'s nnssihh

Th

-

WHEN opèrating a gang-tuned receiver, it vill sometimes be found
that the application of reaction has not
the desired effect of increasing signal
strength; indeed, even a decrease. in intensity may actually be observed, in spite
of the fact that it
When
possible to increase rReaction
action up to the poinf
of self-oscillation.
Faits
In such circumstances we have a fairly definite indication
that the tuned circuits of the receiver are
out of alignment and that reganging is
-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

necessary. It is probable that the erroi
in alignment will be principally, if not
entirely, in that particular circuit to which
reaction is applied.
In the unlikely event of reaction failing
to work normally after realignment, it is
reasonable to suspect the presence of a
peculiar and fortunately rare form of parasitic oscillation; self-oscillation at some
frequency differing widely from that to
which the circuits are tuned may be taking
place, and the usual whistle will not be
evident. The usual cure for this is to insert a i,000-oiun resistance ht some convenient point in series with the reaction
circuit
-

-

-

Fig.

(a)

.

-

x.-Testing for condenser short-circuits
-

;

the tests may be affected by the parallel

tuning coil.
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Current Events in Brief Review
Sweden's "Droitwich"

new 150-kW. station at
THE
Motala is expected to begin
test transmissions before Christmas so that programmes can go
out on high power for the first
time on January ist next.

Those Spare 'Phones

Lord Mayor of Manchester
THE
has appealed for headphones

in connection with, the fund supplying wireless to the bedridden
Loud spea,kers are not
poor.
wanted, but 'phones, old or new.
should be sent to the Town 1-lall.

All Roads Lead to Belfast
'T'HE Belfast Radio Exhibition

.1.
opens to-day (Friday) in the
During
King's Hall, Balmoral.
next week variety programmes will
be broadcast nightly in a specially. constructed theatre which
will be open to the public. Broadcast stars, including the Houston
Sisters, Norman Long, Anona
Winn, Leonard Henry, Stanelli,
Harry Hemsley, and Nosmo King,
are taking part, supported by the
Eight Step Sisters,

"Ultra-shorts" for
Newspapermen

OT all running commentaries
in America are confinçd lo
broadcasting. A familiar sight is
the newspaper reporter with an
ultra-short-wave transmitting set
strapped to his back. During the
recent U.S. National Amateur
reporters
-Golfj Championships
equipped in this fashion described
the play from the greens and
bunkers, the signals being picked
up at the club house and wired
to the news rooms.

N

Penang's Radio Show

British radio firms
pROMINENT
,vill be represented at a ss'ireless exhibition to be held at Penang
on December 6th, 7th, and 8th
Penang is the port for
next.
Nrthern Malaya with a population of 150,000.

4L

It. Makes a Difference
THE fact that the Frenchman

Mr. Hasi Has It

smallest wireless set in
world" is always sure
of a welcome, whether invented
by a famous scientist in Buenos
Aires or a humble peasant in
Latvia. This week, according to
a Sunday newspar, the invention hails from Ljubljana, the
lucky inventor being a Mr. HasI,
a footb'aller. The set is no bigger
than a watch.

THE
the

now has to pay for his radio
entertainment seems to h av é
stimulated his interest in the subject. At all events, attendance at
the recent Paris Radio Salon broke'

all records; 90,000 visitors passed
through the turnstiles as compared
with 74,000 in 2933.

Australian Record-breaker
Australian amateur has
ANestablished two-way
telephony

Prizes for D.F.

A ' FIFTY-\VATT mobile station
operating on 230 metres was
the quarry in a recent D.F. competition, held in the suburbs of
Budapest.
Much of the enthusiasm of the hunters was due to the
fact that substantial prizes were
offered by Budapest Radio. The
actual discoverer 'of the roving
approxireceived
transmitter
mately 7, and the runner-up an
ultra-modern receiving., set.
Twelve other prizes were awarded.
As Others See. Us
FRENCHMAN'S pinion of
L
is entertainRadiolympia
ingly set forth by M. Buisson in
Le
Petif
our contemporary,

'

Radio.
M. Buisson, who paid a
personal visit to South Kensington, writes: "Absolutely nothing
outstanding in the evolution of
British radio, except the almost
total abandonment of H.F. assemblages in favour of superheterodynes, to the exclusion of the important types of sets which at
average prices rule the market in
France.
I admired the perfect discipline of the British Salon. All sets
worked sympathetically at the
same time."

Radio Sets by Air
T'RIBUTE to the excellence

Aus-.

trian broadcasting, marking
the tenth anniversary of the first
transmissions.
Spec i a 1 pro1.

grammes from Bisainberg are being
relayed to a number of European
stations.

British

RADIO SETS BY

-

AIR.

A

'
.

-

-

.

'

'e'

I
.

J
-

-

A

busy

scene at Croydon
last week when a

s

of

radio receivers lias
come from France in the shape of
'large orders following the Olympia
Radio Show, The firstS consignment of a large order by the
General Electric Company was
carried over to France from Croydon by Imperial Airways on September 21st.
When air transport is used the
sets can be conveyed from the
G.E.C. factory at Coventry to
their French destination in less
than six hours.
1

-

.

The show, which will remain open
until October ,oth, will embody
some of the best features of Radiolympia, and, in addition, will
provide television displays and a
B.B.C. model studio from which,
a number of first-class programmes
will be broadcast.'
The G.P.O. anti-interference
display and film will beonview, as
well as the model railway transferred from Olympia.

I
-

i

-

-

t,,

UTEDNESDAY, October soth,
VV
sees the opening of the Scottish National Radio Exhibition at
the Waverley Market, Edinburgh.

communication
with
amateur
stations in each of the six continents of the world, using a power
of less than so watts, according te
Single-sideband.
reports received by the American
Radio Relay League.
Broadcasting
The record-breaking opérator is
listeners can rest
G.Pollock, ossner of the amateur
UNTIL
assured that there will be no
station \tKsXU, at 9, Acstcia 'change-over to single-sideband
Street, Belmore, 'New 'South' transmission by the broadcasting
Wales, Australia.
stations of Europe. The British
delegation at the recent Lisbon
Universal Valves
Universal
AC/DC radio conference merely took the
1%/TAZDA
'- valves and the AC/TP opportunity, we. understand, of
the single-sideband
have, we understand, met with a discussing
system as a means of "clearing
big demand, and supplies have
the ether."
The international
not been sufficient to enable retail
Telecommunication
Convention,
stocks to be held. Readers who
have any difficulty in obtain- the only body vested with eiiough
power to bring about such a
ing these valves for use in ¡Virechange, does not meet for another
less
l'Vor/d receivers
for which
three years.
they have been specified are reThe use of single-sideband transcommended to communicate with
mission would double the space
the Cosmos Lamp Works, Ltd.,
available for stations in a given
Brimsdown, Enfield, Middlesex,
waveband,

.L

Tenth Anniversary
'J'HIS is a festival week in

Radio Show at Edinburgh

.

largeconsigninent
of G.E.C. sets was
despatched by air
to France.
Air
transport offers
the best. facilities
in speed, simplification of packing
and in overall
costs.
British
sets are finding a
good market ofi

the Continent.

A

Programme Problem

MERICAN broadcastiiig apL
pears to have "(Ic-slumped"
in the last few months, for,
according to a Washington correspondent, the radio impresarios
are racking their minds' to find
"holes" in their schedules for
anoitionai. programme leatures.
Evening entertainment, for those
who do not object to advertising
".blurbs," is now at its best, and
the station authorities are tryiiig
toimprove the day sessions, which
formerly have not attracted the
sponsor owing to their comparatively small audience.
Most daylight hours are filled
with "sustaining" programmes,
which are devised to fill time
which no advertiser will pay for.
and to prevent the listener from
switching over to a rival netuork.
Friend or Foe
1'tTEVER was the Press more interested in the possibilities of
news by wireless thais at the
present time. At an international
conference to be held in Brussels.
beginning October 20th next,
the International Federation of
J'urnalists will discuss the subject
from all angles-professional,
technical, and legal.
Apropos of this conference, it is
noteworthy that American broadcasting organisations have received
some pungent advice ois the subject from Senator C. C. Dill, of
Washington, who exhorted the
National Association of Broadcasters at its last meeting to "tear
itself free from Press domination
by setting up a news organisation
of its

own."

.,-

I
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BROADCAST
1

BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent

Wave Squatting
THE 'little" Nationals, as the B.B.C.
now call the London, West and North

Nationals, are to hold the fort, whether
Droitwich makes them superfluous or not,
until the North Scottish arid North-Eastern
transmitters are ready to take over.
This wave-squatting, as they call it in
.America, is to prevent their wavelengths
from being grabbed by wave-snatchers
abroad, following some notable precedents
set at the time of the Lucerne change-over.

-

Nine Years Ago
In two days' time Droitwich officially

takes over from Daventry 5XX, and the old.
station will be dismantled without delay.
How soon wireless events become history!
It seems a very short time since Capt.
P. P. Eckersley, in July. 5925, announced
the opening of the "biggest radio station
in the world ' (szc)-I have just consulted
the B.B.C. archives-and all the important
people made a special journey to Daventry
to witness the inaugural ceremony on July
27th.

No Flag-waving, at Droitwich
Droitwich, which opens without any

speech-making or waving of flags, has six
times the power, and, to take the licence
figures, three times the audience of 5XX
on the inaugural day.
A

Droitwich Film

Look out for the Droitwich film, which
will be touring the cinemas within a few
weeks. Produced by John Grierson, of the
Post Office Film Unit, this new film includes
some brilliant photography., and gives an
excellent impression of the magnitude of the
undertaking. It lasts fifteen minutes.

Pathetic Cases
A number of complaints have already
reached the B.B.C. that Droitwich is overloading receivers in the district. The most
comical grouse comes from two listeners,
who state that Droitwich is scarcely more
powerful than Daventry. Their sets are
fitted with A.V.C.

Old Masts: New Tests
Externally, the old 5XX will remain the
same for a long time to come. The 5ooft.
masts, upon which Peers and Cabinet
Ministers gazed so exultantly nine years
ago, are to be saved for a time for omnidirectional short-Wave tests.

THE COMPLEAT BROADCASTER. The whole art of addressin the microphone is now
taught at a miniature Broadcasting House" installed by the London School of Broadcasting
in Bond Street. In a voicè test such as that shown in progress, the student's speech is recorded
and afterwards played over to assist correction of faults. Behind the microphone is Mr. Bertram
Fryer, the director, for many years in the Variety Branch of the B.B.C.

B.B.Ç.'s Biggest Studio
THE new broadcasting studio at Maida

Vale is by far the largest in the
B.B.C. 's considerable collection, measuring
Iloft.x72ft., and having a cubic capacity
of 220,000ft.
Its main uses will be for large orchestral
concerts and chorus work. A very impressive control room has been fitted which will
handle transmissions from four microphone
points.

Four Smaller Studios
When the main studio has been put
through its paces in a few days' time, and
the engineers have tested it for "sound leakage," work will begin on four smaller
studios.

New Recording Department
Maida Vale will fulfil another useful func
tion as the new home of B.B.C. recording.
(Thus Broadcasting House. so painftsllv
tacking in space, gets rid of anofher bui-.
den.) Recording will be carried out on a
far larger scale than hitherto in a department which combines the Blattnerphone and
disc-recording methods.

.

Not Enough Kick
ONE instinctively feels sorry for those
singers who, according to the B.B.C.,
declare that they seldom ' aet a kick òut

their performances; everything goes
according to plan, and naught emerges save
the critics' comments in the next day's
of

papers."

Judging from some of thése comments,
plenty of kicks do emerge, but the singers
are not easily satisfied,

Her Majesty's Microphone
LOT of fuss has been made ábout the
microphone used by the Queen for the
launching of the. ' Queen Mary."
I understand that the particular instrument used for public-address purposes
had singular beauty of appearance, construction, and performance. The B.B.C. does
not disclaim these virtues for its own instrument, but' emphasises that the specimen
used for the broadcast-a Reisz-Ròund-was
"taken from stock," and was the saine as
would have been supplied for a broadcast
by 'any member of the public, whether a
Member of Parliament or one of. the unemployed.'

,\

At Sandringham
Incidentally, the B.B.C. microphone on
these occasions is always made as inconspicuous as possible. On the King's study
desk at Sandringham the microphone is
actually concealed.

Prince George at the Microphone
MANY listeners will seize the opporthnity

of hearing Prince George at the microphone when he opens the new Civic Centre
at Swansea on October i8th. The proceed-.
ings are to be broadcast in the West Region
beginning at 12.10 p.m., and while Prince
George is inspecting the new Guildhall and
Law Courts a few words of introduçtion
will be given by the commentator. Later in
the proceedings the Prince will declare the
new Guildhall, Law Courts and Brangwyn
Hall open for public use.
Speeches will be given by Lord Sankey,
the Earl of Plymouth, and Lord Iveagh.

A Council of Twenty-Three
MR. BERNARD SHAW remains chzirman of the Advisory Committee on
Spoken English, which now has twentythree members. The original Committee
consisted of only seven members.

Breakdown and Recovery
\XTHILE I was spending a fragrant halfVV
hour at Broadcasting House last week
néws was rushed through that West
Regional had closed down at 12.1 p.m.
Later came the report thatworking had
been resumed at 12.29 p.m. Cause of mishap: Burst water hose in No. 2, C Unit.
'
Life is never dull at "B.H."
The, Know
E, Czecho - Slovakian broadcasting
authorities have declined on principle
to inaugurate a " Women's Hour."

TH
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not only operate them atan
unnecessarily large volume
but tune in to some Continental station at a perfectly ghastly hour of the
L''
morning and keep at it áll
day and until long past
midnight.
The recently issued edict
against the tooting of motör
Saved at
horns during the night
'Ç
the eleventh
hour.
hours is all very well in its
way, but it seems foolish tò
fulminate and legislate against this cornMike at the Altar
paratively harmless harassing of the noctornai nerves when the far greater menace
A PPARENTLY England is not the only
A L country where the old Spanish custom
of the nerve-shatteriíìg loud speaker is left
prevails of a bride pretending to be demure unmolested.
and shy, fos, according to a Continental
As a direct consequence, a very undesirnewspaper, a special amplifier has been in- able state of affairs is árising, as was re-,
stalled in a church in far-away Albania in vealed to me by a well-known manufacorder to put a bit of pep into the bride's turer of electrical apparatus whom I met
softly spoken "I will."
the other evening in a pub.
It appears that, just as in this country,
He had for some time past, he told me,
she is scarcely audible, and the amplifier been puzzled to account for a steady rise in
has been installed in order to assist the the ales-curve of violet-ray mchines.
officiating clergy. While glad to see that Since these' things are supposed to cure
radio, or, at., any rate, one of its by-pro- everything, ranging from - angina pectoris
ducts, has once more been called to the to spots before the eyes, he had at. first
aid of suffering humanity, I must confess supposed that some' of his advertising staff
that I think that the apparatus is a bit of had beeñ busy-writing to the daily papers
a back number.
explaining how they had been cured of
Surely it is high time that all this busi- long-standing pimples on the epiglottis by
ness of bridal reluctance to say a couple
the use of one,óf these contraptions. His
enquiries drew a complete blank, however,
of words which she is bursting to get off
I
her chest was thoroughly debunked.
and, in spite of a diligent search, he was
think that a good opportunity of putting
the principles of radio to real use in this
matter has been missed. It is surely the
one immediate application to which the
newly-invented "Humanoscope" can be
put. This device aàcording to information given by the daily Press, "is able to
reveal mental activities," which is, I suppose, a roundabout way of saying that it is
a radio thought-reader.
With such an apparatus in use, the
necessity of asking the bride 'a perfectly
idiotic and superfluous question would be
obviated, while at the same time many
an unfortunate man could be saved at the
eleventh hour from the consequences of
his own timidity, since this truth-revealing
At a perfectly ghastly hour.
radio instrument would naturally prevent
him from plunging into the orgy of perjury unable to find anything of a laudatory
which is all too common nowadays.
nature that had recently been published.
It was purely by chance that he eventually found out- the real reason for the
IHAVE nothing but sympathy for steadily increasing sales. It appears that
people whose enjoyment of broadcast- among the many thousands who strayed
ing is marred by interference from an elec- into the G.P.O. anti-interference demonhic face-lifter or some other engine of stration at Radiolympia there were hosts
of sufferers of the type I have mentioned
female beauty, but I think it about time
that a word was put in on behalf of the whose nerves had been so completely shatordinary citizen whose enjoyment of life tered that they were robbed of the last
vestiges of the moral integrity which they
is spoilt by the unending bellow from the
loud speakers of selfish set owners who had once possessed. rhe result of this.

¿
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J
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was that they had wilfully put to arong
use the technical information bestowed so
freely and gladly on them.
After learning that interference from
-electro-medical apparatus was the most
pernicious of all, and could only be cured
by using the gadgets in a room lined vith
screening material, such as wire netting,
they had deliberately gonetheir way anti
prostituted the information so bountifully
given them by purchasing violet-ray
machines and effectively silencing the
'offensive noises of their neighbours' loud

A

Surprising Discovery..
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speakers by putting into practice the old
maxim that the best form of defence
attack.
It must be remembered that no illegal
act is being committed, since it is perfectly
lawfu,l for a man to impart electrical massage to his epidermis ad lib., and none
can say him nay.
i

An

Unfortunate'

Firm

CONTRARY to the generally experienced rush of prosperity which most
radio firms seem to be 'experiencing at
this time of year, there is one unfortunate
firm which the very glut of ordçrs, is
forcing into the bankruptcy court.
According to an interview which has
been granted to the representative of a
well-known northern newspaper, this firni
are in the unfortunate position of' making
a loss of a few shillings on every set' they
sell, owing (so they say) to its-absurdly
low price. As they are at present simply
inundated with orders the future looks exThe.. obvious thing
ceedingly black.
which ignorant laymen like yourselves
or me would suggest would be either to
increase the price or cut the costs.
Unfortunately, however, things are not
so simple as that, since it is revealed that
if the former were done the public would
cancel their orders, since it is the cheap
price which attracts them. With regard
to costs, they are already cut to the bone,
and so nothing can be done in that
quarter. Again, foolish people like yourselves and me would suggest that even
then all is not lost, as much money could
be saved by discontinuing the making of
the sets, and, in addition, customers would
be saved money, time and temper. It is
quite evident, however, that if we suggest
such a course we merely reveal our hardness of heart,, as, according to the newspaper report, the firm "does not like to
disappoint the public."
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A37--

-

A Superheterodyne Receiver of High Selectivity
-

FEATURES .-Type.-Table-snodel saperheterodyne for AC mains.
Circuit.-Octode frequency-changer-_variable-mu peniode IF amplifier

J.
I

-

_Ldouble_diode_triode second detector-power penisole output valve. Fullwave valve rectifier. Controls._(1) Tuning. (2) Volume and on-off
switch. (3) Wave-range switch. (4) Tone control switch. (5) Noise
suppression switch.
Price.-12 guineas. Makers.-Portadyne

Radio, Gorst Road, North Acto;

account of its comparatively
broad tuning, reduces sideband
' screech" when tuning through a
station. The bias for the triode
amplifying portion of the second
detector valve also supplies the delay voltage for AVC: Both the IF amplifier and
the frequency changer are controlled, and
it is rarely necessary to resort to the manual
volume control.
-

r.

-

DUE largely to the improvement in the
characteristics of valves, the performance of the moderately priced
superheterodyne is this year better
than ever, and the receiver under review is
typical of the excellent value now obtainable.
Range and selectivity reach a
standard which was obtainable only with
aix- or seven-valve receivers a year or two
ago, yet the present circuit, if we exclude
the rectifier valve, comprises only four
valves.
The first valve is one of the new octode
frequency-changers, and is preceded by a
band-pass input filter. Chokes are included
in the aerial lead both on long and
medium waves to reduce interference from
second-channel whistles. The intermediatefrequency amplifying valve is a variable-mu
pentode and is associated with four tuned
circuits. Rectification is by means of a
double-diode-triode, one anode of which is
used for detection and the other for supplying the AVC bias. The IF input for the
latter diode is derived from the primary of
the second IF transformer, which, on

.

Noise Suppression

Resistance coupling is employed between
the second detector and the power pentode
output valve. The field of the moving-coil
loud speaker is used for smoothing, and an
external loud speaker may be connected in
parallel with the primary of the output
transformer.
The output pentode. is corrected for
accentuation of the high audio frequencies,
but a further fixed reduction may be made
by a switch at the base of the front panel
which shunts a small condenser across the
grid circuit of the output valve. The degree
of control thus afforded is not sufficient seriously to affect quality of reproduction, .but
may make all the difference to the enjoyment of the programme from a distant
station. In addition, there is a noise sup-

London0

.

-

-

-

:'

-

-

-

-

NW.1O.

pression switch at the side of the cabinet
which completely -cuts out background
noise when moving from one station to the
next and also exercises some discrimination
between strong and weak signals. Its action
is to apply a small initial bias to the detector
diode, with the result that, while strong
and medium stations are unaffected, the
weak transmissions, together with the
general level of background noise, fail to
reach the point at which the rectifier comes
into action.
The overall sensitivity is sufficiently high
to give reliable reception of six or seven
foreign stations on medium waves in daylight, and after dark no programme which
is higher in strength than the prevailing
noise level will be missed.
A high sensitivity calls for a correspondingly high degree of selectivity, and
this quality is one of the outstanding
features of the set. In Central London, the
Brookmans Park National transmitter occupied a band of only is kc/s and the
Regional transmitter 45 kc/s. In other
words, adjacent channel reception is just
possible near the National transmitter, and
approximately two channels are lost on
each side of the Regional. The long-wave
selectivity would be sufficient to give clear
reception of the Deutschiandsender, but for

I..
Ccmpete circuit diagram.

-

O-

-

-

-
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-

-

-

M2S

Inter-station noise suppression is obtained by applying a fixed bias to the diode detector.
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medium waveband
The reproduction
460 metres on

D4
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I

.

at

was

DETECTOR VALVE

2,d

ence from Daventry

-

.

VALVE
C

F C 4
able cabinet resonance and the bass
I!
and treble are well
¿5
balanced. The good
quality ¿s maintamed up to the
fes
full volume avail: :t
- 'i
able from the local
5
/'
i
station, which was
estimated to be f
O
the order of 2 watts,
The cabinet is of
.
tasteful design, and
the centre panel of
bird's - eye maple
_\
\
blends well with the
\--:-',"'
\\
white tuning dial and
the green material
VOLUME CONTROL
covering the loudAND
BAND-PASS
",
aperture.
speaker
ON-OFF SWITCH
The dial is clearly
FILTER COILS
TUNING CONTROL
'\
calibrated in wavef
ThWlreIess World
lengths, and the
WAVE-RANGE
COPYRIGHT
pointer is provided
SWITCH
by the image of an
arrow, w h ich is
General view of the chassis. The band-pass filter coils are unscreened.
thrown alternately
on the long. and
medium-wave scales by separate pilot lamps gramophone records, and a mains earth con- aerial, however, only the medium-wave
travelling with the main condenser spindle. nection is included for those who are unable locals gave reliable results, and for other
Provision is made for the reproduction of to erect ais outdoor--aerial. With the mains stations a short indoor aerial is desirable.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor .dpes- not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Cinema Reproduction.

time as variable density recording, which is
less prone to these effects; (b) ElecIVENTURE to add this letter to the many wuch
you have .already ieceived on the ques- tromagnetic recorders are, I believe, almost
used- nowadays in place ,of the
tion of cinetha quaFi-ty;in'the hope that your exclusively
light"
system,
- in which the audio-freexperience
readers jnay .be .ioterested.ia the
quency outpût irbìn the microphone ampliof an amateur whose pleasurable duty it. is
fiers rnodulates 1e recording light beam
to, provide Talkie '. entertainment in one
direct. I should have thought that the latter
of H.M. ships.
pifions
expressed by would be far better for recording tranI fully endoise the
having no inertia, as well as more
your correspondents who state that the sients,
from frequency and harmonic distorquality of most cinemas is very far from free
good. With the equipment I have installed. tion.
I fear that the answer may lie in the
here I believe I have achieved the best
or money-making, sphere
economic,
quality obtainable as a result of a comproG.W.HARPER,
mise with cost and portability, and subject
Lieutenant-Commander, -RN.
to the limitations imposed by the input from
the often poorly recorded sound tracks on The Manchester Shoiv
many films. This quality I estimate at
about 50 per cent. better than that given you have printed Interesting notes in
recent numbers of Tise Wireless World
by the average provincial cinema, and the
relating, to the Olympic Show as viewed by
same amount lower than "medium high
For we
a Student of Quality, etc.
fidelity" iadio reception. In this connection I wish you speedy success in your search Northerners the Manchester Show is " Our
Show," and it occurs that a few. notes on
for some form of measurement of fidelity.
Lastly, is it too much to hope that some this may be- of interest.
As the writer is also a quality fanatic he
explanation may be forthcoming from the
shares much of the views of your previous
film technicians as to why: (a) Variable
The
area recording,, with its intrinsic weakness contributor on the London Show.
Manchester 'Show was bright and colourfulin the reproducer in that harmonic distortion is bound to occur if the light slit be with good display, but little to interest the
keen amateur; and, alas, many of the leaders
shortened by dirt in the gate, or incorrect
tracking, is allowed to exist at the same of the industry usually at Mancheiter were

''

.

-

missing this year. There was less display
of technical matter and detail design than
in the past, so I suppose the majority
rely for sales ois the cunning design of
their cabinet worlç.
Strangely enough,
the biggest crowds appearèd to be
interested in the stand of a wtll-knowii
"gadget" manufacturer where there was
not even a complete set or cabinet, which;
in my view, goes to prove that the public
are more interested in technical matters
than manufacturers give them èredit for.
I must take several of tise leading valve
makers to task for being unable to supply
real technical literature, and the makers of
automatic record changers which were not
automatically record changing."
The loud speaker makers alond appeared
to be the one bright spot in the show for
the amateur, there being at least two firms
sTowing high-note tweeters which could
be cut out by pressing a hell-puih switch.
I happened to be travelling home with a
non-technical listener who had visited the
show for the sole purpose of ordering a
He had come away without
receiver.
ordering anything for the reason, as -he
put it, that he- "appeared to have
stumbled on a Furniture' Exhibition! " I
believe there were supposed to he some
demonstration rooms, but the only ones Imanaged -to find tucked awa' in the gallery

-

-
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to be hallowed
places for trade men who must not be disturbed in their discussions of big business.
or was it the latest club story?
H. BRYAN DAVIES
Colwyn Bay.
of thè Annexe appeared

Radiolympia Criticisms
editorial of September 7th, toyOUR
gether with Mr. R. B. Ransome's
letter on the 'Common Supply" at

Disappointed Visitor's
Olympia and
comments, all point to a need not yet met
in any way known to me. I offer a very
optimistic suggestion, but one not impossible of execution if one of the large
general emporiums will take it up. It is
that an impartial body shall provide a
series of demonstration rooms, similar to
gramoohone record audition chambers, but
large nougli to represent fairly the normal
conditions in private sitting rooms. The
smaller rooms (say; i4ft. by i4f t.) should
contain a selection of battery sets, and a
similar room should be reserved for small
mains-operated sets. Rather larger rooms
would be used for demonstrating the intermediate types of receivers and the lesserpowered radiograms, while still larger rooms
would exhibit the super-quality sets and
Independent loud
de luxe radiograms.
speakers would also be shown in all rooms,
and itshould be possible within limits to
move a receiver or reprociucer to a given
position in the room at the listener's request.
Obviously the demonstrators aould have
to be as impartial as the traditional civil
servant, and the rooms would be supplied
by all manufacturers with courage enough
to let their producers stand up to a cornpetitive test under conditions approaching
to normal. Prdbably only the large stores
could afford the nccessary space-the
ordinary retailer cannot do it.
At present, the effect of the large Radio
Exhibitions must be well-nigh bewildering,
and it is impossible for an intending purchaser to make an unbiased choice from
the dozens-almost scores-of competing
makes, on performance alone, unadvised
and unproinpted, (if he so wishes) under
conditions approximating to the daily use
of the article required. Many people rely
upon the. guidance of a discriminating
friend, but such a friend is often prejudiced
in favour of some particular type, and it
would do him no harm to accompany the
purchaser toan audition such as I suggest.
Concluding, may I alter a well-known
saying?-" Blessed is he who expecteth
much, for some day he may not be dis-

appointed."

Beckenham.

I

W. C. BURBRIDGE.

INOTICE that you have unfavourably
commented upon the fact that, at both
"Radiolympia' and at the Kelvin Hall,
the only telephony available was from one
common B.B.C. amplifier. 'This, of course,
does not give the set manufacturers an
opportunity to demonstrate more than the
loud speakers in their products, and gives
little or no indication of the powers of their
products as actual radio receivers.
Surely it would not be difficult to arrange
a very small transmitter in the Hall itself,
-

working,

l)erhaPs,

on

regulation

a

"artificial aerial" with a power of 'only a
watt or two, but capable of dealing with an

unimpeachably wide band of audiofrequencies. By this means visitors could
get some information, perhaps not very
much, about the radio-frequency side of the
-

sets on view, and certainly more about the
audio-frequency performance,
Carlisle.
Ex-ÔGY.

will be in use, particularly as the general
lay-out of Olympia positively lends itself to
such a scheme. As "Free Grid" remarks,
the presence of innumerable "experts,"

mouthin
unintelligible pseudo-scientific
multi-adjectived expressions serves only to
further bewilder the earnest seeker of knowledge. If the exhibitors have faith in their
own wares let them afford visitors to the
exhibition, in whatever guise they come,.
an opportunity of adjudging their true performance.
In conclusion, I would add that my
opiniOns are shared with almost every person I have approached on the matter, they
all agreeing that their main impression after
seeing all the stands is that of still further
puzzlement as to which receiver is most
suited to their individual tastes.
Twickenham,
L. J. LOWEN

The Exhibitions

A S a regular reader

of The

Wireless

World

and a visitor to the Radio Exhibitions
for the past six years, I thought what a big
disappointment this year's show was. Do
not misunderstand me.. From a showman's
point of view it was the best ever, but not
for the real "fan," who was anxious to
hear receivers and speâkers under working
conditions.
Some years ago a start was made in this
direction by a system of demonstration
rooms, but this has now been abandoned.
Surely it would have been wiser to have
improved on this idea so that the public
could have judged for themselves the advance in design and reproduction instead of
having to be content with viewing "dead"
receivers and trusting. to luck.
Hoping
something will be done before next year's
show and 'wishing your paper continued
success.
W, S. WILSON.
Lincoln.

"Signatures"
SUGGEST that the real reason why
J pianos and organs carry the maker's
name in a conspicuous position is that they,
are there to be played by anyone who has
the will and skill to do so. If the player
is asked to perform on» an instrument he
has never seen before, the maker's name
will give him some very valuable information hefore he strikes the first note.
I
know that the effects I can produce on a
Blüthner or Steinway are entirely different,.
and therefore modify, my interpretation
accordingly. Playing the same piece on a
Norman and Beard or a Harrison, and
Harrison organ may call for quite different
registration. Although many people have
helped to make them, all the instruments of
any oc of the makers I have named have

I be permitted to endeavour to enlighten one or two of your readers
who seem_in doubt as to the actual purpose
of Radiolympia? Primarily, this exhibition
is intended for the trade, the main object
of the exhibitors being to obtain trade
orders. As, however, the general public
has displayed such interest, increasingwith
each successive exhibition, if Press reports
are to be believed, it would appear that the
general scope of the exhibition has been
widened to appear attractive to both the

-
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A fixed station,
G6TV and a mobile
transmitter, G5SG,

took part in a fivemetre field day recently held by the
Kentish Town and
i

i

apparatus at the
end of their busy
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trade buyer and the prospective private

a strong family likeness in spite of the fact

pur-

that

chaser.

But I would endorse the remarks of your

other correspondents and contributors in
their cortiplaints as to the methods used to
display the receivers. It is absolutely impossible for the technician and ignoramus
alike to obtain any actual idea as to the
performance of any one receiver under
aétual reception conditions, and I would
consequently suggest that Radiolympia is
abortive in its most essential function;
namely, to afford an opportunity of viewing new products azul comparing them.
Until recent years many exhibitors rented
private demonstration rooms. These, admittedly, were not as good as they might
have been, but it is surely within the bounds
of possibility to further the idea, and create
numbers of sound-proof audition tooms (or
even near sound-proof) to enable all and
sundry to hear the article in question as it

-

every instrument has its own
individuality. Other solo instruments are
marked inconspicuously, if at all, because
they are carried about as personal property
by the performer.
A motor car is clearly marked for much
the same reason as a piano or organ, so
that a driver experienced in the type can
get in and handle that particular model at
once with ease and skill:
Prhaps the
same argument could be used to justify, the
conspicuous marking of tennis rackets,
cricket bats, typewriters and sewine
machines, but I do not think that a cas
can be made out for so markìng the radio
set. The modern set ought not to call for
any virtuosity on the part of the operator;
moreover, an apparatus whose sole function
is the faithful reproduction of sound has no
right, to any individisalitv or idiosyncrasy.
Cambridge.
PATRICK KING.
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Recent Products of the Manufacturers

'

-

Terminals are

.
-

-

-

arranged that the efficiency on all wavebands is as good as can be obtained with
a coil of such wide waveband còverage, yet
keeping the dimensions within practical
limits.
SVhen tuned by a o.0005 mid. condenser
and with one of 0.0003 mfd. for reaction
control, the four wavebands provided are
from 12.5 metres to 45 metres, 28 to 86
metres, 206 to 553 metres, and 974 to 2,128
metres respectively. To tune down to ia.c
so

-

-

----

Apparatus. Réviewed

-

.

-

provided

for
connections to
this Scientific
Supply Stores
coil for the
Standard Two.

-

STANDARD TWO COIL
COIL assembly for the Wireless World
L A Standard Two has been received for
test from Scientific Supply Stores (Wireless), Ltd., of uS, Newington Causeway,
Elephant and Castle, London, SEi. This
assembly conforms in every way to the published specification, and the two coils Li
and Lu are wired together internally, thus
reducing the number of connections which
must be made by the constructor. Terminais are provided for ail external connections, and the coils can be relied upon to
give a satisfactory performance. The unit
is priced at 5S. Sd.
ECLIPSE MAGAZINE HACK SAW
HACK saw is one of the most useful
of workshop tools, for quits apart
from its obvious use in wireless constructional work there are many occasions where
small jobs of a domestic nature call for a
saw capable of cutting all kinds of metal,
The same blade
bakelite and the like.
rarely suffices for all purposes, but spare
blades often get mislaid unless a special
receptacle is kept for them.
The new Eclipse Magazine Hack Saw
Frame No. 3oM ensures that one can
always place a hand on the spares since they
are accommodated in the hollow back of
the frame. This holds üve blades, so with
the one in the saw there are six available
for use.
Three different styles are supplied, two of
each of x8, 22 and 32 teeth per inch, and
these suffice for all ordinary needs covering
the requirements for mild steel, hard steel,
brass, for tubes and thin sheet metal, also
The
for ebonite and similar materials.
frame is strongly made and well finished,
and complete with six blades costs 55.

-

Lissen Four-

range coil for
use in all-wave
receivers,

'

--'

metres requires a condenser of very low
minimum capacity, yet quite practical, and
a small condenser (about 50 micro-iufds.)
in series with the aerial, the other wavebands being obtained with a o.000x mfd.
condenser in the aerial lead.
Reaction is smooth and satisfactory
throughout, and the best position for the
condenser is between the anode of the valve
and the reaction coil, and not in the
earthy" side as is more usual. The test
circuit was a straightforward det.-LF
arrangement using the Lissen HL2 valve as
detector. The HF choke must have a very
low self-capacity to ensure a satisfactory
short-wave performance, but if needs be it
is quite practical to include a special shortwave HF choke between the anode of the
valve and the standard broadcast HF choke,
Spare blades with teeth of
different pffch are accomino,l,+,,A

ih

Ç..,,,

,.Ç

ih

-

Eclipse Magazine Hack Saw
No. 30M.

The makers are James Neill and Co.
(Sheffield), Ltd., Composite Steel Works,
Napier Street, Sheffield as.
AN ALL-WAVE TUNING COIL
HE Lissen Four-range coil is believed
to be the only one of its kind that
covers the short, the medium and the long
wavebands, so providing in a very compact
form the means for constructing an ailwave receiver using but a single coil and
tuning condener.
It has a four-position
switch built into the base, and the whole
is completely screened. The windings are
'

though we did not find this expedient
necessary.
Selectivity on the medium and the long
wavebands was good for a single circuit,
though an HF stage could be employed,
using another coil of the same pattern for
the HF coupling.
Both short-wavebands
produced a satisfactory crop of signals
showing the efficiency is not aflected by the
other windin'gs, though a slow motion drive
of not less than 150 to e is essential for ease
of operation.
The makers are Lissen, Ltd., Lissenium
Works, Worple Road, Isleworth, Middle-

sex, and the price is 15S. which includes an
extension rod, knob, coupler for ganging
two coils and fixing screws.
-

UTILITY CONDENSERS AND DIALSHE new season's Utility steel-frame
gang condensers are similar in design
to last year's models, but several minor
improvements have been made, and in
workmanship and in pnce they compare
favourably with any on the market.
The rotors are fitted with aluminium
vanes embedded in a solid boss securely
fixed to a steel spindle supported at the
front in ball-bearings and at the back by a
plain thrust bearing, the whole assembly
being very rigid and free from end-play.
These vanes are semi-circular, and the correct capacity law required for present-day
circuits is obtained by fitting suitably
shaped plates in each stator section.
Tests were made with the new model
W.349/3, a superhet three-gang condenser,
designed for use with uio kc/s IF amplifiers. Using the customary standard values
of inductance, i.e., 157 micro-H. for preselector coils and 126.5 micro-H. for the
oscillator coil on the medium waveband,
the tracking did not vary by more than
3 kc,Is at any part of the waveband. For
the long wave coils of i900 micro-H. and
925 micro-H. respectively are needed with
a variable padding condenser of 0.002 mfd.
With the sections of equal capacity the
average discrepancy was just over o.6 per
cent.
The minimum capacity with the
trimmers fully out was 27 micro-mfds., and

'J'

'

i
:

Si.

,,

Utility Model W.349f3 superhet three-gang
condenser and new straight-line diaL

they gave a variation of 30 micro-míds.
approximately. The maximum change in
capacity of each pre-selector section was
These values are quite
485 micro-mfds.
satisfactory for modern circuit requirements.
The price of this model is 17s., and the twogang type costs ass.
The new slow motion dials are made in
two styles, one with a ratio of SI to s and
the other with two ratios, viz. sa to s, and
150 to i. The design is the same in both
models, full vision scales illuminated by
twin lamps being fitted, and the pointer is
driven by a narrow steel band maintained

taut by spring tension.

The 12 to i ratio model is wavelength
calibrated, but the dual-ratio type has a
o-ioo division scale. The single-ratio type
costs 6s. 6d., and the micro dial 15s.
The makers are Wilkins and Wright,
Ltd., Utility Works, Holyhead Road, Birmingham, 21.
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The Superheterodyne.

'.

t.

The Reasons fo a Welcome- Change in Set Design

.

SUPE1UIETERODYNES have the following advantages: (s) Stable H.F. amplification, and (2) uniform selectivity across
the tuning range. Their failings are: (s)
Liability to heterodyne whistle by (a)
second channel, and (b) excitation of the
tuned input circuits from the oscillator; (2)
tracking, although generally satisfactory, is
not precise on both wave ranges; (3) distortion, or, alternatively, lack of selectivity in
the intermediate amplifier; () non-uniform
sensitivity across the tuning scale unless an
intricate circuit system is used by which
both the output and coupling of the oscillator are modified with change of tuning; and
(5) poor sensitiveness to an exceedingly weak
input, unless a pre-first detector H.F. stage
is fitted.
In superheterodynes to-day we find,
strangely enough, intermediate amplifiers of
both higher and lower frequencies than the
incoming signal. If of higher frequency,
selectivity and amplification will suffer, and
if lower the problem of obtaining high selectivity without distortion arises, together
with liability to second channel heterodyne.
Why not, therefore. keep the signal frequency unchanged ? Because at the cornmenctment of the vogue of the single-dial
superheterodyne the defects of straight HF.
amplifiers of high gain were (i) Instability
owing to the excessive value of grid to plate
capacity of the older type of screen-grid
valve ; (2) distortion by increase of modu-

By F H. HAYNES.
lation of the carrier-the variable-mu valve
was only just making its appearance; (3)
poor selectivity as a result of cross-modula;
tion; and (4) the goodness of the tuned circuits declined as the capacity of the tuning
condenser increased, so that sensitiveness as
well as selectivity were by no means uniform
across the tuning range.
To-day the position of the straight H.F.
amplifier is quite different. The Ferrocart
tuning coils, even in a circuit arranged for
high selectivity, produce very considerable
stage gain, and this can be used to full advantage owing to the remarkably low gridto-anode capacity of the type of H.F. valve
now available. The H.F. pentode, as compared with the screen-grid valve, does not
introduce effects of cross-modulation. The
variable-mu type handles a considerable
signal input without distortion by change
of modulation, and with the aid of amplified A.V.C. cari be arranged automatically
to adjust the signal-handling properties so
as to be always in a condition of accepting
without distortion a signal input in excess
of that by which it is actuated. The characteristic of a tuned circuit having Ferrocart
coils is such that sensitivity is almost uniform across the tuning range. High selectivity is obtained without side-band cutting.
due mainly to filter design and partly to the
important fact that amplified A.V.C. renders
the receiver insensitive to a slightly off-tune
interferiig signal. The Haynes two-HF.

'

:

.

.

.

.

A,oscme,t of Hayws

Rdio, QUee,wy,

E,:fil4,

tuner, Model R, typifies all these features,
and is a' forerunner of a new vogue in receiver design.
At the 1932 Radio Exhibition the Haynes
Single Dial Superheterodyne, then nearly a
year old, stood alone. To-day it is typical,
but is already superseded by the two
H.F. straight set having Ferrocart filters,
low-capacity H.F. pentodes, amplifie4
A.V.C., and diode detection, a perfectly
stable arrangement which sets an entirely
new standard for range, selectivity, and
quality, with neither background noise nor
seif-heterodyne whistle.
That Wireless World readers agree with
these views is-revealed by the remarkable
demand for this new product. Haynes
tuners, amplifiers, chassis, and radiogramophones embody exclusive features, and have
achieved an unrivalled reputation for outstanding performance. Demonstrations are
given every Friday evening from 7.30 to
9.30 p.m. at the factory and at other times
if advice is received by telephone. A 32page booklet is available on request which
describes the new two HF. tuner unit and
the exclusive Haynes system of Duophase
L.F. amplification. as well as Haynes loud
speakers.
A new factory extension of 3,000 square
feet now includes accommodation for the
London office, and the address is Haynes
Radio, Queensway, Enfield, Middlesex ;
telephone Enfield 2726.
:

:
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free
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gradually. Thereproduction
ts generally clean and crisp

withabroad bass foundation
which is not usually found
in permanent magnet units
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would do iust,ce to units of
much larger size and price.
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carefulattention. Thebass
response is exceptionally
good . . the balanceoftone
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From the lowest priced speaker up to 4he big, public
address instrument, the 1935 range of GOODMANS
Speakers are winning universal praise from technicians
arid laymen. Now
from the Wireless World " comes the
news that a GOODMANS Speaker is specified in the
Wireless World " Standard Two . . conclusive evidence
ofthe efficiency and fidelity of our products.
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The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt
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Receivers and Amplifiers,

NOTICES.
TRE CHARGE
columns is

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS in

these

words or tess. 3/- and 3d. for every
additional word
Each paragraph is charged sepacately and name sod address
misst be counted.
ADvERTISESIElrr5 for these columns ace accepted up to
FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous 'to date o!
issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless World," Dorset
Moose, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l nc on SATURDAY..
MORNING at the Branch Offices, 19, Eert(ord Street, Coventry;
Gsitdhall Buildiogo, Navigation Street, Birmialfitsasn, 2; 260,
Deanogate, Manchester, 3 ; 26°, Renfield Street, Glasgow, CI,
The proprietor; retain the right to refuse nr withdraw.
adverttoemento at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymen'. for advertisements
ehoeld be made payable te ILIFFE & SOTS Ltd., and grossed
Notes being untraceable i! lost in transit should
not be aent as remittancea.
The proprletoro are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errore, although every care io taken to avoid mistakes.

capes-kets., unsoertag to the Victor speoiilu.ution, gettinO
oracty oit station,, at L7/7/O.-Degatlise'e, 'l.2t, Upper
Marytebone St., London,
WO.
(SAE. with att

J

enquicies.)

B

V.
hevs Clii .55Ä.E.' Maste
Plug-the only really unhersal
Plug-you can carry the heavy

Et

£10/b-i, Okhi11 Rd.,
[6502
nd Car Radio;
Emme!sons 50idget
CROSLEY
br
impootor-Royal,
5
send
ohoIooaIo cotologue,
[6447
Bockiogham Rd. Lordon. E.18. °
7VALVE Certury Coo Rodio, complete, ao oeoo; £717;
KB.
AC. ouperhet., Model 444, oc fleo,
£6/tO-So, Flat, Mantell St., Nl.
[6633
Model 309 D.C. 2-rabe Moies ReceiVer;
CQLIJMBIA
hot 9 guinoo, ofleoed complete 2 goinoas each, coo.
rMC potd.-Rogeoo, Radio, Laweoloft.
[6577
Wioeleso World ' Qolity Ampli.
of Porte for
OtIRllc,Kit compleo
eineoeo y detail, includiog vloee;
ompliflee only. LB/lO; leeder onit, 36f..
Wiceleoc World " Olympic S.S.
of Porto for
Wo, completo i cover y detail, Occluding val-ros and
locd.opeaker; £14/10.
loe Detoilod List ol Components for Either o!
the Above Kilo; coericgr paid, cash oith order.
;
'TARD. '15, Farringdoo St., London, E.C.4. 'Phoor
[6402
Rolborn 9703
"
05mo
terd
Wirrleoo
'
Kite,
complete
World
C
SCOlTS
i ocrer y detail; Qoality amplifier, £8/SO; Olympir
S.S. Sic, £11/SO; all iocludicg valves-67, Rorleoden
[6625a
flardeflo, N.W.lo.
935 Woolels, 4 volve onperhet AC. or D.C., mc.
1
epecirro £311916; 5 valve, £515; car rodio,
£8/10 ifleludoeg volves ; appro. lVi,-elroo !l'a,-ld deporit.
[6503
-Lorch Broo., il, Aeon ltd., London. El?.
I R -Band paso 4-colee choosie by Plroery, rslagoa.
p
vos mc., complete voith valvm, in high ClaoS
saclnset or oak robinet, either AC. or D.C. ; ditto rodioram, £7/10; cod., carriage lorwa.ed.-Kay, 167, City
[6610
lfd., london, ECl.
Volse Radiogrom., all electric AC. model. together
SIXscith amplifico, D.C. conveelor, extra gramophone
motor cod pick-up in cabinet, aleo ostra speaker, scould
soit rretaorast, club, etc., cost £170. orhat oIlers 1-Cao
loo inspected any time at 842, Romford RossI, Monoe
[6594
Pork, E.12.
Address Amplifiers-AC. mains, three stoge,
PUBLIC
21 wutlo, andiolOeled AC. output, complete niOb
valses, £15; uni s-rev.al AC/D.C. threa slogo, 7 wxtte
Ootpst, oomplte. £13; goxrxnsuod 12 months; trade sup.
plied- dolerrrd tersos-O. E. Claecsoo, B.Sc. (Eng.),
Bridge Works, Bridgc Rd., Wailiogton, Sorcey. 'Phone:
[6280
Wolliogtoo 3953.

Ptny

SW.

k; acep6
nd

4loe

'

V

IT IS WORTH YOUR WHILE TO SEND A
POST-CARO FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW
TWO-COLOUR ILLUSTRATEDFOLDER'W,"

V

LECTRO LINX LTD.
79a Rochester Row, London, S.W.1

ALL

ORTEXION.-250.0-250 60 ma., Or. I Io 2a., Os. 2 to
da., open type, 10f-; shrouded, 12/a; poet Sd.
ORTEXSON.-O'eerocar t SSS 350-0-350, tO ma., 4e.
.:
2.5 CT., 4v, 3.5 CT.; opon type 13/6, shrouded
,
10/-; post Oct.
mpdel br lIT.5 or 9 or 10, Or.
VORTRXIO7I.--Supes
1 to 2, 4p. 2 ta 4, opon type SO/t, shrouded lt/a;
pest 5/-.
120 mx., 40. 2 ta 5a.. Oc.
VORTEXION.-350-0-35o,
2 tu 4a., 0v. 2.5n.; open typo 54/6, shronded 16/a;
sa peesbau ded model, ccl fbI lllh.. 4 filaments ta speri.
Oration, 21/-; pact 1/3.
TORTEXION.-4S0 er 450 nc 500r. 120 mc., 4e. 2 ta
V
5, 4v. 2 ta 5, 45'. 2.5a. ; open typo 19/', shrouded
23/-.
ma.,
4a.,
Or

VORTEXION.-4g0
On. 2.5, Os. 2, 0v.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE contains 32 pages of up-to.
date technical Information on maIns equipment and
gieescharactesieticcscaeusndc(ccuienfop OUOPHA8E
TRANSFORMERS.
SEND FOR A COPY NOW. Eudcee lid. slan,pfar pool age.

Made to Your Sperificatloe;
Olnments same price
pri reamar ding te cottage, 0v.special
qnutatsseu by
drd;
yescre
grosel
cottage
unless
V

VWedbdOO,Wdy.TLterll?

RICH & BUNQV LTD.

Nom Road, Pondere End, IMiddlesex.
T,l,piaae:

P.

andeouthe

JSJii?W

sd-oe

.11

:

.

[6629
amp., 2'6v., iarorporat:t I
ing We,tlagbouse ' L.T.4 rectifier, guarne.
teed one year, postage 9d.; transformer only 5/3; li,t
[0595
loee.-Ard,n Agency, Woltaston, Wellinglsorougli.

Birmingham.

P542

Radio Data Charts7 A Series of Abacs

16470

'

Chargers-The NP. loe the Ioevrst priced
BATTERY
efficient instrumento ; trade lists.
Ch argern .Specisl dieceunt to u sers; rices
BATTERY
from 52/- to £55-S.F. Elrct,iral, 014, Alum Stork,

Thy

_____

,rR1DGE

:

POSTLETHWAITE B ROS,
KISSER. 5E. STOURBRIDGE

KIng's

---i----

..,

Output Trcns100lnera.-OfficiaIlP rcpommended by M reare T uagsraoa br tk,ir 21o. output
valvlTRlDCEO last soerha detailed adnertiseoseet;
alelisery from stach; trade enquiries innitecl.
N., King's Bulistingo, tIeso Stanley Steret,
PARTRIDGE,
[6598
London, S.W.1. Tel. Vic. 5035.
foe AC. Chacgrro. HT. and LT-Block,
Ga;stoe,
W'nyhs,
Ltd.,
Liorrpool.
Sletallorglral
nelle
.1J

.

100,

Brosdassy,,

......

DROITWICH

J'

2.

ARTRtDGEe BAC AletEE., A.S.Stad.E.
Mains Traeslormers.-" Certalsily abone the
cry snuodly constructed."-' Wireless
PARTRIDGE
average.

Es.field 6777.

STILL IN PRODUcTION
SCREENED H.P. CHOKES; HETERODYNE WHISTLE
FILTERS; AIR-GORE SLAB CHOKES

Armoteong Chosvis ore Constructed of the Highest
Components Throughout, carry 12 months'
Irre guaranter, and are orct on 7 dope' cpprorcl,

MANOJFACTURING Co.,
Rd., N.W.l. 'Phoee Gnfl(oor 3105.

450 Or 500. 550
Or:
2, 4v. 2, o oreuoe Mdc 15.dsn., a

shrouded. nith terminals;
super (oh, 2' regulation, 35/-;
1/3.
less terminal,, 30/-; opea typr, 20/-;tolaust
B.E.S.A. SpeciOpa.
Asilo Transformers
200 colts,
VORTEXION
tien 100, 150, sr 520e. ta 200, 220, ne 12/6,
opea
abeoudcd
6g watto. 0/- post W. 520 esatto,
post 5/;
16/0,
uhrouded
matto,
type 10/6, post 5/'; 200
2 COO natte, £4/SO.
1,000'watt Transloemers; £4/SO, Caeciago
VORTEXSON
3gb. t tO oLa. Choke,, 5/0; 4oh. at 60
VOl1XlON
ma., 6/6; 30h. at 550 ma., 200 ohms, 15/6 open

Goode

carfsOÑG

al 2/-.

:

hum; £6/1816, inCluding Mulford P.0.13, Mollard
V.P.53a, Mullasd U.R.2, Manda PP.0020, Philips R.C.5
.19..

y,seea testrnCnst

..

;

pisone sssitching, tIsis chassIe is reali p oniseeso I, gieiog
quolly goad rosolIs sa AC. nnd D.C. msiao, 1mo from

5

Secsaalariea Contre Tapped.

2.

.

ARMSTRONG.-LutoSt
chassis, aSh folly deloyrd A.V.C.. 7 highly clOcienl
tussed circuits, bandposu input, Msrconi eptode Orequenry
chsngrr, combined 1st detector sod ossillotar, baodpass
0.0'., coupled to Mocruesi HF. prot.ode, band pasocou pled
to Cossor Dooklo Diode, gicissg diotssrtirnlrso drtrrtioo
and A.V.C., resistance coupled to Msodx high slope peestode, Marrooi- bi.phseo rectifier, full oieiOo sllomjnxtrd
tonlcg, calibrated io :rseelrogtho, combiord radio sod
gramophone eolomr control, corrected prntode outpot,
gioie g eareptionally good reproduction; £611816, citk
sceloes, enyniLes pasd.
triple bond pose 000cerhetero.
ARWSTRONG.-Unioersal
dynr'chaoeie. scith folly delayed AyO., 7 etsges. in.
coepors4ing latest Octode frequency changer sud first detrctor, screened pentodr intermediate otage, latest Moods
double diodo high slope pentode, lull vision ellousinoted
diet calibrated warelresgths, rombtnrd rodio and gramo-

modrl guaranteed

-

LR

kxcdpssssuperheterodyoe

A:C./34, caed by aathor in constructioc
VORTEXION
ai AYO. Thpoe, aa illoolpaced; IS,-.
52 Months, and aithia 5% normsl nod
GTJARANTEED
2PX sopor models, neat shronding, with detachnhlc
feet, acuse d by Conernment Depsrtmen;,, etc., etc., any

a,

S'

5e.

25

.

lead'in wires straight to your set,
without breaks or joins. This Clix
plug takes any wire up to three'
sixteenths inch overall, and the Clix
method of wiring ensures perfect
Price 3d. each.
ontact

OKit

.

-

-

ITORTEXION Specified Olympic S.S. o Traoslormer
S.S.352, 5 years' guaro otee, 25/-; teas terminata ansl
gssaeaotee, 21/-; p000cchacoso, £311716; choke, 12/0;
i Singlo Span model, 25/.; poses erchuso io, 13/10.
Ampliner or Sopar Monadial
V0RTE>50N_Q050ty
4355425 525 osa., 4v. 0-ls. CT., 4v. 3g. C.T.
4e. Sa., 4n. in., sopee shrouded, r 000siOr 2%in.XSin.,
rrgulatson primary engraved insulated terminals
eveight bIb., 26/ csseiag, 2/'; normal shrouded, 22/-;
open type, 20/., past 1/3; opeuher Odd replugement
chohe, 16/-; special output trnnslopmec ta " W.W." operification, 12/6, post Od. ; state raIse and eprsher; "
universal aulput transformec, £1; oncosai 4oh. 50 flau.
prifleory output trunilornirre. 50/6 p st Od
ORTEXION 7.35k. 520 ma. Cloln, 215 ohmo, io din
.
cost shrouding ta match; 12/0.
bal onoqoailrd. Good rooagh far a " Wire.
IMITATED,
less \toeld -' speciScation is good enough for pon.
Cost Little Mor, than the Cheapest, hut
VORTEXION
ofleqasallrd by the d raer, t.
ORTEESON Standards Despatched l'y Retuen.

With this

. 1s6
GEC.

N.W.6.[6507

MAINS EQUIPMENT.

Set Mesn/setorere' Sorptesa, Clesrnesee sad Hoehropt
Stecke offered ja eey ef tOrte ceio,00e eec vet be
Meno/setorces' carresf lisce.. Sedie cee, pesrnte eds'ertised
st brioso the list price do esel corry assp eoo,sa/ectoecr's

&

(t6t5

ACCLFM U LATORS-BATTERIES.
]%JILNES HT. Uolto, all onits end aticakero in stock
operes, serrare; deseeoetcatino iree.-t'egrer, 30.
King's Croo, Rd., WCl.
[6t32
ATTERY Drudgery Abolished, eotoanding resulte.
pectscotnrs end battery tog book trer.-Inotentbrite,
Peebtrs Works, Londen,

v'or parCicufas'o of Box Number Advertisements
and Deponit System ore previous inanes.

RECEIVERS ANO AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
Rdiogam 501 AC. volt 100-260; £8, er
J.J.M.V.
o1fer-.-4 Bns Cout, W.14. FuIh&m 4854. 16604
ho,126.-G.}.C. 1933-34 0 ese
AC. suprhet,
dim
ew.-B 1:153. do T?
,
[6600
W,ld.
Suprhe6 A.V.C.5 fo AC. M&in, coSt £14/14

Etc.-Contd.

15IDGET Strcrirrrs.-Eoery env broad new, complete
bL with colees aod spenker; oli cureiage paid, eaeh ,oith
order or cost.; working oft AC. und D.C. mains, any
svitate wills aaioersot odaptor included; Emeeson 5-volee
L. end M. mase bands, A.V.C., pick-up teesninmln. in
ha,sduosse figured walnut cnkioet (1l.4x7).5x5)-)) et
£41613 the soase, teas cabinet, ter enpersaoeooero vosslaiog
to mata own cobinrt ut £3/53/6; Victor Midcets (a
ontyt in sssessicety couotcacted ,oatnat cabinet (14x
10)-xe). 5-catee ouperhet., A.V.C., toce content, illuminated diste, undistorted output 3 ,,satto, in loot e very renne.
meet tosed in an eopenoive rrce,occ, geta 70 dotions,
fsot 515/15, ut LO/ls; oteo (3 only) Sparton 6-vulve

i,'

I

1.-Bat teryckargeas

.

s

Post free 4/Io

-
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PVERTS'EMENTS.

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS,

IIprimeie,

fi1aents,

&11

ceete tapped,

dout

eleeoios000 clampe and clearly marked termae,al stripe sere
fittest to all enodel,, sente foe list.
HOYNE'S Conoponrests ore Geeoeontyed loe One Year;
osee, type only maneefagtnorel, the best, au used by
osafly wdll-kunosee set maoselacturero alter testing all

LOUD'SPEAKERS.
-

W.W." translormern sceund strictly to
ÌjYNE,S._,_ el author: "W,W." test reports Jesse
specificatien
22nd: "The insulation is paeticularly good throseghoset
the teaeeeloemer io satisfactory in all respecte."
'L(OYNE'S.-Pseoh-psell quality amplifier transformes.
25/-, poet 1/3; 7/30 henrys chnkc, 9/6. poet 9d.;
20 heeeeyo. 7/6. poet 9d.
JJO?NE'S._5iogle span, 15/-, post 1/-; rho/se, 10
leenrys, 7/6, past Sd.
HOYNE'S.-Eoeeymaee A.C. super teoeesloemrr. 52/6.
cost 1/-; choke, 10 henrys, 7/6, post gd
.

ito

Lo.

-

-.

'
.

-

:

wncd, N.W.2.

1

'

'

.

(6592

.

/6.'.-Celeetioo P.P.M.W. (listed 45/6(' 19/6,
Goodman's, ileradeaeeght P.M. (6 orey(, 8m.
39/6; 18/6 T. type P.3L 1934-35 model,
1934 model, liutrd 27/6;
cone; 15/6, super tin.

-

cone, lOstest
fin,

-

'

new, cooled und boxed
match- ony output,' iurluding
Class 'B"; 7 days' upproessl againut cosh.-Mountgroee
Supplire, 76, Mouotgeoee Rd., NS.
(6627

ssind-

60-70 ma., 4e.
IIOYNE'S.-Feeeocaet
4s', 2 to 4a., 12/6. poet 1/-; eeith estca
2 to 3se.,
4v. 1 to 2a. o'inding, 13/6. post 1/-.
OYNE'S.-350-0-3500., '120 mu., 4e. 2 to 3a., 4e. 4
toe 6a., 4o. la., 45. la., 18/, post 1/3.
HOYNE'S.-400 or 450 oc 500e.. 120 ma., 4e. 2 to 30.,
to Sa., 4V. 1 to 2a., 18/-, psot 1/3.
'49. 2
OYNE'S.-500-450-O-450-500o. 140 ma., 4e. 2 to 4a,
4v. 4 to ta.. 4e'. 2a., 4s'. 2a., 27/6, pest 1/3; se-cit/st

.

-

'

-

with rote-a 4e.

te. field,

!

[OYNES.-Push-poll
quality omplifien. ronoplote to
" SV.W." specifications,
c/red and buy tested, lese
autore, -£5/12/6; complete kit nl componente including
metal choseie, £512/k; field replacement rholse, 1,250
ohne's. '13/6. post 1/'; output. te'aosloemnr. 12)6. poet
1/-.
JJOYNE'.S.-250-0-250c. 60 ma., 40. t to 2o., 40. 2
to 4a., 10/-, post gd;
ing. 12/6. post 1/-.

,

.

-

fleos B.T.H.-R.K. spcahreo,
OT I ) !!!-Reand
suitable loe PA. seoeh, etc.

L2/7/6 f -BTu. speakers, as aboce, loe 100-250e.
AC., complete sc/tb field ecetiflee.
'
'ROFAGNAVOX D.C.152 (Sin, cone), 22/6; Megna000 554
.1. J.
(te4ie. cour), 18/3; all s-ith heem-heechirtg rolls.
pouce oe proteste transformers, und' 2,500' 0e 6,500-ohm
fields; Magnas-os P.M.254, 18/.; Mugousou P,M.252, 22/6.
ATTENTION to All Ordres Within 24 Muore ; carriage
pa/d; cash seith order or cod.
TARD, 2nd Floor, 45, Farriogdon St., London, E.C.4.
V
Trlep/ooae
(6404
Holboro 9703.
ITITAVOX Publie Addeceb Loudspeakers, typeo and sines
to weit att requirements, any type eepaieed or er'
cenditioned.-Vitaeox Accusties;" Anhtoed Road, Cric/ole-

ever offèred!

HOYNE'S.-A.V.C. Straight Four teoeesfoemer, Tel'.
post 1/3; choke, 26 benrye, 12 m.ss., 140 nbms,
poet 9d.

Valüé

,

TRANSFORM E RS

.

9/6,

RECORDERS.

The greatest, mTitt1
O

TAUX1IALL.-Msegeoasoo peemasrnt moguetu,
euit.ssblr for Claus ' B," poseer er peotoslc,

III, 3tlk0-350s'.,

55/6, 7m, cose 17/6,

+4,

2,500 or 6,500,

lOin.

eeoc

lOOn.
reese,

23/.;

uniseesal,
6/o,

23/'; main s

reno

enee-gisrd.

7m, rene t5/3; brand
power or prntode truss-

soith humbuching coils; state
boemer; uouced manulacturers' stork; Immediate delieeey,
carriage paid, rush with order or c.o.d.-Ve.seohalt,tltilities,
163a. Steand, W.C.2. Templr Bar 9338.
(6458
ness,

]J

-

I'

']IOVING Coil Speakers tor Experimenters Wsnting
Somothing Different, hear the drums und sbor with'
ont resonance corey eue guarantred brand new; cars'iugu
paid, cash seth order or rod.; Americas Rolas, 7in.
diameter, 100-050e, D.C. (2,000 ohms(, llO-t75e. D.C.
-

111k.

HOYNES Teaosfocmeee,
prioro.

beet

built

to npecikoateooe,

keenest

aod woehmenokip; quotation by

materiale

J, I1OYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER. Ltd.,
IVI. Offices and Weeks, fia, Gladstone Rd., Wimhfedeee,
(6488
SWig. Tel. Liberty 3303.
PARAM0uNr Ma/sne Tranebormrre, rouaI to any, and
eloapo
botte, thee eocut; try them once aod you oil
une them!
PARAMOUNT abate Trasotoemere, 100-120e. up to
200 250 colts, or sire creea, 60 scatt, 8/6; t20 oatt,
10/.; shrouded 2/- rotca, post ad.
PARAMOUNT.-250-0-250s'. 60 ma., 4e, 1 to 2 amp.,
4e. 2 to 4a., open type, 9/6; shrouded. 11/6; poet Sd.
PARAMOUNT.-350'0-350e. 68 ma., 4e. 2-Sa., 4o. 3
te 5w., 13/-; shrouded, 15/.; post Sd.; 120 ma.,
40. 5 amp., 4e. 4. amp., 4e. 2-5a., with screened prineary,
shroo'cd, 16/'; poet 1/-.
PARASOOSJNT.-Seogle spao model, soi'sh 1%in. X1,yin.

-

350-0-3tOe. 000 mu., 4e. 5a., 4e. la., 4v,
2.5a.', ohrynded, nith eceecord primary, 2t,4X regulation.
20/-.
PARAMOUNT.-500e. or 450o. or 400n. 120 ma., Sn.
50., 4o. 4a., 4o'. 2.5a., ocreened primory, 18/-;
obrooded. 21/-, pOot 1/3; 150 n.a.. 40. 2.52., 40. Sa.. thcee
4v. 2a.., oeith 2/4in. xl%in. corro/ne, ohroodrd, 28/-, port

,

PARAMOUNT Mu/no Pcoeoioevuero uro Guorooteed for
12 Moothn.

PARAMOUNT Peydacto oro Fitted nith Neat Aluroirojom Fromm oc Shroodo, oil fiiamret.e CT., inno.iaiog' papee 2/4 mijo, thick betneen roch loyer, and tooted
thoroogbly before leaning ouc a'orko.
PARAMOUNT Tr000lormeca Modo to Your Ou-n Speci8cotiono; price according to roattoge; quotati000 by

Guarontred Electrolytic Condenneco,
AMOUNP500o. peak, 3/6. port 3d.
4+S'mid..
PARAMOUNT ?ofoins Trauriormers, manufactured by
R. IL Saitce, 66, Hart//rid Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19
Liberty
Tel.
(one minutefrom' Wimbledon Station).
3226.

[6315

'

1'LIMINATORS. olth.chacger, portable ort type. AC.
200.250 r'ulto 50-100 eycieu, bcaod ne-n, orooaod, 4uoeanteed, 25/- rae/o; Midget recolorer at bargain prIore;
roll und inI ct.-Cenecal Rodio Service, Condor Rouor,
[6631
St. Paulo Churchyard, E.C.4. City 3176.

CABINETS.

M

ANUFACTURERS' Clearance.
' Pantkec," a modern cabinet, o-ith conteacting
'figured onaln,.oteenree pande, 20x17X11, 13/6;
pc/erial type, 35x22X12, 30/-, aodeillcd; photo,uent ou
ULTRA

FLAGCrobinet;

SPEAKER Cubierto; 4/6 npuardo.
QEND Partieuloeo of Your Requlremrnto (giving ojee
eJ of vet, etc.), ne rail and orahe your oloofer feuer our
different typer; loom 3/6 to £4110.
to Presiono Motu. loe Detailed List ol Bar-

otoCko of oece 100

REF

PREMIER

as specified for the new " Standard 2"

Brand

'

III
II I

I' TRANSFORMER

Designed for the new
Q.P.P.' Double Pentode

-

valves, or any push-pull circuit requiring a
high step-up ratio, parallel fed. High
primary Inductance 60/70 henrys and
straight line amplification
over 50 to 9,000 cycles, full
step-up ratio of i-8. Extremely low capacity windings and minimum ftu7t
PRICE
leakage:
'I

TRANSFORMER

II

-

-

MAX Parallel Feed
Transformer, One of the

most outstanding Graham Farish contribulions to better and lower-priced 1935 Radio.
Alternative ratios of i-i, 1-s, 1-3, 1-4, i5
and i-6 are 'obtainable with the same
transformer. Black
bakelite case fitted
-

-u

with the new type ofterminal developed

Croe:

Stoodard

Offees
the Follou-Ing
cables,
tranamitting
15/- -each;
'0'.C.C. 2
ml,, 1.500e.

421tE and 4211D,

lImits).

-

.

VALVES.

/O.'-Gecovalse 0X.245 Ameriran
/
4
opcned cartone. f/rI 15/-,
pootago

ootpat .oaioo,
eaah nith oeder.
paid-Kay, 167, City Road, London, ECl. (6491
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co. foe 4mrrican
Valveo oith a Gaarantre; any tWe at keenrot pricer;
trude oupplird.-1021, Finekley Rd., Goldeer Oreen.
N.W.11. Speednyll 3000.

[0436

'

by Graham Farish

for the FontI conWithout
structor.

"°'s'

,

/.

It!

T
1

210, 245.
55, 37, 80.

'f

[6584
loe

light.iag, complete oith drising pulley, roCs. 750. clocka/sc, eoery eno guaranteed; 14/6, sent mariage lnesooed,
cash asith order.-Wickham, 6, Gerridge St., SEl. 18580

Wi?eless Direction

47,

46.

24.

35,

51.

57,

58.

-

LTD.
MILL, BROMLEY,
KENT.
-

-

-

-

COMPONENTS,. ETC., FOR SALE.

R.

-

-

.

RADIO, 44, Lamb's Conduit St., London,

RYALL'S
W.C.1. Nearest tobe

A.

by.

A

-

T

}Oolboeu; tramo 33, 35 pass
Oil Theobalds Rol., quickest approach from Slolboen,

through Ited Lion St, Bulboso 3529, Open Satoeday
ntternoon till 5 o'clock, Thueadays 1 o'clock. Hours 11

to 7 p.m.
14-28H. Chobes, second-hand, 10/6; BTU. RK.
1%, Jonios, corrugated ease, heavy type, 20/-; es-G.P.O.
galoo., 20 mo., 5/-; Polar tain tab, mith drive. 5/..
EAYBERD W.31, mito H.T.8, neo, 30/.; H.T.7. ness,
ovith second-hand RI. transloemer soith 40. 6 amps.,
22/6; Ultra Panther convele, £12/12,
TARLEY Square Peak H.P. Co/lo. 2/6; One set cabinets,
V
eoom foe s caber, to clear. 5/-; large Oresund magnet,
only 10/.; set O'errocart coils, G.1/2/8, neo, 20/-.

T.I.

17, Beddingteit Road, Seven

Rest Dynamo Value Obtainable Anyoshere, 22-voit
I lO-anop.
CAy., ball-bracing generators, 4-pole, 4-brush,
shnnt mound, totally enclosed. ooitabie
charging or

226.

otocked, gagea.ntecd foc 6 mantle, 247. 235, 551. 89, 18,
19, 46, 59, fiA?, 15, 42. 41, 38. 39, 78, 75, 5?, 58, 224,
44, 36, 235, 83. 43, 5Z3, 12/.; .25Z5, 12Z3, 14/6; 0X171,
UXSS9, 0X200, 0X245, 0X226, 0X227, 7/6; 0X250,
0X210, UX281, 17/6; UX867 pbotaeeiio. 25/-; all otbee
typer of Aenreican noises in clack; ne rico ot.cck teanomitticg rabee, port paid, cuoh :,ith order or cod,
'UTAltD, 45, Fareingdon St.. London, E.C.4, Tolepbone
VVHolborn 9703,
[6517

GRAHAM FARISH
MASONS

b/gb, lore mea, and eaciablo mu ocreen gcidr, one, tAcco
and (nur Writ AC. ootpot; directly h,'otod pentodeo, 250o.
60 era., tufi oar-n cectifirco, D.C. typeo, 20v. 18 amp., filamento. rceeeo grid H.. HL. pou-ce.
11E Follooiug Typer. 5/6 each: 350V. 120 mo., full
rectifier, SOOn. 120 ma, full. a'aon retti//ce,
2/4 natt indirectly heated peetode.
'FRE Follaoiog Ameeicau Typcs, 4/1; 250, 112. 171,

S.W.4..

'W

4

SURPLUS VoIces-All brand ne-n; battory typer, 2null, H.F.2, L.F.2, L.P.2, 1/9; rupee pouce, PP.2,
2/6; ecreonr and pentodes, 3/9; AC. molos, 4'oolt lame.,
generai puepcoe, 3/3; poorer, 4/-; accerno and pentader,
4/6; lull -nave certi//ere, 3/6; poatggr paid cork aitb
order, or rod, over 1O/'.-Cla,ion Radia Vaivc Co.,
885, Tyburn Rd., Erdinglon, Bieoi/ng/ram.
[6339
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Announce the Faechare
of the Complete Stach of a World Faoroar Continental
caIro manoiactoaree, all the loliooing standaed main typer
fully guaranteed, 4/6 each: U., RL, L p00-er, medium,

Foltoning SIae,, 6/6 roch: 42, 77, 78, 25Z5, 36,
38. 83, 39, 44, 53, 6A7. 6B7,. 2A5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7,
5Z3, 6C6, 6A4. 61(6, 6F7; the lollon/ag oalnr: 866, 25/..
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES. 20 md 22, High St.,
Clapham,
(6622
ALL Types of Brand Neo American Valces in Sleek,
only firrtafiaoo ma'kos roch ar Accturao und R.C.A.

lIC. 220c., A.C. 510v. 80e.. practi-

rPRE

of

T61E

(6583

.

SUPPLY STORES

Nro

-

Motee Guueeatoe. seo, 250 AC. to 15e. 13a.
CRYPTO
D.C.. list £18/10; oeil Lb-43. Zetiand Rd., Redcar,

Ringo.

'---i

American 866, 20/.;
working, 6/-; Stoenda.ed robles transformers, 1,0000-1,000e.
250 mo., 4e. 3a. CT., 4e, 3a. Cl'., 49/6; 2,000-0-2,000e',
150 mo,, 49/6.-Premier Supply Steers5 20. High St.,
Clapham, S.W.4. 'Phone: Macaulay 2188.
(6t23

:

£4-B.,

(cot

esls'rs

42t2D, £3;

DYNAMOS, ETC.

cally unused;

-

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

SMITH and Co., Ltd., 287-9, Edgwore Rd..
London, W.2. Tel.
I'add. 5891.
(6052

L. Convertor

-

rnregieed ioroepooatr keembuehees.-Ilegallirr's. 4-21, Upper
Maeylrbonr St., London, Wi.
(6616

L

Yorks.

shmo(, esoeth £2,
(same eoltages

(6.500

Sin. diametrr'

0124/' each; permanent mognrts,

9% cobalt magnete, 7,400 lines pee sq. em., 75/iee. diameter,
ssoetb 52/-, at 28/'; 9m, Senior model. u'auOh 63/-, at

ceoloeot.

SET rod Speaker Cabinetu; 5/- upngrda.
37/ 6opoaede.

abocr(, seceth 52f-,

33/.; oIl io seufrd cartons, with multi-ratio transformer,

eiae

1/3.
PARAMOUNT.-Westingbouor tcgoofoynoers, UTe, 9 or
10, u/tb 4V. 2a., 4n. 4a.. ohrooded, 16/-, port 1/-.
PARAMOUNT-Choker, 30/o. 60 mo., 5/6; 20h. 120
vira 8/6, pool Sd.

D.C.

200-250e,

16/6 rack; Senior models,

us

:

.ree

chose),

(2,500
at

£

i'

PRODUCTS

-
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A

8/ 0, post Od. Rudiophoue R.adiopaeks, 2H.h'., with volume
Control, 32/6, poet i/s.
AGERPHONE 3e. cud Reetifier Chassie Coueplete, io
good ordee, eith colees, 65f-; paies Polar thumb
driee, 000.5 ceodensees oith dooble eseutehceuc plate,
i2/6;
Ready Radio 0005 cute usesC Oudeusers, new, 2/6,
cao be parulleled ¡or S.W. seork.
RAPIO Offer Reliable Recistuneec, scastable
lar all seta obese a 1-osttercie Canee ic speesfeed,
RYALL'S
io eulues 100, 150. 250, 400. 500, 600, 1.000, 1,000, 5,000,
10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, 30,000, 40,000, 50,000,
75,000, 100,000, 150,000, 250,000, ½ eeeg., S sneg., 2 nseg.,
all salues stated in ohms, 4d. each; also 2.3-watt type,
400, 700, 800, 1,000, 4,000, 5,000, 6,000, 10,000, 20,000,
Od. euch, eire ends.
1'ERRANTL Teansloemeeo, £F.5, 18/6; A.F.7, 10/6;
O.P.M.l.
O.P.?sLle, 15/6 O.P.M.l6e, 15/6;
.1.
O.P.M.11c 16/6.
Jtadiàphone Volume Controle, nitli mains unoft snitch, cese, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 35,000,
100,000, 2/6 each.
Radiopleone Radiopaks : B.P. supeshet. 110
BRITISH
ks/s. 30/-, postage 1/3; sets Radiophone 3-soil ascite
on bose, nub leeneinals, B.P. supeehet. lløbc/s, 8/9,
postage Sd. ; 8'eerooaet coils, Gl-2-8, 25/- ; all with macna

-

:

l0/;

BRISt

:

'

011er el Rea Garraed Double Spring Motoes.
PCECIAL
No. llB, 12m. turntable, tulip automatic unit pinte,

etc.; 20/-.

Nno.inductioe l'ssbular Condensers, Sod, each,

0-1

T.C.C.
350e.; TOC. electrolytic 15 mid., 50e., 1/4,
T.C.C. 0.01 mica, type M, 1/.; T.C.C. 0.0001, type

M,

5d.; MMV. condenser blacks, 250v. mocking, 4X4XSXOX5,5a
mId., 4/- T.C.C. 0,1x01, 450v. marking, 1/6; T.C.C.
mid., electrolytic, 500e. working, 4/-; Dabilsee 2 mid.,
250e. working, 5/6.
Polar 2.gang, neue, bromo, 8/-, with cosse,
UNIK110BS,
9/6; R. and A. type output teansloemees. 10-23-32-1.
fleco, 5/-; Posalin laeseees, with gosidees, lin.
Od.; B_l.
llypeemite teanslorosecs, 6/-, second-hood; it.f. Paealeed
teansleemers, 5/., oeuoed.kand.
Disc Drioes, ices escutcheon. fit %ein.
ROpeb°'.°9
spindle, read 0-100 learn lelt ta eight; 1/6 pest ieee.
NJEW Lotas D.C. 2v. Sets, D.C. 2/HL., with D.C.
.1.
2/Pen., sensitiee and selectioc, osiginal mohe; £4/SO.
-

COMPARISONS.

I

LT., 27/n.

REMIER Chokes, 40 mihliamps, 25 kys., 4/. 65 muliP
amps, 30 kys., 5/6; 150 milhiamps, 30 lsya.. 10/6;
60 mihliampa,

Although "our output for the next
ten years was booked up" at Olympia
(vide dai1 press) we took more orders
at Manchester than at the London
Show.
Perhaps the North is more criticcl
than the South; but at both Shows
.we were told that the HartleyTurner Speaker was "by far the
best." One gentleman at Manchester
went so far as to say that our Loud'
Speaker was "gradely." That, we
understand, is the. highest possible
praise.
.
We can supply you with apparatus
gradely throughout. Apparatus designed ' only for High Fidelity
eproduction.

;

S1

speaker; 25/-.
1POCH 99'4F, lar D.C. Mains, 37/O; Magnavon type
152, 2,500 ahma, 27/6; ditto, ditto, 200 ohms, 17/6;
RA. 100 P.M. moVing coil opooker. 18!-; B.T.H. RK.
Jucio P.M. ccooiog coil opcokco; 22/6.
2-cobo AC. Moins Re-'
BRANDES Pop
KOLSTER
ce/ones, complete nith calves ond speokes. in sell-.
con/o/ucd cabinei foc mains of 200-250 volts AC. 37/6
Rodio Teotcss, a complete valse
20 Centusy
HE
cod set testes thai o/Il ive ssc/sviso ceading of
oli types of salves, battesy, AC. os D.C.. scithoot any
eatco bailes/ea being requise-1, fisted at £2/5, offeced at
the loa price of £1 each.
Type EI. AC. Moins Sopply Unit, cornFERRANTI
piole soith rectifyiog valve, listed at £10; iapot
200-250 volts AC.. output .200 volto 115 m/osnps; £4.
8.V.10 Moins Transformer, input 200.250
FERRANTI
softs AC., 27/6; Fereanti type S.V.8-6 meise
teonsformer, 12/6; Ferranti P.11 aoto transformer, 10/.;
Ferranti B.I chokrs, 4/- each, 50 rn/amps.
ADIOPHONE.-3 cong coodeosors, rcith sevrer, 0005.
0/6 each: 4 gang ditto. 10/': Frrovti' 3 gong coodrosera. 0.0005, 10/6; TOC. 4 osld. condensers, corking
voltage 1.500 volts; 13/- each.
Trons/eemers.-A.F.4, 7/6; A.F.3, 10/6;
FERRANTI
A.F.5. 18/-: A.F.6. 18/-; A.F.7, 16/6; A.F.7c. 20/-;
A.F.5s. 20/-: OPi. 1.1 ratiO, 7/'; O.P.2 25-5 ratio.
'7/6; O.P.3e PP. catie 1-1. 8/6; O.P.M.l. 10/-; O.P.M.2,
10/-; O.P.M.4, 12/.; O.P.M.12c, 7/-; O.P.M.17c, 8/6; B.
chokes, 4/-.
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 20/-; Li seen superhet coils.
FERROCART
3 gang, 10/-:' Weorite end Leo-ens s,speehet coils.
4/' each; set Wraeite Eseryman Four coils, 15f-; set
Varley B.P. 19 coils; Co/vera K.61. 62, 63 coils. 17/6.
Offer el Brand New Regestone AO. Moins
SPECIAL
Units in Sealed Boses, type W.5.A. her-ing an not.
pot at 150 s-silt, 20 rn/a., ville 4 tappioge, 2 re-orieble.
aIse trickle charger lee 2, 4, ne 6 voIt eumolators,
listed at £4/IS: our net price 38/6 cock.
Above Post or Carriage Paid.

J

THE

H0NE

NO1JE

94

r

Nl.

10/-.

the Following Manofecteeeee' Seerplus New
,sFc,ecs.iosr of the Origisal Cost; all goode
guareetceel pecleat; carriego paid oser 5/-. ander 5/.
postage 6d. ectra, IFS. and abeeod, carriage estro.
Order sesdec 5/- cannot be amt cod. Please aced for
ill seDated catalogue peat free.
Pureheve of Set Manulactorere' Steels.STUPENDOUS
All electric 3-raise (SG. det. pen.) art, in oulnat.
cabinet, ,vith wooing Coil speaker. 200250 colt 40-60
cycles, chassis built, 200.2,000 metres. with .4 caltes;

.We specialise in the supply of this
superb equipment on convenient

Please write for full par.
ticulars and quotation.
All eeedio .dpparana supplied promptly
oseafat
lorena.
and um Ilse
PRICE LIST FREE.

terms.

-

Z

The

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
it, OAT LANE, NOBLC STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.
(Eat. f925).

WORLD'S

H AN DIE-ST
.AERIAL
,__.,.c.eleeeoflsterfveeorr.

IRa

osOa5tRhk.Jaat the

length

3/6

Pt

OFFER
Goods at

£4/19/6.
4 I.L-ELECTRICJ 3-etage Amplifiers. 200-250e.. 40.tO
.41 cycles, 10 o-atta undistorted oestpot. complote with
5 caters, £7/7; eoitahle eprahees, peck-ups and microphone can be sspplied.

(Thu

admor ScossonI coalivued

la Shied cols,sa.J

SPEEDY.SERVICE -NQSUBSTltUTES.'"
EVERY RADIO REQUIREMENT

-

'j

I6"

35O.350e. 50
CT.), gity.

'(nih

lOO-ll0/200.250e. ce
,
'UTESTE&N ELECTRIC 2tluins Teonsiormer,, 3005
y 300e. 65 ma,, 4v. l.2a,, 4v. 2-3a.,
6/0; 500-0-500v.
150 ma., 4o. 3-50., 4e. 2-3a., 4-,. 2-Ss., 4e. Sa. CT..
4.. la, CT., 19,6
Offer nl Stains Teonslncmern, saunalaetueed by
Phfiulipu, inpot IC-O-200o
SPEdAl.
oc 200-250e,. ootpat 100.0loo voltS '40 ms., 4v. 2. amp., 4v. 3 amps., 4/6; 200-0
200,'., 4r. Sa,, 4e. 3a,, 4/6.
'
PREMIER
LT. Charger Kits, cousiatiog el Peemiee
tsoasloemee

and \Veotiaghoosc certifier, inpat 205
0v. %amp..l4/6;8v. lamp.. 17/6;
30v. 1 amp., 37/6; 2e
amp., 11/-.
Teuspeed Induction Type (AC. only) Electric
B.T.00.
Gramophone Motora, S00250e. ; 30/- complete.
Oltse B.T.R. Gramophone Maton, AC. and
SPEdAL
D.C. 100-250e.; 30/-; liSted £3/3.
(1OLLAlCO Gramo Unit, consistas 01 AC. matar, 200.
"-J 200e. high qoaity pick.up and salame coñtcol,
49/-;
n'ithout solomo control, 46/-.
'L'DISON BELL Double Opriug (leamophone Motors,
complete with turntable and ail fittings, a eeaUy
sound mob; 15/'.
00es ol Wire Wound Resistances, 4 watte.
SPECIAL
any cabe op to 50,000 ohms. 1/-; 0 c'atte, any
calce up to 55,000 ohms. 1/0; 15 esatte,
any -cabe un to
50,900 ohms. 2/.; 25 watts, any yolsee op to 50.000 ohms,
Petentiometues, 400 ohms.. 1/-; 50,000.
ENTRALAB
100.005,
meg., any velue, 2/-; 200 oleosa, aira
'suoni, 5/..
Star, munulectucecs' model, 3-gang esodevue-r,,
POLAR
tally screened; 7/6, with trimmers; unscrueurd, 5/'.
TepIc Con8 0.0005 Conde
A MERICAN
,
With
trimmers, 4/li
Utilety hake (te 2gnng 0.0055.
sceerne d, with aniknob trimmer, 3/6; Polar bahelite condensere, s.5os35, 0.0003, 0.0005, 1/-.
Cand eusrrs . 0.0005 2-gang scsi-shielded, 2/6;
ORMOND
brass e ases,, uk trimuaess, 3/fi; Brili,b ltadiupheoe
ils he/u intermediete, 3/-.
R,EAGNAVOX D.C. 552, 2.500 ohms, i7/t D.C. 154,
.19.5. 2,500 ohms, 12/6; liC.
152 magsa, 2,5015 ohms,
37/6. all complote aith bambuching coils; plraue atnte
vhether ponce ne peatode required; AC. co uversion hit
loe obesa typcs, 10/'; Mognavoa P.M., 7m. cene, 18/6.
Conned Coils with Circuit, accurata ly
RELIABLSt
matched. duel range, iron coced; 3/6.
In tees alce Tresslurmers, 2/-; multi-ratio
RELIABLE
catpat teenaloemecs, 5/6.
Efec(.eslytie Cord musera SOSa. merking, 65Cc.
T-C-Cpeak, o ml., 4/. 4ml. or 8 ml. 440v. scoehing, 3/.;
lSmf. 50e. wocheng, 1/-; 25m. auckicg, 25ml., 1/3;
t ml. 50v -a sud 2 ml. 105v. working, 6d.; 8+4 mId., 450v.
rcoil,esg, 4!'; 50 ml. 50c. mucking, 2/9; 2,500 ml., 12v.,
7/ 6.Cend rulers , 250m. o-oc/ring, 1 ml. 1/3, 2 ml. 1/9,
T-C-C4 ml. 3/-; 4 ouf., 450 e. ,,eehing 4/-; 4 ml., 750c.
scurking. 6/.
Coodeneect, 405v. aorh(ng.
+4+5+1+1+1+
JJ15I.V.
0.1+0.1+0.1+0.1, 4/9; 4+2+1-1+1+1+0.5,
3/9.
Condenacos , 8 or 4 sold., dry electrolytic,
DUBILIER
450v, worhing; 3/-.
TARLEY Constant Squsre Pooh Ceilu, boud'pass typm
B.P.7, beaud nm:c, an maker's cartons, mille insIeretinnn and diagrams; 2/4.
TARLEY HI'. Inteecalse Coils, B.P.8, hand-pars, eve.
pIde cella 'nateoetioea, io originel rectase; 2/6.
10F. Choker, by one nl the large,t maca.
SCREENED
lactu ceras n Ilse cOantey; 1/6.
British.made Melera, moving imn, flask
PRENIER
moantang, arrecato, 0-10. 0.15 59 me., 0-100. 0-250
ma., 0-1, 0-5 ampr; all at 6/-.
UTE-STERN Elrrtcie Gondeueces., 250c. working t ml..
6d.; 2 mf., 1/-; 4mf., 2/.; 400e. o-achicO, 1 oaf., 1/-;
2 mf., 1/6.
UTSHE.WOUND Potentiometers, joyo, 2.5Cc, 15.000,
V
20,000, 50.000, 90,000, 120,000, 200.000, 500,000,
2/. racla; 1.000 ohm. semi-variable, Carry 150 mo., 2/-.
Pich-ops, complete with arm and velums
COSMOCORD
control, e erafly gond job; 12/..
LARGE Seleetien ut Pedestal, table and rudiugram,
15. cabinmts, by best muonlacteressat a leaches of
eriginal Cost, 1er valIera.
Following Linee 6d. rock, nr 5f. per doses.-.
TIlEChassis volve leoldems, 5.. t. nr 7-pin,
sarceened ucceen.
grid lends, aey value l'wott mire end ceristonces, wiae,-a,nd
condensera, 0.0005 to 0.1. Bulgin 3-amp. mein aroilchcs;
Cyldon copeciters, double toimmece.
REt.UER SUPPLY STORES.

-

VALVES-SPEAKERS-SETS-COMPONENTI, etc.
and gaeesnterd sod see deOv,,r,l tm,sod,slely useag,
snid nt lot prisse fam reala oath Order um COD. (Pay

INTERNATIONAL 9'°ESGATE
RADIO BUREAU. MANCHESTER.

Elementary. Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

27/6;

',5

1/,

(6599

Clephem.

2'3cc,,

Aoto Tcanolseoaeea,
I) REIcHER
vicevorsa hOO.:satt; 10/.,

'

.

SUPPLIED ON EASY TERMS.

ItEMIER SUPPLY STORES
s City' Broach at 165 end 165s, Fleet St.,
ANNOUNCE
E.C. neat door to Anderton'n Motel), 1er the cesvenienee of caliere; post orderv and callers to High St.,

lIT.7 Teanotoemee, outpot S35o. 80 m.ss.,
sIoohhiag 8/6; 4e. 3.4a CT. LT., 2/.
sotth Weotiughmiseree tiflee, giving 200v. 30 ma,,

P
P
sueeeeedpeimoev;1O/..
Slain, Tesnslnemero, ootpat
PREMIER
mo., 4e. 3,5:5,, 4v.
4e. 5-2n.
se recae d peimacy;

MIDDLESEX.

Cll,seld 5001.
Geeye, Leedoc,

;

6e. 2 amp..

SPEAKERS AND AMPLIFIERS

E

milliamps,

Teansiorenees llave

250e.,A.C,outpot

HARTLEY - TURNER

Pheor: Nat/great 1977.

25

;

P

_

Telephone: HOUnalaea 1854.

-

Mais,

5/6

17/6.
REMIER lIT.0 and 5 Tcaauioemees, 250e. 60 ms.
and 300v. 60 mo. rectified siCh 4e. 3Sa. and
4e. 1-2a., CT. LT. and screened . primary. 10/';
with
W'estisgkooae veetilier, 50/o.
REMIER H,r,lo 'i'vo,ssiarmer, 200s. 100 ma., rectified
cailla 4e. 3-5w, and 4e. 1'2a.. C.?. LT., sad
pesnaaey, 10/-; with Weotiaghoose eeetiOee, 15/o.acreeaed
REsIDIR Mains Tranuisiemee,, ootput 250.0-250v. 60
n,,a., 4v. 3-Sa., 4e. 2-3a,, 4e. 5-2a. (all C.T.l, with

Hartley Turner Radio Ltd.
IOLEWORTH,

.

EMIER
les'
Voltage

cateo

-

ROAD,

00 bye., 2,500 ohms,

En grace d Teemhs.ul Stciyu, siCh terminai eannectinas,
Of5td 200'200e, 40-100 eyeiea, ait oiudiaogs papee inter-

Illustrated Literature free
on request.

THORMBU RY

h's,, 2/5,

¡t LL Premere Gourasteed

-

Our Nerv Address as and from Oct. 6th, top of

5ildmay

20

-

24.
MLLDMAV RADIO EXCHANGE.
Removal Notice-As and tnm October thu
5th ail correspondence, lettera and ordesa must kv
uddressed ta oar neo premises at 6, Pentaneille Road.
Angel, Islington, Loadas. 2 misse, learn Eunton and
Riege Ocaso.
L'POCH 90K P.M. moving coil speaker, hated at
5/2/6, 50/-; Bakers 1930-2 saper passer P.M. moeing coil speaker, 30/.; Epoch A.2. P.M. moving coil

.

;

(6596

-

9is. diametee, peemiosent magnet. baudios
ohm sspeev h coil, 53/6; multi ratio tesas.
loemee, 4/6 entes.
Kils, inelodlug tcauafOemee, choke,
ELIMINATOR
West,ughooue metal rectifies, condensers, resistances
sud diagram, 120v. 25 ' n.a,, 20/-; teickle charger, 8/entra 150. 30 milhiamps, with 4:. 24 anice. CT.. LT.,
25/.; trickle charges, 6/6 eotca; 250v, 60 milhlamps,
,eith 4e. 35 amps, CT., LT., 30/-; 300e, 60 ma., with
4 units 3.5 amps., 27/O; 200r. 50 m.ss., oith 4r. 3-5 amps.
4490,
TYPE
4 scatta, 7

;

..

OCTOBER 5TH, 1934.
Components, Etc., for Sslc.-Contd.
(TIja uds,eviia,os e,atCOaIi,iue d frass fluai cahaesce.)

Components, Etc., tor
(ThiS
dv,tisme,t co,Unucd Irom vrvios page.)
T)OLAR Minar 3.gang Oondenseea aith Arcuata," or
Semi Circular" drive, ne-w. 1it 24(6, .4(6; cet
.I_
three Ru1iophoee coils or bosewith soitch B.P. Supeehet

.-.

.
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St.. Clophem, S.W.4. 'Phoae: Mac'suley
rU-22High
2188. Nearest atatioa: Clapkam North, Uadmr.
(t621'

g,oaed.
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B.B.C. Performances
'Importan'ce of Microphone
Technique

repetition by the B.B.C.
this gear of the idea of a
public theatre performance in
THE
association with the Radio
Show opens up again' the question of
whether such' performances are really
in keeping with the idea of broadcasting and a suitable policy for the
B.B.C. to pursue.
We have often expressed our own
views on this question. We believe
that, in general, the whole technique
of broadcasting should be developed
on the lines that the microphone is
the medium of approach to the. public,
and that any attempt to combine a
visual performance restricted to a
small number of people, as for example
in -a theatre, with microphone performances where the peculiar technique
of broadcasting is called .upon, can
pnly result in failure both of the visual
and the microphone effects.
To take a very simple example, we
can agree that in an orchestral performance there is a correct positioning
of the performers for ideal microphone
pick-up and, if this arrangement is
properly carried out, then an audience
in the studio or concert-hall where the
performance takes place will not be
listening under suitable conditions.
Again, in staging a play, for example,
the producer of a performançe before
the microphone has all sorts of stunts
and effects at his disposal which
cannot be put. over to equal effect on
a stage, and the producer would, in
fact, often find himself hopelessly
handicapped if he were expected to
cater for both requirements.
It has often been stated that. some
artistes find themselves incapable of a
good performance if they are not con.
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fronted with-a sympathetic audience.
Our only comment in such cases would
be that these artistes have so' far failed
to develop a proper, attitude towards
the microphone, and, m'all probability,
they fail to broadcast as well as they
might, because they endeavour to
'entertain the visible 'instead of 'the'
invisible audience.
Although we find ourselves out of
sympathy with a good deal which
appears in Mr. Lance Sieveking's recent
book, The Stuff of Radio, yet we do
certainly concede that he is approaching his task at the B.B.C. on the right
lines when he emphasises the totally
different conceptions which it is necessary to have of stage or microphone
production.

À Suggesion
The medium of broadcasting is quite
definitely the microphone, and it is this
monopoly which has been granted to the
B.B.C. to exploit. If their energies are
to be dissipated in other directions by
attempting to give public performances
at the same time, we contend thät their
real job is bound to suffer.
Finally, there is a means of more
direct approach to the public which
would be in keeping and, we believe,
very beneficial at the same time. We
refer to the installation of loud speakers
to provide the public performances,
such speakers operating from the broadcast transmissions.
We see no reason why, in the
interests of educating the public to a
proper appreciation of the capabilities
of broadcasting, public loud-speaker
performances should not be given both.
at the B.B.C. and in local halls and
theatres. This would set up a standard
of reception for the public which is
to-day so badly needed. It is a scheme
in which the B.B.C. and the radio
industry might well agree to co-operate.
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characteristics of a receiver are now capable of being accurately measured and the
can be expressed in figurei or curves. Although the tests which can be
applied are as yet hardly as extensive as in the case of certain components, they do enable
an accurate comparison of different receivers to be made. In this series of articles, the
methods of testing sets are described and some notes are given on the interpretdtion th
be giveñ to the iesults

MANY
performance

V

V

THE performance of a receiver has

suffice to give a general idea of the perfor too long been expressed in formance.
Now, whenever we consider the question
vague terms which, if not altogertier meaningless, can give no accurate of receiver measurements we come up
information as to the relative capabilities against the problem of the loud speaker.
of different sets. This state of affairs has It is obvious that a complete expression
been brought about by the difficulty of of the performance should include the
measuring the performance and the high characteristics of the loud speaker, for it
cost of the necessary apparatus. In spite has an effect not only upon the quality of
of this, the day is fast coming when it will reproduction but also upon the effective
seem as absurd to select a receiver on a sensitivity. It. is, however, extraordinvague statement as to its capabilities as it arily difficult to devisé satisfactory
would now be to buy a valve without methods of measûring the characteristics
of a loud speaker, partly because it is
knowing its characteristics.
Just as when selecting a valve or com- affected greatly by the acoustics f the
ponent we must know certain definite room in which it is used and its position
attributes which can be accurately in that room, partly because the results
described by figures, so in the case àf, a obtained depend upon the position of the
receiver a choice can bé made on a siìñi- 'measuring apparatus relative to the
lar basis. It: is necéssaly to consider, speaker, and partly be ause a typical loud
-therefore, just what we wish to know spéaker possesses many resonances. For
about a receiver intended foi the -reception ease in,measui:ement, and because of these
-.
of broadcasting.
factors, therefore,, it is the usual practice
where measuremeñts are made at all to
-- Set Testing
ignore the sp'eaker and to- 'specify the
characteristics of the receiver alone. At
In deciding whether a- particul'r re: the present time there appears to be no
ceiver will fulfil our needs, we want to óption but to follow this course, but in- the
know if it will give full volume reproducfuture it may happen that some reasohtion from certain stations at our point of ably simple and satisfactory way of includreception and with the aerial which we mg the loud speaker may be developed.
have available. We want to know also It is the general practice, therefore, to
if it will receive these stations without inreplace the loud speaker by a resistance of
terference from their neighbours and how
loud the reproduction will be.
Moreover, it is necessary to know how
much distortion the apparatus introduces,
and if we are interested in distant recep- II
tion we require some guide as to the efficiency of AVC in overcoming fading.
There are many other factors also upon
Fig. i-The constants of a standard artificial
which definite information may be desiraerial are chosen to represent the electrical
able, but these are the chief ones and
characteristics of an average aerial.
-

-

-

V

suitable value and to specify the output of
a receiver by the power develojied in this
resistancé under the conditions of test.

-

-

-
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The Input to- the Receiver
The quesiin of the input must now be
considered .. Measurements cannot be
carried out on the signal from a broadcasting station, for the exact value of the
input cannot be relied upon to remain
steady and the modulation depth is constantly varying.
The test signal, therefore, is locally produced by equipment
known as a Standard Signal Generator.
The essential part of the generator is a
radio-frequency oscillator which can
readily be adjusted to any desired frequency, and which can be modulated to
any desired degree at any audio frequency. The output of the oscillator is
fed to a calibrated attenuator so arranged
that the output of the generator can be
varied at will from i volt RMS' to i
microvolt (o.00000i volt).
As may
readily be imagined, the apparatus must
be yery thoroughly screéned f the output
from the attenuator is to be the only voltage reaching the receiver under test, and,
if it is not, any measurements are
worthless.
The output voltage of thé generator is
developed across a resistance of about io
ohms, except in the case of large outputs,
and the next point to consider is how this
may be introduced into the receiver so that
its effect is exactly comparable with that
of a true signal. An aerial can be fairly
accurately represented by an inductance,
a capacity, and, a resjstance all connected
in series, so that an artificial aerial of this
nature is used in set testing. The connec-
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Dataance of the valve required for maxiinum
tions are shown in Fig. i and the values undistorted output.
assigned to the components are those
If the sensitivity of a set be given on
which enable it most accurately to repre- this standard basis, the input necessary for
sent the average aerial. The inductance full output on an 8o per cent. modulated
is given a value of 20 PH., the resistance
is 25 ohms,and the capacity 0.0002 mId.;
actually the resistance is usually 15 ohms
only, for the io ohms output resistance of
the signal generator must be allowed for.
The effective height of the average aerial
represented by this network is taken as
4 metres (i3ft.), so that if such an aerial
be used it is possible' to link figures for
sensitivity with the field strength of a
transmitter.
If the field strength of a.
station be iosV. / metre, it will produce.
40 V. in an aerial with an effective height
of 4 metres, so that standard output will
be btained with a receiver having a sensiReceiver Performance

an audible signal will be obtained from
stations producing only io isV.
-It may be remarked that it is not sufficient to take à single measurement of
sensitivity when testing a receiver, for the
sensitivity usually varies widely through
the tuning range. It is necessary, therefore, to take readings at a number of different carrier frequencies and to express
the results in graphical form. A typical
'sensitivity curve for a modern superheterodyne of the three-valve type is
shown in Fig. 2. This curve is for standard output, and it should be noted that
the highest sensitivity corresponds to the
lowest part of the curve.
This may at
first seem misleading, and it is important
to remember that the higher the sensitivity
of a receiver the lower is the figure for
aerial input.. The exact tuning range may
also be derived from the curve in the
obvious manner.

--I--'----I--I--II----l--l--l'----'-

---------I-

I

tivity of 40 ,sV.
Before we can measure the sensitivity
Of a receiver, there are two further points
to be settled-one is the volume at which
Second Channel Ratio
measurements are to be taken, and the
Since it may conveniently be plotted on
other is the modulation depth which is to
the same sheet, this is a suitable point at
be used in the signal. Modern broadcastwhich to introduce another attribute of a
ing transmitters of good design rarely emreceiver which is susceptible to accurate
ploy modulation depths greater than 8o
measurement-second channel interferper cent., and it seems obvious that for
Fig. 2.-The sensitivity and second channel
ence. The testing procedure is to set the
high quality reproduction the output stage.
ratio curves of a typical small superheterosignal generator to the frequency at which
of the receiver should be just fully loaded
dyne show wide variations'over the tuning
a measurement is requireu ano tune toe
range.
when the carrier is modulated 8o per cent.
receiver to it. The input is then adjusted
One might thus rate the sensitivity of a
carrier
can
readily
be
calculated
provided
to produce standard output and a note is
receiver as the input required fully to load
that the maximum output of the set is made of the figure. The generator is then
the output stage on 8o per cent. modulation.
Although the writer believes that known, the set is linear, and AVC does tuned to a frequency higher by twice, the
Increasing the intermediate frequency and the input insuch a rating gives a true picture of the not operate too early.
modulation
depth
to
8o
per
cent. alone. creased until standard output is obtainéd
performance of a set, it is not the standard
increases
the
output
from
milliwatts
o
to
again.
The ratio of the two inputs is
practice. The sensitivity. figure normally
given represents the aerial input required (80/30)' X 50= 356 milliwatts, so that we called the second channel ratio, and the
to give an output of o milliwatts with 30 have only to divide the maximum power higher the figure obtained the less likely
per cent. modulation, the modulation fre- output figure by 356 and take the square is the set to suffer from 'second channel
root of the result in order to obtain a figure' interference.
The results obtained at a
quency being 400 cycles.
The low modulation depth is employed which represents the ratio of aerial inputs. number of different points for a typical
partly to avoid difficulties due to, detector for standard and maximum outputs. Thus receiver are plotted in Fig. 2 against the
distortion in some receivers, and partly if a set has a sensitivity of io zV. and a right-hand scale,
At this point the question maywell be
because it is more convenient in the signal maximum output of 4 watts it means that
generator. This need not cause us any an output of 50 milliwatts will be obtained raised as to the interpretation to be placed
concern, for the measurements can be
made- at any convenient modulation
depth if the output figure be changed appropriately. Thus a3i output of 50 muliwatts for 30 per cent. modulation will
require the same aerial input to produce it
as an output of 356 milliwatts with 8o per
cent. modulation.
r- .................

------I-.

u.u....,

i

Sensitivity
The writer believes that the most satisfactory method at the -present time is to
measure sensitivity in accordance with the
standard practice, but to quote in addition
a figure which enables the input for maximum output to be readily calculated.
The sensitivity of a receiver can thus be
defined as the RMS value of carrier voltage modulated 30 er cent. at 400 cycles
required in a standard artificial aerial
having an inductance of 201LH., a resistance of 25 ohms and a capacity of 200
mmfds. to produce an output of o milliwatts in the load impedance of the output
stage when the load impedance is a resist-
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The Standard Signal Generator (right) is provided with internal modulation at 400 cycles only,
so that when measurements must be made with other modulation frequencies an LF oscillator
(left) is needed.

with an aerial input of io ¡aV. modulated
30 per cent. In order to obtain the full
4 watts output from an 8o per cent. módulated signal, the input must be increased
to lOX /40o0/356I0x3.3533.5 ¡aV.
Full volume reproduction can thus only be
obtained with this set from stations producing 33.5 ¡aV. or.more in the aerial, but

on the curves. It is obviously easy to
compare two receivers when curves for
both are available, but without consider.
able experience it is admittedly somewhat
difficult to decide from the curves whether
a set will give the desired performance. It
may be remarked, therefore, that in Central London the London Regional trans-
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mitter sets up about 0.2 volt (200,000
in a typical outdoor aerial. Under.,,
the same conditions the voltage produced
by many of the stronger distant stations in
daylight is about 250 ¿IV. When used
on this aerial, therefore, any receiver
having a full output sensitivity of 250
oV. will enable full volume to be obtained
from these stations. If a better aerial be
used, of course, a less sensitive set is
needed, while a poorer aerial would
demand more sensitive equipment.
The second channel interference ratio
required depends upon how close to a local
If
station the receiver is to be used.
second channel interference is to be completely avoided in the service area of a
broadcasting station the ratio should be at
In general, however, a
least Io,000-I.
figure varying from I,000-I to 5,000-I may
be considered fairly satisfactory, although
several distant stations will stiffer serious
interference.
Now it will be observed that the sensitivity curve of Fig. 2 is by no means flat,

and that the receiver is much more sensifive at some parts of the tuning range than
at others. At x,000 kc/s, for instance, an
input of only 66/1V. is needed for standard
output, whereas at 520 kc/s and .1,480
kc/s, the limits of the tuning range, the
input must be 150 /1V. and 510 11V. respectively. On the long waveband, the sensitivity of this particular receiver is somewhat less and does not exceed 200 ¿IV. at
any point, while there is a great falling off
at 350 kc/s, for at this frequency the input
must be 6,500 /1V. This is a fairly general
characteristic, but receivers differ widely
in the manner of the variation in sensitivity. The second channel interference ratio
also varies considerably and, in general,
it falls off at the higher frequencies (lower
The particular curve, of
wavelengths).
Fig. 2, however, shows a very high rato
for frequencies around 700 kc/s, and this
is due to the fact that the receiver employed a special second channel interference suppression, circuit which was only
fully effective over a limited range of frequenèies.

.

output pentode by a resistance-capacityfed LF transformer, and the field winding of the moving-coil loud speaker is
energised from the mains equipment. A
high degree of smoothing is incorporated
in order to ensure hum-free reception.
The quality of reproduction reaches a
very satisfying standard, and both sensitivity and selectivity are adequate for
general Continental reception. Provision
is made for the use of a gramophone
pick-up.
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Straight Mains Set Using Iron-cored Coils
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THE three-valve straight set embodying an HF stage is still deservedly
popular, for the use of iron-cored
coils enables surprisingly high selectivity
to be obtained with only three tuned cir-

-
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.

.

s
'

The layout of the receivrr'is straightforward
the tuning coils are hpused under the chassis.
Connection to the speaker field and speech
coil are provided through the socket on the
rear of the set.

Ganged tuning is used in the
Standard AC Three, and reaction is
applied to the inter-valve coupling in order
to obtain maximum sensitivity and selectivity. The grid detector is coupled to the
cuits.
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Alternatives to

Home

Televisi

H

The Programme Value of Still Pictures
-

BROADCAST transmission of still pictures is not
The B.B.C. some years ago conducted transmissions of
this nature for a while, but, as the author of this article

.

points out, the arrangements then, both as regards the receiving
apparatus and the nature of the broadcasts, were unsatisfactory. The sulrjea is one which merits reconsideration.

-

-

T the time of writing there is no
definite indication as to when the
Postmaster-General's Television

Committee is likely to report. Even
less is there any indication as to the probGenerally
abfe nature of its report.
speaking,. it is known that the Committee
has reviewed and inspected various systems and has been more or less in suspense
during the holiday season. Presumably,
resumption of its dehibeíations in the early
autumn may mean a report in the later

autumn or early winter.
A recent article' in The Wireless World
discussed the economics. of television, and,
fortunately or unfortunately, there is no
doubt that the Committee's report must
necessarily be coloured by considerations
both of economics and of organisation.
Obviously, the Committee cannot make a
purely technical discussiOn and report
without some suggestions, or, at least, implications as to how the technical recommendations can be carried out. Still less
can it make technical recommendations
which simply cannot be carried out.
Pending the appearance of the report
(and, possibly, also, a good deal of earnest
consideration of it) it is rather difficult to
predict the extent to which it will bring
broadcast domestic television within
closely measurable distance.
Meantime, therefore, there is no harm
in' considering some of the palliatives
which have appeared offering partial solutions of the difficultiesof television..

television or animated-picture transmission and reproduction is one revived recently from America. This is the use of
facsimile transmission for the reproduction of "still" pictures, combined-it
must be implied_with a more inspired
use of the system as regards programme
subjects than was displayed, tor example,
in the B.B.C.'s efforts of a few years ago,
using the "Fultograph" apparatus. The
prime argument is that this, too, is in the
nature of a slowed-down television system, with, indeed, a very great reduction
of speed. Apart from speed, the essential
principles of scanning and transmissionare
not so dissimilar..
The suggestion gains considerable point
from a new facsimile system which has
recently been demonstrated in America,
designed for home use and working on a
continuous paper strip three inches wide,
with ink, thus avoiding the objection to
the earlier arrangement utilised by the
B.B.C., where a chemical process was em-

.

reproduced on the screen at the normal
projection rate.
The arrangement is particularly envisaged in connection with the (relatively)
rapid transmission of events for theatre
reproduction. For example, a 4/3 ratio
picture scanned in 120 lines and presented
at 25 frames per second would necessitate
sidebands of nearly a quarter of a megacycle. Electrical transmission at the rate
of one frame per second-that is, slowing
down by 25 times-would demand sidebands of about io kilocycles, and each
frame would be of the picture-quality of
120-line television. Further slowing down
would give correspondingly better picture
quality within the same frequency limits,
"-"
or, alternatively, would give the same picture-quabty with a correspondingly.
Requirements for Facsimile '
narrower frequency band.
l'be arrangement has obviously no
The idea of broadcast facsimile reprodomestic, implications or applications. On. duction is really less retrogressive than at
purely technical grounds it appears a pos- first appears. The designer of the new
sible method of transmitting and dissemin- American set draws up several requireating pictures of news events.
But
ments for a home facsimile reproducer

-

Retarded Television
I

One, hailing apparently from France, is
The exfor "retarded television."
ponent of this system points out that the
great difficulty is that of the frequency
band necessary for instantaneOus reproduction, and that this frequency band is
narrowed down in proportion to the rate
at which we slow down the transmission.
All perfectly true! Thus, he proposes
that the scene should be cinema-photographed, and that this film should be
transmitted at a much slower rate, so that
the frequency band necessary should fall
within the limits of available practical
channels and conveniently operated
apparatus.
This is then to be 'stored
again in celluloid by means of more or less
"frame-by-frame" photography, and
'Financial

A specis of Television, Aug. 3rd, 5934.

-

Radio News

hs5o.

A new American receiver for home reproduction of pictures.
It prints directly in ink oft a
Continuous paper strip three inches wide and can be operated from the output of an ordinary

broadcast receiver.

whether cinema patrons have such a burning desire for "hot" news of a pictorial
quality definitely lower than that to which
they are accustomed is a matter (fortunately) for others than ourselves to decide
or even to consider.
An interesting alternative suggestion to

(i) Sufficiently simple to be not too expensive in production.
(2) Capable of inexpert operation for
considerable periods of time without much
attention.
(3) The record should be on plain paper
so as to avoid the delay, trouble and ex-

/
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Alternatives to Home Televisionpense of chemical or photographic process-

ing.

() Operation should.. be continuously
and fully visible.
() The recorder should use connot-need
-

tinuous paper-feed so that it does
to be reloaded at each picture.
(6) The record should be in ink giving
permanent copy, quick-drying and nonsmudging.
() The speed 'of operation should be
relátively high so that each picture is reproduced fairly quickly.

paration ad attention, th systen need
not .be restricted to the transmission of a
single picture x by y inches, but be
capable of a continuous reel or- strip
operation.
The new American systen is stated to
incorporate the various points enumerated,
although it is undetstoód that -the system
'

Jeaves has been admirably conveyed by
pictures, which just correctly supplement
Wodehouse's graphic ver6al description.
Admittedly the pictorial illustrâtion of
broadcast programmes by means of still
pictures would call for some new programme techpique.
But so, too, will
television, while we
are all aware that
the mere broadcast
of sound has itself
called for a new
Mr.

programme

--

-

Shortcomings of Previous
Transmissions
-

The idea of facsimile transmission not
being really retrogressive will perhaps
appeal to those who recall the B.B.C.
transmissions of a few years ago. Without desiring to raise any discussion as to
the convenience or simplicity of the homereceivinc system then available, it is not
unreasoaIÍe to express the opinion that
the transmissions provided by the B.B.C.
were singularly uninspired and not calculated to instil much enthusiasm in the
heart of the recipient. The material transmitted was practically entirely in the

nature of "newspaper illustrations," or of
things which one had already got in the
morning paper. If not, it was never ilS
the nature of anything that one pined to
get before the evening paper. It had no
connection whatever with the programme,
and had no unique "broadcast" value
in that it never represented anything that
could not be got (most probably better)
by other means. In this last connection
it is interesting to speculate what might
have been the history of broadcast facsimile if a Tom Webster had given exclusive sports pictures, or if a Sthìbe
or Hazeltine had been hired to give exclusive and topical cartoons, or, indeed,
anything that was really exclusive to wireless and not otherwise avaialbie.
In considering the above postulates for
a home-picture reproducer, also, several
of the points enumerated are of the
greatest importance in the possibility of
bringing a still-picture reproduction to
the level o real "home use." Most important, perhaps, is the possibility of
direct ink writing with no 'chemical preparation or processing. This is one of the
points that might reasonably change the
system from the level of a toy in the
spare attic to that of a definite accessory
to broadcast ieception in the drawingroom. \Vhether this is to be regarded as
progressive or retrogressive, it is certain
that it is just the sort of thing that decides
whether or not there is to be a sufficient
market for it. After all, the whole of the
modern radio industry only followed on
the initiation of broadcasting, and on
the realisation-slow but now nearly
complete-that a radio receiver could be
made an elegant and comely thing that
need not be out of keeping with the furnishing of a room. Another point of considerable importance is thât of constant
paper-feed, so that, besides lack of pre-

tech-

nique differing from
that of the stage or
platform, although
learning from it.
At the moment itwould be unwise and
premature to go
farther, but the exist-

A direct reproduction from an untouched picture received irs this
country from the Berlin long-wave station during a picture broadcast
in March, 1929.

is not yet perfected to such a degree as
to be ready to place on the market. The
transmitter can be used for the scinning
of a still picture or a continuous strip or
for a transparency such as a photographic film.
The American inventors appear to

envisage the system as being_in American broadcast practice_-particularly useful for the transmission of "comic
strips" (so clear to the American newspaper reader), news flashes, and possibly
also for publicity matter.
The last is
mercifully excluded from British practice,
and whether the other two are likely to
be popular features or not is also very
questionable.
The comic-strip usage
could only hope to be acceptable if it
presented "something different."

Illustrate the Sound Programmes
But another application which appears
never to have been considered really
seriously is that of correlation with the
actual sound programme. Whatever the
immediate future of television, it seems
beyond doubt that it will remain for some
time both technically and economically
impossible to "fill a room" with tele;
vision as we ca:n now do. so easily with
sound. Until this is more nearly attainable ori a domestic scale-for that is
what counts-it is .not beyond possibility
that still-pictures, illustrátive of the programme, might have considgrable value.
This is already conceded by the mere fact
that The Radio Times is illustrated by
photographs of the artists, and, frequently, scenes from plays, and so on.
The value of illustration in books must
be conceded by the mere fact of their
.exìstence. Works of fiction gain in vàlue
to many readers by the presence of illustrations, even although these are the mere
crystallising of another's imagination.
The imperturbability of the immortal

A Tenth

ence of simple home
reproduction of pictures presents possibilities which are
too great to be
dismissd as ridiculous.

CLUB NEWS

Birthday

The celebration of its tenth birthday has
given the Croydon Radio Society a good sendoff for the coming season. On Tuesday Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., gave a lecture
with the title "From \Vrittle to 1934."
The Society's programme is highly attractive
and it should induce many enthusiasts in the
district to join. There will be loud speaker
and gramophone pick-up nights, lectures by
experts, and several musical evenings with records, under the direction of Mr. H. G. Salter,
the Societys "Christopher Stone." Full
particulars of membership can be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. L. Cuinbers,
14, Campden Road, South Croydon.
A New Theory
"The Refraction of Wireless Signals by the
Detector
new theory, with demonstration
-is the subject of a lecture
to be eiven be
Mr. D'Arcy Ford at a meeting on Moiday ne,it
of the Exeter and District \Vireless Society.
The syllabus for the coming session contains
numerous attractive fixtures which include a
demonstration of quality reception by the
Marconiphone Co., a lecture on Television by
the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., and an
accouist of recent short-wave experiments by
Mr. H. A. Bartlett (G5QA).
/ The Society has opened a small library of
technical books and magazines for the benefit
of members. Full particulars of membership
can be obtained from the Hon. Sec., Mr. \V. J.
Ching, ç, Sivell Place, Heavitree, Exeter.
The Witching Hour
A midnight D.F. test ,vai held by Slade
Radio (Birmingham) ois Saturday, Septem.
ber 29th, .when a dozen competitors, includ.
Ing parties from Rugby and district, set out at
12.5 am, in pursuit of a hidden transmitter.
Tisis was operated by Mr. C. H. Young
(G2AK), who was hidden in a lane near Hopsvas. Tise five successful competitors were
Messrs. G. T. Peck, E. A. Kingscote, J. McLay,
W. E. Chilvers, and J. J. Grant. The Harcourt Challenge Cup and a Novice Trophy Cup
were presented to the winners when the party
met for breakfast at a nearby hostelry.
On Thursday next. October itth, the
General Electric Co.. Ltd., will demonstrate
commercial applications of the photo-electric
celi. Tile address of the Hon. Sec. is i
Hillaries Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.

"-a
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From TRIODE to
DOUBLE. DIODE- PENTODE
Part III. Pentodes, Screened and Unscreened
,By A:

M.

SOWERY;

M.Sc.

ofarticles in which the purpose of each electrode
modern valve is discussed.
This instalinei,t gives just that
ssèntial information about the pentode which enables that somewhat
tricky but highly popular valve to be used to best advantage.
third of a series

.

-

L.

-

-

THE
in the

-

(Continued from page 269 September 2&h issue)
T the end of the preceding article
of this series it was pointed out
that the screened pentode, as used
for high-frequency and intermediate-frequency amplication, may be regarded as a simple screened tetrode from
which the evil effects of secondary emission have been removed by the- introduction of the suppressor grid between
screen and anode. As a consequence,
the irregularities of the anode-volts/
anode-current curves that are typical of
the tetrode do not occur in the pentode

curves reproduced in Fig. 13.
From these curves, which were taken
with the screen held at ioo volts positive,' it will be seen that there is no sharp
change in the behaviour of the valve when
the voltage on the anode drops to that
on the screen. On the contrary, the
nearly horizontal part of the characteristic, which in the closely corresponding
tetrode is the only portion useful for
ordinary purposes, extends to the left to

do all that the screen-grid valve will do,
and, in addition, will cope without ifficulty with tasks. that are beyond the
capacity of the .ordinary tetrode. But
substitution of a screened pentode for a
screen-grid valve, in a set where the latter
is working well within its capacity, will
make no appreciable' difference to
results.
If it is permissible for the anode voltage
to fall to that of the screen, it should
be equally permissible for the screenVoltage to be raised to equal that of the
Although screened pentodes,
anode.
being intended as replacements for screengrid valves, are designed for a fairly low
screen voltage, a second class of pentodes, the output pentodes, are not.
These valves are intended to handle
without distortion the power needed for
operating a loud speaker. The limitation
of anode-voltage swing typical of the
tetrode clearly rules out this type of valve,
but the pentode can fulfil the task
-

admirably,

.

Ji
ANODE VOLTAGE Ea

Fig. x3.-Characteristics of a variable-mu
screened pentode.

cover the anode voltages as low as 50
volts or below. Thus the alternating
voltage on the anode due to the signal
may swing the anode momentarily to
ootentials below that at which the screen
s held without causing overload or distortion.
In brief, one may sum tip the screened
pentode as simply an improvéd version
of the ordinary screen-grid valve; it will

ipUUUUII
V4WUU

V1IUUU

.

The. Output Pentode

:'1'I-J

ticular valve must not be allowed to
exceed 8 watts, the pairs of values of
anode voltage and current giving this
dissipation have been plotted, as a guide
to safe operation, on the diagram. The
bias-point must, therefore, always be
chosen so as to keep the working condi7
tions on the left of the curve marked
"Max. Anode Dissipation."
From these curves the performance of
the valve as an output valve can be
determined. The first point to consider
is the load into which the valve is to
work; that is, the value of the impedance
to be connected in its anode circuit,

.

-

An output pentode differs from a
screened pentode in two major respects.
To provide adequate power for the
speaker it is necessary that the valve
should take a fairly large standing current; this is. looked after by designing
the valve to operate with its screen at
the same voltage as its anode. The other
-difference is bound up with the fact that
electrostatic screening between anode and
grid is not nearly so necessary in lowfrequency amplifiers as in those designed
for operation at high-frequency. In an
output pentode, in consequence, all connections to the various electrodes are
taken out through the base of the valve,
and the terminal on the top of the bulb,
necessary in the screened valve to ensure
isolation between anode and grid circuits,
is discarded.
Fig. 14 gives the anodê-volts/ anodicurrent characteristics of an output pentode. These curves were taken with the
screen held at 200 volts,, and show the
characteristic shape of all pentode curves.
Since, for reasons of valve-life, the mean
power dissipated at the anôde of this par-

lUUUUi..iui
Fig. 14.-Curves of a typical output pentode
(Cossor 4IMP/Pen).
Screen voltage is
maintaiñed constant at 200 volts.

Suppose it is intended to work the valve at
E=2oo, E=aoo, E= -io, corresponding to the point O on. Fig. 14. The load
will be a loud speaker which has a low
resistance (forsimplicity, we vill assume
zero resistance) to the steady. direct
current, but a high impedance to alternating (signal) currents. This high iinpedance can be considered, for theoretical
purposes at any rate, as a pure resistance
if we make the assumption that the sigrai
voltage developed across it drives through
it a signal current which is entirely consumed either in driving air backwards
and forwards by moving the cone or in
frictional and other losses resulting,
eventually, as heat. This assumption,
though pèrhaps not completely justifiable,
is made in nearly all cases in examining

/
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Prom Triode to Double-Diode-Pentode

the behaviour of an output valve.
Since the load is assumed to, have no
D.C. rsistance, the voltage actually on:
the anode of the valve will be that of
the anode-current supply source-namely.
1f a signal sufficiently strong
200 volts.
to swing the anode current by io milliamps. is applied to the grid, the anode
voltage will swing to an extent depending on the signal-frequency 'impedance
of the load. If. this is io,000 ohms the

IU41Ø!L

IUU.l.
uuuuu.0

.,nrauuu.
.RÓ.....lruUuu
tt.-.

ANODE VOLTO

D0

Fig. x5.-lLoad lines of output pentode; the
7,5oo-ohm line corresponds to zero secondharmonic.distortiOn, and is therefore at least
approximately the best to use.

I

I

I

I

'

i

I

I

I

I

-

anode voltage will swing by ioo volts,
which means that in response to the signal the anode voltage and anode current
will swing over the range of values given
by the line AB. These two points are
fixed by the fact that at A the anode
current is io mA. greater, and the anode
voltage loo volts less, than at O, while
at B the current is io mA. less, and the
voltage ioo volts higher than at O. The
line AOB, in fact, is the load-line,
corresponding to that discussed in Part
i, in connection with a triode. The sole
difference between that load-line and 'this
lies in the assumption now made that
the load has a resistance towards AC.
and none towards D.C., whereas in considering the resistance-coupled triode
stage the load was a true resistance,
equally effective towards both steady
currents and those due to the signal.
As before, the amplification obtained
from the stage may be seen by noticing
the points where the load-line cuts the
curves
successive
corresponding to
various values of bias. A signal swinging the grid from - 8v. to -iv. will
cause the anode to swing between points
P and Q, representing a voltage change
at the, anode of 255 -.255 = ico volts.
The 'amplification of the stage will thus
be 100/4= 25 times. Just as with the
resistance-coupled triode or tetrode, the
amplification will depend on the value ot
the load, rising as this is made higher.
Comparison of the load-line discussed with
those for i,000 and ioo,000 ohms.
(A2B2 and AiBi in Fig. 14) shows this
quite clearly. For the low lod the gain
is only 2.75 times, while for the higher
it rises (with much distortion) to some
unspecified value in excess of 6o times.

In this case, however, it is. not enough
only to develop a high oltage across the
speaker, for this requires tower to operate
it. ihis power depends on the product
of alternating voltage across the speaker
with the alternating ' current driven
through it by this voltage, and it will be
seen at once by comparison of the three
load-lines that although a higher load
develops a higher voltage, the current
With ,a very
. through the speaker is less.
high load (line approaching the horizontal) the current through the load would be
trifling even though the anode voltage
were to swing right down to zero; the
power, therefore, could only be small.
Similarly if the Toad vere very low (line
approachiiíg the vertical) the voltage
developed across the load could never be
large, even though the current were to
wing right down to zero; ohce again,
the power could onlybe small. It svill
be evident, therefore, that it is necesary
to choose the correct load for the pentode
with some caie, making thé best possible
compromise between the conflicting requirements of high current and. high
voltage in such a way that their product,
representing the power, is at its maxiilium.
How this is done is shown in Fig. 15
where, for the same steady-current conditions as those taken in discussing Fig.
14, four load-lines are drawn.
These
represent, in order from steep to flat,
loads of 3,000, 6,000, 7,500, and 9,000
ohms. In considering the available output from the valve, it will not be safe to
assume that the grid can be swung to
zero, because the valve considered belongs
to the class of indirectly heated p'entodes,
in all of which grid-curreñt, with its
attendant damping of the input coupling
(resistance or transformer), begins to flow
while the grid is still negative.
With.
this in mind, we will limit the grid-swing,,
in the positive direction, to - 2 volts;
this value is chosen for our discussion
chiefly bècause there is a cùrve for it.
With an initial bias of - io volts, a swing
to -2 volts on the one side will carry
the grid to - i8 volts on the other. It
remains to see what load gives the maxinum output together 'with unnoticeably
low distortion when the grid is given this
peak signal of 8 volts.
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ing the maximum excursion of the grid
For the
in a negative direction (B).
lines on Fig. 15 representing loads of
5,000 and 6,000 ohms OA is longer than
OB, while for the 9,000-ohm line OA is
shorter than OB. The two halves of the
7,500-ohm line are, however, almost
identical in length. From this we cOndude that it is only with this exact load
that the full grid-swing from - 2V. to
- i8v. can be applied to the valve without causing audible distortion.
Taking this load, .7,500 ohms, as
correct, we see that the grid-swing of
±8v. swings the current between the
limits 49 and 1.2 .milliamps., while the
Voltage across the load swings from 340
to 6o volts. The peak signal current is
thus 37/2 or i8-'milliamps., and the
peak signal voltage 280/2 ór 140 volts.
Corresponding, R.M.S. values are found
by dividing each of these by %/2, and the
product
of
resulting. figures,
the
(i4oXi8)/2=i,3oo, is the tower in
milliwatts that can be delivered by the
valve under these conditions..

-

.

Maximum Power Output
To flpd the absolute best conditions of
operation, including load, bias, and
standing currents to eosure that the last
possible milliwatt of power is extracted
from the valve, it would be necessary
to repeat the analysis already made for
other bias values at the anode voltage
intended to be used, and to make a more
detailed examination of the curves with a
viev to determining the exact percentage
of the third harmonic introduced: The
exact optimum load and bias could then
be definitely settled by comparison of the
various figures for available output at the
permitted. maximum of total distortion.
Such an analysis is extremely long and
tedious; the results of it are given away
with every valve on the instruction leaflet:
We will therefore assume that the analysis

rr

'

'

200 V.
SER'

-

!II_.

.

Harmonic Distortion

==
.

.

In pentodes, it is found that a type
of distortion equivalent to the introdüction of the third harmonic of 'the signai
sets the limit' to the available power.
Further; it usually so happens that for a
signal 'and a load with which the amount
of second harmonic distortidn introducéd
is exatly zero, the third harmonic has

just about reached its maximum permissible limit.
The condition for zero
second harmonic is that the distance be-S
tweên the working point O and the point
where the load-line cuts the curve representing the maximum positive gridvoltage reached (A) should be exactly
equal to the distance betweén O and that
where the line cuts the curve represent-

FROM

.

PRECEDING
VALVE

PUT
.

.

Fig; ió.-A modern 'pentode output stage, in
which the valve load is ddjusted to the required value b' correct choice of the ratio
of the -output transformer T.

-

has been performed, and that the result
of it is the 7,500-ohm load-line shown on
Fig. 15. .
Two useful figures, by which the performance of this valve can rapidly be
compared 'with that of others, can be
-
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From Triode to Double-Diode-Pentode
extracted from the details of this figure.
Of these the first is the sensitivity, expressed in milliwatts per volt squared of

signal applied to the grid, which shows
the output that is yielded in return for
a signal input of i volt. Since the input voltage for 1,300 mW. is 8/ /2v.
WM.S., we find that the sensitivity of
this valve, operated under the conditions
and with the limitations described, is
1,300/5.32 or 40.6 mW/v2.
The efficiency of -the valve as a converter of D.C. to AC. power can also
be found. The anode circuit consumes
30.5 mA. at 200 volts, drawing, therefore, 6,ioo mW. of D.C. power. The
efficiency is, therefore, 1,300/6,100 = 21.3
per cent. If the power available had
been reckoned in the usual manner, allowing the grid to swing to zero bias, the
power would have been 2,000 mW. and
the efficiency 33 per cent. ; by a slightly
more careful choice of operating conditions this might have been pushed up to
40 per cent. or so.
Such figures as these cannot even be
approached by the triode valve, which
yields efficiencies of the order of 15 per
cent.; this is one of the reasons why the
pentode is generally chosen as the output valve for a modern set. The other
main reason for this preference for the
pentode lies in its sensitivity; it requires

a much smaller signal-voltage to drive it
than does the triode. In the early days
of the pentode it was sometimes claimed
that its substitution -for a triode was
equivalent to adding another stage of
amplification to the set; though its
superiority is not, and never could be,
as great as this extravagant claim implies,
yet the increased sensitivity it confers
upon a receiver is very evident indeed.
To set against these advantages we
have to remember that the pentode requires a rather exact adjustment of load
impedance to enable it to give its full output without distortion. The triode, on the
other hand, is very much more tolerant in
this respect, as can be proved by drawing
the appropriate load-lines across the
curves of an output triode and analysing
the resulting figure as we have done in
the case of the pentode. In the days
when the moving-iron speaker was still
widely used, this point told heavily in
favour of the triode on account of the.
variation of speaker-impedance with frequency, which meant that correct loading
could never be attained over the whole
frequency-range. Now,that the movingcoil instrument, with its much more constant impedance, is almost universally
used, this advantage of the triode is
much less weighty, and the extra sensitivity and efficiency of the pentode have
resulted in its almost universal adoption.

Söttens has. had a sudden access of
strength, and othèr medium-wave stations
which belong to the first-rate class are
Rome, Munich, Leipzig, Milan Berlin,
Hamburg, Brussels No. z, Breslau, the
Poste Parisien Hilversuin, Bordeaux P1'T,
Frankfurt, Königsberg, Trieste and NürnD. EXER.

berg.
-

The Radio Industry
THE new season's Ekco sets have attracted
attention not only on technical grounds.
but on the score of their outward form.
Suitability for purpose" is clearly the key-

note, and those who follow modern design will
be interested to hear that colour is now to be
introduced. In addition to the existing black
and walnut cabinets we are to have green,
grey, and ivory models, all of which are designed by Mr. Wells Coates, who expresses the
opinion that a radio set has its own important
function in the home, and should no more be
designed to look like anything else than,shoull
à motor car; e-e'eIn addition to giving full technical data concerning such components as chokes, condensers,,
power transformers, resistances, etc.. the latest
list, entitled "Ferranti Mains Components,"
issued by Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lanes,
contains useful technical information on the
elimination of back-coupling, and a handy
abac foc estimating the value of feed resistances.

-

e-

e-. e-

e-

I

e-

R. A. Rothermel., Ltd., of Canterbury Road,.
London, N.W.6, who are agents in this country
for the piezo-eiectric speakers made by the
.

(To be concluded.)

DISTANT RECEPTION NOTES
.

IT is announced that the main Rome
station which works on 420.8 mefres with
a power of 50 kilowatts is shortly to go
up to izo kilowatts. The work is actually
in hand and should be completed within
the next three months or so. In order that
an alternative programme may be transmitted
a second izo-kilowatt station is contemplated for Rome.
It is rather difficult to see how this is to
be fitted in if the provisions of the Lucerne
Plan are to be complied with. Under the
Lucerne Agreement Rome No. 2 is a mere
partner on the wavelength of 238.5 metres.
There is a pzoviso that its power is not to
exceed i kilowatt and another that, should
it cause interference, it must use an aerial
directed towards the East. In any case it
is an integral part of the Lucerne Plan that
no station with a wavelength below 240
metres shall have a power rating in excess
of 30 kilowatts. A possible way out of the
difficult' is for Rome No. 2 and another
Italian station with an individual' channel
to conduct synchronised transmissions on
the same wavelength, after the manner of
our ownLondon and West Nationals.
Now that Droitwich's transmissions are
in full swing some readers may find it difficult if not impossible to receive the
Deutschiandsender clear of interference..
since the separation between the two is but
A good modern supernine kilocycles.
heterodyne should in most cases be able to
do what is necessary, but in cases where
Droitwich does occupy too much of the
long waveband a simple wavetrap of the
series-rejector type may be found useful.
Though many readers may conrider wave
traps museum specimens nowadays, they
still have their uses. Theré are, for in-

stance, few better ways of suppressing
second-channel whistles from the local twin
transmitters in a superhet prone to such
than by the use of a special dual wavetrap.
\Vere it not for atmospheric interference
long-distance listening would he superlatively good at the present time. The last
sunspot cycle came to an end many months
before it was expected to do so. By all the
calculations we should still be approaching
the minimum, though actually the number
of spots on the sun's surface and their
position show that the minimum is past
and that we tre well on. our vay towards
another maximum.

battery of Piezo-electric loud speakers
designed to cover an exceptionally wide
frequency band.
A

.

,

Atmospherics:

The Best

Policy

Atmospherics are not constant; nor are
they as a rule particularly violent. Still,
they are present on an average two or three
evenings a week just now, and the best
policy when they are about is to conñne
oneself to the more powerful stations whose
strength is such that unwanted noises are
not too much in evidence.
Of the long-wave stations Huizen, RadioParis, Luxembourg and Kalundborg are the
most reliable.
Motala, Warsaw and the
Eiffel Tower generally succeed in heterodyn
ing one another, which is not surprising considering that io kilocycles cover all three.
Zeesen has considerable variations in
strength and Oslo, though nearly always receivable on the loudspeaker, is not at the
moment up to its best form.
Beromünster has now restarted with an
output power of loo kilowatts-and sounds
like it.
Budapest, Stuttgart,' Vienna,
Florence, Brussels No. s and Prague are
always to be received with full volume.

Brush Company of America, send us the
accompanying photograph of a battery of these
speakers. The larger instruments have slightly
varying frequency characteristics; the two
maller ones are purely high-note reproducers.
The L. Eastwood Sound System announce a
change of address to 63, Doddington Grove,
London, S.W.ii.
The telegraphic. address of the Marylebone
branch of Brown Brothers, Ltd., will be
Submotoris, Wesdo, London.
-

We have received from the Tobe Deutschmann Corporation, of Canton, Mass., U.S.A.,
a set of booklets and technical bulletins dealing with the suppression of mains interference.
4

-

.

list of Amplion products.
which shows reduced prices for the Radiolux
and Radiolux Radiogram models, has been
received from Amplion, Ltd., 82-84, Rosoman
Street, Rosebery Avenue, London E.C.i.
A revised price

a

The Piggott Electrical Co., Ltd., of Salisbury Square House, London, E.C.4, have taken
over the business of A. S. Markes and Co.,
17, Percy Street, London, Wi.
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IT shoud

be remembered that the semiaperiodic input circuit of the SingleSpan series of receivers was necessarily
designed on the assumption that the sets
would be used with aerials of more or less
normal dimensions. It therefore follows
that the falling-off in
range brought about by
Single-Span
using an excepbonally
Aerialssmall
aerial will be
rather more noticeable
with a set employing the Single-Span principle than with one of more conventional
design.

have become so accustomed to
consider everything associated with
the grid circuit of an amplifying valve as
being at a negative potential with respect
to earth that it may come almost. as a
shock to find that the indirectly heated
cathode of such a
is actually posii
and
tive to the 'base
line." It would seem
Negative
that when tests of a
receiver are being made with a voltmeter
the conclusion is sometimes reached
that this is an indication that something
Js wrong.
WE

Positivevalve

.-

sufficient protection, and the only method
of connecting phones to a mains set that
has the approval of the lEE. is that
illustrated in diagram (c), where a doublewound transformer (which must be of high
insulation) is employed. Suitable telephone output transformers do not seem
to be very readily obtainable nowadays,
but no doubt the new regulations will turn
the attention of more manufacturers to

Aids to
Better Reception
the instrument is of high resistance, the
reading will not be entirely accurate, but
if continuity in the grid circuit can be
assumed it may be concluded that at least
some negative voltage is reaching the grid
if a meter deflection is obtained in the
manner described.

the mattér.

WHEN an extra tuned aerial circuit
is added to a receiver with the
object of improving selectivity it is
generally anticipated that the alteration
will be responsible for a certain loss in
signal strength.But in practice it is by
no means unusual to
Losing
find that the addition
Signal
in question has the
opposite effect, and in
Strength
addition to an enormous gain in selectivity, the general sensitivity of the receiver is improved to an

LTHOUGH the use of headphones is

now restricted mainly to short-wave
listeners and the deaf, the subject is of
sdfficient general interest to warrant treatment, especially if we also take into account those who find a pair of phones to
be a useful aid in testProtecting
ing a receiver.
Headphone
Everyone k n o w s
that it is inadvisable
Users
to
connect
headphones directly to a mains-operated set.
But it should be put on record that the appreciable extent.
official attitude as to what constitutes adeIt might seem that in such casestheory
quate protection has recently undergone does not agree with practice, but actually
a change; certain methods which have there is usually quite a simple explanation
been in fairly general use for some time of the apparent. discrepancy. With the
are no longer in conformity with the re- ordinary single-tuned aerial circuit it is
vised lEE. regulations:
usually impracticable to work with anyA simple choke-condenser filter, such thing
approaching optimum aerial
as that shown in Fig. 2 (a) was generally coupling; as a rule it is necessary, in order
thought to provide .adequate protection in to attain a fair degree of selectivity, to
the case of a conventional AC set. But couple the aerial so loosely to the tuned
its effectiveness is obviously dependent on circuit that signal strength is much lesa
the single condenser used; this condenser .than it might be. On adding the, extra
has to withstand the full HT voltage, and circuit, hQwever, the gain in true selecif it should break down, the phones would tivity is so -considerable that aerial
no longer be isolated from the HT coupling may be set at a value giving
supply. Further, an arrangement of this maximum transference of energy, and
kind would obviously be inadequate when this niay more than make good the los
.cf. sensitivity due to the addition of
used with positively earthed DC mains.
From most.points of view the use- of .a another tuned circuit.
pair of isolating condensers, one on each
T
side of the phones
..
...
. ..
as shown in diagram
(b), was thought to
a
be ireferable, if ôhly
CKE
CgKE
S
because the condensers are not noroRMER
mally called upon to
withstand full -HT
voltage. Only the
OUTOUTOUT-

*

-

-.

.

.

.

........
.

But a brief consideration of the matter
will show that the cathode of a mains
valve, when grid bias is obtained in the
conventional way, must be positivè with
respect to the earth line-from which it
follosvs that the earth line will ie negative
t& the cathode. As the grid i in direct
metallic connection with earth, it must
have the same potential, and thus the
desired state of affairs-grid negative with
respect to. cathode-is brought about.
This is shown diagramatically in Fig. i.
It therefore follows that, when using
a - multi-range voltmeter for checking
anode and grid voltages in a typical A.C.
receiver, the negative terminal of the instrument may be joined to the chassis all
Lhe time. Measurements of grid bias will
then be made on one of the low-voltage
ranges of the meter between earth and
cathode óf the valve concerned. Even if

-

--

-

-

Fig. i-Conditions for negative bias ; the
cathode is positive with respect to the -erth
line, but the grid is negative to the cathode.

1934.
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PUT

Fig. 2.-Methods of
isolating headphones
from mains-operated
receivers.
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(a)

voltage - drop across the choke is
normally applied to them, and this i
almost negligibly small.
But it has now apparently beén decided
that neither of these arrangements afford
DC

PUT

(b)

-

()

When installing a two-circuit aerial
tuner, it is therefore always worth while
trying experimental alterations to the
coupling between the aerial and the
primary circuit.
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threat to the television period, supposedly
starting at se and terminating at 11.45.
The battle
is with the authorities for
the right to televise for a full forty-five
minutes, regardless of the time of starting.
There are indications that television will

r

win.

Act vity at Daventry

s no time to shed a tributary
THEI
tear on the bier of 5XX, for already
the engineers are hastening to dismantle the
old transmitter in preparation for Empire
short-wave tests on a scale far grander than
any that have gone before.
That there is unwonted activity at
Daventry no one with a short-wave set can
doubt, for the strength of the ground ray,
particularly in the case of GSD, has been
extraoruinary in me past weeK or two.
w,

,

Single-Sideband Tests

'

fARCONI engineers are now digesting
the results of recent tests in singlesideband transmission from the company's
experimental station G2BS at Chelmsford.
The tests were carried out on 5,400 metres
between 9 and so am. and readers who
have been hearing strange squawky sounds,
suggesting overloading of the output valve,
can set their imaginations at rest.
I understand that no further tests are
likely for some time to come.
11V.1.

.

,

.

Is School Wireless Perfect

?

'

JOST schools indulging in broadcast
lessons are now equipped with reasonably good apparatus. The days of the
gargling trumpet on the schoolmaster's
desk have gone, and many a child whose
pants in the earlydays would have ached
now
inattention,
after treatment for
hears every word of the wireless discourse
with pleasure and profit.
Plain Van on the Road
Even so, the B.B.C. engineers are not
satisfied. They feel that no set is really
foolproof, and this is the reason why a plain
van will leave Broadcasting House within
the next few days, fitted with a magnificent
J\i

' '

'

'

.

receiver and numerous loud-speaker points.
It will undertake a i,000-mile tour, embracing a very large number of schools, the
object being to instruct teachers in the art
of getting the very best out of available
instruments.

The Jokç Factory

One very important factor dominates
Max Kester's efforts, and that is the question of copyright. If a famous comedian
offers a well-worn music-hall sketch and
Max inserts a good gag, that gag remains
the copyright of the B.B.C. the comedian
must delete it from his
copy
before
Using the same material again in " the

room
A

.

.
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result of a battle will become known
on Wednesday next, October i7th,
when Eustace Robb puts &,'er his first
"three-quarter-hour" evemng television
show.
As everybody knows, B.B.C. programmes
concluding at ix p.m. have a habit of overreaching themselves. This fact is a direct

-.

A DARING "OB." On September
28th a parachutist described his sensations while Jumping from a 'plane

(

w,

THE

,,

.

.

Wonder
Freeman will
prOduce on October 55th (National) and
October 17th (Regional), incorporates the
chief features of both stage and screen versions. I hear that the additional musical
numbers by Harry Warren which were used
in the film will be included.
Wonder Bar was originally written iÇi
German and produced on the Continent in
.

'

.

w

broadcasting version
THE
Bar,
Which C. Denis
'

'

'

'

.

Television "Battle "

'

'

Halls.'
The B.B.C. hasquite a bright collection
Of copyright jokes which are resurrected
from time to time.
" Vloñdei1

Monsieur

'

;

'

' '

Beaucaire,' Mr. Gordon McConnell, the'
producer. resorted to the useful dodge of
doubling the chiçf part.
Doubling isnot often necessary at the
broadcast microphone. It was done in the
case of Richard Tauber broadcasting in
.. Lilac Time,
the spoken parts being
taken by another actor, and also in Love
Greenwich Village, although it is said

B.B.C. Jokes are Copyright

' '

re-

.

=

When the "beak" hears the perfect
reproduction of the B.B.C. instruments,
properly tuned-in to the required station,
he will be smitten with the competitive
spirit until he achieves such realism as will
make Miss Winifred Cullis and Co. seem to
step out of the loud speaker into the classw,

Doubling Parts
JN last week's broadcast of

.

.

.

nd n t

"
k'

placing the eight step-sisters, will
make their début in "Music Hall" on
October 20th (National). They have beets
selected from the dancers who appeared in
Ra.diolympia in the summer, and, as I have
mentioned before, are trained by Rosalind
Wade.
Their broadcasting designation is to be
The Dancing Daughters."

-

Herbert Spencer would banteringly
announce in his lighter moments:
There is a soul of truth in things.
erroneous," and this applies with great
force to recent tales of the B.B.C. Joke
Factory. It is untrue to suggest that the
B.B.C. runs a humour works staffed by
professional funny men. What is true is
that the Corporation has its own gagster,
Max Kester, whose job it is to run through
artists' material and in many 'cases pep it
UP make it snappier, and in other ways
improve it.

.

Special

Corr
.

AS

'

.

By Our

The Dancing Daughters
THE B.B.C. 's new troupe of dancers,

.The Competitive Spirit

w,

-

.

.

.

.

i930. It has proved one of the few really
big world-wide successes in musical plays
since the War. In New York the part of
Sam \Vonder, proprietor of the "Wonder
Bar,' was played by Al Jolson. Iñ the
broadcast version Ben Welden, who plays
the part of Sam Wonder, is, perhaps, the
besfknown American actOr in this country.

near Berlin, and the record was broadcast from the German stions on
Saturday last, October 6th. The upper
picture shows the parachutist with
his weighted aerial. (Left) A close-up
showing the belt-transmitter with
Cover removed

that nobody knew it at the time. In this
play Hirman Grisewood spoke a part that
was sung by Leonard Gowings.

.

A. J. Alan
\XTATCH these columns for an interesting

announcement regarding the B.B.C. s
champion story-teller.
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Current Events in Brief Review
Calling the Universe

the ambitious title
Difusora Universal," a new
short-wave station has come on the
air at Lima, Peru, using the callsign 0A4Ac: Said to be the most
powerful station in South America,
st employs an outpüt of 20 kilowatts on a wavelength of 38.36
metres.
USING

Bristol's Triumph

THE Bristol Radio Exhibition,

which closed last week after
breaking all attendance records,
not only gave a tremendous fillip
to the wireless trade, but, according to the Bristol Evening H"orld,
has made the B.B.C.
VestCountry-conscious.
The actual
attendance during the week of the
show was in the region of 25,000:

Mike Crashing in Ireland
JRISH broadcasting has had its

-

first taste of microphone-crashing. During a recent broadcast
from a well-known Dublin restaurant four young men seized the
microphone anf delivered a protest against the holding of a political congress. After registering
the protest, only part of which
was broadcast, the men left the

restaurant.

Glorious Failure
enterprising "OB."
A

("URIOLJS motorists upset an
'-.-'

attempted by the Paris P.T.T.
station a few days ago, when it

theFrance
and Television
French Postmaster-General

Captain Eckersley on
Future

Future DevelopPOSSIBLE
ments in Broadcasting" is
the title of a lecture to be given by
Captain P. P. Eckersley, MIEN.,
before the British Radio Justitution at King's College, Strand,
.W.C.2, oit Tuesday next, Octobet
iôth, at 7 n.m. Readers of The
JVireless hl7orld are cordially in-

vited to attend

.

-

Better Irish Broadcasting

'

?

ThE
has

authorised the formation
of a Television Commission to keep
watch on the progress of television
and facilitate tests at the State
stations. The ivell-known research
worker, M. Behn, will be a
member of the Commission.

Anti-speaker Static
Paris Figaro is conducting
THE
a vigorous campaign against
-

noisy

-

loud

speakers

at- open

NEW director is to be appointed to the Dubhin.'broadcasting station to replace Mr. S.
Clandillon. According to a. Dublin correspondent, surprise was
caused six months ago when it
was announced that Mr. Clandillon
Lad been removed from the office
which he had held since the opening of the station. In the last six
months there have been general
complaints regarding the slandard
of broadcasting from Athlone.

THE

ynoicates.

A SPECIAL STAMP now in
use in Italy to commemorate
the holding of the recent RadioBiological Congress at Venice,
which was presided over by
Marchese Marconi.

Static

combat radio interference, the
TOUnited
States Radio Manufac1

ULTRA SHORTS

"Non-Profit" Programmes
IN U.S.

This soldier, with his
sx-metre transmitter and receiver on his back, attracted â
lot of attention at the Madison
ARMY.

Square Garden Radio Show in
New. York. The equipment
weighs about 25 lb.

had been arranged to broadcast
the belling of the stags in Cornpiègne Forest. More than half a
mile of wiring was taken into the
forest, microphones being slung
from tree to tree, but when the
stags saw the crowds of curious
spectators andsniffed the petroI
tainted glade they retreated.

EDUCATIONAL, religious, and

other "non-profit" organisations are claiming 25 per cent. of
the American broadcasting wavelengths, according to a Washington
correspondent. They laid their
schemes before the new Federal
Communications Commission on
October ist in preparation for the
Annual Assembly of the National
Advisory Council on Radio in
Education, held in Chicago on
October 8th and 9th. Although a
very large proportion of the
American programmes are of the
trade-sponsored variety, there is a
growing demand for non-cornmerciai transmissions.
.

Alliance

International DX'ers Alli

ance now has five representatives in the British Isles. They
are Mr. R. L. Rawles, Publicity
Department, Blackwater, Isle of
Wight; Mr. F. R. Crowder, 12,
Belle Vue Place, Belle Vue Road,
Leeds, 3; Mr. W. W. \Varner, 56,
East Grove Road, St. Leonards,
Exeter, Devon; Mr. R. Ellis.
Arbiston Estate, Bellshill, Lanarkshire, cotland; andMr. R. Mumford, 7, Sydney Parade. Co. Dub.
lin, Irish Free State. -

.

r

-
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America Discovers

turers' Association is calling an
interference conference at Rochester, N.Y., in November. The conference will consider interference
problems crested by power lines,
street car trolleys, lifts, and other
familiar offenders.
In the radio interference field
America seems to be lagging
behind Europe. It may be foolhardy to suggest as a reason the
average American's comparative
insensitiveness to noise, but, reading between the lines, it would
appear that steps are being taken
at this late hour only because of
the examples set by the enlightened broadcasting authorities in
the Old World.

beiiig

International DX'ers'

brought about a definite
downward tendency in the quality
of reproduction among many receivers at the Paris Radio Show.
In consequence the Société pour
la Diffusion des Sciences and
Arts is discussing a scheme, which
may operate next year, whereby
receivers attaining a certain standard of quality will be granted a
quality niara oyuieuiuuuu

Man-made

-

spent on wireless in Ireland
this year, as compared with 1933,
and the impression gathered from a
visit to the Annual Radio Show t
the Mansion House, J)ubhin, was
that the Irish public are definitely
more "radio-conscious."
Many
British firms were re3resented, and
the attendance was such that the
organisers may have to seek bigger
premises next year.
'The Dublin broadcasting station
put on a special programme for the
week, which was relayed to the
Mansion House and distributed
throughout the Show. The allmains set was in the ascendancy,
and there seems to be no return
in
Ireland to the battery
receiver, doubtless becatfse of
the widespread use of 'the
Shannón power scheme all over
the country...
iVi.,

.

The Quality Mark
PRICE lowering, it appears,

sciectricai

The Irish Show
l4UCH more money is

-

windows, and in a series of vivid
articles has described the sufferings of mothers at the bedsides
of sick children, overwhelmed
night and day by the radio of
neighbours, of people dying to the
strains of strident jazz, and authors
driven crazy.
As a result (reports the Figaro)
many listeners are manufacturing
static with Ruhmkorf coils, which
make reception impossible within
au area of t'hree or four hundred
yards.
This practice, which is
illegal in Fränce, is extremely difficult to discover and is therefore
warmly recommended by many
correspondents of the Figaro.

Weather Forecasts for
Motorists
THAT every petrol filling station

should be a weather bureau
the suggestihn of the United
States Bureau of Air Commerce.
The regular weather reports would
be picked up with special receivers
having a range of from 200 to
.L

is

400

kr/s.

In a country like America these
bulletins would be of the utmost
value in the mountainous and
rugged districts where fogs, heavy
rain, and snow often necessitate
a diversion of route.

-

----

"Crisis in Spain"
events of last week-end
vividly recalled the B.B.C.'s
feature programme "Crisis in
Spain" (writes Cecil W. Lusty,
svho recently visited the Spanish
stations on behalf of The Wireless
World). Spain is one of the few
European countries where the
broadcasting buildings are unprotected.
The Barcelona studios,
where the rebel president, Dois
Lluis Companys and bis insurgents
were shelled, is situated in the

THE
L

Calle de Caspe, near the Plaza dc'
Cataluna, famous for t he beauty
of its fountains. At the time of
my visit my bOna fides were not
even inspected, and I was surprised at the utter disregard of
safety in the event of revolutionary disorders. The transmitter
is on the historic Mount Tibidabo,

I

on the outskirts of Barcelona.
Here again I found no protectiols
for the apparatus, the site oflering
a splendid target for surprise at-

tacks.
The value of a broadcastiiig
station in times of emergency was
amply demonstrated (luring the
recent disturbance. Trie turning
point in the battle occurred when
Senor Companys' session at the
microphone was suddenly ended by
the station's capture. While at the
microphone the insurgent leader
poured out a flood of exhortations
which were picked up by the
peasants of Cataluna.

-----W--- -- -.--.-Page 305 follows after the Programme Supplement
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Autoradiogram
---------------------------------------------------

FEATURES.

- Type. - Superheterodync

MODEL

570

------------------ -

...

-

radio-gramphone for AC mains,--

-

including automatic record changer. Circuit.-Heptode frequency changervar.-nzzz screened-grid IF amplifier-double-diode-triode second detector-power
triode output valve. Full-wave valve rectifier. Controls.-(.Radio). (1) Tuning.
(2) Manual volume control and :zoise suppression switch. (3) Tone control.
(5) Noise suppression adjustment. (Record
(4) Waverauge and on-off switch.
(1) Starting button. (2) Reject button. (3) Record jaw adjustment
Changer).
44) Repeat switch. (5) Speed Regulator. Price.-33 guineas. Mahers.-The
Gramophone Co. Ltd., 98/108, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.1

.

'#

t,

'i
-

Superheterodyne Radio Circuit with AVC and
Automatic Record Changer

.'

-

Gramophone Company has always
enjoyed a reputation for sound deTHE
sign and reliability in its radio
receivers and for cabinet work of
outstanding design and finish. These qualities are again in evidence in the Model 570
radio-gramophone, but the most outstanding feature is the exceptionally wide specification having regard to the price. It would
seem that good value for money is a feature
which will become inseparable from the
name of H.M.V.
The radio circuit is basically the same as
that of the Model 442 described in our issue
of May 4th. A band-pass input filter precedes the heptode frequency changer, and
special circuits are included to suppress
The single
second channel interference.
IF stage is followed by a double-diodetriode detector from which AVC bias is
derived. The final valve is a large triode
which is coupled to the amplifying portion
of the detector by a transformer.
The modifications which have been made
in adapting this chassis to the Model 570
radio-gramophone include the provision of
separate volume controls for radio and
gramophone operation, and the addition of
a special "bass-boosting " circuit in parallel
with the pick-up. The reason for the duplication of the volume control is that it has
always been a point of HM.V. policy to fit
the gramophone volume control outside the
cabinet so that the lid may remain closed

throughout the playing of a record.
The
Reject" button for the
record changer is also incorporated
mn the spindle of the volume control
so that once the record-changer

:.

.

-

-

.

--.

'

magazine has been loaded it is unnecessary to make any adjustments inside the cabinet.
In addition to the usual tuning,
waverange and manual volume controls there is a tone control which is effecjive
both on radio and gramophonè, and a hoise
suppression control which is brought into
operation by lifting the manual control
knob. This has the effect of bringing into
circuit a pre-set sensitivity control mounted
near the aerial and earth terminals at the
back of the set. The tuning indicator is of
the so-called "Fluid Light" type, exact
tuning being indicated by the maximum
length of the images of two arrows thrown
on a translucent screen immediately above
the tuning scale. Accurate tuning is necessary in this receiver as the higher frequencies are over-accentuated as the tuning
control is moved away from the position of
maximum volume
-

.......

High Sensitivity

There is an ample reserve of range and
sensitivity for all normal requirements, and
with the noise suppression control out of
action the high level of bckground noise is

-

.

-

..

..

.
.

i

.,

indicative o the high overall
amplification of the set.
The automatic volume control has a wide range, and in
Central London little difference is noticeable in the volume from London
Regional and Midland, Regional. The London Regional and. National transmitters
occupied a band width of approximately
Second
3 and 35 kc/s. respectively.
channel whistles were completely absent on
the medium waveband, but one or two faint
whistles, due to oscillator harmonics, were
&tected on the long waveband.
Both on radio and gramophone the bass
reproduction has the characteristic fullness
of most H.M.V. designs, and the reproduction of organ music is exceptionally good.
The new type of loud speaker also reproduces the higher audio frequencies extremely
well, and on gramophone records the
quality was improved by reducing the highnote response slightly by means of the tone
control.

NAL

Simplified circuit diagram

-

Separate volumetontrols are used for radio and gramophone, and á "bass-boosting
associated with the pick-up.

circuit is
.

.
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THE LAYOUT OF THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

H.M.V. Autoradiogram, Model 570-

The cabinet is

solidly constructed
with the view to
minimising r e s o nance, and the base-

FREQUENCY

MAINS VOLAGADJUSTMENT

-

.

CHANGER VALVE

board

-

supporting
the record-changer
unit is mounted on
a three-point coilspring
suspension.
The receiver chassis
is screwed to the
right - hand side of
the cabinet with the
valves mounted
horizontally, w h i e
the loud speaker is
tilted slightly upwards. The tonecorrection circuit fo
the pick-up is constructed as a
screened
separate
unit, and is mounted
well away from all
other components in
the bottom left-hand
corner of the cabinet.
A mains aerial
connection is provided, and the output circuit is designed to accommodate t w o external
loud speakers. one
high and one of low:

NOISE
SUPPRESSOR

1

.

:

VMS4IJ,
f

'

Í

-

.-

I

2nd DETECTOR VALVE

PX4

RECTIFIER

COPYRIGHT

.

.

i

.

Interior of the cabinet. The receiver chassis is mounted on the left and the record-changer mechanism, which is
seen immediately above the loud speaker, is mounted on a three-point spring suspension.
.

Léttér. to the EditQ
-

The Lditor does not hold himself rsponsible for the opinions of
speaker with a good top" register was
The Common Supply at °ly mpia
-doomed, for music containing the higher
IT was with great pleasure that I readfrequencies was not being transmitted,
"Exhibitor's" rticle on "Common
After spending time, money and energy
Supply" at Olympia. I am entirely in -on .getting to what should be a radio exagreement with his views on this matter. hibition which should make one feel disWhat useful purpose this noise serves, other satisfied with one's own outfit and from
than as a background to the chattier of the 'which a choice could be made, I arrived
Exhibition, I fail to see. I went to Olympia horiie to switch on my own set and feel very
for two reasons, first, to try to find a 'satisfied for yet another year. Surely ñot
Eetter loud speaker than my present one, 'the purpose for 'which anexhibition is
and, secondly, to see the broadcast artistes.
staged!
Leaving out the second reason, as being
Thanking you for the.stand you take for
outside the purpose of a radio exhibition, I
qqality first " reproduction, and the
goal;
ofmy
Tha1n
search
around'in
*alked
space you allow for its discussion,
with
the
at first .1 wa agreeably impressed
S. W. WEBB.
Dunmow.
quite good tone of the 35s. class of speaker
(my own is a 7 model), but during my
travels I found that all speakers sounded The Luxembourg Ellect
WAS extremely interested in your article
much alike, from the cheapeét to the best,
and disappointment began to steal over me. I -on the "- Luxembourg Effect," us I have
Had I come fifty miles to find the cheapest noted this phenorneñou for some, twd or
speakers as good as mine? No, there was three weeks past in thi and neighbouring
not one speaker I could find in my limited districts, though, I must admit, without
time anything like as good! Then I made recording any exact data.
I am writing, however, in the hopé that
what I thought to be two discoveries. First,
when listenihg to the small cheap speakers m observations may contribute, a small
which might have' a lack of bass or top. I amount of information to the sùm requiréd.
found this was immediately supplied by the In the main, it would appear that Luxeinsurrounding air containing the missing notes bourg itself seems to be the grèatest
sent over from the Stand next door or the sufferer, with. Radio-Paris being the. offeiid'
I have, also noted another
ing station.
one behind. Secondly, all the time I was
in the Exhibition the music was supplied by
station also interfering with' Luxemboutg
in the same manner, bot 'have as yet been
records with an entire absence of scratch.
Exhibitor " says, first-class repro- unable to identify it with certainty. Oie
duction is inseparable from scratch, and I
or two listeesra have-also informe& me that
knew then that my search for a loud some similù effect appears to occur ?n the
:

his correspondents
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OUTPUT VALVE
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AMLIFIER'

IF

reception of London Regional, generally bè'tween 6.o and 7.0 p.m., but I personally
have not observed any such interfereñce;
which may well be due to other and more
common causes.
I have also noted the
effect ou the following stations: PosteParisien, Breslau, Brussels 1,- Langenberg,
Milan, Leipzig, Rome, Trieste, Warsaw and
Fécamp, the last being a somewhat doubtful case:
The general time of reception was between g.o and Io.o p.m., the areas' covered
being Twickenham, Richmond, Feltham
and Heston, and the receivers used were a
Philips 74a, Ekco A.D65 and AC85, G.E.C.
AVC5, U1ti
22, H.M.V.44z, and a
Ferranti Lancastria, A Philips 274a was
also used at a time, when the effect was
known to be taking place, huit no effekts
could be noted when it was used
Twickenham
L J LOWEN,
-

j

-

-,
-

Empire Broadcasting
THE remarks of your correspondent
Heptode" on Empire Broadcasting
Receivers in your issue for August 31st are
also applicable to Bombay.
You would
be surprised to learn how very few of the
exhibitors at Radiolympia have ever been
heard of in India. The ordinary man here
might easily come to the 'conclusion that
most radio equipment was made in the
United States, next Holland and Germant,
with Great Britain a very bad last. The'
reason is, perhaps, because a number of
American firms produce excellent all-wave
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sets; judging by the number sold, they
must be what most buyers want. I would,,
however, say that the type of set best
suited for this market is a set designed for
short- and medium-wave reception. The
medium wave is wanted for local station

can be traced to the photo-electric cell and
its associated equipment. PE. cells are
comparatively costly affairs, and are
usually run until they give up the ghost
altogether. They are polarised by means
an H:T. battery, which, of course, has
an irritating habit of running down in time
and also costs money to replace, which is
why they are run to the last few volts.
The bulb which supplies the illuminant
has also a limited life and turns yellow with
age. To keep in the manager's good book
the operator-who to-day is usually just a
yes-man "-turns a blind eye to it until
his fear for the show outweighs his fear for
the manager, and he asks for new bulbs.
Now, the focusing of this light on to the
sound track requires exceedingly good sight
and a delicate touch. The former physical
quality is not common among cine operators
for obvious reasons, while the slightest suggestion of a turn of the adjusting screw will
banish the sibilants altogether. The optical
system is supposed to be hermetically
sealed, but it is stránge how surplus oil from
the projector can find its way inside the
cylinder, choking the slit and filming over
the lenses. Needless to say, where the interior of this delicate affair is not strictly
taboo to the operator he usually fights shy
of having anything to do with it.
The more accurately this optical system
is adjusted the less amplification is needed;

work, and (if you live in a good locality
and take the trouble to put up a really good
aerial) for reception of European broadcasting after dark during the cold weather.
The Viceroy has, as you are aware, forecast a considerable development of broadcasting in India in his recent address to tise
Legislatures, but I am unable to give you
any idea of the number of listeners in India
at present. The Government of India
keen no record of the number of wireless
liceces taken out, and it is probable that
there are many pirates. There must, however, be a considerable number of listeners
in Bombay, judging by the aerials one sees
and by the number of radio dealers.
There is little in the way of service after
sales to be obtained here, and what there
is is thoroughly inefficient. A manufacturer
who backs up good sets with good service
should meet with the success he would
deserve, and it should not be impossible for
such a manufacturer to be British.
BOMBAYITE.
1I,TY experience has been that people are
J-vi inclined to pay slightly more for a
British-built receiver, but they will certainly
not pay loo per cent. more than they would

.

have to pay for the Ainencan equivalent.
To me it seems that if a British manufacturer turns out a decent SW/MW receiver
he labours under the impression that he has
something entirely out of the
ordinary (and charges accordingly), while
his American counterpart has already been
on the job, at a normal figure, probably
twelve months ahead of him.
The British Empire transmissions are receivable here practically any time that they
are on the air, and I have had Europeans
and Egyptians in my showrooms expressing
surprise that, while a British firm can put
up a transmitter giving such results, it is
impossible to obtain a Bntish-built set on
which to hear these transmissions.
Last year the import figures for rädio
receivers importçd into Egypt were
American, 60 per cent. Dutch, 25 per cent.';
British, 5 per cent. German, 5 per cent.;
and various, 5 per cent., and one can safely
say that 50 per cent. of the American quota
were SW/MW receivers.
Taking this as an index, what would world
figures have amounted to during the past
twelve months, which is approximately the
time the latest type have been on this
market?
It might also be interesting to manufac,turers to note the tendency mentioned in
your report of the German Radio Show,
wherein it is stated that nearly all machines
include short-wave tuning. '
As I have mentioned "specification,, performance and price," I suppose I should
add'that the average American AC. driven
receiver sold here has eight valves, includes
AV.C. and Class B output, and sells at
approximately )21 ins. The six-valve set

-

.

sells at £15 105,
Cairo.

Cinema Quality

F. A, SHEPHERD.

an ex-operator I can speak with some
knowledge on the cinema-quality controversy, and my views may be of interest
to your readers.
The most frequent cause of bad quality
AS

so that if it is not adjusted "just so" the
fader-which controls the input to the first
stage of the amplifier-has to be turned

'

-

a step or two higher in order to retain the
normal volume level. Thus, what you hear
in the auditorium is really the cumulative
effect of two sources of distortion-the insensitivity of the optical system and the
overloading of the valves.
As regards service, The Western Electric
Co. is the only firm, to my knowledge, who
have insisted on compulsory servicing right
from the early days. With most other systems service is optional, and, since it costs
money, is only called in when a complete
breakdown occurs which is beyond the

operator.
The B.T.P. system had two tone controls,
and, believe me, some realistic results could
be achieved by their intelligent use. However, I was informed the other day by one
of their engineers that where they have not
scrapped them altogether they have combined them into one knob, since their misuse by the so-called "talkie operators" who
are in the business to-day was bringing discredit on their apparatus! As everyone
knows, what is good for clarity of speech is
not so for depth in music, and this backward step is to be deprecated.
I appreciate that the majority of cinemas
cannot afford to retain technically qualified
operators, but unless they do, or, failing

MULTILINE RECEIVER
AND RECORDING TABLE

T1
RadioFurnitre
'°

tOria

aid Fittings. Ltd.,

The radio-gramophone is

II

Miiititine

progrmme at each. Two of the receiVIflgCIICIIitSe Oxed for th:IocaI
. tosed to an
of the princpoI Europeas
ph onerepr oduction, and an automatic
re(OI'd changer Is provided for the

.

:
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The other iliostrationuhowsare0fg
tahie fitted with two turn-

tesdig
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be made.
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that, have their equipment inspected at

I

-

-

«a;

-

regular and frequent intervals, we must not
expect much. in the way of improved
quality.
In conclusion, I would say that the
majority of installations were put down
when the novelty and not the quality of
talking pictures was what mattered. There
are seventeen cinemas in Burnley, and I
am speaking from personal knowledge when
I say that 75 per cent. of the installations
in them are from three to four years old. Do
not blame the exhibitors for this. They
only rent the apparatus from the manu-'
facturers, who, having already expended a
substantial amount in laying down the
equipment in the first place, are by no means
in ,a hurry to replace it until the accumulated rents show a orofit.
Burnley. Lanca. - GEORGE DIXON.
'
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'and the puce is 6s. in each case.
The n'akcrs are' Variey (Oliver Peli Coil-
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""
.YARLEY DUO NI R
flf HE Duo Nicore series of iron-cored coils"
is a new range introduced by Varley to
meet the needs of those desirous of utilising
'existing wave-change switches. The onussion of this fitment has enabled the coil to
be made very much smaller; the overall
size being 211w. in diam?ter at the base and
high. They are screened, and the
series includes pre-selector circuit coils,
superheterodyne oscillator coils for heptodes
and similar type valves, for separate oscil-.
lator valves, and for tnode-pentode f re-'
quency changers.
There are two types of IF transformers,
one for ¡lo kc/s, and the other for 465
kc/s amplifiers; in the case of the latter
a;series of oscillator coils are available'for
the different types of frequency changers
mentioned.
All, coils are
similar ¿n shape
and in appear-

troI Ltd.)'
E' i$.
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-

'

s,

.

Eloomfield

London,

Road,
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'CLIX TWO-WAY' MAINS ADAPThR
THEN a mains receiver is used, as a
Y
transportable. sgt it may happen tha.t
in sone places a lamp-holder. adaptor is
'needed, whereas in others a two-pin plug
for a wall socket must be used. In or4er to
,'

.

I

=

(ç

-

-.

being for the primary, and the screw for the
secondary trimmer.
The band width control enables the coils
to be adjusted to give either a single-peak
resonance curve or a band-pass response of
about 9 kc ¡s peak separation with the iio
)c/s type on which our tests were made. It
was observed also that, having carefully
trimmed the tircnits with single-peak reson
ance setting when the coils were adjusted
for maximum band width, a perfectly symmetrical response curve was obtained with
the peaks equally spaced on each side of the
resonance frequency.
Measurements with two pre-selector coils,
the BP8o type,- showed that their inductances are very closely matched, there being
less than one-half micro-henry difference b&
tween them ori both wavebands. The inductances were 156.7 and 156.5 m-mH. re:
spectively for the medium-wave windings,
and 2,260 m-mH. for the long-wave sections,
no measurable difference being determinable
with the two coils on this waveband.
The coils are quite efficient, and reaction
is smooth and satisfactory throughout with
those coils incorporating a winding for this
purpose.
This series have list numbers of from

NEW CLARKE'S ATLAS MAINS UNIT

T'HE latest

,

Atiâs battery eliminator made
by 'W Clarke 'and Co (M /c), Ltd.,
Atlas 'Works, Patricroft, Manchester, is the
Model T IO'f 30 for AC mains, which incorporates several novel features and refinements that their wide experience of this
class of unit has shown to be desirable. Its
output is extremfily flexible, and the con'troIs provided enable the voltages to be adjusted to suit the requirements of most battory sets consuming not more than 30 mA
of current. For example, there are three
separate voltage supplies, and each tapping
provides a high or a low value, the detector
tapping, nowever, gives toc choice o! three
áltérnatives. For the screen supply to HF
amplifying valves the two alternative voltages were found to be 58 and 83 volts, while
from the detector tappings we obtained 40,
and 85 volts when taking about 3, 5,
and 7 mA. respectively from these three
sockets. The power valve can be given
either12o or 250 volts, and this output remains reasonably constant at current loads
of io, 20, and 30 mA., for there is a socket
'
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Clix Universaf two-way mains adapt6r.

--

meet all contingencies with a single fitment
on the mains lead, .Lectro-Linx, Ltd., 793.
Rochester Row, London, S.W.i, has designed an adaptor which can be quickly
changed from a lamp-holder fitting into a
two-pin plug without disconnecting the lead.
consists of a Bakelite shell into which
screws another moulding, and to this iS
joined the lead from the set. The screw-in
portion is fitted with a two-pin plug at one
end and a lamp adaptor at the other, so
whichever is required it is only necessary to
remove the centre part and scrçw it in the
holder with the appropriate fitting exposed.
The prongs of the plug part are of the
same pattern as fitted to Clix Master Wander
Plugs, being D' shaped and not split, so
that they retain'their form and do not become compressed. The price of this very
useful fitting is Is. 3d.
EARTH ROD
THIS earthing device is made by Frederick
Smith and Co., Anaconda Works, Salford , Lancs, which firm is associated with
the London Electric Wire Co. and Smith's,
Ltd., and it consists of a cruciform-section
ANACOS
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VarleyDuoNicore
izo kc/s IF transfoer, showing
band-width control screw and
trimmer adjusters
on top.

,

'

.

-
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but the LF
transformers have
a nartow slot in
the cafl With a
screw head protruding for controlling the band
mvidth, and a large
nut on the top
with a slotted
screw in its centre
for adjusting the
trimmers, the Out

buckling as the girder like construct on
gives it great strength; also, it offers the
minimum of resistance, since the edges virtually cuttheir way into the soil.
A
re grip is fitted which
eI type of
mak'es a good electìical contact with leads
up to hin. dia., and the price is Is, 8d. for
an ¡8m, rod, and s. for one zin. long.

BP80 to BP88 there being nme coils in all

'f "turers"

12th, I3j.

,

V

-

-

-.

.

.

.

,

.

:-

-

¿

.'

...

T'.""-

-

L

'

'

4,
O

Clarke's Atlas latest HT supply unit Mod&
1.10/30 incorporating a LT trickle charger.

board with a screw-in plug to adjust the
voltage according to the total current taken
,from the supply unit.
Our measurements gave 125 and 049 volts
respectively at a 20 mA. lead, and 117
volts and 149 volts with 30 mA. of current
flowing. The voltage at the intermediate
tappings did not change appreciably, provided the load-adjusting plug was inserted
into the appropriate socket.
A practical test, using a sensitive threevalve set, showed that the smoothing is
quite adequate for all purposes while the
voltagès could be adjusted sufficiently close
to the battery voltages used hitherto, so
that the performance of the set remained
Novel wire-grip on the Anacos copper earth
unaltered. Where a 120-volt battery was
rod which is of cruciform section.
used originally, the higher voltage available
from the eliminator, and the fact that 30
rod of the finest hard-drawn copper. Being
mA. are available,, enables a larger power
free of impurities it should be immune to
corrosive effects in any soil. It measures valve to be fitted if desired.
ein. only across the diagonals, but the area
The workmanship is of that high standard
of copper in contact with the ground is
always associated with Atlas products, and
equal to that of a tube Just over lin. in diait is finished in olive green. It incorporates i
0.5 amp. trickle charger for the LT battery,
meter for rods of the same length.
The rod is sufficiently robust t stands and Westinghouse rectifiers are employed for
being driven into quite hard ground without both purposes. The price is 69s. ód.

-
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ability to handle heavy input without the slightest signs of distortion.
and the

t'ii

"Popular Wireless" says :-

-

'To-day,Amplion moving Coil loudspeakers
are continuing to enjoy tremendous popularity, proof-if proof is wanted-that the
old-time traditions associated with this
famous name have been well maintained.
The Amplion Lion ' speaker, a high class
permanent magnet moving coil instrument,
is an

Ìji1

The Incomparable Radio Battery- with exclusive
features, which can be depended upon to provide
the maximum of enjoyment from your wireless
set, and the best possible service at the lovest
cost consistent with dependability.

outstanding example."

Lion" Permanent Magnet moving
coil loudspeakers can be correctly matched
to every class of output, they are suitable
for use with any receiver.
Because

Buy one to-day.

UNIVERSAL TRANSFORMER i to2OAND
2,000 to 40,000 OHMS.

-

it proves Its value

-

by performance.

STUDY ECONOMY

1I

Three times tise service
these times a Power Battery is a real economy.
Ask your dealer about
at less than double the cosi of a popular type

In

PROVISION FOR VOLUME OR TONE
CONTROL AND USE OF ADDITIONAL

SPEAKER.

Lion Super
-

IO

cone

....

47/6
55/

AMPLION SPEAKER, RECEIVER AND
COMPONENT LISTS FREE.

-

4J,

(7caNEpLo1
II

i.

LI LIN
A

IVI

PL I O N

*BE

(1 932) LTD.,

SURE

Mot, of

AND ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A

Siemens Electric

Lamps & Supplies

Íi

ltd. 38-9,

Upper

82-84, Rosoman St., London, E.C.1..

Mention of

FULL.O-FOWER BATTERY
Thames Street, London, EC.4

1'

The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure lrompt attention.
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

'ADVERTISEMENTS.

T

TMISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS1
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

NOTICES.

I'

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters
sony beadcfresaed ta sumbersat - The Wirelesa World"
091cr. When tisis is desired, the sum at bd. to defray
the cost of registration nod to cover postage on replies
must be added to the adeertiseesent charge, whirls must
include the reeds Uns neo, c/n " The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed to the Box number
ahueso in the advertisement, e/o "The Wireless
Worf d,' Dorset House, Stamford Strrrt, London,

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

Ib-

lesaS!- and 3d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and nance and
address misst be counted.
12 words or

SRs.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed tu Trade Advertisers
as !ollsws an ardersforconsvcutiveinserttonn,provided a
contract io placed in advance, and in the absence at fresh
instructions the entire "copy" is repealed from the
elonsissoe: 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.

-

ULTRk SHORT
WAVES.

Advertiaemeats that arrive too late for a particular
the tollowing issue
issue will automatically be
unleaa accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must he strictly prepaid.

FAITHFULLY RECEIVED ON

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or wsthdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Only the most sensitive 'phones will reproduce those taint signals. S. G. Brown
A Reed Type are well known to thousands
of early listeners and ultra short wave
enthusiasts. Many may imagine that
Headphones are obsolete, but over 500
pairs of S.G. Brown 'Phones of various

%.

-

Postal Orders sod Chequeo seat in payment for adeer- payable to ILIFFE
tisements should be macle

&SON8Ltd.,crossedNotea being

untraceable il lost io transit ahoold not be seal as
All lettera relating to udverlisesnents should quote the
number which Is printed al she end ut each advertisement
and the date of 1he issue in which it appeared.

Clearaoee a,,d ldeokrapt
Stocks offered is soy ej these calorosos stay stet be
bi
faetsreca coarres t listes. Radie ceeopoeaests adye,tised
al heleo., 1/as List price do .,wO carry soy
tsnjoytsrer5

So,pios,

NATIONAL

Chairnuasa: Capt. P. P. Echersley,

15-16, ALFRED

1814, o/o

NR.5.

ihr

Wireless lVorld.
(6647
01 Porto
Wireless World' Quality Ampl6
ØUR19er, complete for
is scary detall, anclodiog solees;
onoplifier only. £8!l0; lerdee noiI, 36/..
Kit ol Parts for Wireless World" Olympto S.S.
OCR
Sic, complete in osso y detail, iocluding velues sod
loud'speioker; £14/it.
loe Detailed List ol Componenta fer Either of
the Abosse Kilo; carriage pasO, sash mith order.
\TARD. 45, Farrsogdess St., London. ECO. 'Phone:
Vt Holhors 9703
(6402
S.S. Sis, first specified ports, aired, tested
OLYMPIC
specified valses, arele old; meciere. £9/SO; or poser,

r

se

Uviluiss's

Forccsosl

S

h

Repair

asid

105teucl of remaining
,J'aoo'.-'
lia-'
io thecrowd, struggling ss-ith
others along the óld zig-zag paths, drelde nous' tes
take t-ho nsore modern, more ccrtasin, and much
quicker way ta the top.
5f you are ambitiosso for uomethlng more titan a
"bread and butter" job send for a copy of por unit se
256-page Guide, entitled 'ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITI ES..' In this handbook Profenoor A. M. Law

with
tricot

Vuloes.
Coleern
Lysadhuest, Nesebridge
[6667

TXEBSTER Foetable, AU. amplIfier, couplets svitO
VV miccop600e. Gram. motor, ta table, pick-op. laud.
yisgce, idos!
speaker. mitro, ele., io leatheeette C
outfit loe Ufinco band; £17/SO.

TI.M.V. Playing Desk, fitted with
lLaneo, less lees;5.

(fheiniieseasfEogioei'ruisdtJenassituo/),ehoworlrarly

D.C. amplifies, metal

and definitely the moot certaiss way toa ascII-paid

60 statt AC. Amplifier, type P.13, iso-zoo
colts, onitable for micropfiose, gramophone or
radio in polished ank caso completa with valves; £10.
$eseeal Large Cinema Amplifiers, con.
DISMANTUNG
taming Ferranti meters, ditto chokes und trans.
forniera, Pueuieku transformers, heavy duty condensers,

book giveo paetfcolarsofalllraoftngExumina.
tiono includ ing AM IM ech.E -, A.M.I.C.E -, A Vil. E.E
A.M.l.A.E:, A.M.I.W.T., Oily and Guilds, G.P.O., etc.,
asad obO ootlipcc over a hundred Home-Study
Colletes in all branches of Civil, MIch., Efec., Molar,

'lARCONI

Ill.

Radio and Aero Enginuerieg.

Write, calf oc phone foc your FREE COPY of this
important Itiseuitbook to-day. We promioe that it
will be a momesot of your time well spent These io

llAVE a Laige Stock of 'baltic Apparatus, complete
T
J, outfits, portable and otherwise, oOusdhruds, delicia
and pull-through; further particulars ol sume arad stump;
collera bolted-H. Franks, 23, Percy St., 'l'otteshom
Court Ita., W.].. Museum
16570
'1'01ÍAINS RADIO OEVELOPMENTCompasy Offer Brand
Neto Alba Three Valca AC. 200.250e. -Receicers,
band pass tasing, complete with ring calves, moving coil
speaker in handsome walnut cabinet, pealoct; £5115, post
-

%,4

tINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Company,
well.

Hill -Itoad, London,

N.6.

'Pboney Tudor 4006.
(6640

-

no

coot

os'

obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

387, Shakespoare Hvuse, 25/31, Oatord Strevl, 1.vndoe'.

-

BOOKS
-

4-6, Moo2

V.Odn

Receivers and Amplihers,
stock

Etc.-Contd.
1935 model

ón

WIRELESS

Write lar complete list tu

-

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorset flouse, Stamford St. Loodon,S.E.t.

Radio Data Charts"

A

Series

of

Abac;

4.valoe

L6b7i

C.VALVE Soprrheoersdynes, brand nec, 1935 modest.
) 14.2,000 met reses soge, lic, or AC, sin, 51,(j,
opeakemo, Inteso smprbsemeots, A.V.U., etc., l4in.xytiasn,
xOin. list £25; a tra IdI at 12 guIneas-No. 2, t'svsckes.

[6669
Super Coaosit, scith original
monodsal pomer pace, teadeossesobled, S'erraoti
151.1 speaker, complete and ooehiog im conools cabinet,
also ptimostatis electrostatic speaker, brut OSer-20,
Wocdlaod Avenue, Boocooalse, Manto.
[6664
t)tBLIC Address Amplifiers and Higb.qcality lteceioero.
-Amplifiers, AC, moist, and AC/D.C. leom £13;
reccisees (6.celvel, 5 aatts output, lrom £12; tradc
supplied; dr/erred terms.-D, E. CIa/teen, ESe (Eng.), io;
Pack Rd., Walliogton, Sucrey. 'Photse: Wallington 3953.

1'OSUCCESS.

_os.

1

ham Rouse, Abiugdon.

T'eIODERN WAY

155

[6655

Asesoro. Wolverhamptos.

"t

the si5oce ai an indi

Mondial

AO.

51. bnndpass
tI4 HMSTIt(.PNG.-Latrst
shaooas, with lully delayed AV(.'.,

I935

Chassis Complete
tanslor,
Féti
ruila. brautilvat quality; £6.-Legge,

retJd

field.

.

¡It

to

BARGAIN.-Maoolactnrern'
AU, hand Pats teto, Msidocalees, handsome scalnat
cabinrts, Kola speakers, complete, delicerrd tree; £5/IS;
lest on sroen luyo' apffeoco.L-Stott, Clore Hill, Huddreo.

ja

£5/1O.-fitooloslale, 7, Lramingtoo Asentir, Burley.
[6665
Stensde, scith oeparete Baker loud.
BURNE-JØNES
rolseolser; sr seould separate; demonstration by appuintosent; £12110-Box 1789, 010 TIes Wireless World.
[6639
ond CROSLEY 1935 Midgets, car radie,
ESIERs0N
sod all American salees, tend for scholesale esta.
fogne, importer.-lloyal, i, Backioghasos Road, London.
Ele.
(6654
Modelo 4 Valve Superbet Midgets, A.C. or D.C.,
spealsee,
M.C.
£311916; 5 sabes, £4/1916; car
rodio, £7/is including ralres.-Lovell Brut.. 11. Avon

FERROCART
P.x4 output.

Street,

impossible to reply to euch one by post. When sending
tsnp
rmsunaeo
tdvertsse.
application proving onsucces,tut.

74T'EW

S

Road, London, E.17.

e3sted

E
s

Kit

7

a deposit ire of
errer Ito and under

be made payable to Stifle & Sons Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to advertise-

N

MIRE.

Radio

paid by the buyer,

are dealt sotih at

H

PLAÒE,5W.C.1.

Sonsee Cuts/sissy

/6°;-.

tCe

P

Te/np): eue: Msaeeaea 756e.

W.W. AC. 51W. Rece/ore, complete Aether bit
I935 incisdiog
raIses, unopened, sorite best oller-Reo

is

For alt trausactious ap to eso,

bilis'.'.

E
A
D

RADIO

SERVICE Co.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

amount to depositor. Carriage

H

.

llar/torero

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers oho hesitate tu send money to advertisers
sis these columns maydeat is prrfect safetybyava'diog
themselves cf our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited erich "The Wireless World," both parties
ase adeited of its receipt.
The time alloord for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after shirts period, if buyer
decides not fu retuin goods, theymast be returned to

1R1fl

.

types are made each week by the same
men and tools and of the same quality,
material as at Brown's at Acton in past
years.
NOW manulactured solely under
licence by

The proprietari ore not renponnibte loe clerical or
printers' errors, atthough every care is taten to avoId
mistahes.

cet

olio reply fo Rex No. xds.ertiseesesri see

in

ADVERTISEMENTS toe these nolamna are accepted
np to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
tu dale el issue) at the Head Offices sf "The Wireless
World," Dorset Huaso, Stssssford Street, London, SEl,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Broach Offices,
19, Bedford Street. Coventry; Guildhsll Buildings,
260, Deansgate,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2
Manchester, 3; 26n, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

L.

Readers

oeseond ugeeiool ci,ssdieig reo,/ftisoos throng/s the poet
eoCepf in eegiolceed earefepeo
oli soc/c cases the nos
of the Deposit Syole,o io eeco,n,oeoded, und 1h,' eeirelepe
a/could be c/early oia,hed "Depssoil Depen'teeìrol."

'

-

'

so2or.s

[6680
oopeeheteeoslyoe

highly eHe/rot
toncd circuits, lsandpaOs capot, Oeaeconl Oleptodo lreqceucy
chanoee, combiced lot detertoc and oscillator, booslpuuo
IF, coupled to Marconi H.P. pentode, banolpaso coupled
to C0000r Dcoble Diode, cia/ng distoetienleos detection
and A.V.U.. rroiotancs coupled to Mauda high slope pen.
tode, Slarooci bs.pbasc rectifier, lull vision lilaminalcai
toning, calibrated i o scaeelecgtbs, combined radio and
seasmaphsno volosne coolest, corrected p0000de 005ps,t,
gicing euceptiooaliy good repeoductaon; £6fll/6, aals
reluce, royalties paid.
A EMSTIOONG Universal Supeeselerode, chassis necks
on AC. er D.C. mai05, opecillcatioes as onere Sesee.
dyne model abose; £5/1816. Complete with salivo, eoyal.
7

ties paid,
A RMSTRONG Senior Univeesal AC-D.C. ChassIs, 3
toned cieeaila, 15,11 bandpass tuning, 31j. 006ta d050Ic
mani-is's
coostruction, with vaInes;
pentode output.
.LJ,

£5/1O/6.

-

4 RMSTRONG A.C.4 Chassis. Incorporating 3 pentodev,
Li., 3 tuned cIrcuits, loll kand-paoo, 3 w'atts 000paa;

£511816. with ouloes.
4 R5IST1S.UNG Latest 4s Battery Chasois, 2 screenea
LI. stagys. 3 toned circuits. sisgle knob toning, lull
vision di,il colibrated waselcsgtlis, good nclectivity with
eoceptbaoal pulbiag p.iwec; £4110, with tabees.
A LL Armstrong Ckasnis ore Consteacted ol the Eignest
L'I. Grade Components 'h'hroaghoot, carry 12 montos
nervice Ices guacantee, nod arc se at os 7 days' oppcooai,
racaiage paid.
4 RMSTRONG SIANIIFACTu ScO7aG Co.. 100, fLings
Lt Rd.. raw.].. :Phone: (buber 3t05
t6Otu
011er Byand Neo Midget Receivers, coery
DEGALLIERS
one goaranteed. citeriage prod; cash with order or
cod.; s.s. ensciops with all enquicies; corey one eomptrte
with volcet asd sprahee, socking oS AC. and D.C., 100130 oc 200.250 volta, with adaptor soipplicot; Emerson
valse L. and M. wave, pich-op terminait, in hatdsomo
walnut enkinet llOiíoX7%x514f. at £41613; the same,
sositakle loe ruperimenters, less robinet, at £3/13/6; Victor
Midgets (last ninef,inmousitelyconstcuetedwalnutcahinet
(14X5014X81, 5.-volee supeehet, A.V.C.. illuminated dial,

infaeteeeoyrefinemrntloandtnanenPcntiaereceiver,

£6/il;

list £15115. at
Spaetan 6.
salue suparhet, gett over 80 statiOns, all refinements ap is
Victor, at £7/l0,-Degaflier's, No. 6, Coryton House, 21.
Upper Slarylcbone St., London, W.].. Museum 7795. (6672
gets oocr 70 slations,

Post free 4/Io

-.
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Receivers and Amplifiers1

poco 4- loo
5 / 03E-Bond
coo mc., complete

Etc.-Contd.

chonois by Ploosey, Mogno-

with onion,, in tigli

ekono

'ohinet, cithee AC oc DC ditto egdlo£7/SO; cod., caccio50 moccnoeol.-Kay 167, City

001006 oe cok

gegen,

Rd., London,

ECl.

ì

Yf

(6619

ACCUMULATORS-BATTERIES.

1U'ILNES HT. Unito, oil unito god opeokeco io otoek;
nec-nice; demonsteotion leee.-Penece,
30.
King's Cenno Rd.. WC.L
[6685

5ATTERY Ileudgeny Aboliohed, ootoondingeeoolts,
poetiesiojo nod bottee-o loe not f,e,--lnotontbeite.
Peebles Works, Leuden, N.W.6.
16587

4:'Kk.'

/,

%

MAINS EQUIPMENT;

k(TIII

'TORTEXlON Specified Olympic S.S. 6 Teanstoomee.
5.5.352, 5 peoro goaeantce, 25/-; less terminals esosi
goarootee, 21/-; pooerclsasois, £3117/6; ekoke, 12(6;
Single Span model, 25/-; po-cee chassis, £3/SO.
Amplifier oe Sopee Stonodiet.
VORTEXION.-Qoolity
425-4-425. 120 ma., 4e. 6-8e. CT., 4e. 30. CT.,
4e. la., 4e. lo., supes shrooded. cree sise 24in.x 11,/in..
2(4% regulotion primary eoges'eil ssoslotcd terminals,
weight 341k.. 26/-, cerclage 2/-; ssoesoal shrouded, 22/-;
open type, 20/-, pool 1(3; spe.-okee field replacement
choke, 16/-; special ootput teonslormee te ' W.W' spellfleation, 12/6, post Od.; etolo colee end speahee; "
sniecesal nntpot trosnstormee, £1; noemal 40b. 50 ma.
prisseocy ostyot teausloenoeeo, 10(6, post Sel.
730/. 120 ma. Choke. 215 ohms, io oli.
VORTEXION
east shcoodiog to motels; 12/6.
4

construction

ALL

guaeanteed5 years

oteutrucoatol2/-.

Serondsolcs Centre Tapped.
60

oso., 4e.

1

to 2o.,

VORTEXION.-.250-O250
4a., upen typo, 10/-; olseousled, 12/6; post

40.

2

-

.

reliability

to

.

Old.

TORT1/XlON.--Sssper needel for H.T.8 or 9 or 10, 4e.
2,
40.2 to 4, siseo type 14/6, shrouded 16/6;

ito

V

23/-.

VORTEXIOy/.-400 or
4v, 2.5

4v.

2, 4v.

4v.

2

osa..

8/6;

.

Nirec

O

valves are designed with the wides
ances' and

most robust' electrbde

with

compatible

450 or 000, 150 mo., 4,. 4a.,
2, 4o. 2, coro sior 2',/Xjly.5io., a

highest

rectification, 'and

super job, 2% oegulotion, 35/.; sheouded, o-/lb terminals;
Irre teoovioolo. 30/-; open type. 26/-; post 1/3.
ITO14TEXION Auto Transformers to B,E.S.A. Specification, 900, 110, or 120r. to 200, 220, or 240 colts,
60 uatts. 5/-; post 94.; 120 scotto, shrouded 12/6, open
typo 10/6, post 1/-; 200 watts. shrooded 16/6, post 5/-;
2,000 c'atte, £4/is,
ORTEX10N 1,000-satt Transformers; £4/SO. carrhogo

VOX1ON

ARC

M

to fa., 4e.
V
2 to 4a.. 4e. 2.5a.; opers type l4/t, ehrouded 16/6;
super ohoudrd soodcl, oright Sub., 4 filsomeots to specs'
SeuO/os, 21/-; post 1/3
VO9tTI/XION.-400 or 450 or 500v. 120 mo. 4r. 2 to
5, 4e. 2 to 5, 4v. 2.5a.; open typo 19/- shrouded

ITORTEXION.-350-o-350. 120 ma.,

-

o

7'ORTEXlON.Ferrsrsrt III 350.43-350, 60 ma., 4e.
4e. 3.5 CT.; open type 13/6, shrouded

2.5 CT.,
16/-; poet Sel.

poet 1f'.

..

.

Crossobrac

-

s Genero
factor of safety for consiste

oitho

12 Moothe, end
5% normaI and
GUARANTEELS
2½% super enodsde. neat ehrondieg, oith detachable
feet. as used by G Overessosost Departsoents, etc., etc.. any

-model

.

--.

.

- mesh anodes forcool work

nesequnlied by the deaeeet.
Standards Despntghed by Return.
o

'lE(1. ri

-

y ORTEXION

A.C./34, aced by author
oc illustrated; 10/-.

for strengtt(

,-::

-

-..

TSIITATED. but oreqoosolled. (lord enough loe a -. Wireless ',cr14" sproificatior is good enough for you.
JORTEX1ON Cost Little More thon the Cheapest, but

VORTEXION
of A.V.C. Three,

\.

-

Sturdy
bon fiam

):

-

efficie

be re'!ied u'

can

consistency of characteristics

th,

their long working life. There, z
directly and indirectly heated t>-'

20h. at tO ms. Choices, -6/6; 40h. at 60
30h. at 150 sou., 209 ohms, 10/6 open

every purpose.

type, 12/6 shrouded.

TOltTEXION Tvausfocmees Stade to Your Spreifiration;
price

-

-

-..

pc/er according to .svattagc. 6v, filaments same
onlesso-attago grossi y eseerded; special quotations by
Y

POPULAR MARCONI

'(S. A. BI8OWN). 182, The Broadnay,
(6561
Wimbledon, S.W.l9. 'l'ei. Liberty 2814.
OYNES Transformare ore Manufactured by Engineers
[J soith 14 Years' Eopeeienco lu lLsdio Transformer
fleoigo.
Traosforosers, fitted eoith tapped and sereened
IIOYNE'S
primaries, filamento, all rentre tapped, stoat rast
clamps
snd clearly macbed terminal strips tre
alasainium
fitted tos all roadrla, recite loe list,.
HOYNE'S Components ace Guaranteed foe osOne Year;
used by
one type only ,aanatoetss,-ed. iba best,
many aoell-knoon net soanulaeturees alter testing all
othe:s.
strictly to
HOYNE'S.-" W.W." transformers enoondreports,
June
aperiflyaticrs of author: "W.W." teat
" The issoulatioss is porticulorly good throughout
22nd
rrspecta."
all
in
. . the tranaforoscc
ja sastistartory
T'OYNE'S.-Pueh.pssll quality amplifiec transformer,
25/., post 1/3; 7/30 henrys choke. 9/6, pool Od.;
20 henrys. 7/8, peat Od.
T1'OYNE'S._Oieglo span, 15/-, post ii.; choke. 10
.L.L scarpa. 7/6, post 9sf.
HOYNE'S.-Ecerymun AC. sopee tee.asîoesoer, 12/6.
post 1/.; elsoke. 10 heneys. 716. post ad.
HOYNES.-A.V.C. Steaight Voue transformer, 18/-,
past 1/3; choke. 26 henrys, 12 mu.. 140 ohms.
916. pout ad.
HOYNES.-Push-polf quality omplifler, complete to
poW." spessifleatinos. so/rod ood fully tested, teso
salees, £511216: complote kit of components including
metal chassis. £5/2/6; field replacement choke, 1,250
ohms, 13/6, past 1/-; ootput teansformer. 12/6, post

J'TEXION

RE(

:

UlO
U12

mA.
mA,
mA.
mA.

Output 250V.

8MU12
Ut4

*MUI4

,,

,,
,',

,,

60
325v.. (20
350V. (20

P/'

500V.'120
530V. '(20 ertA.

*Wjth ¡H. Cathode
I-.

.

.

rued tu The Muerooiphuue Co. Ltd.,'
Tnotrerltue, Caen Road, W.!, sell! beleg
caoepehentîrr stese catulagu. of Ms

*A

else

MAk(

tO esa., 4e. 1 lo 2e.., 4e. 2
OYNE,S._.250.°,250o.
2e.. mindto 4e.., tOi-, past 9d.; with estas 4v.
ing. 12/6. post 1/-.
OYNE'S.-Feeeocart Ill. 350-0-3500., 00-70 ma., 4e,
J' 2 to 3e.., 4a. 2 to 40., j2/t, post 1/-; sa/Oh catre.
4e 1 to 2e.. winding. 13/6, post 1/-.
HOVNE'S.-350-0-350a., 120 a's ..... 4V. 2 to 3e.., 4a. 4
ta 6e.., 40. le.., 4e. ta., 18/-, past 1/3.
HOYNE'S.-400 se 450 0e 5000., 120 ma., 40. 2 lo 3a.,
2a., 18/-. past 1/3.
40.2 teSo.. 45.
HOYNE'S.-500-450-0-450-500a. 140 ca., 40. 2 ta 4u..
40. 4 to 6e... 45. 2e., 4a. 2e.., 27/6, past 1/3; weight

ito

VALV'

ile

ilIh.

HOYNE'S Transformers, huilt ta opeeificationa. keenest
prices, best osoe,acisals as,d aockmanohip; quotation by

IIOYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER, Ltd..
G1dstone Rd.. Wimb1n

w.i9.TeLLibey3o3:

I
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SUPPLY STORES Announce the Purohaue
Ountinontal
rabe manufacturer, all the lufboo'ing uttdad main typea
of the Complete Stack of a World Famouo

'1

-

HE NEW

INTEREST

a

E

oatt

und four

60 mu, lull a

ment,, screen grid H., HL. pooee.

RADIO.

IN"

n
A.C. out ut, drrectly heated pesutudee, 250u.
e rectifiera, D.C. typer, 20u. 18 uuap., 81g-

TpHE F0110uing Types, .5/6 each 350e. 120 mu, full
J. nace rectifier, 500e. 120 mu., lull anse rectifier.

2.

mutt indirectly heated pesatude.

THE Fotlooiesg American Types. 4/6: 250, 112, 171,

80.-

210,
55, 37,

we were not ,vhom we are, you
might hear that HARTLEY-TURNER

(S SWEEPING

245,

47,

226,

46,

24,

TREMIER SUPPLY STORES,

LClupham,

ThE COUNTRY.

-

-

.

HARTLEY-TURNER REPRODUCTION is different; it is so realistic.

S.W4.

20 and 22,

M BK'-

ETC.,

MLLDMAY EtolO EXCHANGE

New Notes in Radio Vol
The
Speaker "; 3d. post free. (Vol. 2,
dealing with the set, ready in about

QPCfALOi7

ISLEWORTH,

ROAD

Telrphonc:

MIDDLESEX.

HOUnslow 1854.

LAKERS AND AMPLIFIERS
JPPLIED ON EASY TERMS.
e specialise in the supply of this
.erb equipment on convenient.
ns. Please write for full par.
ilars and quotation.
rades Apparatus supplied promptly

the

lowest

PRICE LIST FREE.

N

terms.

RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY

LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, EC.2.
N0t/0001

977.

(E0t.

925).

OBILITY
ntially portable, the new M.25
:ile equipment has been designed
ork direct from a car battery.
M.25 can be used anywherers or out, being quite indepen-

,of mains current.

at efficiency and low cost make
M.25 of interest to all who ap¿late quality sound amplification.
ite o, 'phoee
The Soc ed People "

PRODUCTS

(GUY R. FOUNTAIN LTD.),

CANTERBURY GROVE,
WEST NORW000, LONDON,

S.E.27.

Tdethene: Streether,, 4122 (6 linee), end B,enclse.
MANCHESTER: 2, Whjtavorth Street West,

Des nsgate.

FOR SALE.
(

Offcys

the

oiioo'ing,
d

J

-

b

G d R

each.
SPECIAL. Offer Regentone AC. Moins Unito, type W5n,
broncI non nod in oruled be-cco, outpost 150 volto 20
oc. ce-po., hosing 4 tuppiogo. 2 occriuble, ulso trickle
chuc-ger 1er 2-. 4-, or 6-volt uccumulatoro, lioted at £4/14;
Oar price 39/-.
RADIOLAB Unirerna I Set sed Voice Tester, full voltage
rouge leso. 191,000 coltc, AC. er D.C. escomo,
plete vith oil volve aliuptoro, for 4-, 5-, und 7-pin volees,
listed at £12/12; -our price £7/17/6.
Service Tester, £616 model, £3/7/6; Ferrcsoti O-250 jeito AC. meter, 27/6; Ferrueti triple
runge AC meter, 0-2.5 volt. 0-25 volt, 0-250 volt. 37/6.
J'Ei0ItANTI A.F.4, 7/6; A.F.3 10/6; A.F.5, 18/-; A.F.6.
A.F.7, 18 6; A.F.7c.,' 20f-; A.F,5e., 20/-;
O.P.l, i-i rutiO, 7/6; O.P.2. 25-1, 7/-; A.P.3r. PP., rutio
i-i. 8/u; O.P.i%i.l, 10/-; O.P.M.2, 10/-; O.P.M.4. 12/-;
O.P.M.12c., 7/-; O.P.M.17e., 8/6; BO. chokes, 4/- eccels.
Dopleo Four AC. Mutes Tronoportable
-i.
Receiver, complete o-itt vulves und sveviog oeil
opeocrieself-reotuined robinet. e,e cenaI or eurth required, listed ut £10/iS; olor pnire £7/is.
LEWCOS und Weucite Supeelcet. Coils, 4f- euch; Colcern Ktl, 1(62, KOJe, 12/-: Colvere 1(41, 1(42. KGR,
22/'; Coloern KMSI, KMS2, KMS3, 12/..
K21. K22. K23. 14/-; Cofrordynru, 7/. euch
COLVERN
Loues, BPF. 4/-; Lescos TOS/E, 4/.' pnie Lissen
S.F. tosncfoemeos, 10/OSco Feorocti 138 L.F. Chokes. induetuneo
SPECl/SL
10/35 henryr, resintonee 850 ohms, current 50
amps.; offered st the cecy ion price of 4/-, each.
Abose Poet or Carriage Paid.

'FE71Tl

J.10/-;

iARTLEY-TURNER

on

St,

PLC AL
GEC
B ttery
nperotcd Receiccys. complete pith calce, and fittmJ
pith eoonin coil spoahec in tell-contained cabinets; limited

1

INBURY

High

16622

SPEAKERS, KIT SETS, RADIO.
GRAMS and the BOFFLE are
descri bed in free illustrated literature.

ít!ey Turner.Radîo Ltd.

58,

57,

50,

ALL Types 'or Beend New Ameeiiun Val ree in Stork,
only first-class maSes such as Aecturus and H.C.A.
stocked, guueanteed loe 6 months, 247. 235, 551, 89. 18.
19, 46, 59, 6A7, 15, 42, 41, 38. 39. 78, 75, 57. 58. 224.
44, 36. 235, 83. 43, 503, 12/-; 25Z5, 12Z3, 14/0; 12X171,
12X109, 12X280, 12X245, 12X226, 12X227, 7/0; 12X250,
UX21O, UX281. 1716; 0X867 phntopeilo, 25/-; oli other
typon of Am icon calven in stock; :5e also stock tysonmittiog vi:es, post paid, cash ss:th o:dec nr cod.
UTARO 45. Faecingdon St., London, KC.4. Telephsne:
Holboco 9703.
[6517

eing just ourselves, we express our
ratification that the public is respondng most admirably to our arrneal to
an canned reproduction and get
own to tfle real tning.

fortnight.)

35,

THE Folloaiog Sieur, 6/6 euch: 42, 77, 78, 25Z5, 36.
38, 83, 39, 44, 53, 6A7, 687, 2A5, 2A6. 2A7, 2B7,
5Z3. 6C6, 6A4. 6D0, 6F7; the following calve: 806, 25/-.

TILE
'pHONE Terminus

-

6751.

Puntonoiflo Rd., near Angel, London, NI.
Tuo
6 minutes
Kings Creso sod Eustsn. Callers ineitsed st
our new shop pceuisen.
(6652

p

ISEMLER SUPPLY STORES

u City B cuori, st 165 und 165s, Fleet St.,
4NOUNcE
S.C. Inrot doue tu Anderton's HoLcO, for the conson/once of callers; post urtOrs ond callees to High SL,
Cluphoos.
the Follouic Mnn,uiuctureou' Surplus Neue
ØFEER
Goods ut a Fraction of the Origins! Csst; aft gsuds
guaranteed prefect; csroiage puid oser 5/-, nuder 5/.
restage Od. estes, IFS. nod shroud, carriage entro.
Orders ceder 5/. po,,,.ot be saut cost. Pleaao seed lo
/llssstrated catalogan poat tree.
2TUPENI3OUS Parchase el Set Maoul..ctoeees' Stork.All electric 3-calce SG. det. peel set, is s-sleet
cabinet. 'csth es,cisg posi speaker. 200-250 volt 40-60
cycles. chassis baut. 200-2,000 metres, sith 4_salees;
S

£4 /19/6.

3-stage AespliSers.

ALL-ELECTI5IC

100-250e.,

40-60

cycles, lo a-atte ocdistarted ootpat complete sc/tIe
5e-aises. and Maguases Saper 66 eoergiaed cpeakcr;

£10/it.

-

TYPE 4480Sie, diameter, pe,-msnest esagoet, haedies
4 scatts, 7 ohsss speech ca/I. 13/6; esulti rat/a tracs.
formen, 4/6 est,s.
ELIMINATOR Kits, including tean,loemen, ebete.
Weatiugleaaee metal rectifier. casdensees, resistsneeo,
and diagrs,o, 120e. 20 m.a., 20/-; trickle charger, 8/estes; 050e. 30 mill/amps, se/tb 4e. 2-4 amps CT., LT.,
25/-; trickle charger. 6/6 estes; 250e. 60 csilliampa,
sc/tb 4v. 3-5 amps. CT., LT., 30/-; 300e. 60 ma,, se/tb
4 colts LS cusps., 37/6; 200s'. 50 ma., aith 4s'. 3-5 amps.
LT., 27/6.
Chuten, 40 nsilliumps 25 bye., 4/.; 60 mOli.
bye., 5/6; 150 miriismps, 30 bye., 10/6;
60 milliumps, 80 bye.. 2,500 ohms. 5/6; 20 millisneps,
20 bye., 2/9.

pREMIER
cusps, 30

Rare
A LL Premier Guaranteed Mains Transfernaere
Esgrared Terminal Strips, s,4th terminal cenneetiene,
input 200-200v., 40-100 cycles, all seindings PSP CC inter'
.Ei_

(This advertisemest continued on next pale.)

f Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony" Third Edil/qn Post free 8/.
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Components, Etc.,

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
,o,.ti,
(Thidv,tiu
ed /'oeee p,Cvio,e peeee.)
PREMIER H.T.7 Tranufoe,ner, ootpret 135o. 80 '0e.,
for oltege doubling, 8/6; 4o. 3-4e., CT. L.T.,2/-

r,thWestenghonsereotfi ,g

1716.

-

g200.

f

by.

to

STEADY

H.T.

'scrrasaad prisr.ary; 10/-.
PREMIER Aata Tranalarmers, 100.110/20&250v'., as
Vice versa, 100-avaIt; 10/-.
ESTEitN ELECTRIC Mamy Transfavavers, 300-0300v. 65 ma., 4V. l-2a., 0v. 2-3n., 6/6; 500-0-500v.

ma., 4s. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. la. cr.,
4V.lv. CT., 19/6.
SPECIAL 08ev el Ma/am Tracalarmera, naanslactaeed by
PhilIis, inpat 103-200v. oc 200-250v., aatpnt 180-0180 yalta 49 rasa., 4v. 1 amp.. 4v. 3 amps., 4/6; 200-0200V., 4v. la,, 4V. 3a.,-4/6.
PREMIER LP. Cbacgc Kits, mas/st/ng al Premisa
translarmey sand Wrstingfsaasr rrvtifier. inpat 200250v-. AC., aatpat 8v.
amp., 14/6; 8v. 1 amp., 17/6;
6V.2 amp.. 27/6; 30v. 1 anail,, 37/6; 2v. 41. amp., 11/-.
'12TH. Traspeed Isdaastian Type (AC. anly) Electric
150

Grasoophano Matars, 100.250v.; 30/. camplete.
Offer B.T.H. Gramephana Matara, AC. and
S' 100-250v.; 30/-; listrd £3/3.
liC.
CIOLLAI1O Grame. Unit, cans/at/ag at A.C. matar, 200'
J 250v. bigla qaslity 'pirla-ap and valame cantral, 49/-;

vsithaotvolasmapantral.46/-.

DELL Ijaasbla Spring Gcanaaphaae Matars,
camplatr aith tarntablr and all fittings, a erally

EDISON

2/6..

SPECLbL Oler nl Wire Waand Eaaiatavces, 4 saGs,
any valso ap ta 50,000 nhma, 1/'; 8 aatts, any
valer apIa 15,000 ahtha, 1/6; 15 ovatta, any valar asp ta
50,000 ahms, 2/'; 25 natty, any valar ap ta 50,000 a5noa,

forSHORT WAVE

essential

rece pf iO h

-:.-

-

Only with a steady source of H.T. oen
you hope successfully to receive the minute
and critical short wave signals. Ever Ready
Batteries will assure it for you. The freedom
from hum and crackle and the smoothcontrol of reaction that is so essential in
short wave reception can be yours by
relying on these world - trusted batteries.
THE

EVER

READY CO.

-

-

-

(Ot. Britain) LTD. .,
Hercules Plage, Holloway.
London,

4/9._200/250

-

-

-

-

-

[6675

.
1

translermecs for H.T.8 ev

RIg,

e

brand

/fl.-Vihing dual aperture dial in stotien und degeere
iJ_I..J
with logge bronce rscutcbrou and scoteet knob,

list 8/6; ditto British Radiophone deum dviee, 2/3; cash
with order, postage paid.
/tT.-Conversieu teanslosmer, 20/300 AC. ioput,
1 2 .P 226v. nutput. 125 watt; 12)6, Everett and
Edgecumbe AC. voltmeter, 0/250. with ersistrsnce block;
2/6. (2.E.C. 15 amp. ieenclad switch and loses; complete
eetfit in metal nase, 25s.
supply unit for PA, loudspeaker, 400e..
OØ /_-AC.ma., suitable loe amplifier maim anit.
.-Ediswan
D.C. all-electric
detector aed
i) I // (I
tJ Pentgdr. complete minus SG.,
valses, breaks up
tu 50/- weeth al poet, or coeverts to AC.; c.e.d., ramrs'ogr
[6620
toeaoed.-L'y, 167, Cjty Rd., London, ECl.
-

SeiDel, M.de

WIRELESS

Maconlay
,

'

BATTERI ES

Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wirelés

e

.-

-

i //t.-Ca'lmiem plated chassis, 4.ealoe, pressed steel,
1409; post td.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES,

t

5,1,

R..

/-.

Neaeot station: Clapham North,

POLAR Minne 3-gang Candcasera, oath "Aeraatr," er
"firmi Circular' drive. neu, list 24/6, 14/6; set
three Radiopbene en/is oes base sith see/bob. B.P. Snpeckot
8/9. post Sd.; Rndiopkone Radiopaks 2H.F.. soith solaceo
conteol, 32/6, pont 1/3.
BVALLS RADIO GOtee Reliable Resistances, suitable
i loe all sets where e. 1-satt resistance is speciSed,
in robes 100, 150, 250, 400. 500, 000, 1.000, 2,000. 5,000,
10,000, 15,000. 20,000, 25.000, 30,000, 40,0CC, 50,000,
75,000, 100.000, 150,000. 250,000,
meg., s weg., 2 meg..
all oolues stnted in ohms, ad. each; also 2-3-matt type
400, 700, 800, 1,000, 4.000, 5,000. 6.000, 10,000, 20,000
9d. each, aire ends.
Volume Controla sitk Switch, 0,000
R,ADIOPRONE
50,000. 15,000, 20.000, 35,000, 100,000, 2/0; also
10.000 geaded 9-1 a-íth 3.P. snoitch, 25,000 graded 9-1
mith 2-P. naitch, 3/6 eyh.
'tITIRE. new Kniletomu. etc., l,/ib. reels, 16S.W.G. Es.,
od.; 54,1b. 185.00G. C.C., ad.; klb. 2t5.W.G. Es.,
9d.; /41k.. 325.00G., C.C., 1/-; j4te. 30S.W.G.. Es.. Od.;
2cc. 30 and 32'C.C., td. each.
MEW Gayeaed No. liB D/9 Motors, 12m. torntahle asd
lully automatic onit plate, all Ottiogs incboded; less
than hall price, 20)..
PAIR Olagooreve Class B Uni vers al D rivera nd Output
Traosloyrnevs. new, 8/5; latest type Hypevmu, 10/-;
R.L 250 ma., eotput tvanslormer, 55/72-1, srceed-hand,
12 / 6; Marconi 250 n,.a. output troeslos-mee, ratio 8-1,
also "line" winding, 15/-; special Pacmeke teanslommer,
section round, primacy 200 ehogo, seroedisey 25,000 ohms,
10!-.
0-1 Nen-inductior Tuhulae Condensers, bd, euch.
T.c.C.
350v.; I.C.C. clerteolytio IS mId.. 50v., 1/4, new;
I.C.C. 0.01 mira, type M. 1/-; TC.0 0.0001, type M,
Sd.; H.M.V. poedenser blocks, 255v. working, aX4XlolXe/,
mId.. 4/.: i.C.C. 01x0.!, 450e. working, l/t; T.C.0
S sold., rfrctrolytic, 500g. carkiog, 4/-; Dubilier 2 mId.,
250v. uovbiog. 5/6.
UNIENOBS, Polar s'gnog, new, benne, 5/-, with corer,
9/6; R. aed A. type output tmnnslerncrs, 18-23-32-1,
new, 5/-; Piixolin lormers. with gszidrvs, lin., Od.; Ji.!.
Slypevmitr teanofermees, 6/-, sereod-hond; RI. Paeaieed
trnosloemers, 5/-, sereod-band.
RADIOPSOONE Disc Drives, lruersrutrbeen, fit %gio.
spindle, mead 0-100 from felt to eight; 1/6 post Iren.
T%7EW Lotos D.C. 2v. Sete, D.C. 2/50-L. with D.C.
LT 2/Pen., seesitioe end selective original make; £4/SO.
.

-

2180.

p.m.

vithsecsrnd-handR.I.tesnslarmer,asith4v.6ompa.,

.

2

7

IT laRLEY Pesatode Nichohes. navy, 7/6; RL 14/2811
slacker. 10/'; ascend-basal Melt/tone 4-1 tracefarme-.
mith graded pot., 14/-; Magna 142 D.C. spesai-e.-, 2,5d5
abres, 35/.; B.T.H. Senivr piph-rsp, cith valsaras control,
20/-; Siaapsons' torntablr, 20/-; Challis 500v, tranalarmec,
20/-; Ganabrell Novotace, type H, 00/'; Fecvanti BO
s-bakes, 5/-.
IATEOO, British, condenser blocks, cantaining 4x4 at
350 vn., also lfalKlxO.lcO.IaaO.1 at 250 ras.,
5/' each; Wrsavita HF. sreeeaed chokes, 2/-; T.C.C. day
electrolytic. 0x4, 400 vas.. 2/9; T.C.C., vet typa, 3 ml., 3/3.
TURNER 008 Model 0-50 mn. Meter, 20/-; Weston
425 typc tbrrma ammefer, gasranterd 0.l.5a. EF.,
£2; Ferranti Radie safitenetra'. 0-50a'.A.C., 2/10/Stan.,
£5; W'estos 301 typr, 0-15 amps,, 15/-; \Vestoo 0-500
mn., bahafite rosy, 20/.; SVestah pia jack, D/R, 6-200v..
20/-; Rusts' flash 0-20 ma., 15/-; Hunts' 0-200 ma.,
15/-; W'catos rrntre ocra, baSel itr cased, g-100 ma,, 20/-;
S/fans 0-300 osa., 151-; Toenec fianh 0-100 ossa,, with
rat-taut, 2i,4in. type, 15/-; Westvara 301 type, 0-100 ma.,

22/6; Ultra Panther console, £12/12.

CENTRALAB Pateistiemetecs, 400 ahms, 1/-; 50,000,
100,000, 5,4 meg., any salae, 2/.; 2190 ahms, a-ire
yessed, 1/-.
POLAII STAR, m ufactucers' model, 3-gong condessera,
tulIp screened; 7/6. with teimmers; unscreened, -5/-.
AMERICAN Triple Gang 0.0005 condensers, aith
trimmeen, 4/il; Utility bakelite 2-gang 0.0005,
screened, with usikoob trisomer, 3/6; Poleo bakeiite Condensers. 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005, 1/-.
OEMOND Condensers. 0.0005 2-gang semi-shielded, 2/6;
bcaoo neuen aith trimmers, 3/6; British Radiophonc
110 kc/s istermediote, 3/D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6; D.C. 144,
1IAGNAVOX
2,500 ohms, 12/6; D.C. 152 magna. 2,500 ohms,
37/6, all complete oith humbucking rails; please state
ohether p00cc or pentode rcqoieeol; A.C.
seersion kit
loe aboso types. 10f.; Magna000 P.M., 7m, cone, 16,6.
RELIABLE Casncd Coils ssitb Circuit, accoeately
motoloed, dool eange, iron cored; 3/6.
RELIABLE Onteeeoloe Translormees, 2/-; multi-cotio
output teonsteroicos, 4/6.
Electrolytic Condenscrs, 550e. neorking, 650+.
TC.C.
peak, O sol., 4/-; 4 ml. or g ml. 440e. mocking, 3/.
15 ml. 50e. u-orhing. 1/-; 25e. enrkisg, 25 ml., 1/3;
6 ml. 50v. and 2ml. 150v. seorbing, 6d.; 8+4 ml., 450v.
wevking, 4/-; 50 ml. 5Cv. working. 2/9; 2000 ml., 12v.;
7/6.
Condensers, 255v. oovhseg. 1 ml. 1/3, 2 ml. 1/9.
rr.ç.c.
4 ml. 3/-; 4 ml., 450v. working, 4/.; 4 nel., 755v.
working. 6/-.
DUBILIER Condensers, 8 or 4 mId., dry electrolytic.
450v. working; 3/-; 4+4+2+0.1. 300o. working, 3/-.
ITARLEY Constant Sqanre Peak Coils, band-pose type
B.P.7, brand nero, so mukev'o rurtuno with instructions red diugvaoso; 2/4.
VARLEY 54F. Intorrafve Coils, B.P.8. band-poos, cornplete ,yith instructions, ir, origino! carteno; 2/6.
ÇfCREENED NF. Chokes, by one nl the lorgeet mono5.7
la.ctoee'vs in Ihr country; 1/6.
IJREMIER British-mode Metres, moving iron, fluets
mounting, urropate, 0.10. 0.15 50 mo., 0-100. 0-250
rna., 5-1, 0-5 omps; oIl at 6/-.
%5TESTERN Electric Condensers, 250v working 1 ml.,
ml., 1/-;-4 ml., 2/-; 400e. working. 1 ml., 1/.;
- 64.; 2
2 ml., 1)6.
UTIRE-WOUND Potentiometers 1.000, 2.500, 05.000
20,000, 55,000, 90,000, 120,000, 200,000, 500.000,
2/- roch; 1,000 ehm. semi-kociuble, corey 150 nr.0., 2/-.
('IOSMOCORD Picb-eeys, completo with oem sod volume
control, a really good job; 12/-.
4 LARGE Srlrrtion of Pedeetsl, toble und eadiogrom
I. pabinrte, by hegt monultucres oS s Irnotion of
origina! cost, br calices.
THE Following Linrs nd. - cock, or 5/. per dozen.Chassis volve holdrre, 5-. 6- or 7-pin, srrrened sccrmgrid fende, ony value 1-matt wire resistourre, wice end
rondensero 0.0001 to 0.1, Bulgin 3-omp. mom switches,.
Cyldon capo.ritoee, double trimmrco.
SUPER Moeing Coli Sprubers. hundir 10 o-otts, energised
directly Irnos AC. nains, monnfacteered by ,r'oeld
lomoes radie sod gramophone rompono; 40/.
CONDENSER Blochs, 3SOr. corking, 6+4+2+1+1, 4)6;

S.W.4. 'Phone

OtlTbeobeldoRd.,quechrotapproechfromflolboon,

parka, 8/9, lasst Sd.
FERRANTI A.F.5, 16/6; A.F.7. 16/6; O.P.M.1, 10/-;
O.P.M.lc.15/6; O.P.JOI.16c. 15/6; O,P.4c, 7/6;
O.P.M.Olc, 1516; O.P.3c, 1-SP.P.. 5/9.
HEAYBEIIIJ W31, with H.T.8, new. 30/'; lIT.7, new,

soasad iab: 15/-.

St,., Clapham,

YALL'S RADIO, 44, Le,ob's Conduit St.. London,
W.C.1.Neeoeet tobe Holborn; tra,00 53, 35 puco

fi ECOPI0ONE 3-1 Nirlael Cave Trasslormers, listed 21/-,
5/9 ta vIcar; Vas-ley 500,000 alsna av/cr v'naod cesistances, Od.; Brll)ng Lee Unit p/chap, ness, 17/6; Leccai
-SW. aatermrafiates, 4/-; pairs nra' Polar ttrsmb dria'c
0.0005 eondaasrrr, silla donbleyspratrheon plate, 7/6
laar ta vicar; Gareard Junior B D/S motvr, avith sait
plate, eta'., nes, 15/-.
RTALL'S BADIO Offer Britioh-made Manvbridge Condensers, metal cased, brand sacs, fully gaapaatead,
1 aal., 400 Vv., 1/3; 2 ml., 400vea., 1/6; 4 ml,. 400 vs..,
3/-; 4 !a)., 750 vs., 6/-.
READY RADIO 0.0005 Evtensor Ocsadensere, new, 2/6;
Yagrrpbace S,G./Det./Pen, and rgrtifier chassis, sith
valves, peoapfrta, 65/-; Radiophona Band pass saper hat coil

5/,

Ø.22. High

SaIe.-Contd.

thrnngh lOrd Lasa St. Holborn 3529. Open Saturday
oltra'noon till 5 a'rlaa,k, Thasradavys 1 o'clock. lInera 11

P''10

4+2+1+1+1+1+0.5, 3/9: 9+3+2,

for

9

.

30

PREMIER H.T.8 and 9 Teansfarmera, 250V. 60 ma.
and 300v. 60 -nsa. rertified, vaith 4v. 3-55. and4v. l-Isa., CT. LT, and acrrened primacy, 10/-; vsith
Weatiaghoase rectifies-, 18/6.
PREMIER JI.T.1O Tr-asasfrsv-mee, 200v. loo ma., rectified,
syitli 4V. 3-Sa., and 4v. l-2a.. C.T. LT., and screened
primacy. 10/-; mith Weatinghaaserertifier, 19/6.
Mains Transformer, aatpast 250-0-250v. 60
ma., 4V. 3-Sa., 4v. 2-3a.. 4V. 1-la. (all CT.), avith
screened primary; 10/-.
Maim Transformers, aatpat 350-0-350v. 90
pREMIER
ma., 4V. 3-Sa., 4V. 2-3a.. 4V. 1-2a. all CT.). sitS
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Components, Etc, for Sale.-Contd.
1\JONEY Back St!sractIo, Gth,antee.

-

-1Jf

--,

-_

Limtd

WATEi

Walnut Cabinet tu Suit the Above Chas-

Trained radio men are con3tantly
needed. We give the training that
brings success. We have done so for

BEAUTIFUL
sis; nur price, 25/i

Model 74 Console Snperbet, beustitnl walnut
absolutely complete, ready to ouch trous
A.C. moins, tint price 18 gninms; our price, 13 guineos.
Volee Battery Reoeis-er, nelt-nontained
2
r 1'IARCON1
speaker, att batteries, numptetr with Marconi outres,
ItT. und AC., tint price 4 guineas; one price, 42/6.
&ICMIC1IAEL Tisis Su precoz 4 Value A.C. Bandpass
Receiver, Westinghouse rectifier. twin energ!nrd
npnaker. interlereoce switch, etc., list price 18 guineas;
our peine, 13 gsineno.
4 Valor Suenen
Grid Battery Receiver,
COLUMBIA
con,plete with alt values and batteries, o remarkable
job, tisi peine 16 g,,ineos; our peine, £9/S.
2
Value All-eteetric A.C. Receiver, setl eonLISSEN
tuised speaker, keautifsl Bakelite cabinet, all mmplete, just ready to plug in, list price 8 gu,neas; ose
price, £3/19/6.
Bargain-Atlas P.M. mouing coil speakern.
SPECIAL
ustpnt teanslormer suitable low pentude nr power
salve, an astonnding hargoin, list price 42/.; our - price,

EECO
cabinet,

Others; we can do the same for you.

Study at home and qualify for well-paid radio work.
Our training in praised asd recommesded by leadisg
radis masufacturern and the Technical Press. Our
students write tu thank us for helping them to get
well-paid employmont and promotIon.
You casnot hope to succeed ostens you know radio
thoroughly. You cannot just
pick it up." You
most be trained by radio enperts who know the sort
of knowledge y os seed.
We cao put you on the road

TURN YOUR SPARE TIME
IÑTO MONEY
If

you do not require fnlI-time employment, we cao
train yon tu earn money is your spare time. Set
desigoine, inventing, iustottotiou, mointenanne, nerviclug, net building, und osany otber interesting
occupations can being you in additional money teithout interfering with your ordmanyucork. Make your
hobby pay; We will teach you

hose..

.14/11.

Aboce is only a Sosuil Selection from our Thousands
Rccoieer und Component Bargains.
Your Requirements, we will quote; write for
SEND
lists, post leen on oppticution.
TERMS, each with ordre, or cod., we po y core luge;
ecerything guaranteed O.K. OC money refunded; please
mention this pupee when replying
RADIO, Limited, Mail Order Dept., 49u,
OLYMPIA
Shudehill, Munchester. Bronches in all peincipul

COLLEGE

providing most of the- essential
Data required in Receiver Design
By

R. D. Co. Oler the Following Guaranteed Curds,
corriage paid or call-Phone Tudor 4046. New
season list now ready.
1IERSHON 8 mtd. Elentrotytics. 500c. peak worhing,
.1.
216; T.C.C. 0.1 mtd. condensers, 250c. woehing, 6d.'
Condensera, new, wire ends, 800e. test, 0.01,
T1JBULAR
0.02, 0.05, 0.1 mId., 64.; 0.25, 0.5 mtd., Od.
HF. Chokes, high inductance,
KOL'STER-BRANDES
6d.; Folymet 0.0001, 0.0002 mId., 2d.
Bukelite L.1'. Transfoenoers, terasinals, 3-1, 5-1,
DALY
1/9; A.T,C. 4 mId. 350e., corking, oese, 2/-.
Copucitutors, list 1/9, 6d. itudiophone toggles,
CYLI9ON
6d.; Godoinep 5-pin baseboard Bakelite s-holders.

Reprieiied/,-orn

...................................................................

"Radio Data Charts" pro.
vide .designers of wireless
apparatus with a ready and
convenient means of solving
problems without having
to
complicated
recourse
-

eodmiuna plated three "als'e,

137y.

7-pin,

uclrg/
STATIONS

I:

.

Fit an Eelex Short-Wave Convertor
to your set and know the joys of allwave all-world radio I There are
over 70 stations broadcasting on the
short and ultra-short wavebands.
Their programmes are yours for the
asking-if you fit

an

Eelex

Short-

Wave Convertor.

to

Simplicity itself
fit and to operate.

118,

from

Pnteatiometcrs, 100,000, 500,000
Ohm ceith snitch, 1/8.
One Watt, mire mound colorir coded resisFRANKLIN
tors, 100 to 100,000 chois. 451. euch; 3/8 per dosen.
Mus1i1AINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Company, 4-6, /6649
lU' oeil Bill Road, London, NS.
OBURN RADIo 00er Following Bunkrupt Stock
Midget

Midget Condensers, acre type, booed, 0.0005
POLAR
fully oceeened, cosih trimmers, 2-gong 616, 3-gang 9/9;
A cesoIe drices, with lamp holdee oasi escutcheon, 4/-,
pureels nl 13 oies wound reRESISTANCES.-Borgais
sistances. l',4 watt, mude by Teuwind, accorate to
3/9.
100,000;
salues lOO ohms to
2 mId., 1.000e. test, bahelite, 1/3; Wego. 750e:
FORMO
test, i aid. 1!-, 2 mId. 1/3, 4 mId. 2/3; tubulora,
0.01. 0.02, 0.1 6d., 0.001, 4,1.; Polymut 0.0001 tags. 1/holt dones; Triacal Tug candeoaern, hosed, 0.002, 0.0001.
0.0002, 0.0003, 4d.; chaaaiu cateo holders, 4-5 pia, 1/3
half donen; toggles 6d.; Edisoa condeasees, 0.005. 0.006.
3d.; British Radioichoae cursed drices, with escotcheon
und light, 3/9; Columbia LF. traasformeec, 3-1 and 5-1,
2/9; Clues 13 deicees und chokes, 8/6 paie; with B.V.A.
salse nod 7-pic boldee, 17/-; Estoo iron cored coils, 2/6;
Popaloe ieoo co,cd canned coila, 2/6; JR. condensera,
0.0005, with deice sod escutcheon, cod light. 3/6; 3-gang
condensers. 0.0005 weth trimosecs, 616.
IXTESTERN Electric Microphones, very seositice,' 2/3;
VV
microphone translormers for abone, ratio 85-1. 2/3:
-Marconi microphone trunalorenern, ratio .100-1, 3/6; HF.
chokes, a-a ty e, bd.; biascalar chokes, 1/2; S.W.H.F.
chokes, Jod.; Wegs interference eliminators, leso only.
3/6; Westinghouse PLT.9, 8/Il.
'tXT.R.C. Eliminators, 150/. 30 mn., 3 ositice HT. tap.
VV pisogs, sil osata steed 12 months: D.C. model, 9/6;
AC. model, 21/.; A.C. model with trickle charger (2e..
4v.. at 6n. 5 smp.), 32/6 (carriage 1/- estro on all).
List Now Ready, kindly enclose trade hrading
TRADE
and stomp.
IXTOBURN RADIO Co.. 9. Soadland St.. Bedford Row,
16554
W.C.l.Slolborc 7289.

1

Celestion Lt/IO
/_ Will Boy a Brand Neo4 5teanstatmee),
PPM79 De Lune P.M. speaker with unmet.
complete in kandaonse walnut, mahogany
sal

or oak cabinet; this in indeed a trnsarkable bargain!BrIo w.
Will Buy New Celeotion 37/6 Eneegised Speahee,
I
2.500 ohms, Bin, con,, unkoeeoal transformer

1 3/9
with terminals.-Beloco.
Buy New
1 I/fi Will
with baiancrd

E.C.1

etc-Below.

(Met. 0314 6 lineo.)

EPTON,
o,dgr

DicUonary

:-

w

52/6.

J. J. EASTI'CK & SONS,
BUNHILL. ROW, LONDON,

251.;

ELECTRAD
ohms, lesi.; ltctoeolsm 10,000

Write for fsll details and
copy of bookiet C.8.

Prices,

Sul.-

By the use of the chartí
it is possible to - tackle all
the more familiar problems
receiver design,
in radio
such as, for example,, finding
the relationship between
inductance capacity' and
frequency, and working out
the design o!' high frequency
Al! keen
transformers.

in.X75n,X

CHASSIS,
2%ic., 1/- chassis n-holders. 4-pia, lhí,d.; 5-pia,

of

'

amateurs 'will appreciate'
this helpful book.
-
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more thaa
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Price 4/6 net
By post 4/11)

Published from the Offices of
THE WIRELESS WORLD"

From all leading booksellers or direct
from the Publishers

ILIFFE & SONS LTp.
Dorset House,
Stamford St., London, S.E.1
w-w.93

22/6 Conmdeord 1934 Pickup,
tone.arm, volume couttol, test,

93, New Rood, Ch)nglotd, E.4.
oc

-

-formula and mathematics.

4id.
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Name .....................................................................

-:

BEATTY, M.A., B.E.,'D.Sc

R. T.

RADIO DEVELOPMENT Couspuny.

MAINS

q

Pose in uosealed eons/opt, Id. stamp.
To: T. & C. Radio- college, Cromwell House,
High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Please send me free copy of your latest Prospectus

Address

SERIES OF. ABACS

tonos.(6640

TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL

RADIO

A

THEof
-

Are you ambitIous ? If so, send at
once for free copy of our latest Prospectus and learn how we can train you
for success0 as we have trained others.

Cromen Il Hou se, H igh Holburn, London ,W.0

RADT O

1:poH

(Cask wIth
(6614
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Kits, all, specified
ST400
£211916 (list £4/17/6)

proprietary

components;

AC. Elisoinatoes. type W.5A., combined

-

IGRANIC
-pigtailt,

1

4 (1

Ose.,

LP. Plain(/ 1216 (lint 50/.,).

2

LP., situ

Coils Kit, screened, goosed On
LISSEN
base nith sans chassgr und filamest suotehes; typo
L.N.5181. for buttery sr mains; 12/6 (list 30/-).
TARLEY Constant fissure Peuh Coils, Complete sooth
ail aercsaOeics, neo, booed BPS; 2/4.
vesuperhet.; 9/- each
Aeeials.-Lewcos dual

Supeehet.

London's Leading Clearing House have some
AMAZING OPPORTUNITIES for
PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT, Etc.
Full approsal negus h rofunded. All goods carriage paid.
TRUVOX AND VITAVOX P,A. MICOIL HORN
UNITS. 6 volt field. Standard union. Guaranteed
sos new, 25 only at 55/- each.
TRUVOX HORNS to
nuit above (slightly soiled, callers only), 28/6. Also
a few outsize Logarithmic Horno, Oft. Flare1 at 30/each ex depot. G.E.C. 1552 25-watt AD. POWER
AMPLIFIERS for, 200/250 -o. AC. mamo, reconditioned, by G.E.C., with 3 new Osram Valves,
complete £25 equipment for £5 only. G.E.C. 3182a
50-watt A.D. POWER AMPLIFIERS as above,
complete £48 equipment wIth 5 new Osram Valves
and trestle atomi," £11 only. MICROPHONE PRESTAGE AMPLIFIERS (G.E.C,) with mains transformer and o'eoutiOer for AC. mains 200/250 y.,
64/10/-. These magnificent Amplifiers are sold in
perfect order as new and early application is essential.
D.C. GENERATORS (B.T.H.) 2,000 r.p.m., Osutput
72 y. 140 ma., 32f6 LARGE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, W_W. Specification, 12 ratios from
11(1 to 75(1. Prim. CT. for PP. Minimum loso,
weight 75 lbs., brand new, 25/-. MAINS TRANSFORMERS for W.W. qual. PP. Amplifier, guaranteed
exact spec. (usually 50/-), a few sst 25/-.
The SHAFTESBURY PUBLIC ADDRESS MICROPHONE io the finest
FULL SIZE Senior instrument obtain'
able. "Wireleos World" says: "In every
way a first grade instrument-low noieo
level with high gain-exceptionally good
-

REGENTONE
solOs trickle charger, 20 millluoopc., brand fleos un'I
sealed,' 39/6 (list £4/12/6); Ekes triCkle c)sargeen, TOi,
charging 2, 4, t 'softs at .4 smp., 20/. euch - (litt
£2/7rs(.
Sapeehet Csut, set of

SUPPLIES

SHAFTESBORY

'TARIABLE Coeden,e,.-Lete, 3-geeg 0.0005, 12j6
Lgu, 2-ge.ng, 0.0005. 8/6; Lete, Dybleek ingb,
0.0005. 4/9 (litt 9/6); aIl these Cunde ers uro complete
soith dash,
teheucs, knobs, Isolly ocereced v'Oh leimsOd bused; Dabilier 5 mId. (2+1+1), 1000v. D.c.,
2 9;
4.5 told. (2.25+2.25), 1000v., fur
sup pression, 3/-; Utility Midget 2-gang saciable condensers,
0.0005, nich coneentric trimmoen, 3/5; TOC. 0.1)00.1,

--

3

FRAME
(list 27/6).

19 (1934), 2216V eoch (list
PICK-UPS.-7slisscossi
32/6)4 model 25 (1935), 24/- eoch.
RadIo Instamat Trnsfocrrees. for matrhsog
READY
any valse to speakee Juniar model. raLeo 1:2,
Scoior model,
1:1, 1(4:1, 2:1. 3:1, 7/6 (list 27/6);
eatios 10:1, l2j4:1. 14:1, 16:1, 20:1, 25:1, 12/6
(list 37/6).
Universal model, type
2-valse AC. Scts
LIssEN
LN.8014, loe 100-250 sotto, complete sith volves
each
and speaker, in sttrnrtire bakelite cabinet, £2(l9/6abose,
(list 06/6); D.C. sosdel. L.N. 8012, 200-250 volts, as.
£211916.
Lightmeight Portable Receirero. rompiste
BOTOsB
mith valves, Eoide batteeies and arcsasaulator, overall sise l3in.xllin.Xlin,; L2(19(6 (list LS(S); s real
suitcase portable.
Osram "Fosse" AC. Seta, wìth 4 Oseam cuIvre,
finar cabinet and' enosing poil speaker; brand neo;
ready to r'nitcb on; £6115 (hat £15115).
QPECIFIED Cabineto foe Ready Radio Meteor and
303 " Kite; 14/- each.
Westinghouse meto) rectifiers,
LI'OSCELLANEOUS.
henry
H.T.6, 7, 8, '9/3 each; Ferranti chakrs, 20completa
S-way byaeo,
Lewcosstaprchet..
roch;
6/9
mw.,
60
typr
48,"
cundenure,
fixed
with 'rolan hofdccn, geld leak,
(list 5/.); Le-oros
2/. each; Liasen base turntables. 1/6 O.8.C./126
(Eaten.
T,B.F./C.,
3(3;
4/-;
colle, B.P.F./R..
buzepr
nor), 3/3; TOS/E., 3/3; Mocee tapping keys, with
bulb,
and fiaohlight ssgesal, complete with battery andbenryr,
chotee,
20
ontput
p0,50cc
g8eléi'at
2/- each; 0-ionen'
20 eno., and 18 beneya 00 ma., type L.N.5301, 6/- each
(12/6 hat); Ograesie resistance-fed tronstoemec units, 4/6
ratA (list 10)6).
.ALL Goods Guarantee,) and Sent Carre Paid.

No.

GEc

-

-

t 271-275, High Rd. Willeoden Green,
BRANCRES
NW-is, and at 46, Lisle St., 5%1,C.2. Pfe.se trod
Rd., N.W,1.

all pout Ordepo to 313, Easton
London, N.W.1
QO)JTHERN RADIO, 323, Eanton Rd.,Moscases
6324.
(sear War:en St., Take). 'Phone:

-

-

value-very best workmanship." Full

U.K.
technical data and illustrations of
Microphone and Stands on request.
UTILITY 3-Gang 0.0005 CONDENSERS. S.het and
Standard, stith trimmers, cover drive, etc., 9/6.
UTILITY 2-Gang. 3/Il. POWER CHOKES, 20 henry
with 120 ma. paeeing, Rea 320 ohms, 8/6. 20 henry
75 ma., 4/11. MAINS TRANSFORMERS ex famous
makers, 300/300 (f5 ma., 4 y. 3 a., 4 y. 2 a.. 5/3.
Also 1550/250 60 ma,, 4 w. 4 a., 4 w. S a., fine lob,
coat brasyketsa, 7/lI. Step-down 200/220 t. 7,- 11
und 15 r., 3ampo.:9/l 1. ahooto 3, 5 ansi 8w 0 Sanip
3/9. WESTINGHOUSE LT. RECTIFIERS, S v.0,5
amp., 4/6, TRICKLE CHARGER KITS, TranoformerWeatinghorose Rectifier, Chasuia, etc,, with full
instructions, 8/ii,
TRIOTRON SEN. M/COIL
SPEAKERS, Perus Mag., 9 inch dia., maasive magnet,
75/- model for 29/8. B.T.H. GRAM. MOTORS,
entirely complete, for 100/250 w. AC. or D.C.,
3 Gnu, model for 32/0. PAILLARD GRAM. MOTORS,
tor 100/250 w. A.C. or D.C.. complete and new
65/15/- model for 42/-.
New BARGAIN LIST now available-GET YOUR

COPY.

Head Office

cand

Mail Order Department:

SHAFTESBURY SUPPLIES
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2

224,

('Phon,,:

Sasthetopeon:

17.

Temple Rar 4178.)

Bresche, ((nr Caller's)
Se. Muer' Secret.
Bristol:

6l,W,s

Steers.

T

M

aoo!acturero' Surplus;

togooldatrldieOl000

prices.

XTESTINGHOUSE Rectifiero.-ki.'t'.?, lIT.8. 9/3; 11,0.9,
VV 9/6; H.T.l0 10/9; L.T.2, 9/3; £T.4, 11/3; 1.1.5,
11/9; tronoformerl.10T same Irom 7/11.
eine eo4s; ill sires
DUBILIER Resistances. I uralt,100go.,
7d.
ir stock fr010 100- ohmS to 2
l.; auto transCENTRALAB Resiot000es, j oatt,

loonsers, step-op or otep.dOwc, lOOr, to 250e. or otre.
rerso, 60 o'att 10/. 100 watt 12/11.
Ehrornotors, input 200-2100. 1500. 25 loa.,
AC.finished in root Cry000 lltnr caor, 3 potutler tappano,
19/11. 0/- postage; D.C., 150-,. 25 un'a.,
guarantrrd,
folly
10111. 1/- postage.
ioput, 200-2505'.', any supplY. output 150r.
AC1D-C25 01,0., no switches, 24/11, 1/- poot.age.
TITAVOX Public Addenso Speaker, coorplete wIth
Montar horn, hardIer 12 watts undistorted output
comfortablY, 000derful quality job; £7/15.
ìf.L. D.C. Geoerotar, inpot 200-250e. TIC., oroutput
n'A.
A 1000e. 125 ma., pvcfrct loo Otonousittec
work, rojOs oil usoothing; £5110.
input
]%,j[AINS 'reaoirocmrcs, hilly guaranteed 12 mooths,
200-250 AC., 350o.-0-3500. 60 01.5., 4o., 2.5 asop.,
4v. 5 amps., orreened primory 13/6.
HENRY 120 ma. LP. Choteo, 7/11; orean supply
l
any momo transformer or L.F, choke to poor roo
orecificotios, 3-day deliorey. all with 12 months' giorali.
tre.
200-250o., out3 rronelormer,. input
HEAYBERD
put 6°. and 8.5o.n 1.5 ampo., for opeaker neid, or
chuoger;
XTE hube o Largo Stork of MireopliOnee nod Me ter, by
VV hVeotou, Ferranti, Turner, oleo input aod output
traoaformero; bend no your requirement, and crud loe
our full liete; ' or ore cheaper."
4LLGoodo Sent Carriage Paid (encept uhen marked),
oreaoh nith order; prompt olelleery; part
.tt cod.,arranged.
encksoge
mELE-RADiO SuPPLIES, 305, lCing'o Rd., S.W.3.
[6660
Flaxman 9710.

S/ll..

I

Model H, unused, £2; Itolotee Brande, Unioeroal Gramo turntable. Li-25, Beaufort Manoi000
COLPAX
[6657
S.W.3.
Salo.-Aooc:inoe, PifeO electrometer, Pilen battery
FORmeter, Multitoce FerrantI AS'S, as new-Reco,
Station, Ogmore Vale,
[6641

DYSÎNE

1935

SHORT'

VithFiTS.
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UT1.

27

si

t

W2
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-

fil

g

OTHERMEL 1934-35 FeU' Sizd P.M. 'MC., 351ugt, 17/6; Soneckerde. nregierd, 12/-.
Stasslard Csble,-'200i240, 300-0.00,
TRANSFOItMER,60
oo.a.,04s.
la. CT., 5e. 2a.; 8/6, seoeth 21/.'
Band-pam Iron Core Coils, ocreened, dosi
IGOtANIC
C
uosselength (33/. list); 14/6, snip.
'IRON Core 8cr/coed Matched Coils, 5 circnits, 2/6;
Lucerne,- 2/6, plain, 2/..
'l'.iI'ICROPIION'ES, SVeutern Electric, hosngisig 2/6, band
't 3/6, o,ronnloe,cee -3/6; table model, containing tesos.
loemer, 0/6, handsome job; diagrams Ieee; buttons,
tested.. 1f-....
Soldeelng Iron, 4/61 Or 'Lijo/e cs/del, (eseendale bit, ecginset's type, 7/6.
LECTRTC Wunder Battery Cluck, muhogan babellte,
batteey lading year. goaeauteed; 15/-.
OTUS Dybluck 0.0005 V'ariablo Condenser, disc deine,
lamp,' escstchoesn, Complete, 576; 2-gang, 8/3; 3gang, 12/3,
OSMÒCOJLD Latest Msdel, 12/6.
,.

ELI0

-

,

"-

-1

E
L
C

UT1
-_

SALE$

27a, Sate St., k'addingtan, Lsndms.
L66'77

.

R

ADIO CLEARANCE 94, High Holboes. W.C.5, olles
lbc .Sollessng sthpendous bargains; limited qaastitsea only; all gsods raecta.ge (ree.- Plaone; Hsslbr,en 4631.
J ADIÇI CLEARANCE Offers S'salve AC. 200-250-rÑt
Superhet chassis, partly incomplete, svith rireoit dia:
gram, eompenesla ssorlls 50/.;
price, past free, 25/'.
DADIO CLEARANCE Oilers Ly. Transfocmes, 3:1
L aod 5:l,monolartssrem' type;
1/6 eaCh, pass free.
DADIO CLEARANCE Oilers LF
f'rano(ormcrs,
olarraded. 3 :1 asad 5 :1; price, past (ree, 1(9 each..
DADIO CLEARANCE Oilers Magnsroee Class S
L Chokes; peire 2(11, past lere.
TADIO CLEARANCE Offers Magnacore Q.P.1'. ChaSes;
pese, past free, 2/11
ADIO CI,E.hRANCE 011era 1-25th h.p. Motors (Cl)).
beet), 300.115 units AC,, loe telosision,
loe
200-250solta if aspri oiGa 700-ohm resister snitoble
ce 30-watt
lamp; pesce 17/6 each, east fece.
DAINO CLEARANCE Ofires
Po-ser ResistJ-L anon by well known tasaber, Variable
0.100-ohms; pries 3f.
each, post free; rsceptisnalsale,se
CLEARANCE Offres Plessey Tciple Gasg Coo1) AGIO
desasees, 200.0005 und 11f) bc/s auci)fator restion,
complete ,sth kaoh, dciee, sod eers,tcbron; 7/6. pO0f
free.
ADIO CLEARANCE Offres Plessey 310 kc/ Intermediate Frequency Tcassformecs; 3/., past lese.
T) AGIO CLEARANCE Offers 0,000-ohm Volume ConJ-L trole, leg, type, :s-ith Q.M.B. ssoiteh, by G.E.C.; 2/6,
pert treo.. AGIO CLEA3r.ANE Offen Moies Transformers, unIL 'shrouded,
monalactos-er typo, prisc.ary
eeeodas'y 320-O-320,-, at 70 ma., 2.0.2e. st 25/200-250.
ampo.,
2-0--2s. st 3 ampa.; 0/6, past tree.
'DADIO C!,EARANCE' Offers Maine Tensfocmece,
-IL soded,'with tee-ñsinals, peimacyc 200-250v., secan.
dacies 320-O-120 at 70 osa., 2-0-2 ¿ut 25/au.. 2-0.2 ut 4)4a.,

t

each.-

R

R
D

...........

Offers Mai00 Transla-snees,
RADIO
oheuodrsl, o-/lb terminafo primary. lO02k0v., scorn.
dories 320-0-320 at 70 n.a., 2 0-2 at 2',l-a.. 2-0-2 at 6'.4a.,
10/6, jisot Ieee.
DADIO CLEARANCE Offers Steel Chrono, rudmmom
L plotrd, deilird ready for ose, 3sa/-r, 5-valve, or
7-ralee typo; 1/6, port free.
CLEARANCE Offres Set of Band-Pass Coils.
RADIO
morufactorer's type, with circuit diagram, suitable

,fortuordgeidorlunrrfanode;setof3coilo.4/6,post
RADIO CLEARANCE Offers '°Centralob" Potcntio.
meters. 25,000, 50,000 ohm.; 116 esçh, post free.
ADIO CLEARANCE Offers Set of Soprc.IOet. Coils,
IL cumprieing band-pass and oscillator 110 te/o for
cathode thjrrtioo, with circoil'diagrom; 4/6. post leer.
ADLO CLEARANCE Offert Parallel Perd l'caos't)
.LL"Iormero. ratio 6-1, by well knoa-o -manolactsrcr; 3/-.
RADIO CLEARANCE Offers T.C.C. Condrnserr, 0.5
sold., 000-,oft. D.C. isorhisig, 1/6 each; TOC. condensers. 1 mId., 250-colt, ».C. mocking. 1/. each; T.C.C.
condrnores. 1 mid., 450-roll, D.C. inorking, 1/3 cock;
l'CO. con,frotres, t 0514., ff00-roll, D.C. rsoehing, 2/- roch;
T.C.C. condensers 2 aId., 450-mIt, D.C. mooching. 2/ench- T.C.C. conslenoers. 6 mId., 250-or11, D.C. ,roehiug,
2/6 rack; T.C.C'. condenares, 6 mId., 350-Volt. D.C.
oocking, 3/ each; T.C.C. condcnicra, 4 mId, block, 0.5,
0.5, 0.5. 0.5, 0.5-0.5, and 1 oId., 250.rOlt, AC. nrrkmug,

D

-

-

["9

I
I

-

4

-

n.ter-cson'suoorairul
Soste.,

I

Malos

I

1/50

i'

-

-lione 5-orfeo

I

I

BolSee sod

5W. Cno6erl,r,Sooteor Bords Remiser
-100 ostI Troriniltter
Eli,siootor'. etc.

COMPILED BYTHE LEADING
SHORT WAVE SPECIALISTS
Obfe,sbl.fe,no,ueredi,droire,W,fl, Smith. or
-

PRICE

LID,, (Dept. 20), Br,,msgrore
Street, Ble.oinrksu.
Leuden lorries Dorn1 o-WebS',, 14, Sebo St,rrl,W.1
STRATrON

1

'6

&

CO.,

-2/-each.

R'°

CLEARANCE 011ero PbiLpc Eliminator Trou,.
formero, 150 oolt, at 30 milliamps., 4 oolto, 1 amp.,
carico, tapSte, 116; Phiipo omoothin chokeo,.14.28 hoc.
rie,, 120 milliomps, 2/..
CLEARANCE 011ero Metal Chuo/i,, 2.; 3. and
RAGIO
4.valoe type, fitted niDi color bolder, nod frrmival
strIp; 2/6 each, post leer.
C1,EARANCE, 94, High 'Rofborn, W.C.l.
RADIO
'Phone: Hofbora 4631.
(6687
.

i

The weekly journal for all who keep Canaries,
British Hybrids or Foreign Pet Birds.
EVERY FRIDAY

ud.W,W.95
Lrndo,,S.c.L

Gloso..

'

MANUAL

:-

O

-

-

9/6, post tree.
(LEA1tANCE

16675

ELE-RADIO liare Porchoord

-.

Radio

DataCharis."

A

1tEICROAMMETERS.-N.rsr tangent type, 2i4$fl 'dialo
.t.L 0 to 260 mirr000opo., 12/6. poet free c-ith chart.Crescent Meteco, 17, Gillirs St.. London, N.W.5Stamp
for poeticuloro.

16663

VXPEÍtIMENTER has Large Quantity Surpfuo Coils,

condenoees, tronctormers,- speakers, cirro,
moteriaf,, both used and ucused; atoo orsrraf reeeioer,;
bargain price. Oenuiore. Send 16e tong listo oe otate re.
quiremeutu; call creino ited.-Heaton, 101a, Parchmore Rd.;
Thoenton Heath, Surrey. Livingston, 1164.
., [6574

Series of Abacs '-Post free 4/xi

/
'i
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Sale.-Contd.

RADIOMART.-&nsatjono1 pot-chase
B IRMINGHAM
beard neu and guaranteed pet-felt c000poneots; colse.

et

.5,.

3-gang band-paso

.;

5.

screened
RAl)IOMART.-Lis,en
and ssoitchcd eso alumInions baie nitfs beek and ci,.
nuts,- unIes-ales bones, listed 26/-, loe 7/6; ditto, 2-gang,
loe 0.0.3, listad 17/6, loe 5/li.
ADlOMART.-tJtiliy supee quality 3-gang air-spaced
ball-L-eor:n0, fully screened sniGs teisnosers; list price
24/-, ott-sight ne sopeehet; 6/6.
T ADIOMAIOT._Ijtiilty 2-gangs, so above, 5/10; Utility
dialt, tu suit either, 2/-.
RADIOMART._-Tjtility single, 5.0005 or 0.0003, svith
full tier disc dt-ice, scolnut hnob, escutcheon; 2/-.
ADIOMART.-_Igyasie smoothing chokes, 2Oby. 100
ma., 260 obm,, lira -y ot.alfoy core; 2/9.
ADIOMART_Edtea.isr sisual tOnitsg meter, 6 ma.,
--sliuesioalesl, 2i-oin.xSdin. only, oiscilar RG.».; 519.
lagarithmie potentio,netees,
RAf)IOMART:-Radiophone
10.000 ahms, sciees,ousd, o-itb mains s-citcb, 2/-;
5.000, no snitch, 2/..
RADIOMART-Clasian 10/6 full cisinn dials, navelength scale,, moeing npot light, complete braatilul
tssydised eseulcheon; 2/9.
lt-ancore-I dual rance mils.
RADIOMART.-Seeernr,J
aith -ce-tien, circuit. 2/11; jgeanje ohoet s-ave
cells,

fl

REMARKABLE. MAINS
UNIT.

..
-

-.

Here is the remarkable new Mam Unit now marketed by
Heayberd the Màinl Specialisti. 'Four points of interest:
1. Voltage remains 'prsctienlly constant st 150 toIts
thronghe,st the isholr scale of corre nt.
2. S,sitbIe far ony net; ESPECIALLY CLASS "B".
3. Absolutely tree from all hem and background.
4. Covered tsith a THREE YEAR GUARANTEE th05
proving the confidence Heoyberd hose in this nest
model.
MODEL 15/50-Ootpsit 150 salts at15.50,,,o. H.T.I Voriable
40-I O colts.

H.T.2 Vaeloblr 60-130 toIt,. H.T.3 Fiscd 150 toit,.

...."PRlcE88/6

:T!..S0e:':tt-toendallynurser.

R
R

complicated
switching! No
No

91F.

chokes,

9d.;

_5_

-

Heetyberd
handbook on
MainsWorkinq

lbr

..

endose 3d. stampsìor
Nzw Hand}ook of Mains
t Equipment. Packed with
....11echnicaì Tips, Service
1

1

.\

Hints and diagrams

fr

Mr..............................................

Address.

w.w.

FC.HEAYBERD &Co.,
IO

FINSBURY STREET, LONDON. E.C.Z
One minute from Moorate Stn

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
THE FINEST IN THE WORLD IN EACH OF THEIR
PRICE-CLASSES.
Ost fac n des,osstcntios st Eso,aoth Hasoe asd cominee 3-smell

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Enmouth House, Enmouth St., London, ECl

ARE YOU ON THE SHORT WAVES?
It nut why nut fit the Unit Rattle Short-Wave Unit
and obtain World-wide Programmes.
For ose with any type si receis'er, mains or battery,
straight or super-het. Built on metal chassis complete in
cabinet. No extra batteries - Cash or
required Seno tor 3/- doce.
COD.

Tressions 5382.
Sand cor illustrated leaflet.
UNIT RADIO, 12, Pulteney St., LONDON, N.1

r7' PERSEUS
\

PROMPT SERVICE for
Traders.The Best Selection et Maint Radin,

English und American Renoivnra. Radie-.
Grams. 'WIRELESS WORLD'&,JOURNAL
KITS, Compoonnts, Valons, Speakers.
Prompt
ELECTRIC LAMPS, FITTINGS, CABLES, etc.
Denpatch, Personal Supervinion, all your reqnirnmoutn
LISTS FREE.
tlluntrated Cataloguen.
from nut source.
J

J

Onus 65.. Eleeteln

PERSEUS RADIO,

SS. Ion

psets'.r.

W.W., Burton - on -Tient

iC.ABINETS
j.
i(i)!"/_

linAo-omm

35/

nSMOsDLcpgOylrS,
clora Itodia Froltoe, u, ,applied

wiTs.

I

switch"

and2-way
switch for
both AC.

'/..
o

= '

-

-

tay

yp

'

-

foelprnof.

Fitted ss-,th3-inch
dial, i9rst.grade.
moving- coil
meter, special

-

D.C.
-Scale
ranges

--

for

every

necessarycurrent

and voltage

measurement are Included, atoo Ohms scale
to one megohm. Complete with cord adaptor,
test prods and fuit Instructions, Send the

coupon-N Owl

Le,ocoo

PRICE NET to dealers, with
- t pair extra adaptors
With 6 paIrs of valve adaptors, for
alt British Valves, Includtng 7 pin

poiesliometee,,

RADIOMABT.-Telsen
10,000, 50,000, 1/6; Mognom 25,000, 1/6.

toboloro. ,,iee ended,
RA010MAOOT.-Non-jsdoctiee
1.S00e. 0.5 mId., 0.01, 0.02, 0,05, 6d.; Philips ditto,
0.0001, 0.001, 2d.; 0.25 0.5, 3d.; P.V.C. 0.25, 1/-.
kit, laminotioso,
ADIQMAJ1T,...Mttojck tronslo, me
clomps sectional bobbin, teeminolo, complete'; 3/6.
Rkyolty,
250,000,
100.000,
ADIOMART,-Eleoteod
potzstsometeeo, 1/6; 400 ohm potentiometer,, 6d.
ADIOMART.-Utility 1934, mica toe jablez 0.0005,
bd.; 0.0003, 8d.; 0.0002, 0.0001, td.; 0.0003, diffee-

R
R
R
entials,

=

s::

ciTh1:D

SEND.THlUc1PjN-ÁbW/
Tn Dept. F., SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT Co. Ltd.,
York Weriss, Browning Street, Lenden, SEll.

1/6.

new condeoseer, eminent snober,
lStye. mocking, 2/9:
nueS Vueley spaghettis 500, tOO,
RADIOMART.Lesccos
1,000, 1,500. 2,000, 3,000, 5,000, 30,000, 40,000
75,500 434d., 3/6 dos.
Linsen 12/6 heasy duty chokes,
RADSOMART.-Boocd
25hy., 7Ost.n.; 32hy., 4Oes.a.; elthet. 4/6.
moving coil speech tsinsiocmern,
RA010MART.-Eporh
10-1, 12'4-1. lo-i, 25-1. any catis; 2/3.
3-cols-e and cectillee all electric
RADSOMART.-Csusoc
kit. model 347, includes cult-es cabiset. MC. speaker,
nnopencct; lint £0/IS, loe 54/19/6.
Indnnteisl 6-salee chonsis, AC.
RADIOIiSART.-Fos
nnnion, complete Irssope akee and valves, 52/17/6;
ditts 5s, lAC., n,sme peine.
Sucer " Masterpiece " all.
RADIOMAI6T.-McMncds
is- usesupee bet, oith
gicet speakee, 17 icatts ondintorted, one only; list 50 gniness, oea 532/10.
short osee specinlint, erad test
RADIOMART.-G5N1,
report ' Wireless World, ' September 14th,
DADOOMART.-Shoct cas-e HF. cholseo, 9d.; Frss.
qnestite salse holders, 65. ; lceqssentite anude conrectors secret ed, il-.
eccone tobten 15. 40. 500 mId., 1/3;
fbDIOMART.-3ti
nnpers li-brass S_0001 short uate pigtail, 1/9.
jarbo. snith plug, 1/.; locks osly,
RADIOMART.-Igranie
3d.d Lewess 6-soy cubic, 4d. Soot.
ussvhoe
t case salte kolders, 4'
loi
RADIOMAItT.-Pye
pin, baseboard, 4d. ; Eddyntcne IF. transiormero,

Kindly send full details of above.

RADIOMART.-Beood
4 sold., 500o'. ocoehiag, 3/6;

Name., .......................................................................
Address-

........................................................

ELECTBADI'ÏIARGAINS
Mrahasic's and Inventoc's Gadgets. 1mm telepcisters,
percinion machined, small kessels, scorns deinen, ealchet
cintalies, cams, callees and shatl ball bearing spindles, brackels,
eerraaos d [ lb. h nenotsan d boils. 7/6 pcst Irre DIO,
CHARGING OR LIGHTING.
Odo
,
watt Set Encl,ssesl Dysamu, 12/20 y.
ask.
11 amps, Ball Bearings, Vce PuSey.
Marine type Sscitchkoacd ss-ilh Am11 lbs.

.

i
-

,

.

-meter

'

_I

s

-

.

'

-

,o

,.

.

n,.

-e

t11

(t5'

t

t,

e

g

-

-

-

--

.

-

-

N.I.F.E. I VOLT CELLS
105 AH., II/O each.
THERMOMETERS.
00" dial 5ff. metal
lithe. Reads 0/140 Coot.. 7/6
Aies peed
Icidicalos's Pilot Tobe, 57/-6.
COMPASSES. 3F Floating, so Gimbals, its
Mahogany Case, tJ' X
25/..
Pochet
t Peo from 5/-.
ENGINES. Stuact Turate AC. i h.p. Stein
opposed on, alumininm bed. Light and
STEEL

-

ti

Oese, OOly

,.

Electrir 21/- microphones, 2/9;
RADIOMAI4.T.-Western
trosnlsrmer, 2/6; Beebice standoff insulators, Sd.

,

.

h

.

2/-.

manimnm and minimum Auto
Cntout main Ssn'itgh and "cuses
Field Regulator, eta., 5O/.

i

'

LS.

Air, Oil and Water p ressort 24'
dial, 0/135 1lit., 2/6 (1/20 lbs., 2/3, Dnpiex
Test Gauge to 250 lbs., 18/6.
GEARS. Worm drive right-anglo 10/5 with
flywheel on C.l base New R.C.A., f h.p., 15'-. Boone silent
chains, 30' ssith aad 53 cogs, tor sp to J h.p. delco, ceso-, 35/-.
S!,eo"di:s'e gear box, 70 deg., beuncr'sterl song, J shalt,
liese, 10/-.
Eleclric Governors, crntrifngal 1,80(1 r.p.m.,
12/6. Remoto controle R.A.F. Bo:edes
/
lles shaft, 4 last beass lever acsl
gnsdrs, 18 hole loas ion indicator, 7/6.
Po:eerfui Disc Recordiag Sel by
S. G. Bmss-s, with special Pich.u4
type enlIer, fitted diamond seedle,
-T'1'
in .-.iL
ti-" 5 --'
posilive geared trace ese foe metal
GAUGES.

-,

ilnsh, nichel. 2%ie., 5/9;.

IIADSONART,-Millismoietees,
super ditto, 2/,in., erad AC. or D.C., all songea.

contains hnndrrdo similar bargaiss,

RACIIOMAStT.-Lint
ali gusts nteed seca sssd prrlrct iso carry -respect;
owing tu rant atasop essential; no stunts; no disappoint'
mento; so jsioh.

sote 6/- post Ieee-The Squore
RADIOMART.-Ordeeo
93ra lees, S, Jahn Bright St., Birmingham.
[6676

-

;

-

1TEST END RADIO STORES OSer Mace Antssondieg
Burgains t-Standard lelephanes, maies tenso'
VV
bronces, 300-0-300. 60 na., 4a. 4w., 4v. 2a.; 4/lt.
TXTESTINOHOUSE Rectifiecs, 6a. O,4w., 3/li; st-ith
VV
tc-ansfocmee, 8/6; 65. 1 amp.,
traenluemer, 11/6; R.T.7, 7/6.
29h. 180 mn, Chokes, 4/6; 20k. 60 riso., 3/8;
pP0ILIPS
carbon microphone with trannloemer, 7/6.
MEW UtilIty 3-gung 0.0005, o-itln dial, serreerd, 9/it;.
Wegs t-11 mid, topped books, 2/6; T.C.C., I, mid.,
5/-; Ilsobilier 2 mId., 1,000v'., 2/-.
2.509 S-inch Energised Speohers, 8/11,
SONOCHOStDE
postage 1/-; Maecooi 75-1 microphone lrnnnlormers,
4/il; Cuilars AC. motors. 35/., with plch.up 45/..
Home Recorders, complete, 4/6; disco, O-iarh Od.,
FAY10-inch 8d.; Coemochoed pich.upv, oith esi. control,

-

-

4/ll;aith

-

g by MicroorAmpliflee
Portable model tor Cine Soyleliec
shown, or home reaoroliag, Le/ID/..

-

il

--

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218,
-

Upper Thames

'Phase:

Street,
Croles1461

London, E.C.4

-

-ee
I.

-

15/' nsodei 11/6, 21/- msdri 15/6.
%ILDOET Sets -AC/D.C., 100/250 colts, Halase, 54/5;
IlBK., £3/IS; litter-Ocean, £6; also Belmont, Sparlon,
-

.JICTKE-TT'5:

Costad (W.W.l Weeh,, Beut,yuinll, Once Louisa.

ticaliy

-

dozen.

,eieez000nd

I

-5-

-,-,

-

difleeential,, booed, complete
R AWOMA'StT.-Tel,en
koob, 0.0001, 0.00015, 1/-; 0.0003, 0.00035, 1/3.
L

I

Li

-

RA000SIA1OT.-Met,-ick
screesed anode icodo. 3d.; Belting Lee plain terminals,

tiz

\
-

-

ltThlsi
TIS1 p

ng

ÇO---5

ditto, 3/3.
RA000MART.-Igeanir Pacen 3'/e-1, list 8/6, 2/11;
Ph/lea Claus 55B55 dt-ice,-, 2/9; Vnftra 0/6 L.?.,
2/-; Ericsson 15/- L.F., 1/6.
RADtO1hfART..Qvntrafaf, 1-natt eolaoe coded resistances, all calot-n, 64.; Troa,ind soirenound rubor
coded, 2/- dozen, out- aosoet,nrnt arty.
5-tolte chos,je, 1/6; grey
RA010SIPsRT.-d3zdmjom
cellulote, 4-talco, 3d.; postoge 6d. extra.
rodiograoo dissohers, 2/9;
RADIQMART.-Mogsom
Hellesen "et 8 mId. eleoteolytico, 435 e., 2/9.

li-

-

Croiabirsl

vlcltig

.

.

.

Crossley, etc.; psntage eaten on sIi' orders.
WEST END RADIO STORES, 14, Lisle St., Lsndon,
VV W.C.2. and st 382, Coidh.scbone Lane, Briaton, SW.
[6850
-

"Wireless Direction Finding '

Second Edition

pilø'

FOLJRPEN,:se
-

Post free 21/9
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TRUE !4!!!t!c0.N
your
that viH reduce
One
same
rectiher.
yet, at the
current' consumption,
Use the
no distortion.
time, introduce
enough.
good
other is
and
best . . . none
Westector
Use a Westinghouse
bll The
high tenston
stamps
halve your
and 3d. in
attached coupon particulars,
full
will bring you

i
j'
¡

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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-WESTINGHOUSE
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.
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WESTECT'ORS.

J

.

.

f
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HUGH S. POCOÇK.

proportion of the best items broad-b
cast.
This is the worst aspect of thé
?
situation, for it leads to so many firstB.B.C. Influenced Too Much by class broadcast items being missed
because the listener may be engaged in.
Public Demand
some other occupation at the.particular
THOSE who criticise the pro-Stime when the item comes on. It is
gramme policy of the B.B.C. very seldom that a play or any other
are constantly inferring that specially prepared performance is rthe Corporation takes no heed peated from the same station, although
of the wishes of the public, but endea- it may sometimes be given again once'
yours to thrust upon us whatever is from the alternative transmitter on
considered to be for our ultimate good. another night. But two performances
Fortunately, there is probably some of a play which may have taken weeks of
truth in the idea that the B.B.C. rehearsals and preparation seems to be.
endeavours to maintain a s1ighty wholly inadequate to satisfy the listenhigher standard than might be re- ing public interested in it.
quired if the selection of programme
No Permanent Record
matter were left to a popular vote
Surprising as it may seem, there are
We are constantly meeting with
some directions in which the B.B.C. listeners who refer to some play or
appears to have paid too much atten- other item which has been broadcast
tion to popular demand instead of and which has given great satisfaction,
following the better course of their own andit is irritating to feel that not only'
considered judgment. We refer parti- were we unable to participate in the
cularly to two directions in which pro- performance, but that we shall, in all
grathme policy has developed, namely, probability, never hear it. B.B.C.
the extensive hours of broadcasting and performances are not discussed like a
the fétish " for constant variety of theatre play, or a film, because when
material.
the performance is over there is no
This policy absorbs a great deal of record available to the public and
'the money available for programmes, it has disappeared as surely as
and probably deprives us of features yesterday.
of outstanding interest which might
If the public had not been spoilt
otherwise have been financially posith the idea that every time a wireless
sible.
set was turned on something entirely
On the question of length of hours fresh would be available to them we
we cannot help feeling that broad- believe that broadcasting might have
casting would be more highly valued developed on rather different lines,
if it were a little less plentiful, or if and we are inclined to think that in the
direct broadcasts were restricted to a present programme policy popular defew hours a day and the less important mand has had too great an influence.
periods devoted to the broadcasting Somewhat shorter hours of transmission and more repetition of outstanding
of recorded programmes.
In regard to alternative programmes performances might seem a retrograde
and variety of items, the idea has been step, but if it resulted in better propursued to such a point that only grammes the idea of a gradual change,
those listeners with almost unlimited even at this stage in development,
leisure can hope to enjoy a reasonable would justify consideration.
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Standard
AC Three
A Straight Set with Iron cored
Coils
the least of the merits of the three-valve receiver, and
for its popularity,
is its suitability for general reception. It can be relied upon to
give reception of a number of stations under almost any conditions
and it is capable of good quality reproduction. In the receiver
described in this article attention has been paid to selectivity and
quality and the set reaches a high standard in its class in these
one which is probably largely responsible
NOT

¿

important attributes.

THE three-valve receiver still retains much of its popularity, due
no doubt largely to its suitability
for general reception and its
moderate cost. The sensitivity and selectivity of a well-designed set are usually
high enough to permit a good choice of
foreign transmissions in most localities,
and the quality of reproduction obtainable
is of quite a high standard.
It must be obvious to everyone that a
three-valve set cannot be perfect in all
three of the main attributes of sensitivity,
selectivity and quality, for otherwise there
would be no call for the existence of larger
receivers. With three valves at his disposal it is readily possible for the designer
to produce a set of sufficient sensitivity for
practically every need; the selectivity,

however, would be totally inadequate and
the quality likely to be mediocre. Alternatively, he could produce a set capable
of outstandingly good quality of reproduction, but it could have only moderate
selectivity, and its sensitivity would be
suitable only for local reception. Again,
the designer might concentrate on selectivity and produce a set good in this
respect, but one which failed in the other
attributes.

Characteristics of the Receiver
It can be seen, therefore, that the design
of a three-valve receiver resolves itself into

finding the best compromise between the
three conflicting factors of sensitivity,
selectivity and quality_factors which are

iot necessarily inherently conflicting, but
which become so when the receiver ¡s
limited to a certain number of valves.
Sensitivity and selectivity must usually go
hand in hand, for an increase in the former

isvaluelesswithoutacorrespondingincrease
in the latter. Quality must be sacrificed
no more than is essential, for since a wireless set is used chiefly for entertainment
purposes, most people will agree that it is
better to be able to receive a dozen stations
with satisfying quality than a hundred
with poor reproduction.
In designing the Standard AC Three,
therefore, the aim has been to produce a
good three-valve set capable of yielding
programmes of entertainment value from
No
a moderate number of stations.
attempt has been made to obtain very
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complete circuit diagram of the receiver and mains equipment shows that the design follows standard practice.
.
coils are used and are tuned by a three-gang condenser.
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Threehigh sensitivity, but during the normal
The Standar1 AC

hours of listening all the chief Continental
transmissions can be well received with
any reasonably good outdoor aerial. The
selectivity is higher than the average for
this class of set, so that the receiver is
well able to cope with modern broadcasting conditions. While the quality of reproduction naturally does not corne up to the
standard obtainable with elaborate equipment such as The Wireless World PushPull Quality Amplifier,1 it is very acceptable indeed, and it is more in this respect
than ary other thát the set outshines its
predecessors.
The complete circuit diagram appears in
Fig. i, and will be seen to be entirely
straightforward. The circuit, in fact,
differs little from those of older receivers,
and the difference in the performance
obtained lies in the improvement in certain
¿omponents and in the careful choice of
values and valves. Three tuned circuits
are embodied, and two are connected in
band-pass form before the HF valve. The
third circuit acts as the coupling between
the'HF and detector valves, and it has
reaction applied to it in order to obtain
the maximum sensitivity and selectivity
and to enable the inevitable detector
damping to be offset. In order to keep
the damping at a minimum both the anode
connection to the HF valve and the grid
lead to the detector are tapped well down
the coil.
-

ance R5 in its cathode lead, and the bias
can thus be varied from about -3 volts
to -30 volts for volume control purposes.
The detector valve is a triode of the
I0,OOQ-ohms resistance type, for this class
of valve has been found to make the most
generally satisfactory grid detector. When
adjusted to give the same quality of reproduction the screen-grid or pentode detector gives little, if any, higher amplification, so that its sole advantage would be
the absence of the Miller effect. Since
reaction is employed in this receiver, this
is of little moment. Two by-pass condensers Cia and Cii and an HF choke
Ch2 are included in the anode circuit to
enable reaction effects to be obtained, and
to prevent, as far as possible, any leakage
of HF currents into the LF circuits. The
LF coupling to the output valve comprises a resistance-fed transformer of
1-3.5 ratio. The resistance R8 is given
a value of 20,000 ohms, and the capacity
of the coupling condenser C14 is i mfd.
Decoupling is provided by the 10,000ohms resistance R7 in conjunction with

Tue

Wireless World,

May

iith, 1934..

The Outnut Circuit'
The output valve is a pentode rated for
an output of 3.4 watts and requiring anode
and screen potentials of about 250 volts.
Grid bias is derived from the voltage drop
across a resistance Ru of 600 ohms connected in the cathode lead, and this is bypassed by a 50-mfd. electrolytic condenser
Ci6 in order to pirvent anti-phase feedback from atteni.íling the bass. The
space charge grid
fed directly from the
250-volts line, whch is obtained- from a

,

-

-

.

The HF Stage
In the case of the aerial coil a separate winding is provided for the coupling on the
medium waveband, but for long wavelengths it suffices to join the aerial to a
suitably disposed tapping on the tuned
winding. A built-in switch is arranged
to transfer the aefial, and the construction
of the coils is such that the transferred
aerial capacity is the same on both wavebands, thus enabling accurate ganging to
be readily achiezed. In the intervalve
coil, too, the switching alters the tapping
point on the two wavebands, so that the
stray circuit capacities always have the
same effect.
The HF valve is of the variable-mu
screen-grid type, and has been chosen in
preference to an HF pentode, since it has
a lower grid-anode capacity than most
specimens of the latter class, an4 so is inherently more stable. Moreover, the HF
pentode would confer no advantage in this
receiver, for the screen-grid valve is well
able to give the moderate output demanded
by the grid detector. The valve chosen
is rated for zoo volts anode supply with
8o volts for the screen-grid. The HT line
in this set is maintained at 250 volts, so
that the anode is fed through the 5,000ohms resistance Ri, and the screen
voltage is derived from the voltage
divider comprising R2 and R3 in conjunction with the volume control pótentiometer R4. Minimum bias for the valve
is obtained by inserting a 300-ohms resist-

and on gramophone a negative bias of
about 4 volts is applied to the valve by
the cathode resistance R9 of i,000 ohms,
which is shunted by a 50 mfd. electrolytic
condenser. This switch, together with the
mains on-off switch S2, is mounted on
the same spindle as the wave-change
switches; all switching, therefore, is
carrie out by a single control knob
having four positions and giving, with
clockwise rotation, Off, Medium waves,
Long waves, and Gramophone:
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layout of th
ponents.

The

coils

are

h

mounted

beneath the base.

the 8 mfd. electrolytic condenser Cio; it
may be remarked that these components
also assist in smoothing the detector HT
supply.
A grid detector consists fundamentally
of a diode detector and an LF amplifier_
the grid serving the dual purpose of a
diode anode and a control grid. The
valve can, therefore, be used as an LF
stage when it is required to use a pick-up
for the electrical reproduction of gramophone records, and only the simplest
alterations to the connections are needed.
I'he switch Si is included for this purpose,

slightly higher voltage point through the
smoothing choke Ch3; an 8-mfd. electrolytic condenser is used at this point to com
plete the smoothing. The pentode anode,
in the circuit of which is connected the
output transformer primary, is fed from
the output of the main smoothing equipment, which consists of the speaker field
and another 8-mfd. electrolytic condenser
C19.

The output valve requires a load im
pedance of some 6,000 ohms, so that the
filter connected across its primary is given
the suitable values of 5,000 ohms for Rio
and 0.005 mfd. for Ca5. Thse values
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manner, vith the result tht hum in the
receiver is entirely iegligible. Since the
speaker field is fed from an unsmoothed
source, however, it is possible for hum
to arise in the loud speaker itself. This
may be avoided by fitting the speaker
with a hum-bucking coil, and this must
be taken as being essential. If it be desired to use a loud speaker which is not
so equipped, it will almost certainly be

Three-

The Standard AC

well suit the average loud speaker, but
some benefit may be derived in certáin
cases from an alteration..
The mains equipment consists of a mains

transformer, an indirectly heated rectifier,
and the 4-mfd. reservoir condenser Cig.
The transformer has secondaries delivering 4 volts at 2.5 amperes for the rectifier
heater, 4 volts at 4 amperes for the receiver
valves and the dial lights, and 350-0-350
volts at 6o mA. for HT. After rectification a potential of about 360 volts is available across the reservoir condenser Ci9.
The total current of 40 mA. flows through
the speaker field which provides the first
stage of smoothing, and which is itself
energised in the process. The field has a
resistance of 2,500 ohms, so that ioo volts
are dropped across it and the potential
available after it is 260 volts. The anode
of the output valve is fed directly from
this point, but the current for the space
charge grid and for the earlier valves is
taken through a choke Ch3 in order that
additional smoothing may be obtained.
This arrangement affords a high degree
of smoothing in a simple and economical

Çbe Diary.

Carmen"; this week it has been" Faust.
I make no complaint, as I can always listen
with the greatest enjoyment to Gounod's
tuneful opera.
The programme from Poste Paristen on
Friday, October 5th, was largely devothd
to music by such varied composers as
Spohr, Schumann, Liszt, Gounod and Wagner all inspired by the Faust Legend, and
it was most interesting to listen and note
tise characteristic way each composer
treated the subject.
Poste Parisien and
other stations partly dependent upon advertisements for their revenue suffer from
the frequent interludes in their musical
programmes 'for the purpose of extolling

LIST OF PARTS
Polar ' Minor"
(British Radiophone, iB., -Utility.)
Slow-motion dial
Polar Semi-circular Once
2 Bulbs
luulgin 610
1 Mains
transformer, primary, 200 to 250 colts, 50
cycles; secondaries, 3500-350 volto, (50 mA.; 4 volts,
2.5 amps., centretapped; 4 volts, 4 amps., centretapped
Bryce
(Davenset, Partridge, Rich and Bundy, Sound Sales.
Vortexion, Wearite);
I LF 'choke, Ch3
Wearite H.T.i2
(Bulgin, Davenset, Partridge, Rielo and Slundy, Sound

I

1

I

i
2

.

considerable interest to Mahler's 5th Symphony, played by the Concertgebouw
Orchestra of Amsterdam, conducted by
Bruno Walter, and broadcast from Hilversum. The station su,ffered at times from
fading, so I was unable to hear as well as
I wished, and could not decide whether I
liked the work.
On Saturday, Kalundborg and Copenhagen transmitted a programme of Sullivan's music, of which I liked the overtures
and selections taken directly from ' The
Mikado" and "H.M.S. Pinafore," but disliked the perversion of the old tunes - into
waltzes, polkas, gallops and lancers.
Sunday evening was mainly occupied
with listening to an excellent rendering of
Faust" from Radio Toulouse. On this
occasiOn the lengThs of, the intervals were
announced, so,I was able to fili them in with
visits to other stations; first, }iilversum,

-

-

Vortexion)

Salen,

i

I

ìn Ordinary Eistener.

is curious how often one stumbles on
a run of the same music, in widely
ITdiflerent programmes for several cotisecitive days. A week or two ago there
seemed to be an epidemic of extracts from

I Three-gang con denser, Ci, C2, C3

1

f

necessary to fit an additional stage of
smoothing preceding the speaker field.
The theoretical considerations underiving the design of the Standard AC Thre
have now been discussed at some leìigth,
and the arrangement adopted has been
fully described. It only remains, therefore, to deal with the construction and
operation of the receiver,- and this will be
done in a further article.

transformer, ratio 1: 34
Feranti A.F.8
(Uralsam Farih, Varley)
Ormond R.500
Reaction condenser, 0.0003 mid., CO
Ormoed R.355
Knob for abone
Wire-wound potentiometer, 10,000 ohms, Ru
Watmel TO
(Bulgin, ilaynes Radio, Weanite)
Sot of Ferrocart culls with mains os' itch
Cobero Types 1, 2, and 3
Bulgin H.F.9
l-4F chokes, Chi, Chi

LF

-

(Kinva, Wearite)

4

Valne-holders, 5-pin

i

Valne-Isoldor,

-

Clin Chassis Mounting Standard Type
Clix Chassis Mounting 7ype
7-pin

I Fiaed condenser,

(bioltone)
mid.,

0.0001

CO

Dc,bilier

-

665

Duhifier G65
condenser, 0.0002 mid., Cil
i
Dc(biliCr 660
condenser, 0.0005 mid., Cii
Dubilier 670
condenser, 0.001 mid., Cl
Dubilier 670
coedcoser, g.ejos mid., C15
i
3 Tubular condensers, 0.1 mid., Ci, Cs, Cg Dubilier 4503
Dubilier 0200
t N ooindxctian coedenser, i mid., du
2 Electrolytic condensers, 50 mOdo. 12 'rollo, Ci3, dio

i
i
-

i
3

Fined
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

-

-

Dubilier 3001
Polar-N.S.F.
Electrolytic condenser, 4 mIdo.. dio
Electrolytic condensers, O mido,, Cii, Ci7, GiS

4

Polar-N.S.F.
(Graham Farish, T.C.C., T.M.C.-llydra, Tebeo)
5-pin plug
Goltone R.101146
(British Stadio Gramophone Co., Boiglo)
Ebonite nl,rns,ded terminals, A.E., pick-up (7)

i

Resistance,

'1

Resistance,

600

1,0130

-

-

i

300

i

ohms,

i

ohms,

i

Resistance,

2

Resistancei,

2

Resistasces, 10,000 ohms,

i

Resistance, 20,000 ohms,

i
i

Resistance, 25,000 ohms,

i
2

ohmS,

5,000

ohms,

watt,

Belling-Lte "

RS

B"

" Ohmite
"Ohmite"

Craham Parish
Watt. Ru
Grahan, Parish

sratt, Rg
i Graham
Parish

" Ohmite"

i

watt. Rl, Rio
Graham Parish " Ohmite

watt,
iGraham

153,

117

"Ohmite"

Pariste

Watt, P8
Graham Parish

1

i

wait.

R2

Olimite
-

" Ohmite "
Resistance, 1 megohm, 1 watt. RS
Graham Parish " Ohniita "
(Bryce, Dobiller, Erir. Ferranti, Claude Lyons,
t'olar-N.O.F., itatmet)
Graham PuristS

Length screenid sleeoing
oes.. 140. 22 tinned copper wire,

Wied pa'nel,

14m. hy

isis.

S

'Harbros
lengths Pyatoflex,
-

Ptymas baseboard, 14m, by tin, by lIn.
Screen

.

-

Poto'Scott

Peee.Scoet

Screws: 25 iin, No. 4 RIM.: 3 (ii. NO. 4 St/heI.'
8 (in. No. C R/hd.; 5 in. No. 4BA with sots ansi
ssaohera; 7 (in. No. ORA with nests as,,t washers.
Valses: i Eivae ACt'S;
ilivac ACIIL; i Hisse ACY;
I Hivae UUI2Of30O.
Loud speaker, with Universal translarmer, 2,500-ohms
SeLl, and hum-bucking Coil
Mactarts Magna 152

i

THE GERMAN RADIO CENTRE. On the extreme left of this aerial view of Berlin is the
semi-circular building which constitutes the headquarters of the German broadcasting system.
To the right is the famous
Funkturm
small edition of the Eiffel Tower in Paris.

"-a

the wares of certain business houses. One
is often afraid to switch off or to go over
to another station during these interludes
foc fear of missing the next musical item.
A technical friend has tried to devise a discriminator which automatically distïsiguishes between speech and music and cuts
out or in, whichever is desired. I asn still
waiting for the perfectioning of this invention asid look forward to the time when a
listener swill be able to set ais automatic
selector to tise type of entertainment desired----classical, light, jazz or vocal music;
vaudeville or talks-and feel sure that ail
unwanted items swill he excluded I suggest
that 'ny old friend "Free Grid " might
tackle this problem, as .1 have great confidence in his inventive genius, both technical
and fictional.
The previous evening I had listened with

where Albert Sandier's orchestra was play.
ing operatic selections, then Huizen, where
the K.R.O. orchestra gave a good account of
theniselves in the march from ' Alda," and,
lastly, for light music to Luxembourg,
where I came in for a pianoforte solo of the
jazz type played with that heavy-handed
agility characteristic alike of ' syncopated"
pianists and barrel-organs.
The following evening pianoforte solos of
a very diffêrent kind were broadcast from
'Radio Paris, where Jean Doyen gave a
beautifully crisp and clear rendering of
Schumann's "Variations on the namó
Ahegg," and, later, some further variatioas by Ladmirault. These last, however,
were somewhat overlaid with a background
of accordion music which broke throtigh
from Droitwich.
CALIBAN.

-

-
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En1and-Austra1iá 'Air Race
t_1.

-

THE RADIO-EQUIPPED MACHINES

''

ADIO will play an important but
-I.
restricted part in the London"
Probably
air
race.
Melbourne
i-nj
three of the many aeroplanes that
will start 'from Mildenhall to-morrow
morning (Saturday) will carry transmit:4
fing sets. If the demand for petrol, space
were less pressing many more 'planes
would undoubtedly keep in touch with
the world by radio.
At the time of going to press it is understood that the radio-equipped 'planes will
be Lord Nuffield's Airspeed Envoy, the
New Zealand 'D.H. Dragon-Rapide r
"Tainui," and the British Airspeed
"Viceroy," piloted by Captain T. Neville
Stack.
- -''
....
Lord Nuffield's machine will be
equipped with a Marconi Type A.D.6M.
By coyytesy "Fli5L"
installation which will be operated by the
The New Zealand entry, a D.H. Dragon Six, carries special radio gear manufactured by
the Plessey Co.
pilots, Flight-Lieutenant Anderson and
This well-known
Mr. George Lowdell.
being lost while the machine is flying low.
The other British Airspeed Viceroy"
receiving and transmitting set is used by
will be piloted by Capt. Neville Stack,
The superheterodyne receiver employs
Imperial Airways, Ltd., and other corn
panies conducting services in about thirty and its wireless equipment will be in automatic volume control oñ telegraphy.
charge of Mr. McArthur. This set will and telephony; no reaction control is
countries,
The set is capable of both telephony be identical to that on the Tainui" ànd necessary for reception of C.W., and one
and telegraphy, and covers the bänd of will consist of a Type AC44 transmitting tuning control with a alibrated dial is
550 metres to i,000 metres
--------------------- all .that is required - for
operation.
reserved for aircraft, and
The equipment has a total
/1,4ANY listeners will wish that the competitors in the
also, of course, the 600
weight of 6olb. It provides
England-Australia Air Race carried short-wave trânthiitmetres band allotted to ship
a range of 500 miles on
stations. For telegraphy
ting gear, which ripuld make it possible for enthusiasts in both
telegraphy and 200 miles on
purposes t he transmitter,
hemispheres to follow the progress of the race from start to finish,
telephony, and the transwhich is. operated on a
We understand, however, that ¡he three 'planes which are
,
mitter operates on any four
jover of about 150 watts,
equipped with wireless will confimw themselves to the commercial
fixed wavelengths between
will have a range of about
and I,000 metres. Readers may have
wavelengths between
600 and i,000 metres. The
500 miles The wavelength
to
the
an
follow
'planes in the early stages by tuning
opportunity
receiver covers the band 500
to be used will probably be
zu on 900 metres,
The start is from Mildenhall Aerodrorne,
to 5,300 metres.'
900 metres, and in a
Suffolk, the first machine taking off at 6.o a,m,
A number of other omEnglish listeners will n o
doubt be able to hear --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- petitors had wished to carry
radio equipment, but the
transmissions during the
and receiving equipment made by the factors of additional petrol tanks and the
initial stages of the race.
Thé New Zealand "Tairiui," named Plessey Co., of Ilford, incorporating a need for reducing weight militated against
after the historic canoe that first brought number of novel features. For instance, installation.
The three radio-installed 'planes will
the Maori from distant Polynesian isles the equipment is built on aluminium
to "Aotearoa," "The Land of the Long chassis which are supported on rubber have the advantages of picking up special
White Cloud," will be piloted by rings in an enclosed steel crate. This weather reports, direction instruction,
Squadron-Leader J. D. Hewitt and crate may be bolted direct to any aircraft, etc., from the. chain of aircraft stations
Flying-Officer Cyril Kay, and its radio all insulation from the vibration being that lines practically the whole route.
self-contained
On the transmitter a
Because the start takes place at the
operator will be Mr. F. Stewart.
special output circuit is employed which early hour of 6.30 am. the B.B.C. is
-.
avoids all possibility of overloading the unable to give a running commentary, but
amplifier valves in the event of the aerial Squadron-Leader W. Helmore, R.A.F.,
circuit being detuned or the trailing aerial well known for his commentaries on the
Hendon Air Display, will be at Mildetihall
Aerodrome. At 1.45 he will broadcast an
eye-Witness account in the National programme, and this will
be relayed. on
the different Empire wavelengths.
Special arrangements have been made
in Australia by the Australian Broadcàst.-ing Commission and the newspaper afid
private stations for broédcasting the
io." commentaries on the arrival of the am-.
n
bassadors of the skies.
C. W. L.
Captain Neville Stack's Airspeed "Viceroy,"
.
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"Big Business

'.'

in.

T the present moment I am feeling a
little abashed at a rebuke I have received for describing as pure unadulterated tripe the accounts published
various papers of the enormous amount of
money represented by the sets sold at
Olympia, an amount which approached
the billion mark, and not an American
billion either.
Whatever the precise
amount was, it was so great that a speedy
calculation made it clear that either the
number of licensees (or pirates) would
shortly be doubled, or, alternatively, that
existing licence holders were buying
about half a dozen sets apiece.
I have been informed, however, that
my remarks were quite uncalled for, and
that they showed a complete lack of business knowledge. According to the information given me, it appears that, for
some esoteric reason, known only to
accountants and such-like, people, when
a figure is given it represents only the
paper" trade value, and that to get
at the hard-cash value of it you must
divide by five.
I must confess that I don't understand
it myself, and can find no accountant
who is willing to take me by the hand and
explain it all gently to me. At the same
time, of course, I must admit that there
are a lot of technical things which baffle
me, such, for instance, as why pulling the
grid leaks out of the resistance-coupled
stages of a well-known set makes no
difference to its performance. I feel that
until I can supply a satisfactory explanation of this to the "Big Business" folk I
have no right to expect that they will expound the technical mysteries of their
craft to me.
-.

A

.

Watchmakers' Harvest
IHAVE frequently complained, in these
columns about the policy of set manufacturers who still persist in housing the
loud speaker in the same cabinet as the set,
thus either compelling us to keep bobbing
up like a jack-in-the-box every time we
want to change the programme, or, alternafivel', to place the set by the fireside
chair and have the loud speaker bellowing
right in our ear.
A correspondent happened to be discuss.
ing wireless with a prominent watchmaker
who is a reader of this journal, and in the
course of the conversation the watchmaker
complained rather peevishly that I appeared to be intent ori ruining his business
by a persistent demand for a return to
separate loud speakers.
Pressed for an explanation, the watchmaker stated that immediately the vogue
of the modern type of one-piece set started
a few years ago he and other members of
his craft noticed that their income from the

By

Where 's the Snág?
UDGING by the prosperity of bookJ
patent agents, and others who
wax fat on the folly of their fellowcreatures, it would appear that the number of people who are chasing the will-o'the-wisp of making their fortunes is as
large as ever.
III
The latest example of this sort of thing
-which has been brought to. my notice is
an attempt to apply the principles of AVC
sale and repair of watches rose abruptly
a sphere other than radio. It appears
and had continued at a very satisfactory to
that
a budding Einstein, inspired, by a few
level ever since. In nearly every case the
notes
trouble with watches brought iii for repair dated which I wrote in The Wireless World
July 20th, has invented an "AVC
had proved to be magnetisation of the
home
cine
projector," in which he claims
works, even in the case of the so-called
to have overcome all the variations in the
non-magnetic ones, and "the trade" put density
of the projected picture caused by
this down to the fact that in the process of
the
fact
that most sections of amateur films
tuning a wireléss set the ubiquitous wristwatch was brought into close proximity to are either over-exposed or under-exposed.
the powerful magnetic field of the moving- He claims that by means of his invention
expensive and troublesome gadgets such as
coil loud speaker, a state of affairs which
did not exist in the days when the loud. exposure-meters will be avoided, and the
speaker was separate from the set and amateur enabled to make his "shots" at
any old time of the day regardless of lighthung up.high on a baffle.
In recent months, the watchmaker said, ing conditions.
The' modus oerandi of the device is
matters had keen even more satisfactory
Behind the screen is
from the point of view of himself and his quite simple:
mounted
a
suitable
photo-electric cell
trade friends, this being explained by the
greatly increaing popularity of the con- which receives the average value of the
light passing through from the projector.
According to my informant, the changing
value of the light caused by the varying
density of the different "shots" affects
'L)
the cell, which, in its turn, controls the
pi.
current to an electric motor. The latter
device operates a variable resistance controlling the wick of the projector lamp,
which gets turned up or down according
to the afore-mentioned.film density. The
film thus adjusts the lighting according to
its needs of the moment.
My informant wants me to finance him
in the matter, or, at any rate, to use such
influence as I possess in order to get any
of you to put up the needful to enable him
to get the apparatus on the market.
While gladly passing the dope on to
you, I feel that I must disclaim all responsibility in the matter.
-
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In the interests of watchmakers.

Light from Sound?
sole type of set and the radiogramophone.
In the latter types of instrument the loud
speaker is much nearer to the floor than
in the table-top type of receiver, and is
about on the level of the watches of listeners seated in their armchairs. In addition, therefore, to getting a strong dollop
of magnetism during the tuning-in process,
they receive a homopathic dose all the

evening.
The fact that a set is magnetically
screened ought lo pro.e a good selling
point for next year's exhibition in the case
of those manufacturers in nee of a new

stunt.

-

-

THE Prague station is so short of radio
stars that it has had to give auditions
to real stars.
Vega and the moon have
both been tapped by letting their light fall
on a photo-electric cell connected to ampli-S
fiers, the light thus being converted into
symphony concerts or something equiva-..
lent.
Now a Sunday journalist friend of mine
writes to tell me that he has long used a
reversal of this method for lighting a particularly dark patch in his coal cellar, using
the sounds from passing omnibuses.
He promises me a complete circuit dias
gram by to-morrow's post..
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Adjaent Channel S1ectivity
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W

T COCKING

selectivity of a receiver s an important chaacteris1ic under the
conditions pertaining to modern broadcting. It is shown in
this article that the selectivity cañ be accurately measured and the method
of expressing it is discussed.

THE
congested

..
-

FTER, sensitivity, one of the most
important characteristics of a receiver is its selectivity_its power
of rej ecting interfering, transmissions. The degree of selectivity necessary
depends upon the use to which a receiver
is to be put, and is closely related to both
sensitivity and quality of reproduction.
The usual procedure in measuring the
selectivity of a receiver is to set the
Standard Signal Generator to operate at
the frequency at which a measurment is
required. The receiver is tuned to the
generator and. the input adjusted until
standard output is obtained. The generator is then detuned by a small amount
-say, 2 kc/s__and the input increased
until standard output is again obtained.
The ratio of the two input figures is a
measure of the selectivity of the receiver
for a definite, frequency different from
resonance.. The process is repeated for a
number of frequencies, and the results
expressed in the formof a curve, as shown
in Fig. i.

nothing of' effects which may occur' 'when
the receiver is excited not by one" signal
only but by many. If a set bè badly
designed, therefore, serious interference
may occur through cross-modulation and
kindred effects, 'in spite of it possessing
a high degree of selectivity. On the other
hand, a well-designed receiver may give
less interference than an inspection of its
selectivity curve would lead one to expect,
owing. to the demodulating effect of. a
strong carrier on a weak in a linear
detector.
It is not impossible to measure such

C

e
C

.

The meaning of such curves is perhaps
\most clearly realised if it be remembered
that when a certain volume level is
obtained when the receiver is tuned to a
station, the same volume will be given
by a station on a frequency 9 kc/s lower
than resonance if it be i8o times as
strong. This refers to the curve for
200 kc/s, and, as can be seen from the
ôoo kc/s curve, the selectivity is somewhat lower on the medium waveband.
Curves of this nature, while very valuable, do not tell the whole stoiy regarding the selective properties of a receiver,
for they only show the selectivity providèd by the tuned circuits. lThey reveal

C

-30
ii

0

-lo

KILOCYCLES

io

o

OFF

20

30

RESONANCE
il

Fig.

effects, but the procedure is by no mean
easy, and involves the use of two Standard Signal Generators. Taking ordinary
selectivity curves is quite a laborious process if any approach to accuracy is to be
obtamed, and it is thought that these provide sufficient information at the preseit
tame. The modern tendency is towards
the use of diode detectors operated at a
large input, and under this condition they
are rarely non-linear and so usually provide an appreciable demodulating effect!
It is sufficient to remember, therefore,
that a. given increase in selectivity as
shown by the curve will usually mean a
greater reduction in interference, for the
greater disparity of carrier voltages at the
detector for which it is responsible in-.
creases the demodulating effect.

Selectivity Requirement

I',

Detector Demodulation

-

i-Selectivity curves

of

atypical small

superheterodyne at two frequencies. It can
be seen that the receiver is slightly more
selective on the long waveband
the medium.

.tn

.

-

The degree of selectivity required depends upon what is expected of a receiver
for it is dependent upon the frequency
separation and relative field strengths of
the stations involved. If the set is to be
used in an area remote from, any broadcasting station, and, moreover, if only
the stronger stations are required, then, a
fairly low degree of selectivity will sufficç.
Under these conditions the desired station
will usually be initially stronger than its
immediate neighbours, and it will probably suffice if the interference ratio of the
receiver is about ioo-i at a frequency of
q kc/s different from resonance. If the
requirements are much the same, but the
set is to be used in the service area of a
transmitter, then a set of this degree of
selectivity will not permit reception of any
station within,, perhaps, 50 kc/s of the
local. In general, the selectivity ratio must
be from x,000-x to xo,000-x if reception
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Iecéiver Performance Datais to be free from the local transmission.
It might be thought, 'therefore, that
selectivity could be simply expressed by
quoting the ratio of input voltages required for standard output at resonance
and at a frequency of 9 kc/s different from
resonance. This is not the case, however,
for two receivers having the same ratio
under this condition may behave very dif-
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FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE
.

.

MADONA
(Latvia)

-

Geographkal position: 560 48' N: 26° 5' E.
Approximate airline from London: 1.170 miles.

Wavelength: 271.7 metres. Frequency: 1,104
kilocydes. Power r 50kw.
Standard Time: Eastern European (Greenwich Mean
Time plus 2 hours).

1.000

Main Daily Transmissions.
(Relays Riga): G.M.T. 05.35, news, concert; 10.00
news, weather; 6.00 concert; 8.00 weather, talks
19.00 ness's, concert; 20.00 news and main evening
cntertainment 21.00-22.00 dance music (Sat.).
Opening Signal: cock crow (for morning broadcasts
only.)
Annoancers: Man and woman.

100

Call: Alla! L.aalvis, Riga, Madona, Liepaja.
Interval Sienal: Chimes (Laivian folk sones).

necessary to indicate selectivity by means
of a graph. It is not always realised,
however, that the selectìvityof a receiver
vanes considerably with the frequency to
which the receiver is tuned. Almost invariably the selectivity is lower at high
frequencies than at low. It is desirable,
therefore, to plot selectivity curves for a
number of different frequencies, and for the
medium waveband it is usual to select
1.400 kc/s, 1,000 kc/s, and ôoo kc/'s.
With a straight set this variation of selectivity may be very important, but it is
not usually so with a superheterodyne,
since selectivity is then chiefly obtained
at the fixed intermediate frequency. The
only receiver which has absolutely constant selectivity throughout the tuning
range is one of the single-span type, for
only then is there no signal-frequency
tuning.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY
THE Principal of The Technical and

AssiaThnsers:
Riga, 514.6 m. (583 kcs.), 5 kw.
Liepaja (Libau), 173m. (1,737 kcs.), 100 wátts.

-o

'o

l'o

LiKILOCYCLES OFF RESONANCC

On the basis of a single-figure rating for
selectivity these two receivers would be
equal, and it is true that neither would
have any superiority over the other in
regard to interference from a station
operating on an adjacent channel. The
straight set would be likely to give poorer
quality of reproduction than the superheterodyne, however, and a local station
would spread considerably, whereas the
interference with the 'superheterodyne
would probably be confined to the two
adjacent channels. In cases where a selectivity curve cannot be given, however, à
two-figure selectivity rating may provide
adequate information. It is suggested that
one figure be the voltage ratio for 9 kc/s
detuning, and the other the number of
kilocycles by which the set must be mistuned to cut out a local station. In this
way an adequate. differentiation between
different types of receivers would be
secured,
Enougl has been said to show that it is
.

z.-The selectivity curves of two different receivers both having the same
At
selectivity at 9 kcls off resonance.
requencies farther from resonance one is
much more selective than the other.
Fig.

ferently. Curve A of Fig. 2 shows the
type of selectivity curve to be expected of
a' superheterodyne, while curve B shows
the selectivity of a straight set in which
'a considerable degree of stray regeneration
At
is permitted to assist selectivity.
9 kc Is off resonance each receiver requires
twenty times the resonance input for standard output. At frequencies nearer resonance, however, the superheterodyne is
much less selective, and so introduces
At frequenless sideband cutting.
cies farther from resonance the selectivity
of the straight set becomes much less than
that of the superheterodyne.
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An inside view of a Standard Signal Generator. The HF oscillator can be seen in the
..
centre and the modulation equipment on the right
-
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Two different tynes of the Chamnion sparking plugs are now fitted with built-in resistors
for suppressing interference. These are known
as "No. 7 Radio" for touring cars, and "No.
ifi Radio" for sports cars; the price of either
type is 7s. 6d.
4..
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At the Motor Show: an Ekco car set is installed on a 40-50 h.p. limousine shown on the
Rolls-Royce stand.
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In last week's issue R. A. Rothermel, Ltd.,
were incorrectly referred to as agents for the
piezo-electric loud speakers made by the Ameñ.
can Brush Company. Actually, of course, the
Rothermel firm holds the exclusive manufacturing licence for this country, and for some
time has been producing piezo-electric instruments in its London factory, where, incidentally, the battery of speakers illustrated last
week were made. A photograph of Mr. A. L.
Williams, Presideiit and Chief Engineer of the
Brush Company, appeared in this illustration;
his work in developing the piezo.electric principle is teell known. Mr. \Villiams recently

-

4
-

Reductions in price amounting on an average
to nearly 20 per cent, have been made in the
prices of many T.C.C. condensers of the dry
electrolytic and tubular paper types. Several
new patterns have also been introduced.

4'.

i

-

manufacturers.

A new Philco car radio receiver for ia-volt
systems ha b e produc d Compared w th
the 16-guinea model, the new set, which costs
24 guineas, has the considerably greater output
of 5 watts, and includes an extra valve.
A.
separate speaker is employed.

.

.

-

Com-

mercial Radio College, of Cromwell
House, High Holborn, London, has Sent
us a copy of the new prospectus issued by the
College. Although students of all branches of
radio are catered for, it is understood that the
greatest demand at present is for instruction
in modern Servicing methods as applied to
broadcast receivers.
The activities of the
institution are endorsed by several prominciit

The Radio ResistorCo. Ltd., s, Gokfen
Square, London, \V.s, have just issued a useful
booklet giving a great deal of technical information on the use of Erie Resistances. The more
abstruse aspects of the subject, such as ternperature rise with load and the effect of voltage
on resistance value, are dealt with, and, in
addition, comparatively simple problems auth
as the choice of suitable resistance values and
'wattage ratings are treated.

'

-

-.

-
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i.'LUit Iflft"ÀiiThU4ti
Electrical Noise and Its Effet on Receiver
Performance
.

By G2TD and G5KU

THE chief limiting factor in the reception of radio signals and the ultimate
sensitivity of a receiving system is
electrical noise.
Atmospherics of various types constitute
a source of interference which is not removable. These static disturbances may take
the form of intermittent crashes or a continuous rumble. Actually, on wavelengths
below 55 metres these forms of disturbances
are negligible, excepting in the case of local
thunderstorms. On the 20- and 40-metre
band the rumbling type of atmospheric is
often troublesome when there is a concentration of signal strength fromtropical regions.
It adopts its most serious form on the 20metre band during the late afternoon an
summer and gradually becomes quite negligible during the approach of winter.
Eliminating, therefore, the influence of
such types of external noise, it will be of
interest to examine the causes of inherent
electrical interfereiice in a receiving system
and its influence upon the maximum sensitivity which may be usefully employed for
the purpose of receiving a desired but extremely weak signal.
It is well known that the frequency band
which must be utiised in order to transmit
intelligence depends essentially upon the
nature of that intelligence.
Low speed morse may require a band
width of only 25 cycles per second; useful
speech may be transmitted over a band of
500 cycles. Orchestral music requires at
least 7,000 cycles, while high definition
television may need a frequency spectrum
as high as 500,000 cycles.
If, therefore, a transmitter is modulated
hat the intelliatence in such
way fhat it'
occupies a definite frequency spectrum, it
is necessary for the receiver to amplify uniformly over an equally wide band to give
perfect reproduction. This case is not
usually completely satisfied in practice,
although it is generally attained to a high
degree.
The question of band width has an important bearing upon the noise problem.
Inherent noise in receivers may be due
to a variety of causes: bad connections, poor
quality resistors in coupling circuits, and
valves with electrical leakage between electrodes, while badly insulated aerials may
cause it in the form of crackling or 'frying." All these types of noise producers
are curable, and careful design may
eliminate noise of this natüre. One cannot,
however, disregard the noises due to electronic agitation, which arise from two
They may be classified as
sources.

random agitation and movin with minute
amplitude. Among this patlern a vast congregation of electrons is moving at high
velocities. Random collisions of these electrons with molecules produce pulses of
electric potential so that a voltage is created
between the ends of the conductor. One
cannot assign any specific frequency to the
voltage because the EMF due to a single
collision may be oTathematically analysed
into ais infinite senes of frequencies. Smce
there are myriads of impulses of a random
nature, the complexity of the frequencies

duced in the anode circuit load during the
period of deceleration of the electron as it
arrives at the anode. This pulse may be
mathematically analysed into an infinity
series of sinusoidal frequencies, and since
myriads of electrons are artiving at randöm
time intervals one obtains a similar type of
result to that given by the noise of electron
agitation in conductors. Here, again, the
actual magnitude of the noise depends upon
the band width used for reception, and it
will be seen that since sharply tuned circuits with effective band widths of less than
3 kc ¡s. may be obtained with HF tuned
circuits, such methods of amplification are
to be desired rather than LF amplification.
with its greater effectivç band width.
To summarise, we may say that where
high gains are essential for the reception of
I

ai

follows

-

(z) Electron agitation in conductors.

random electron impulses on
(2) The
valve electrodes (Schrott effect).
It will be of interest to examine them
because, at present, it is impossible to
eliminate their effect.
Consideration of cause (z) forces us to regard a conductor as a swarm of molecules
of the metal of which it ii composed. Thesé
are theoretically proved to bein ceasejess

PHI, EINDHOVEN, HOLLAND, as seen from th& control desk. This famous station of the
Philips' organisatiod is expected to resume transmissions shortly on the 25- añd 16-metre bands.

and phases of the resultant EMF may be
well realised. It is sufficient to state that if
one takes any given band of frequencies of
width n, the voltage is proportional to n,
other things being equal. It is significant
that of two receivers having equal gain but
different selectivity, that of the greater selectivity has the lower noise level, and since
the reception of CW telegraphy on short
waves is oLgreatest import, highly selective
receivers may be employed on account of
the low band width necessary for reproduction of hand speed morse. Such selectivity
may be attained by the superheterodyne
receiver, which is rapidly increasing in
popularity on this score. Actuall, it may
be thought that the increased sensitivity is
mainly responsible for its generally-superior
performance. but this is ot altogether
true since the greatly increased selectivity
definitely does incrçase signal-to-noise ratio
as predicted by theory.
The second type of electronic agitation
is concerned with the valves themselves,
and the mechanism
of the effect isT as
follows.

-

-

consideration of a single electron
travelling from cathode to anode in a valve
shows that a pulse of current will be.pro-,
A

weak signals with an output appróaching
the limiting factor of inherent noise in the
receiver, it is desirable to use as selective
amplification as is consistent with maintaining the intelligibility of the transmission.
This is most easily achieved by the supers
heterodyne principle of reception in which
the amplification is relegated to a frequency
of ioo kc/s. or lower,
The first week of October has ended in a
glorious display of contacts between all
continents, and if there are any so watt
stations leftwho are not yet ' WAG ", they
are' advised to give up the game:
Of
course, it is realised that some may be
actually carrying out experimental work!
The Australian amateurs are evidently
keenly interested in their Melbourne
Centenary Contest, as large numbers were
active on the 40- and 20 metre bands
during the first week-end of the contest.
Why is it that such a relatively unimportant
in, the history of an amateur station
is necessary to stir up this enthusiasm to
work as many stations as possible?
A
careful comparison of commercial field

event

strengths and amateur activity reveals a
sad lack of keenness in some parts of our
Empire..
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Current Events in Brief Review
.

From the Forum
'FHE Roman Forum will soon be
converted into a
broadcasting studio.
to the arrangements
concerts will be given,
tra being conducted

temporary
According
symphony.
the orchesby such

Old Spanish Custom
is officially

A Vitality Gauge

?

stated that the

Relays in Disfavour

Recorded Greetings

.

'

Blackpool Town Council
to stand by its decision to give notice to end the
agreement with the Coiporation
for the rediffusion of wireless programmes. Councillor A. S. Ashton said that protests against overhead ivires had been insistent; in
some places there was a regular
network of wires:
Subscribers are organising. a
petition for the continuance of the
system.
'.

A

Medium-wave Freak

FREAK reception of the first
magnitude is reported from
The manager of the
Oslo.
Frederiksstad relay station, Norway, has received a letter from
Mr. T. H. Drew, of Wellington,
New Zealand, from which it
clear that although Mr. Drew was
unable at the time to identify the
station, he did actually hear its
transmissions on January aoth
and again on January 25th last.
Frederiksstad works on a wavelength of 386.6 metres with a
power of Only 700 'wattS, in tise
aerial.
The New Zealand listener was

notable musicians as Molonori, de
Sabata, Serafin and Mascagni.

using an eight-valve batteryoperated superhet. of American
make.

Radio on French Cars

"High Fidelity"

Paris Car Show, which
on Tuesday last, was
marked by a great increase in the
number of radio-equipped cars,
Many
writes a correspondent.
cars which had not sets installed
were provided with space for the
In
the
wireless
equipment.
Citroen cars the wireless set was
mounted in such a way that it
could be taken out with ease for
home use.

A Far-Reaching Stentor
loud speaker, so powercan magnify the human
voice a million times and even
penetrate a din which would drown
out the most powerful sound
equipment hitherto available, has
been developed by engineers of
the Western Electric Co. (writes
our Washington correspondent).
It was first demonstrated, though
at only a part of its full power,
during the recent America's Cup
races when used by the U.S. Coast
Guard to warn shipping off the
course.
Clarity is obtained in spite of the
Ùemendous power by sacrificing
naturalness to focus on voice frequencies most readily intelligible
after filtering out the other frequencies. When the sound is
hurled into the air the force is the
equivalent of a 50-pound hammer
blow.

ANEW
ful it

-

TransmissiOn

ethereal game of leap
is the description applied by a Washington correspondent to the peculiar trend
which radio is taking in America.
Not long ago transmission was
definitely in advance of reception,
but with the introduction of the
"high fidelity" receiver the
broadcasters, svho have repeatedly
criticised the manufacturers for
low-quality receivers which cut
ofT the extreme notes, now make
the admission that improvement is
necessary in their own transA N

-

frog"

by Radio,
GREETINGS
when
across

even
sent
an ocean
or around the world, have become,
commonplace.
Officials of the
Deutscher Amateure Sende-undEmpfangsdienst, the national German amateur radio society, meetsag at the Berlin Radio Exhibihou, decided to modify' the
prOcedure. They recorded their
speeches of greetilig to' a sister
society across the seas-the Amencan Radio Relay League-on
phonograph records, and sent them
over as their messengers in lieu
of the fleeting radio waves,
'

'

THE
closed

.

of licensed listeners in
Spain does not exceed 250,000,
whereas the number of pirates is
known to be considerably in
excess of this figure.

IT number

THE
has decided

RADIO AT THE MOTOR SHOW.
Tuning in a broadcast programme
in an Essex 1935 caravan at
Olympia. The majority of caravans are radio-equipped.

?

Hungary comes the news
FROM
that Mr. Arbad Strepessy has
perfected a thermionic lamp for
diagnosis by doctors. The lamp
fails to light up if the subject lacks
vibrations.

'

'

Navy Thanks Canadian

Amateur

amateur radio station. Oper,j\'- Nated
by a 73-year-Old Cana-

dian doctor is one of the British
Empire's 'outposts in China, according to a letter received by
the American Radio Relay League.
.

.

Dr.

'William

the.

Malcolm,

amateur, in question,

health
officer of Chefoo in the Province
of Shangtung.
His most recent
feat was tise transmitting of first
word to the British Legation of
the s.s. Shuntien piracy last summer in the Yellow River.
Dr. Malcolm has received au expression of gratitude from 'the
British Navy for the handling of
messages to and from the British
Fleet in Chinese waters.
His
station, AC3MA. has. been in
operation, for nearly seven years;
is

,

Optimistic

hopes to have
GER1ANY
million registered

six
listeners by
the end of the year. On October
Ist the total was 5,574,000, an increase of 133,535 over the figure
for September ist.

Radio on Railways
'T'HE Danish State Railways

I

have begun experiments with

wireless to replace the usual tele-

graph communication between
stations for signalling purposes,
Tests are being carried out on the
Slagelse-Kalundborg line.

New American Networks
many new radio network pros0 jects
have been promoted sii

the United States during the last
three or four years that the
American broadcasting industry
has been inclined to look askance
at each new venture, writes our
Washington correspondent. It is
well known, of course, that the
" cream stations" of the country
are embraced by the N.B,C. and
C.B.S. networks, but there remaiii
a few major stations that belong
to neither system.
Now comes
news that some of these independent stations are to be
formed into two rival r,etworks,
the first project calling itself the
Quality Group. This has started
with a network including \VOR,
Newark, WLW, tue 500-kilowatt
station at Cincinatti and WGN,
the 50-kilowatt station of the
Chicago Tribune.
The second
ness group carries the ambitious
title of the " American Broadcasting System," its key station being
WMCA, New York. The aim of
this system 'is to cover America
with low-power stations in preference to using a few of high power,
-

mitters.

To redress the balance, there
enters into the picture. on the side
of the broadcasters, what is described as the world's first bonn
It
fide "high fidelity" station.
bears the call-letters VS'2XR and
is being operated iii Long Island
City, New York, experimentally
with 350 watts power on a frequency of 1,550 kc/s. The operator of the station is the wellknown radio engineer lohn V. L.
Hogan. and the station transmits
two hours daily from 5 to 7 p.m.

(EST.).

Upon the results achieved with
this and tao other "high fidelity"
stations further extensions may be
made in the broadcast waveband.
The channels are 20 kc/s wideor
twice the breadth of the conventional radio band.

ENGLAND-AUSTRALIA AIR RACE. Plssey radio equipment of
the type installed on the New Zealand D.H. Dragon Six and Captain.
Neville Stack's British Airspeed
Viceroy." The equipment is
described on page 313.
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BRÖADCAST. BREVITTES
By Our

Correspondent

Occasionally I have
heard morse when tuned to Droitwich and
assuredly more atmospheric disturbance,
presumably because it is necessary to increase the señsltivity of the receiver in order
to pick up the more distant station.

specially erected self-supporting
towers each 350 feet high.

His Majesty's Christmas Broadcast
JT is understood that the King will again

Australia."
The major problem, Mr. Hayes told me,
concerned vertical directivity.
igna1s follow a trajectory, like a bullet, rebounding
from the Heaviside layer, coming back to
earth in accordance with the angle of reflection. The tests are to discover at what
angles the signals should be "shot " to reach
as many listeners as possible.

as long as possible.

Sir John Reith

1HE Director-General

Special

the B.B.C.
returns to London during the first week
of

of Novensber.

While the investigation into broadcasting
in the Union has served a useful purpose as
the published reason for Sir John's trip to
South Africa, I believe there are bigger fish
frying. Readers need not be surprised if
Sir John Reith decides when the B.B.C.
Charter expires to accept a high Government
office on the plane of a Governor-Generalship.

Whether the appointment were South
African or Canadian, Sir John would be in a
position to watch broadcasting with a
fatherly eye. In Canada broadcasting has
just started on a new lease of life on the
B.B.C. model, as recommended by that
pillar of the B.B.C., Mr. Gladstone PIurray.
In South Africa Sir John Reith's own influence will shortly declare itself.

-

Armistice Day
'THE Armistice Day

service
will be relayed from the
Cenotaph Whitehall, to all
stations of the B.B.C. on Sunday, N'ovember iith, and a
relay will be taken in the evening of the British Legion celebration at the Royal Albert
Hall. This will be followed by
an orchestral concert conducted
by Adrian Boult, at which
three poems of Laurence Binyon, set to music by Edward
Elgar, will be given. Both the
Cenotaph service and the
British Legion celebration will
be heard in the B.B.C. Empire
transmissions, while the orchéstral concert will be broadcast
simultaneously to a part of the

IAM sorry that Professor Coatman has

found it necessary to dramatise, or perhaps one should say " theatricalise," the
news.
The method may hold good for
brightening up accounts of village fêtes and
esce meetings, but not of events entailing
bloodshed and death. Such an occasion was

-

I

Biggest Audience American
We gauge the success of each experi-

ment," said Mr. Hayes, "by letters received
from broadcastingengineers overseas as well
as individual listeners in different parts of

the Empire."

Mr. Hayes revealed that the majority of
reports on Empire broadcasting

came from the United States.

-

.

"Empire"

-

I asked him whether the
strong reception of GSD in
the London area must be
áttributed. to the ground ray.
"No," was the answer; ;t
is
doubtful whether the
ground ray extends beyond
fifteen miles of the Daventry
site.
r'lost of the Empire
transmissions can be heard by
direct ray in London, which,
after all, is seventy miles off."

'

-

.
.

.

.

.

/
i

''

-?
V
I

L

AU-wave

'
-

Empire.

"Nelson"

N'ELSON stands before the
microphone on October

-

BROADCAST DRAMA OUTDOORS.

--

To provide an ideal environment,

21St, the iagth anniversary of
This
the Battle of Trafalgar.
n

the Deutschlandserider authorities recently recorded a play in the woods,
broadcasting it in the evening programme. The picture was taken
during the recording:

Does Droitwich Please ?

the subduing of the Catalonian rebellion.
which the B.B.C. News Department saw fit
on Sunday, October 7th, to treat as an elocutionary duet by two announcers.
It was an unhappy attempt at "heallining" which jarred at a time when the
bodies of the vlctims had scarcely grown

day the radio play Nelson
will be broadcast, with Geoffrey Toone in
the name part and a large cast which, includes Carleton Hobbs as Napoleon Bonaparte and Jean Shepeard as Josephine
Bonaparte.

silence means consent, assent, conten.t,
the B.B.C. may take it that Droitwich is its biggest success since the abolition
Scarcely a letter has
o! 24-hour timing.
been received and this is regarded as a good

JF etc.,
augury.

Rumour
4The
public

Scotched

has learnt the falsity of those
tales spread at the time of the Radio Shosv
that Droitwich would " date " all sets not
specially adapted to meet the new conditions.
A Word for the "Local"
On the quality count Droitwich is superl,
but as a London listener I still hope that the
'closure of London National may be deläyed,

Reception in

London

.

lattice

'I he di-poles attached to the older masts
happened to be directional for Canada, while
those attached to the new lattice masts
serve India, the West Indies, and parts of

Dramatising the News

.

.

Vertical Directivity

speak to the British Empire and the
world on Christmas Day.
Arrangements
are being discussed for securing a still wider
audience. How this will be done cannot
yet be disclosed.

The B.B.C. Influence

J

-

,ets?

I

How tragic to think that all
these transmissions are going
over our heads. It looks as if
our own manufacturers will
soon have to follow the trend
of the all-wave set which
already has a fizn hold in
America.
:

.'

-:

Provincial Microphones

since the Droitwich dCbut on October 7th,

the provincial B.B.C. stations are
now equipped with moving-coil microphones, but lest it should be thought that
they are now on equal terms with London,
it is worth statihg that the B.B.C. Research
Department's ribbon "mike" promises to
become standard at Broadcasting House.
Then, when the ribbon type finds is way
to the provinces; headquarters will presumably be adopting that hush-hush omnidirectional type.
In other matters, such as studios and control rooms, the Proviitces are well abreast
of the London headquarters.

famous for his knowledge of things past,
nresent, and to come in broadcastine

More About A. J. Alan

cold.

Short Waves from Daventry
tear aside the pall of mystery which
T°bas
been enwrapping Daventry ever
I sought and found Mr. Hayes, of the B.B.C.,"
history;

'The experiments at Daventry," he told
me, "have always been principally con'

cerned with the design of aerials. We began
with small directional arrays, then tried
horizontal di-poles attached to the 5XX
masts, and are now testing with the two

-i

-.

HOPE you. are all watching this page for:
news of the great raconteur. This week
I can tell you that A. J. Alan. no doubt.
influenced by recent distressing breakdowns
in the Grid system, always brings a candle,
candlestick and boxes of matches to the
studio. Verb. sap.
J

.
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5-AMP. SWITCH

NEW range of wire-wound power resist' ances rated at 40 watts dissipation is
now made by A. F. Bulgin & Co., Ltd.,
Abbey Road, Barking, Essex. They are
obtainable in values from ioo to ioo,000
ohms, the wire being first spirally wound on
an asbestos core and then wound on a
porcelain former. As in all Bulgin resistances of this type the terminal bands are
not used to anchor the turns which are selfpositioning, so it is possible by loosening
them to slide the bands along the element
and thus obtain any resistance value required for a special purpose.
A test was made with a 3.000 ohms 40watt model, the maximum current carrying
capacity ox winch is given as 117 mA.
While the resistance will carry this current
indefinitely it should be well ventilated ai
considerable heat is generated in view of
the watts dìssìpated. For normal use we
consider that about loo mA. should be
maximum for this particular size, which
gives a voltage-drop of 300.

-

-.

.

'.

1
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.

15!

.

-

'Bulgia3 000-ohm 4o-watt power resistance
.

ari'd new 5-amp.

mains switch,

The resistance measures 4in. by lin, byiin. high-when mounted horizontally, but
a vertical mounting can be supplied if required. The price is 3S. od. up to 3,000
ohms and 4S. for the higher values.
The new 5-amp. mains switch is designed
so that the make and break of the contacts does not coincide with the. "on"
position of the fixed contacts, so should any
sparking occur the actual contact surfaces
are not affected.
The action is very rapid since it is spring
controlled, and in normal circuits no arcing
was noticed. The switch is of the skeleton
pattern, giving good ventilation, and the
of a single-pole ." on-off" switch is
as. od.

NEW

T.C.C.

ELEÇTROLYTIC

CONDENSERS

'lrHE

T.C.C. dry electrolytic condensers
.
of the lowvoltage type as used in grid
bias circuits have hitherto been fitted in
nsoulded cases, but now a new range is
available, one style of which has soldering
tags while the other is a one-hole chassis
fixing model, this serving also as the nega-

Two new T.C.C. lowvoltage dry electrolytic condensers; the
type "AT" has soldering tags and the
type "C" a chassis
fixing bush.

J-

:at 12 volts DC working and with
either style of fixing. A 25-nlfd. 25-VOlt
size costs 2S. 3d. with soldering tags and
ss. 6d. with threaded fixing bush. They
are listed as the type "AT " and the type
"C " respectively. The makers are The
Telegraph Condenser Co.; Ltd., Wales Farm
Road, North Acton, Londoñ, W.3.
50 mfds.

-'..'
j

provided both secondaries are in' use and
one alone must be used..
This transformer overcomes the difficulty
of using an extension loud speaker without
spoiling the quality of reproduction from
the other.
The output measured across a resistance
equal to the impedance of the loud speaker
that would be joined to each secondary is
sensibly constant at all frequencies from 50
to io,000 cycles and the two curves would be
practically identical had we not opened out
the decibel scale to show the difference. The
two-ohm response curve is 1.7 decibels down
at 30 cycles, while the 15-ohm one is a shade
over one db. only. At io,000 cycles the
two-ohm curve is 0.3 db. below the man
level, but this increase to -0.7 db. for the
55-ohm secondary. In neither case will the
small loss at each end of the audio spectrum
be noticeable by the ear on broadcast since
the differences are far too small, and for
practical purposes the transformer can be
said to have a fiat characteristic from 30 ti)
Io,000 cycles.
With io DC flowing the primary inductance 5 25 henrys and with the working
current nf fo-mA, it falls to io.6 henrys.
This is about the right value for the valve
as the impedance of the primary at o
cycles is just over twice the working load:
Its DC resistance is 270 ohms aid the price

live connection, while a soldering tag on the top is the positive.
These condensers are assembled
in tubular cases of bakelised
material, and are. fitted with
metal end-caps, the length being
in. approximately and the diameter lin.
A hole lin, in diameter is needed to clear
the fixing bush in the chassis-type model.
This new series includes condensers of
from 2 m.fds. at 200 volts DC working to

BUIGIN POWER RESISTANCES AND

'

19/h,
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USEFUL PROGRAMME

RECEPTACLE

'

HALLESS & EVANS, LTD., Havelock
L) Street, Forest Hill, London, S.E.23, has
introduced a special receptacle for the Radio
Times so that the wireless programmes may
always be to hand when needed. It takes
the form of a shallow box fitted with a
drawer of the right size for this journal, and
a convenient place to keep it would be
underneath the receiver. The dimensions
are ioin, by i4m. by xin.1 and, the price
.

.
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5S.
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Partridge output trans.
former för feeding two
loud speakers of
different impedances
simultaneously,
and
response curve for 2ohm and 55-ohm outputs.

AN output transformer designed

The transformer is
its purpose and can
mended. Models to
of two loud speakers

Stanley Street, London, S.W.i.. The
sample submitted for test has its secondaries
proportioned to giye the correct working
load with loud speakers of 55 and 2 ohms
impedance respectively. Each speaker re
ceives one half the available output, but
the correct working load is only obtained

The National Radio Service Co., I5-I6
Alfred Place, London, WC. i -Leaflets dealing
with S. G. Brown headphones, also leaflets
describing the repair and maintenance services'
conducted by theCompany.
British 1'elevision Supplies, Ltd; Bush
House, London, W.C.2.-The Telelux Tele.
vision Neon Lamp.

PARTRIDGE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
especiaily
for use with a PP5/46o valve and to
loud speakers of different imI feed two simultaneously
pedances
has been developed
by N. Partridge, Kings Buildings, Dean

designed correctly for
be confidently recom-

suit any combination
can be supplied.

New Catalogues Received

-
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IN the interests

of simplicity the plan
of using à reaction condenser as the
sole volume control in a local-ttation set
is an obvious one. The fact that it sometimes works disappointingly in practice is
a sign that reaction is normally unsuitable
for controllin' sensiReaction as
tivity, and it is clearly
impossible by its aid
Volume

the strength
Control.toof reduce
an incoming signal

that is already too strong.
It would be possible to adjust matters,
say, by drastically loosening aerial couphug to. reduce signal strength; reaction
would then be available for increasing
\iolume up to the desirgd level. But tuning
would then become rather too critical, and
quality would probably suffer.

Fig. x.--.Modifying the action of .a differ..
ential reaction condenser by insertiñg a fixed
capacity.0 in circuit.

It is suggested that a better method is 'to
reduce apparent detector effitiency by

deliberately omitting the usual detector
anode by-pass condenser. With the reaction condenser set at zero the apparent
efficiency of the detector will be low, for
the reason that reversed reaction through
the valve capacity will be tending to deWhen reaction is
--crease sensitivity.
pressed to the limit,' however, there will
be no obvious falling-off in the sensitivity
of the receiver through the omission of the
condenser.
As a practical result of this change it
will be observed that the effect of the
reaction control in varying volume will
be much more marked than fortherly.
There is no reason why, for a local-station
set such as that under consideration, this
plan should nót be combined with a rough
readjustment of aerial coupling.
Where a differential condenset is employed much the same result can be
brought about by joining a small conden
ser in series with the earthed section,
which actually forms a variable anode
by-pass capacity (see Fig. I).
If the smoothness of reaction control
-

-

Practical Aids
to Better
Reception
houId be adversely affected by these
changes the usual remedies may be tried;
anode voltage may be reduced, or the
grid leak my be joined to the slider of
the potentiometer, as shown in Fig. i.

FIER moving from

one house to
another it frequently happens on
switching on the receiver that sensitivity,
and perhaps selectivity as well, seem to
have dwindled to a mockery of their former
standard.
Before assuming that the internal connections have become
de ranged during
Moving the
transit, it is as well to
Family Set.
remember that srne
recent receivers are
very sensitive to discrepancies in the ganging of the aerial circuit. It may be that
the new aerial has a considerably larger,
or smaller, self-capacity than the previous
one; the change may be quite enough to
throw a fairly sharply tuned aerial circuit
entirely out of alignment..
As in most-modern receivers the trimmer concerned is usually quite accessibly
placed at the back of the gang condenser
realignment, and hence the restoration of
full signal strength, should be a matter
of minutes only.
It is possibly through .neglect of this
little attention at the time of installation
that many commercial sets of well-known
makes give a poorer perfôrmance than
they should..

-I

appear to be. Wlen large by-pass con
densers are included in the receiver it will
often be found that the sudden rush of
charging current into the condenser which
takes place when the battery is connected
may be responsible for blowing the fuse,
even it everything is in order. To avoid
this trouble the fuse and HT by-pass
condenser C may be connected in the
manner shown in Fig. 2 (iS) so that the
charging current may be diverted from
the fuse.
The same condition can be
brought about in other ways, but it is more
tl3an doubtful if this plan is worth while
in any case; a sensitive fuse of the kind
under consideration is likely to have quite
a high resistance, and, as it is no longer
by-passed by the condenser, it may b
responsible for unwanted inter-circuit
couplings.
When the various anode circuits of the
receiver are adequately decoupled it would
appear to be a much better plan to omit
the HT by-pass condenser altogether; its
retention in our sets is largely a matter
of habit. Admittedly, the by-pass condensers associated with the decoupling
scheme will still be charged up when the
HT battery is connected, but the maximum current that can flow is then limited
by the presence of the decoupling resistance, and ordinarily this limit will be

_L-

FUSEJ
.

IT would

seem that the' practioe of fitting
safety fuses in the anode feed circuits
of receivers is mainly confined to battery
sets. So far as mains sets are concerned,
the only protection ordinarily considered
necessary is that afforded by a fuse in
the mains lead, which
will "blow" when an
sty
excessive current flows
in HT or LT
circuits.
The use of special proprietary fuses,
which afford protection should the current
rise even quite a small number of milliamps above the normal value, is prob-.
ably most attractive in the case of an experimental receiver, where frequent circuit
changes are likely to increase the risk of
damage. If the fuse be sensitive.enough
it' will protect not, only the valves and
the components of the receiver, but also
the battery itself, against almost any eventuality except the steady drainage imposed by a slow leakage.
The connection of these sensitive fuses
is not quite so straightforward as it might

HT+LINE

:

FUSE

-

-

.-'

Fuses.either

-t,.

.

(b)

LT-

lL

I

Fig. 2-Safeguarding a safety device: avoiding the flow of condenser charging current
through_a fuse.

sufficiently low to avoid the risks of
damaging the fuse. This latter arrangèment is illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), which
shows that the decoupling resistance is in
series with the by-pass condenser C, while
the fuse is in the commorr HT-i- lead.
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IN

view of the fundamentally simple and
direct design of all R.G.D., receiver
'chassis it was not to-be anticipated that
recent developments in multiple-purpose
valves would have any influence on the new
season's products. The results achieved
with the Model 1201,' in which separate
valves are assigned to every function, including that of the oscillator, suggested that
finality had been closely approached in the
matter of useful range and selectivity. In
the maffer of quality, however, although
tone correction was included to comoensate
for the effect of high selectivity, the' desigii
was necessarily a compromise. It is in the
measures which have been taken to ensure
the very best possible quality of reproduction that the principal interest of. the new
1202

lies.

The frequency range. is from 70 to io,000
cycles and three loud speakers are employed.
Two of these are of the normal moving-coil
cone type, and the third is a moving-coil
The Wireless

World,

December 29th, 1934

ouppression. valve-paraphase feed valves-push-pall output valves. Fullwave valve rectifier. Controls.-(i) Tuning, with meter-type tunind indicator.
(2) Volume control: (3) Wave-rauge switch. (4) Tone control and whistle
filter switch. (S) Selectivity control. (6) Noise-suppression switch. (7) Mains
107 guineas. Makers.-Radio Gramophone
switch under lid. Price.
Development Co., Ltd., 18/20, Frederick Street, Birmingham, i

J

.

.

Audio frequency Response Up to 10,000 Cycles
on Local Stations

-

Model

FEATURES.-Type.-Superheterodyne radio-gramophone with automatic
record changer. Circuit.-HF ampüfier-triode osdülator-ist detector-IF
amplifier-double-diode-triode 2nd detector- ist LF amplifier.-pentode noise-

-

-

- -

-

1202

horn specially designed for frequencies from
about 2,000 to io,000 cycles. It goes without
saying that this extremely wide frequency
response can be used only on the local station
or on transmissions where the signal-to-noise
ratio is high. It is well known that background noise and "mush" generally contain, a large percentage of the, higher frequencies,. and on datant stations the results
would be intolerable from a programme
point of view. The makers have arranged,
therefore, that when the full audio-frequency
range is available, the superheterodyne circuit is cut out of action and the receiver
functions as a simple HF-det-LF straight
set. Simultaneously the tone correction in
the LF circuits is adjusted to give exactly
the required degree of compensation.

Whistle Filter
It often happens that even \vhen a set

is

used within a few miles of a B.B.C. station
a heterodyne whistle from a foreign station
on an adjacent channel is audible. It may
be of immeasurbly small amplitude, but
the high pitch can still be. quite irritating

to a sensitive ear. Accordingly the makers
have induded a whistle filter, which is
brought into operation by a switch incorporated in the tone control. Of necessity,
the whistle filter, which is adjusted to 9,000
cycles, causes some reduction of the aúdiofrequencies immediately below this frequency, but, nevertheless, the quality is
much better than it would be possible lo
obtain wIth full superheterodyne selectivity,
To appreciate to the full the capabilities of
the instrument from the point of view of
quality of reproduction it is necepsary fo
find a strong transmission free from hetero:
dyne interference; when the whistle fsltéi
can be cut out of action and the full audiofrequency range of the amplifier employed.
The first thing.to be noticed is the extraordinary realism .of percussion instruments
and transients in general. In fact, if receivers of this type come into general use
the B.B.C. Effects Department will have to
revise some of its methods, as the clarity of
reproduction enables one to "see through"
many of its subterfuges. Superficially there
does not appear to be a vast improvement
in the quality of.orchestral music in general.
J)

Circuit diagram of the radio chassis.

Three degrees of selectivity and tone correction are provided, and a separate pentode stage
provides automatic noise suppression between stations.

............

..,..
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1202but, after some further acquaintance with
the receiver and referring back to earlier
standards of quality, there is an unmistakable improvement in the reproduction of
strings, and more especially of the brass
section of the orchestra It does not requ r
a trained ear, however, to appreciate the
realistic quality of speech, which is obtained
without undue emphasis of the sibilants.
At the two higher positions of the threeway selectivity switch the tone control is
automatically adjusted to cut off at approximately 4,000 and 3000 cycles respectively.
These values have been judiciously chosen
so that the maximum possible programme
value can be abstracted from every station,
from the strongest to the weakest.
The makers state that with the selectivity
control is position s-that is with the simple
straight circuit-the range is of the order of
fifty miles from a Regional transmitter.
This is a conservative estimate as we found
that in Central Loñdon the Midland
Regional transmitter would fully load the
output stage and that the background noise,
without having resort to the whistle filter
or tone control, was negligible.
R.G.D. Auto Radio-Gramophone, Model
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At positions a and 3 of the selectivity
control with the full heterodyne circuit in
operation the sensitivity was sufficient to
give sixteen foreign programmes on medium
aves in daylight With such high sensi
tivity the background noise between stations
is naturally high but an automatic nois'
suppressor which may be set at any pre
determined level by a control on the back
enables the user to select only those stations
which are of programme value under the
conditions prevailing at the time and with
complete silence between stations, This
function is now performed by a pentode
valve instead of the relay which was used
in the Model 1201. It is perfectly smooth
in action and does not produce any unpleasant threshold effects.
At a distance of about fifteen miles from
Brookmans Park the two transrñitters
occupied approximately 12 kc/s, but at
only a slightly greater distance complete
adjacent chañnel selectivity would be availablel With the selectivity control in position i the tuning is, of course, very much
broader, but is sufficient to separate all the
stations which are likely to give good results
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on that range. Secondchannel interference
was entirely absent on the medium waveband, and only a single self-generated
whistle was detected o the krng waveband.
i

With a six-watt output
stage and the extensioi in
frequency range an outstanding performance on
the gramophone side is
available.
Special precautions have been taken
to ensure that the sensitivity at high frequencies
does not introduce excessive surface noise. The
pick-up is a piezo-electric
type of special design
which gives, ample bass
correction under control.
record
The' G a r r a
changer is retained, and
this component has now
been in use long enough
to make comment on its
reliability superfluous.
Excluding the rectifier
there are no fewer than
eleven valves in the receiver
and
amplifier
chassis. The signal-fre-

rd

-

i

Connections of the power stages and the power supply unit,
showing method of feeding the triple loud speakers.

Interior arrangement of the cabinet, showing
disposition of the three loud speaker units.
The output stages are incorporated in the
power-supply unit at the bas2 of the cabinet..
S

quency HF amplifier has a single tuned
input circuit and band-pass coupling to the
first detector valve. A separate triode oscillator is employed, and six tuned circuits ans
associated with the single IF amplifying
stage. Four of these are employed ta the
coupling between the first detector and the
IF valve, and the special double intermediate circuit has been found to give important advantages in obtaining a resonance
curve of good shape and ease of gânging.
The two elements are now directly-coupled
instead of through a condenser.
The second detector, the only multiple'.
purpose valve in the circuit, is of the doublediode-triode type. The diodes are employed
in the usual way for rectification and
AVC bias supply, but the triode portion,
instead of amplifying the audio output, provides a first stage of DC amplification for
the noise suppression bias. This is pissed
to the pentode noise-suppression valve for
further amplification before actuating the
gnd of the first LF amplifier. By this
means a clean and rapid cut-off is obtained.
-

-
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condensers from the anodes of the output
valv
to elimihate
large
amplitùdes due to the lower- frequencies.
The smoothing of the HF supply is carried
out first by a separate choke and condensers
and then by the loud speaker fields, one of
which çarries the current to the radio ihassis
and the other the current to the output
valves.
As becomes an instrument of auch outstanding technical quality, the, cabinet
exemplifies the best of the cabinet maker's
art.' Itis finished in burr walnut, and is so
solidly constructed that no wood resonances
are detectable even with the large bass
amplification developed by the six-watt

dtrútiely

The whistle filter and tone-correctidli cir
cuits are connected in series in the anode
circuit of the 'firf t .LF_ampllñer,. the switching. of the tone correction being coupled
with the selecti'shty control. All the fore'going stages are incorporated in .the radio
chassis, the push-púll output valves and
their associated paraphase feed valves being
mounted in the amplifying chassis at the
base of the cabinet:
Incidentally, the firstLF valve is not employtd when the gramophone pick-up is in
use. The two cone loud speakers are connected in parallel across the secondary of
the push-pull output transformer, and the
high-frequency horn is fed through two small

-,

output.

1911, :1934.

of parallel-connected valves rated at 2 volts
ox amp. in the manner shown in Fig. i (a).
The chain of valves would be fed from a
4j-.rolt dry battery, which will be required
to'deliver a current of 0.2 amp.
This is quite a good plan, but we can see
one disadvantage. The useful life of a 4volt dry battery is not ended until its voltage falls to about volts, but this will be
insufficient to give full emission from the
valves. Consequently the battery must be
.

discarded before it is fully exhausted, and'
so cost of replacement will be heavy.
It occurs to, us that the arrangement
shown in Fig. i (b) might be better. Here
a pair of the new midget valves, rated at
3V, 01 A

3V,OIA

2V,02A

1V,O1A

3V,0'2A

,

REÀDE!S' PROBLEMS
Real Long Waves

JT

is quite refreshing nowadays

to receive

query relating to man-sized wave
lengths up to 20,000 metres or more. This
part of the radio spectrum is almost terra
incognita. so far as most amateurs are
concerned.
The prent qurist asks where he can
obtain information-as to the working times
of stations on these long wavelengths which
transmit meterological information, weather
foreciats, time signals, etc. We think that
our best plan is to refer him to the
Admiralty List of Wireless Signals, pub
lished by H.M. StationeiY Office.
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of matter of general interest arising out of
problems submitted by our readers
Readers requzrzn an individual reply lo their
technical questions by post are referred lo " TheWireless World " Information Bureau, of which
briefparliculars, with tite fee charged, are lo be
found at the foot of this page
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identical conditions, two receivers of basically sithilar design,' except with regard to
the input circuit, are found to baffected to
a Loticeably unequal extent.
In general, the design of the receiver has
little influence on its susceptibility to mamo
interference. The ratio of intensity between
Morse Interference
SEVERAL users of superheterodyne resignal and interference is usually the same
ceivers have recently complained of for ail receivers, although, of course, the
disturbances appear to be stoonger on a
morse interference, the symptoms being that highly sensitive
set.
posi
all
the same morse station is heard at
It should be added, however, that there
rions of the tuning control
is one type of aerial input circuit that in
This may be taken as an almost certain certain circumstances is likely to provoke
due
to
a
is
interference
the
that
indication
nearby. radio-telegraphic station operatigg interference froubles. When the input grid
circuit is returned to the earth line through
on the frequency to which the IF circuits a large condenser, across which a decoupling
are tuned, The easiest way of overcoming resistance is effectively in parallel, it may
the difficulty would be to make a slight be found that interference is intensified if
change in the IF frequency by readjustment the aerial-earth circuit is completed through
of the trimming condensers.
this condenser-resistance combination. Such
This applies to Single-Span sets as well conditions may arise either with single-cirsuperheterodynes.
conventIonal
to more
cuit tuners or with band-pass filters when the
Adding AVC
aerial connection is tapped on to the tuned
as
TT is probably true to say that there is winding. The addition of a separate aerial
no simpler way of adding AVC to an winding will avoid this risk of trouble.
existing receiver not primarily designed for
Dry-cell LT.
-that refinement than is afforded by the use
the use of dry cells for supALTHOUGH
emwhich
units
of one of the commercial
plying
LT
to ordinary domestic'
current
body a Westector. These devices are receivers is almost unthinkable
especially satisfactory in superheterodynes it has a certain attractiveness fornowadays,
"specialemploying a fairly low -frequency in the IF purpose" sets such as small portables.
Even
amplifier-roughly in the order of 100 kc Is. if the battery has a short life, it is 'replaced
control
system
of
of
this
applications
The
without, trouble, and the difficulties of
were discussed in The Wireless World for accumulator charging are avoided. It is
October 20th last year.
probably true to say, however,
the use
This is in answer to a reader who refers of dry cells is only practicablethat
when the
to a valve-operated unit which was deis to be used intermittently for
scribed in this journal in the early days of receiver
comparatively
short periods of listening.
Although that Unit would work
AVC.
The pros and cons of accumulator and drysatisfactorily with his receiver (it provides cell
LT are well brought out by a reader
a form of delayed and -amplified AVC), it
is planning a compact special-purpose
who
unneces,
would nowadays be considered as
set, which will depend mainly for
det.-2LF
sanly bulky and expensive.
its sensitivity on reaction, It is with regard
Aerial Circuits and Interference
to the arrangement of the filament circuits
that our advice is sought; our correspondent
JT is asked whether one type of aerial circuit is appreciably better than another stipulates that a valve rated at 2 volts
0.2 amp. must be-used in the output posifrom the point of view of minimising the
This tion, and he asks-whether it-would be saris'effects of electrical disturbances.
question is prompted by the fact that, under factory to conneçt tli pser1es with a pair

1V,0'lA-

J_:.

-

-

-

-

-

-

C

tçL.
c#:2:A
(b)
Fig. I-Filament circuits for dry-bafery
supply; the 2f-ohm rheostat in diagram (a)
may usually be omitted.
-

S

-

volt o.r amp., are connected in series with
each other and in parallel with the s-volt
o.s amp. output valve; this combination
could be supplied quite satisfactorily for
short periods by a two-cell (3-volt) bicycle
lamp battery of the type which nowadays
is so readily obtainabfe almost everywhet'e.
A rheostat will he necessary, and it would
be a great convenience to have a voltmeter
permanently wired across the filament circuit
-as shown, in order to avoid the risk of
damaging valves, and also as an indicationof the condition of the battery.
-,
s

-
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The Wireless World

INFORMATION BUREAU
"['HE service is intended primarily for readers

meeting with difficulties in connection
receivers described in The Wireless
World, or those of commercial design which
from time to time are reviewed in the pages of
The Wireless World. Every endeavour will be
made to 'deal with queries on all wireless
matters, provided that they are of such a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily -in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
Wireless World Informati9n Bureau, Dorset
House, Stamford Street; . London; SEi, and-'
must be accompanied by a remittance of ,5s. to
cffvif 'th"çdit of the service.
Personal interviews are po,,t giv,n, by,.the
technical staff, nor can technical enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.
.1.
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SHADOW
TUNING
METER

--

.

-

For any makeof set
AC.,
with A.V.C.
D.C., or Battery.

-

Now you can put Philco Shadow Tuning on any make of
set which has A.V.C.
This new
accessory can be fitted without adjustment and makes
this exclusive Philco tuning device available to al!.
The Shadow Tuning Meter is complete with its own
cabinet, decoupling condenser, wire, lamp and full fitting
instructions. Or, if desired, can be fitted inside the
set's own cabinet.
Shadow Tuning shows you when you
have hair-line tuning-and therefore pure, undistorted
Tuning - in complelrly silent. Makes
reproduction.
Indicates, as well, the
station-finding chifd's play.
comparative signal strength of stations.

AC.. D.C., or Battery

VALVE

AMERICAN

TYPE
REPLACEMENTS

Phiko valves are suitable for all makes
They cost
of American Radio sets.
and last
less than British valves
longer. They can be purchased
from any Philco accredited dealer-

-

for.full price list.

or write to us

ONLY PHILGO VALVES HAVE
A 90-DAY GUARANTEE

.

THE PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION CORPORATION OF
DT. BRITAIN, LTD., AINTREE RD., PERIVALE, Middlesex.
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\JOUR spare time-these present
I winter evenings-can be turned to

'lcng
good
account if you've a G.T.L. Tool Chest and
Home Repairing Outfit. With it you can
make a thousand-and-one useful articles for
your home and garden. And it opens up a
new and inexpensive way of adding to the
comfort, convenience and amenities of your
property, while saving you literally pounds
a year in repairs for which you would otherwise have to pay. Incidentally, it also
affords a new, pleasurable way of adding to
your income by making articles to sell. So
that-with a G.T.L. Tool Chest-instead
of spending money in your leisure hours, you
will be maktng it, saving it, ail d enjoying it.

made h:,

you what to make and shows you 'step-bystep how to make it.

uthhdl
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that Fiuxite is always by you-in the hoase-garageworkshop-anywhere where ainiple, speedy soldering is needed.
See

Tins 4d., 8d.,

and 218.
Small-space Soldering Setcompact but substantial-complete with foil instructions-7/6.
Ask also for Leaflet on Case Hardening Steel and
Tempering Toots with Fiuxite.
Ask tn see

1/4

the Ftuxite

NO

GUN
THE FLUXITE
tool that enables

trouble. Always READY
FOR USE.
Also used toproject grease
into grease cups, boarings,

Just

fill the nozale portion
fill the

gether and cup-put
press toas
required.
PRICE

.

'

-

-.

-

'

,,

-

-

.

-

-.
-

-

-.

-

.

-

shillings bring the'G.T,L. Tool Chest at once

payment of a few shillings and the
G.T.L. Tool Chest ja sent at once to your
home CARRIAGE PAID. The balance can
be paid by small monthly sums to suit, your
pocket: meanwhile the Tool Chest is making
money for you.
OF "WIRELESS WORLD"
A first

?.?1.?fif ..........................

To GUARANTEED TOOLS (1933) LIMITED, 12-13 CHISWELL
STREET, FINSBURY, LONDON, E.C.1
Please oecd ce by retors, free of oit cost and obligation, your beautifully
illustrated booklet of the G.T.L. Gcarooted Tool Chest and House Repairing
Outfit, togetlie wit), Particota,s of price, and busc I cas obtain il al esce foe a

I

FREE
s

____

TO-DAY

FLUXITE:
PLUXITE LTD.

A few

'

Beautiful c6-page BROCHURE describing the G.T.L. GUARANTEED TOOL CHEST and
Home Repaiciog outfit n detail, and telling huso you cao save and make money-as tens ol

WILL HAVE\q..

IT SIMPLIFIES

EXPERIENCE NEEDED

The New G.TL. Chest for s934-5 has been
vastly improved by the inclusion of additional
Tools and improvements to existing ones.
Now there are over fifty high quality articles,
all the finest Sheffield Tools; neatly fitted
in steel clips, and they come to you direct
from the manufacturers aftet being carefully
tested. Everything for every purpose Is
here, and the G.T.L. Tool Chest stands alone
in its quality and completeness. This Chest
is the ORIGINALand only G.T.L. guaranteed
Tool Chest.

-

A

i/e.

ALL MECHANICS

'

valuable FREE BOOK of INSTRUCTION
containing over 200 working illustrations, is
included in the G.T.L. Tool Chest. If you
have never handled a tool, you CAN be sure
o immediate success because this book tells
TO READERS
A

you
is a handy and economical
to put the Fluxite where you want it on the soldering
use.
Nothing
to
to
is
clean
and
simple
job, and

-half

-

-

30 years in Government works and by the leading
rngiseers and manufacturers. Of ail Ironmongers-in

Used for

-

THE NEW AND IMPROVED G.T.L TOOL CHEST

-

:

-

;

4L

jd tamp n

ALL SOLDERING

DRAGON WORKO,
BEItOND8EYTREET,BE.1.

Mentwn

o

"The

I

.-.--

Wireless World,"

-

whn writing

f

an un

t

den

I

pe)

Address
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E
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ADVERTISEMENtS.

OCTOBER

191ff,

1934.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES.
TRE CHARGE
omm

"12

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS in

For particulars of Box Number Advertisements
and Deposit System see previous issues,
Set iIluos/ortscsero' Ssepiss, Clrurcsssce sod Jiuskrspt
Stock, offered is as-r of 1h eus colosses soso sot b,
Mooa/octss'eru' cortesI tise,. Redis eossposeoto ods'erlised
si brioso tise list price do sorsI est-sp oso nsscfoclasero

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
Kit el Parts for "Wireless World Quality Amplicomplete in eoeey ctrtail, including salves;
amplifier osly, LO/lo; feeder aussI, 06/-.
Kit al Parts for "Wireless World" Olympic S.S.
OURSis, rompIdo in every detroit, iactsding oales sad
loud-speaker; £14/to.
CIEND Inc Detailed List of Cemeoneots for Eithre of
k
tise Above Kits; carriage paid, cash sitie oeder.
Phone:
IATARD, 45, Farringdon St., London, KC.4.

9-

PILOT'
AUTHOR

theae

wordu or less. 3/- and 3d. for every

additional word
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and address
must be counted,
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columna are accepted up to
FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNIN(1 (previous to date of
issue) at the Bead Offices of "The WiretesoWortd," Dorset
Rouse, Stamford Street, Losdon, SEl, or On SATURDAY
MORNING at the Branch ONaRs,19, fleetiord Street, Cuventry
Gsildhall Buildingn, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2; 260,
Deunagate, Moucheuter, 3; 26 n, Renñeld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
The proprietors retsis the right to retase oc withdraw
advertisements st their discretion,
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements
should be mode payable to ILIFFE di SONS Ltd., and crossed
Notes beine untraceable il lost In transjt should
not be sent as remittances.
The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical or printers'
errors, although every care io taken to avoid mistakes.

Holboen 9703.
[6402
Quality Frrcart Magseasos dual speakers,
HAYNES
cost £24, perfect condition; £11, or nearest offer;
heard evesing.-58, 11am ltd., Worthlsg.
[6735
Monodial," ness. AyO, and Class B, 2
scatto. 7 salves, 150v. HT.; choice cabiuet; trial
arranged-Boo 1904, e/o The Wireless World.
[6736
ond CROSLE
1935 MIdgets, car rodio,
EMERSON
aod all Americas salseo, send for ssholeeslr ratalogue, imparlse.-Royal, 5, Boekingkum Road. London.

ÂL'-"E

E.18.[6654
Ì

935

Models 4 Vales Superleet Midgets, AC. or D.C..
M.C. speaker, £311916; 5 valses. £4/19/6; ear
radio, £7/15 ioeluslisg ealyes.-Las'ell Bros., li. Aeon
[6655
Read, London, E.l7.
1tTAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Compony 011er Brand
Ness Alba Three Valve A.C. 200-250e. Receivers,
bond pass toning, eoosplete aith ring calves, moving roil

ibj[SDGET Rereicers, bennd sew und guarnoteed, carriage
paid, SAE., with all enquiries; eeecy use completo
ineceey detail snob calve und oss,isg-coil speaker, wochiug
off AC. and DC. maiss, any voltage with lise regulator
included; Emerson 5-valse 255-550/1,000-2,000 metres.
walnot cabinet SS',4x7)4x5)4, approximately 15 statiOns,
at £41513, the sonic, teas eatsinvt, at £3(1216; the Sutton'
tog R.C.A. Victor's (H.M.V. in America), all fitted in
basdasme oolsot robinet, appeorsimately 12x8'r4X6, detayed automatic volume control, with manual limitation,
fitted pick-np terminata, incorporate 2 ultra modern triple

losetiss calces, bringing performance to that

ut a 9-calce
set, S-catce eop-erbet. cocerisg 255-550/1.000-2,050 metres,
appcouimateiy 75 stations, at £6/u/a; this model only can
be sspplsed in larger robinet, 24x14x12, ut £7; 6-vales

STA1DARD' .A013

soperhet.,

Author's Kit of first specified components,
inclodiog ready-drilled panel and Plymax
chassis but lrss Valves and Speaker.
CI

K IT

'

ACCUMU LATO R S-B ATTER lES.
HT. Units, all units and speakers in stock;
1'fILNES
spares, besico; demonstration leee.-Peaece. 00,

-

Kings Cross Rd., W.C.1.

Peto-Scott Plymas baseboard,
X 9, srith
mood esonero. Ready drilledPeto-Scott polished ptyssroocl panel, t4 X Io.
Rrady drilled to specification . .
e Polar Minor 3-gang coodeosrr
I Pelar semi-circular slovs' motion dial ' - - o Bryce mains transfocrassified

......

o

-LI

London,

IO O

are NOW aeailablo to Irish or Overseas Costomer..

PETÖ-SCOTT
CO. ITQ.
77CITY RD.,LONDON, ECl 'Phone:Clerhe.ssvell94o6/7

-

cast ebroudieg to match; 12/6,
but uoeqsallrd. Gond enough br a "Wire'.
JMITATED.
less 56srld " specification is gond esougk br yoo.
TORTEXION Cost Little More than the Cheapest, but
unequalled by tho feuerst.
ORTEX1ON Standards Despatehed by Return.
TORTEXION A.C./34, onrd by anthse in construction
nl A.V.C. Three, as illsesteated; 18/-.
SN'rEED 12 Months, und sithio 5% oormal and
GCAR
2/í% super models, neat shrouding. ssith detackoble
feet, as used by Government Departmeste, etc., etc., any

62, High Holborn, London, W.C.l,

Esf. 1919.

iI

speaker in handsome oelsut cobinet, perfect; £5/15, post

-

'1t,AINS RADIO DEVELOP5IENT Company, 4.6, MUs'
i J. ascII Hill Read, London, ff6. 'Phooe: Tudor 4046.

[6648
stock 1935 novele! 4-salse

model gesnenuteed 5 years a t estro cost
lecnisdazien Contre Tapped.

£

-

Y

copeeshooded model, weight lilb.,
flea-lien. 21/-; poet 1/3.

ip

ilsngp

ARMSTRONG
Ed., ri.W.l.

£4110

th

I

SIANUFACIURI. (a Cu,,
'Phone: Gufiseer 3105.

1h

100,

16651

filamentn t o speca-

oc 450 nr 500, 150 ms., 4e. da.,
4e. 2.5, 4e. 2, 4e. 2, 4v. 2, coee tile D/aS l'Aie., 5
sopee job. 2% regulatian, 35/-; eheouded. olth teensinalo;
less ceeseieale. 30f-; oprn type, 20f-; peot 1/3.

17ORTEXfON:-400
otTenga

n

es

-

T0RTEXION Ante Truonfaemero to B.E.S.A. Specificutien, 100, 110, se 120v. ta 200, 220. nr 240 colts,
60 natte, 9/-; pont Sd.; 120 evutto, ebeoudesl 12f6, open
typo loft, poet 1f-; 200 autto. shrosded 18/6, peat 1/-;
2.000 socttt, £4/SO.
'VoRTEXIo% 1.000-catt Teansformoen; £4/10, oarriace
V

lfyuanec ue,bltian, toe ,o,or0bloa mees Chan o "bernd
endbatter'fohceoonOtallokupalshyoa. Theneat
OppOnTUefTIES." This I, not Isst

pnnphlcl, bui

o

a

b,.nm, mol6ply your enming power. A,coog other thing,,
Cha hoch hr, detail, of cO ,olsry-incerscing qaeliOca0ion,
curb n, A.M,l.M,oh.E,, A.M.I.A,E.. AulLE.. n.p.o.,
A.M,1.W.T., octuor, noce 1516 coarse, in oil branche, oc
Coil, MenO.. EIer., Molar. Radio sed aces Esoineeriar,

o"

V0tXI0N

30h. at 60 sen. Choteo, 5f o; 40k. et no
m.d., 8/6; 30k. at idO m.d., 200 obesa, 15/6 oper
type, 12/6 ohee000drd.
TORTEXION Tronsformecs Made to Vene Specification;
price aecoroting to wattage, Os'. filamente name prien
onlenn onttuge gr050ly eocreded; special quotations by

G0TEXI0N
W, Osuesclee-"

NO PASS

NO

PEE."

(S.

A.

Wimbledon, S.W.19.

-

BROWN),

582, The

Broadsasy,
[6561

Tel.: Liberty 2614.

Even if yos no ea loudhee In lhç nnttee ese Fece Haod-

sidle rueeet.

Bend loe yose copy

Ic-cloy, l'esc

and elthoae

P.

A.M.I.E.E., A.1.Rad.E.
p ARTRODCE,
ARTRIIXE Mcmv Truosformeeo.-" Certalef ubare the
Pleader."
soundly constructed."-" Wireless
loSe.,

y

.cr35
Every
Tkursday

11g

3(ssgs

4

WTORTEXION. 400 0e 450 or 500v. 120 ma., 4e. 2 to
V
5, 4v. 2 ta 5, Sc. 2.5a.; open type 19/-, shrouded,..
23)'.

AR0
pl

2/-.

TORTEXION.-25O-0-25l 60 sso., 4v. 1 to la., fc. 2 to
4s., open tyse, 10/-; shrouded, 12/6; poet 9d.
TOlSTEXION.-Ferrocnet III 350-O-350. fil soso., 4v,
V
2.5 CT.. 4v. 3.5 CT.; opes type 13/6. shrouded
16/-; poet 6sf.
TORTEXbON-opee model loe H,T.8 or S or il, 4v,
V
ito 2,4v. 2 to 4, open type 14/6, sheousled 16/6;
poet li-.
TO1lTEXION.-350-0-350. 120 ms., fr. 2 to Sa., 4e.
V
2 to Sa.. 4e'. 2.5u.; open type 14/6. shrouded 16/6;

[6670
DUBLIC Address Amplißees and High-quality Receivers.
-Amplifiera, AO. mains, sod AC/DO.. from £13;
Receivers (6'salar), 5 scatta output, from £12; trade
supplied; dcleeeed terme-D. E: Clarkeon, J3.Sc (Eng.), 10,
Park ltd.. Wallingtoo, Surrey. 'Phone: Wullingtoa 3953.
.
[6689
(1 .E.C." 5v. AC. All-electric Sets, £6/Il )nsahers' list
price £15/15), fitted in beautilul eealnut rabinets,
complets :sitk 5 "Osram" voices, and moving-coil opraker;
these seto use brassaI oem, cod packed is the makers
scaled Sss_sen: flic in a marcrlloou offer sI a first-clean set.
at less thee errand-hand price; the name C.R.C. in suffirient guaeaatee for the quality; scud fur illsouteated list.Radio Supplico. 20, Ramegerave Drioc, Blackburn. (6703
field.

ARM°°°-'-ot

01

ALL

BARgIAIN.-Maosolactareeo'
AC. Band Pasaurts. Mazda salves, hasduomessalnot
subineto, Rulo speakers, complete, deli ,ered free; £5/15;
nest os secco days' approeal.-Ststt, Clase Hill, Hudders.

ouperhetceudyne
5e. bandpaot
chasooe, with fully delayed A. V .C., 7 highly ernennt
tuned cieruits, bandpsso nput, flfarcnn'i Oirptsdo frequency
changer, combined let detectar end oscillator, banupsas
IF. coupled to Marconi HF. preUsse, buedpaau coupled
to Cossue Double Diode, giving d,otsrtlonleeo dotrctlou
sed A.VtJ., re:iatanes coupled tu Macda high elope peetode, Marconi hl-pOsar rectifier, lull Vision illomlusted
tuning, calobea0ed in naeelengthu. combined eudlu sod
gramophone volume control, corrected pentode outpsn,
girin g euceptiunully goes! reproduction; £6/i8/6, esitO
valeva, royalties paid.
A RMSTRONG Uniceenul Suprecseneeodyne, chanele neCke
en A.C. ne D.C. mains, upecificsotionannuperhctero.
dyne model :boce; £6f18f6, complete cith caben, royal.
tira paid.
RMSTRONG Senior Unleretal AC-D.C. Chancis, 3
.11
tuned circuita,fulibaodpaostUelng,3)4ocoattuciuubln
macelse ccostcaction,
o'ith valoro;
pentode output.
£511816.
- A RMSTRONG A.C.4 Chacals. lncaepoeoting 3 protseles,
tA 3 tuned circuita, fell band-paso, 3 watts uutpat;
£5/bIG. osith calce,.
Latest 4V. Battery Chanelo, 2 ocecenea
kaob tuning, lull
stacco. 3 tuned circuito 505gb
oisive dial ealibeuted veaoelessgtles, geed crlectivsty osOS

-

IjORTEXION._See also slisploy advertisement on page 12.
'JORTEXION Specified Olympic S.S. 6 Tranetormer.
S.S.352, 5 years' guarantee, 25/-; lees
and
guarantee, 21/-; pua-ne chassis, £3/17/n; terminals
choke, 12/n;
Single Spas medel, 25/-; pence cnsis, £3/il.
'JORTEXION.-Qsality Ampliser or Super Monediol.
425-0-425, 120 ma., 4v. 6-Sa. CT., 4c. 30. CT.,
4v. 14., 4e. la,., supe!- shrouded, sore sioe 2%ie.x15/,io.,
2/5-X regulutson primary engraved issulated teemionls,
ss'eigkt 141k., 26/-,, carriage 2/-; normal sIse-ouded, 22/-;
open typr, 20/-, post 1/3; speaker field replacement
choke, 16/'; opeesni output transformer to " W.W." sperifieaatsoo, 12/6. POst Sel-; stote salee and speaker; "W.W."
nuscrysal astpest traoelnrmer, £1; normal 40ls, 50 na.a.
primary output traoolormere, 10/fi, pont Sd.
'TORTEXION 7.30h. 120 ms, Choke, 215 ohms, in die

EXPORT ORDERS

-

log

V.

half carriage charges add any sorplus ss/Il be immediately
refunded. Packed free, ace pay half carriage. Air Mail charge.
tetra. PETO-SCOTT, eslablished in 0919, arr the largest
RadIo-by-Mail House intheWorld. HIvs-purchaoo term.

IVes! End Showeoo,so:

N.W.6.(6507

MAINS EQUIPMENT.

d.

0
0
18 9
5 9
7
2

-

(6729

ATTERY Drudgery Abolished, astounding results.
B
partirularo and hattery
bask lree.-Instantbeite,
Poehtea Works,

You pay the Postman. We pay post
charges on all orders over 10/-. GREAT
BRITAIN ONLY.

o

£6/to;

ne,

(IT

IT_D ITQ

approsimately 100 stations, at

3

-CASH

Il

au uboue,

4 only 6-solee ouprehets. covering 13-2,000 metres in
wscehosds, ateciodic HF. stage, 2 H.F. pestodes, Heptode lvecsoency change-, double ft!yde triode, 6/s. Magassos
opeaher, at £7/15; pirase
outing to occIsos local
inteeler-esce, demoaotrations only oltev 7.30 p.m.-DegalItero, No. 6. Coryton Hpsse. 21, Upper Mueylebone St.,
London, Wi. Moseom 7795. Near Osloed Circos sod
Great Portland St. Stations.
(6721

also

OR COD.
CARRIAGE PAID.
or 12 monthly payments 01 19/-.
lt I As for Rit "A," but iscudiog set si
specified Valses, lrss Speaker.
CASH OR COD.
CARRIAGE PAID.
or 12 monthly payments of 22/6.
If Mogsotvoo Speaker io required wilts aboso Kils, add £2 2
to Cas/s st-CO.!). price, or 4/filo cachpayo:esl.

OURfier,

V

Receivers and Amplifiers, ESc.-Contd.
-Band pass 4-colse chassis by Plessey, Magno/
L
eau me., ccmpletc saith enlose, is high class
matant sr oah cabinet, either AC. sr D.C.; ditto radiogrom. £7/il; cod., carriage locicavd,-Kay, 167, City
Rd.. London, NUI.
16610

,

rey

Output Teussformees.-Otliciully eevun,mended by Messrs. Tuegsrom loe their 21e, output

last eseek's detailed n4sertieement;
uieiee incited.
Ruiidisgs, Dean Stanley St.,
King's
ARTIIIDOE, N.,

PARTRIDGE-See
delivery Omm sleek; t dee

P

______________________________________________
____________________________________________________London, S.W.1.
Radio Data Charts,"

A

Series al

Abaco

Tel.: Vie. 5035.

(590

Posi free 4/Io

/

PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor

Mains Equipment.-Contd.
JATTERY Chage,,.-N. P. ch acgers lowc,t prices yet
lìne,t cteeic1,, tccde lists fece.
Ch crase, -N. P. leo,,, 52/. to Lis; tote
BAPTERY
y ooereqsiec cents for losest quotation-N. P. EIer

-

trical, 510, Alces Roch Rd., Birminghom.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

AC. Ch

HT.

sogers

[6666

Oolocd.

cesser Masoloctored

flrsigo.

io

TBest

[6470

.

Chargees , liC.. roaoolortnrers' surptue, 50o.,
BATTERY
5 cm prces output; £5/l0.-Jersry, Cornoor ILlI,

HOYNE'S'Troosforrn
,sith 14 Veors' Esperieoco

('SONVERTER, as ne:s', fue radio gramophone, tor sa1;
_)
eeey rersonoble price-Pueticufaes. Sasdor, 25, Buymuehet, S,W,l, Whitehall 6871.
[6695
l3youmo Value Obtainable Anyo'heee, 12-volt
10-amp. C.AV., bull-touring groera toro, 1-pole, c-hcecnh,
shunt uound, totally enclosed, suitable loe chueging or
'lighting, complele with dr/sing pulley, reso. 750, cInchsise, esney one guaranteed; 14/6, sen tras-cc'age beccard,
caohwith ordee.-Wickhum, 6, Geecidge SI., SEl. [1702

PE. IF E'

16688

o,sd LT-BlockTANTALUM
Well's Mrtollurgicol \Vork,, Ltd., Gocoton, Licerpool.
for

:1

THE WIRELESS WORLD

OcToBER 19TH, 1934.

by Engioeess

Rodio Tesoeformee
-

Transformers, fitted cith Capped snd screeoed
HOYNE'S
prisosries, filarnests, sIl centre topped, stonO cast
oltlrnioium claosps and nearly osoeked teeosiool strips see
fitted to all ,00drls, or, p foe list.
Cosoponeot, ore Guaranteed loe One-Year;
HOYNE'S
one type only manufactured, the best, as used by
many surIt-huons sct manulaotureeo utter testing oil
others.
W.W." transformers seound strictly to
HOYNE'S.-'
specification of author: " W.W." test repos-tn, June
22nd: -, The insulation is poeticsslocly good throughout
satisfactory in all respects,'
. the trasslorsure is
¡J'OYNIO'S._Puah.pssll quality arnpli6cetran,lorrnee.
25/., post 1/3; 7/30 henrys choke, 916. posI 9cL;

For thé WirèlessWörld

7/6,

Mu cousus P.151,254. 18/-; Magnasos P.M.252,. 22/6.
TTENTION tu All O:'dees Witisio 24 Oboes: corriags
paid; cue/c ssitb ceJe, s'e cod,
.UTARD, 204 Fluce, 45, Fareingdun St,, Lusdos, ECO.
Telephuae : Helboen 9703.
[6404
Dom/an, 101kJ., AC,. 0.0,, aod.O,T.O.8, neu;
EPOCH
leargoin, £5/iO.-127, Bcoadocay, Ceichieuuod. [6705
TITAVOX Public Addeeso Loud-speakers, types und eier,
to nuit all requirements, any type rapo/red or recooditibned.-Vitsoos, Acoustics, Ashlued Ruad, Cnrhlrsoon, 14.W,2,
[6592
Only !
Brand ono manulneku reeusur plus
/u I
iv.,
musing coil sprahers, . by ose nl the bestkooc'n British makers roergised, 2,500 ne 6,500 ohmn
field, power er pestude tcuneloemer, Sin, cone ; 10/6 roch.
Only b-As ubose, hut lOin. cone; 12/6 euch.
Oelde

2u. uinding.

111,

;

350-0-350e.. 60-70 m.a., dc.

Ou., 12/6, post 1/.; scith estro
13/6, post 5/-.
..

ROYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER. Ltd.,
god Works, 8g, Gludntoae ltd., Wimbledon,
Tel. Liberty 3303.
[6488
:

PARAMOUNT Mwins Teanelormers, ec'nal to any. asd
better than most; try them once and you will always
use them!
PARAMOLJNT Auto Tewosformere, 100-120e. up to
200 250 s'sIto, or sire versa. 60 watt, 8/6; 120 watt,
10/-; shrouded 2F- extea, post Od.
60 mo., 4r. i to 2 amp.,
4s.PM0..-25°-0250',.
2 to 40., opes type, 9/6; shrossded, 11/6; post Od.
PARASIOUNT.-350-0-350o. 60 ma., 4s,. 2-Sa.. 4V. 3
to 5w, 13/-; shrouded, 15/-; post 9d.; 120 mo.,
4s. 5 ump., 4v. 4 amp., 4e. 2-Sa., with acecened primary,
shrouded, 16/-; post 1/-.
PARAM0UNr.-single span model, with l'Aie. )glttin..
core sior, 350-0-350e, 100 mo.. 4V. Sa., 4e. Ia., 4e.
2,5a., shrouded, with screened primacy, 25/aZ crgwlation,
20/-.
PARAMOUNT.-500o. or 450e. or 400e. 120 ma., 4V.
5w. 45. 40., 4v. 2.5a., screened primary, 18/-;
shrouded, 21/-. post 1/3; 050 mu., 4s. 2.5a., 4v. 4a., three
4e. 2w.. with 2'/,in.Xi'Aiss. core sioe, shrouded, 28/-. post
1

/ 3.

PAItAMOUNT.-Wrsttnghnnse teonslormres, H.T.8. 9 or
10. oit), 4e. 2a., 4e. 40., shros,ded, 16/-, post 1/-.
TARAM00.3NT.-Chokes. 20h. 60 mo., 5/6; 20h. 120
I- ma, 8/6. post 9d.
PAl/AMOUNT Malos Prooslorosers are Goarasteed for
12 Months.
PARAMOUNT Peodocto sr. Fitted with SCat Alumioi005 Frames or Shroodo, oli filameots CT., itou.
lakiog papee 244 milo, thick betoreo each layer, &td tested
thorooghly before lraoing ooe works.
PARAMOUNT Pressiorsoero Mode to Poor 0mo Speci.
ficationa; price acrosdiog to ssottsgr; quotati000 by
Gouronteed Electrolytic Condensers,
PAMOUNT
mid.. 5000. peak, 3/6. post 3d.
4.-44
PARAMOUNT Maioo Teaooiueioees, maossfoastoeed by
R. H. Saltee 66. Hu.rtfield Rd., Wimbledoo, 8.IV.19
loo. mirato from Wimbledon St.atioss). Tel. Liberty

ThWorIds Standard
'Resistancès

-

chargeso, i amp.,
lA
.L't//11.-Battery
.1
ing Wrotloghooste LT.4

2-6e. incorporat.
crcti1ee, gooranteed ace year; postiage 9d.; traosformer only, 5/3; list

irce.-Ardeo Ageocy,- Wollawtoo, Wellisagkoeoogh.

OH MI

,E

Better than

All values

11X.245 American
4 //9.-Ueeooalee
opcned cartons, list 15/-,

to

megohms.

5

-

-

.

Heavy
Duty type

.

f
-

5-.

each

-

' l'aothee," a modero cabinet, with cooteasting
figured walnut oeoeer paoel, 200170011. 13/6;
pedestal type, 35x22x12, 30/-. undcilled; photo test on

ET and Speaker Cabinets; 5/- upwards.

2150.[6623

VALVES.

W1re-Wound

ohms

50

-

(3

-

LTD.

BROMLEY, KENT.

-

55, 37, 80,

TEE Following Sims, 616 each : 42, 77, 78,
38, 83, 39, 44, 53. 6A7, 6B7, 2A5 2At.
5Z3, 6C6, tA4, 6116, 6F7; the lulloming s-sire:
PREMIER 'SUPPLY STORES, 20 anal 22,

-

A

-

Clapham,

ADIOGRAM Cabinet; 37/6 upseaeds.

r

RPEAKER

Cabinets; 4/6 opssoedu.
QENI9 Particolars of Your Ilequiremeots (gioiog size
of set, etc.), or calf and make -your choice from our
stocks of over 100 dillereot types; Irom 3/6 to £4/b.
EFER tu Preoiout Ads-to. foe Detailed List of Bar.
gatos
SMITH aod Cu., Ltd., 287-9, Edguare Rd..
Lusdon, W.2. Tel. : I'add. 5891.
[6052

R

.

i-i

PRODUCTS
Finding"

Second Edition

S.W.4.[6622

-

-

mittiog vals-ev, root paid, cwsh oith order os cod.
TSTARD, 45, Faesingsion St., London, E.C.4. Telephon,:

VVHulkaro 9703.

-

Wireless Direction

25Z5; 36,
2A7, 2B7.
066, 25/..
High St.,

ALL Types of Brand New American Volees in Stock,
only first-class ma'hes such au Arcturus and R.C.A.
stocked, guasa steed loe 6 months, 247, 235, 551, 89, 18.
19, 46, 59, 0A7, 1.5, 42. 41, 38, 39, 78, 75, 57, 58, 224,
44, 36, 235, 83. 43. 523, 12/-; 2525. 1223, 14/6; UX171.
UXOS9, UX280, U71245, UX226, UX227, 7/6; UX2SO,
UX210, UX281, 17/6; UX867 photorells, 25/-; all other
types ol Ame'irísu s-aloes io stach; we also stork trues.

-

s

output valere, sss'
rash oith order,
postage paid-Kay, 167, City Road, London, ECl. [6491
1,EETROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Cc. loe Ameriran
Vals-co with a Guarantee; awy type ¿st keenest prices;
trade sapplied.-1021, Finchley Rd., Caldees U,eeen,
N.W.0l. Spordwell 3000.
[0436
QURPLUS Valses-AIl brood orso; battery types, 2volt, H.F.2, L.F.2. L.P.2, 1/9; toper paare, PP.2,
216; acreews sud pentudes, 3/9; AC. moite, 4-colt i amp.,
ocurra) porpase, 3/3; peore, 4/-; orcerus aod pentodes.
4/6; loll wacr eertifieeo, 3/6; postage paid rath with
order, we cod. 00er 10/-. -Clarion Rodio Volee Co.,
885, Tybucw Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.
[6339
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Announce the Poecbaso
cl the Casoplrte Stack ai a World Famous Oowtiweotal
walt-e mawaiueturce all the fol/oto/ng staod8s-d moie types
fully guaranteed, 4/6 each; H., HL., L. power, medium,
high, leo mag. awd sac/chic mo screen grids. owe, three
anal loar wait AC. output, directl bsated peotsales, 250e.
6.0m.a lull wove rectifiers, D.C. types, 200. 18 amp., fila.
mento, srereo grid H., OIL. poscee,
THE Fullea-/ng Types, 5/fi each: 350v. 120 ma., loll
's'aoereoi/flee, 500o. 120 mu., loll w as-e rectifier,
21/y
nati indirectly heated pentode.
THE Followiog Amer/sos Types, 4/6: 250, 112, 171.
210, 245, 226. 47. 46. 20, 35, 51, 57, 58,
-

watts)

watts)

GRAHAM FARISH

MILTRA

S

OH M ITE S

(l

CABINETS.'

I

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Offers the Following
Brund New Orar Standard cables, tranonoitting.
colors (out o? limits), 4211E und 421111, 15/- each;
420211, £3; American 866. 20/-; T.C.C. 2 ml., 1.500v..
working, 6/-; Standard rabies teanstormeos, 1,000-0-1,000v.
250 ma., 4V. 3a. CT., 40. 3a. CT., 49/6; 2,000-0-2.000v.
150 nr.0., 49/6.-Premier Supply Stoees, 20, High St.,
Clapham. S.W.4. Phone: Macwulay

Whenever your attention is attracted by
a Circuit of exceptional brilliance, you'll
find its Designer pinned his faith to the
World's Best Resistances

(6591

ANUFACTURERS' Clearance.

;

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

[6315

3226.

;

Hulber°,,

;

Te'unsfoemees, built to specifications, keenest
ascd nuelsmsnehip; quots.tios by

-

cod.

;

rqcn.J00-ces
LV

Any nl Above, 2/9 euch unly; secure
borguies nass cash n-ith order
t, Conduit St., Wi,
[6719
'TAUXHALL,_Mugnucuu permenent magnets, onivresal.
suitable bog Clam " B," pouce or pentode, 7m. eons
17/6, lOin. cune 23/-; mum senergise st, 2,500 or 6,500.
lOin, cons, 22/-; 7m. cone 15/3; brood orn, s/tb hemhacking crib; stete posee or pentode translucence.
TAUXHALL.-Amrriran Roba, type F6, 2,500 ne t_500.
8/n. cone 16/6; terge type, 9/Iio. roce 24/.; cumpleto
with humhucksng cods, pouce or pestode
peemonent
magnets loe poorec, sopee pussee, peotode, Q.P.P. oc Class
R,. 0m, cone 25/- large type 93/um. cone, 33/. unused
mandant esrees ' sIech; immediate delivery, rueeioge paid.
rash with order or c.o.d.-Vuunhull Utilities. 163g, Strand.
[6682
W.C.2. Temple Bar 9330.
1t-FOVINGCOIL Speakers; IOreepreimestersecaotisg
.Ly1 something different; hear the druo:s and Ohne sc/tbout resonance, all crated rue/on,, brand new, carriage paid;
casO nith order or rod.; state il peore oe pentode tcansbormee requieed; energised speakers incorporate hum.
bachees; Rolas (American) Senior models only 9',4in.
diameter 100-150o. (2,000 ohms). 110-175e. (2,500 ohms),
200-250e. (6,500 ohms), list 47/6. at 23/- each; permanent magnets, same ciar diaphragms, 91 cobalt magnet.
7,400 lineo per sq. rm., list £3. at 33/-. wo sensitive as an
energisrd rprohee.-Itrgalliee's, No. 21. Upper Slarylebone
St., London, 5V.1.
[6720

CAB0NETlor
One nl 0h eseumac ing

or

HOYNE.s
prices, best materials
S.W.19.

!

lt '6 Onby!!-Peemanent magnet mi/h Ossee OC
1 e,,
pentude tesnsfero/ee, 8iu. cose; 15/6 each.
Only! '-As abose, bot with lOin. rune; 17/6
i 7 /6

120 rna., dc. 2 tu 3a., dc. 4
HOYNE'S.-350-0-350s.,
to fia., 4o. lu., 4e. la., 10/. post 1/3.
or 45/I nr 500e.. 120 mo.. 4V. 2 to 3°,,
HOYNE'S.-dOO
4e 2 to 5a., 45'. 1 to 2o., 10/-, post 1/3.
140 sus., 4v. 2 to 4a..
HOYNE'S.-500-450-0-450-500c.
4e. 4 to ta., 4e'. 2a., 4v.. 2g.. 27/6, post 1/3; sneight

Flib.

-'I

-

b

12 /6

J'OYNES.-Push-poll quality amplifier, complete to
0-W." specifirstion,, aired ond fully tested, fern
calces, £5412/6; camplete hit nl components including
metal chassis, £5/2/6; field replacement chohe, 1,250
cc/urns, 13/6, post 1/-; output tcauslormer, 12/6, post
60 mu., 4e. 1. tu 2a., 4c. 2
HOYNE'S.-250-0-250c.
tu 4a., 10/-, post 9d.; sith entra 4e. ito 2s. uisd5.0

t

1.

'

9/6, post 9d.

1

;

i

OYNE'S.-A.V.C. Stcoight Four teonsloemer, 18/-,
post 1/3; choke, 26 henrys, 12 rna., 140 ahoco,

4e

-

-

A

I/f

post 9d.

HOYNE'S.-Freeecaet
2 to 3g., 4e. 2 to

.

field, poscer

J.S.A.
or pentcde output transformer; 17/6,
15s,IAGNAVOX D.C.152 19m. cOset, 22/6; Mugoasos 154
.1.
t6°%in. cone), 16/3; ali aith hum-hocking ruile,
poseer or pentode teooslormeeo, and 2,500- or 6,500-ohm

.Á'Ç.3;

'STANDARD

[TOVNE'S._Sisgle spun, 15/-, post 1/-; choke, 10
hesrye, 7/6, past od.
AC. super trannlnemer, 12/6.
HOYNE,s.-Eneeprnon
pool 1/-; chohe, 10 henrys, 7/6, pest 9d.

log, 12/6, post 1/..

'

.

Boia Type

.

20 heaeyo,

LOUD.SPEAKERS.
F6, 2,500- or 6.500-ohm

.

-

.

Post lree

.

[6517

21/9
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

ro

OCTOBER IT}f,

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
adveel/oeeeee,st goo)jsord fears Oral coloreen.)
REMIER Stains Trnoslormer, output 250-0-200v, 60
osa.. 40 3-Ss, 4e. 2-3,s., go. 1-ia. (usI 0.1'.). with
screened primary; ioi.,
StE3Ibolt Maíns tl'reenstormers, output' 3500-350e. 90
ms., 4e. 3-Sa. 4e 2-3a., Os: 1a (sil Cr.j; with
ecreeord'priw.ary; 10/..
(FOb

R.

VALLS RADIO. 44, Lamb's Conduit SL, Loados,
W.CJ. Caliera nose: we ore juCt oft Theobalds Rd.,
best approach rom Sialborn thowuges Red Lion St.; Sial'i.

P
P
REMLEIS Auto Tronalrermoee.
P
el ce versa, 100-sout5.; 20/..
17ESTERN ELECTRIC

L

born 3529. Slonro
days j o'dack.

10

Nothing to"Say ?

to 7 p.m. bntneeksya 5 poe. Thora-

S.60
'(7ARLEV l'eatode N/chokes. 71- neo; 'Regentone Ecko
unit 200e. 30 mu., 4v. 6es. AC. 25/-; Ness
10.25 eliminator,, 050s, 20 ms., with 44 amp, trickle
charger, 45/.; donne/sorde 2,500 obm speakers, a/tb
topped tessolormee, 13/b; Met-Viol: 250s'. teaoolormees,
Os'. 25., 4e. 55. ispot, 200-2500., wIth terminals, and
hessdimmee Inc LT.. 15/-, neo.
DECONT1LOLLED Sots: Colombin Os, battery, SG.,
del., 5./PP. notput, Es/de oisd Massoni batteries,
complete, £6/5; Mc5sichsel Tain Superano ceceioern tor
A.C. iseo/no, 2 lIb'. nith tain speokers, LOOt Ultra
Rcko
Pedestal Caracole, superhet, 6e. send eestißer, £12! io; seots,
74 oûperkes pedestal c0000le, £10; Lotos D.C. 2
eta.
complete,
all
ness,
£4/10;
HEATBERD 'l'racolnrmero, neo, to/tie boding-out
4s., 4e. Sa.. 4o. 244a.,
o/ree, 350v. 120 mo.,
6e,. 4e, 2445.,
25/-; Hesybard 500s. 120 mo., 40. 4es., 4e.200-250e.;
cao.
32(6; botn screened primary and input
c/age Incoa rd.
SseT Cw:oern Ferrosort 10-11.12-13. 30/.; set 10-11.12-14.
30/-: sot Vocley 219F., on buse, 15/-; Ferranti B.P,
onit, eosnplete, 32/6; 5.1.8 und tconulorooer. loin; neo

for our literature and try
and catch us out. If you buy anything of ours,- it will do what
we say it will do; if it won't,
we'll give you your money back.
That's fair enough.

.-

5-1 Non.iudogtirc Tubular Condensers,
T-C.C.
OSOs.; T.C.C. clectrolytic 15 mId., 505..

Yours literally SINCERELY,

bd.

pREMIER SIJPPLY

ROAD,

ISLEWORTH,

-

MIDDLESEX.

Telephone: JIO Uno/oso 1854.

eurb,

1/4, neo;

HARTLEY TURNER
-

SPEAKERS AND AMPLIFIERS
SUPPLIED ON EASY TERMS,
We specialise In the supply of this
superb equipment on convenient
.terms. Please write for full par.

(6722

-

ticulars and quotation.

STORES

All rai/io Appas-alus supplied promptly
usc
f/se lowest ferros.
PRICE LIST FREE.

Theand

City Brunch st 165 socI 165v. Fleet St.,
A NNOUNCE
E.G. (nest done s.s Andeeton'o Hotel) loe the rossoenieoee of callees; post oe.lero ansi caPers to High St.,
Clapham.
the Follooino Maculas-turres Surplus Ness
OFFER
Goods nl s Fraction of the Origissol Cost; sil goods
over 5/-, uoder 5/.
gisuronleed peeled; cueri000 paid
postogu 6d. estes. IFS. cod abroad, carriage essIeu.
Please send for
be
vent
go-d.
cannot
Oeders ondee 5/'
iliusteatod eatalogoe post free.
Msnulaetueers'
Stock.of
Set
S'orehao&
electrio 3-solve (SG, del. peni set, in ss'alnsst
S TUPEN0005
v-oIt 40-00
cabinet, isitis mos'isg oosl opesber. 200250
cseleo, chassis hofft. 200-2020 metres, olth 4 salseo
£411916.
3-stage Aespliflere. 200-250v.. 40-60
ALL-ELECTRIC
cycles. 10 watts undistorted outpot. completo suith
cnes-gssed opeukee;
5 coRen, sod Misgsseou Supes 66
£101 10.
4480. Sin. dinsootue. posssnnrnt rnngnet, bundles

t

-

'Hartley -Turner.Radio Ltd.

0.01 mico, type M. 11'; T.C.C. 0.5001. lype M,
250v. ororking, 4x4x1x1X',4
Id.; H.M.V. condenser b/echo, 450s.
oo'orking. 1/6; T.C.C.
mId., 3/'; T.C.C. 01X01,
u'orkiog,
3/9; Dokilier 2 mId..
50-Or.
electrolytic.
mId.,
8
250e. u'orkiog. 1/6.
Polar 2-gong, new, beoron, 8/-, stuth cecee.
IJNIKNORS,
9/-; R. und A. type output tranoloeooers, 18-23.32.1,
R-I.
neo, 5/-; Poonlln lormeco, rOh guideo. lin., 8d.;
liypermmoite trosoloemers. 6/-. second-bond; Ot.I. Paerlred
tronolormocos, 5/-, second-hand.
fit 5-16m.
'DADIOPHONE Dise Prior,, leoo escutcheon.
spindle, rrud 0.100 from frit tu right; 1/6, poot leer.

11

Ø

6/..

THOROSURY

-

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY

11, OAT LANE,

L

-All

NOBLE STREET,

Place: NoI/ocra!

1977.

LONDON, E.C.2.
(E,l. 925). -

.0

C5Ik-22

High St,, Cluphocs,
2105. Nearest station
gs'oand.

¡sruser.4/6 esilio.
Kite, including teaunlormee, Choke,
Vestingisanve metal s-eotifiee. ovdenveso,
ELIMINATOR
asad diogrnm, 120' 20 m,a., 20/'; tv/chIn rhoeger, 9/.
o-15h 4v, 2-4 amps CT.. LT.,
estes; 1505-. 30 milllamps.
6/6 estro; 250°. tO milliomjss.
25/'; trieblochusOer.
soith Io. 3-5 omno. CT.. LT., 30/-; 3005. 60 sus., s-otis

Condenncrs,-'r.C.c.
SCO'rr-s
505 soIt, 50 mId. 50 soIt,

Chokev. 40 mlllinmps. 25 h'n., 4/-; 65 mill).
hyn.. 5/6: 150 milliosops, 30 bps., 10/6;
60 millinrnps 80 hys.. 2.500 ohms. 5/6; 25 miilinmps,
20 bss., 2/9.
Guorontred Mofen Transformers Hure
A LL Press/er
./1. Engeaood Trrmioal Stripe. wit/s terminal connectiens.
200-2500.. 40-100 oyclen, ail windings popee intee

PREMIER
umps, 30

H.T.7 Transformer, output 135r. 80 na.,
4V. 3-40.. CT. LT.. 2/nuith Weatingb0800 rectifier, giving 200V. 30 ma.,

17/6-

'tonnstnrnvers, 25Go. 69 ma.
rectified. uit/a 4w. 3-50. and
40.1-2u.. CT. LT, and udeened primary, 10/-: vutth
Weotiegl,nase rectifier. 18/6.
lIT.10 Tc-.seslorme', 200v. 100 mn., rectified,
pISEMIER
uit/a 4v. 3-tu.. rod 4v. 1-2u-, CT. LT., and screened
p:imary, 10/-; uit/a Westinghouse rectifier 19/6.
(This adv,r*iae,ueut continucd io 16/rd column.j
M'FO und
and 330u. 60 ma.
PREMIER

9

H505

lIobilirr,

200

mId.
12volt; 3/0.
Psch-sps.-Cosmoeord. 13/-;
SCOTT'S
21/': Ilnthermrl Pieno electric, 32/..

LT.. 27/6.

PREMIER
to, tu/tage doubling, 8/6:

S.W.4, 'Pbeee: Mncusduy
Claphon.c Nos-5h, lindes-.

SCOTT'S Guaranteed Components.
Resirtunr:s.....Oubilier l'oatt od., 2-walt 1/..
SCOTT'S
3-cosO 1/0.

Ovoltn3csossps..37/6200s'.50m.5..with4e.3'5oscPI.

outra;

Potontiometres 1.000. 2.500, 15,000
20,000, 50.000, 90,000, 120.000, 200.000, 000,000,
Ohm. semi-variable, corey 150 ns_u.. 2/-.
Psch.ope, complete wills sens and caRme
COSMOCOI6Ij
control, a coolly good ioh; 12/..
A
LARGE Selection of Pedestal, table end radiosgrum
IL csbsoets, by best yuanalsctucern at a leaotion si
original cost, for callers.
ruHE Following Lines 6d. each, or 5/. per doren.Chuosis v-aloe holdees, 5-. t- oc 7-pio, sceeened screengrid lends, soy colse 1-satt wire cm/stances, a-ire end
condensers 0.0001 to 0.1, Bulgin 3-amp. osaio switches,
Cyldoo capacitors, double trimmeen.
QUPER Mosing Coil Speakers. sand/c 10 watte. eneegised
t
dsooctlo loom AC. naine. mannlao,Ioc-ed by world.
lomeas rodio ond gramophone enmpuny; 40/..
('IONOENSEIt Blochs, 350e. morhing, 04-5.4-2+1+1 4/0;
4+2-4-1+1+1+1+0,5 3/9: 9+3+2. 3/..
REMfER SUPPLY STORES,
-

2/. earls; i,000

J

4nstti.7obvsesperohcoil.l3/6;mulsirotteansTYPE

flP55td

'.4

STAR, monufort accro ' 'model, 3-gong condensers,
POLAR
fully crecened; 7/6, oith trimmers; Unacerened,
5/-.
MERICAN Triple Gong 0.0005
ondrnoers, e'ith
trImmers, 4,11; Utility bukellte 2-gong 0.0005.
ncreened, scotb unibrob trimmer 3/6; Polor bnkelite
coodenmero. 0,00035, 5.0003. 0.0009, 1/..
RMOND Caadenscro, 0.0005 2-gong ocmi.mhirldesj, 2/6;
brasa tusco citlo trimmers, 316; Britiob Radiophone
110 kr/s inteomediute, 3/-,
AGNAVOX SSC. 152, 2.505 obmo, 17/6; D.C. 144,
.1.2,500
ohms, 12/6; D.C. 152 magno,
obma,
37/6 nIl complete n1th bumboekung collo; 2,500
please tute
cbcther p00-er or pentodo required; AC, concreoion
kit
fur abooe types, 10/-; Mugnarox P.M. 7m, cone, 1616.
Cnneed Coils ositis Circuit, accurately
RELIABLE
mof.ched, duol corse, Icor cored; 3/6.
leters-ulm-e Translormerm, 2/-; multi-ratio
RELIABLE
omolpat tronmlormero, 4/6.
Electrolytic Condeooer, 550s. corking, 650e.
TC.C.
peak, 8 ml., 4/.; 4 ml. or O ml. 440e, uorkong, 3/-;
15 osI. SOr. scoeklng, 1/.; 25s. oorking, 25 ml., 1/3;
6 ml. 5Cc, and 2ml. 100e. sorhing, ed.; oa ml., 050e.
corking, 4/.; 50 ml. 506. srurking, 2/9; 2.000 mcl., 12e..
7/6.
oTpQ3, Condensers, 250e. corhlng. 1 noI. 1/3, 2 mf. 1/9,
4 noI. 3/.; 4 ml., 450c, o'ocking,
41-; I mf., 750s.
om'orkiug, 6f'.
Coedeese-,, u or
mold., dry electrolytie,
DUBILIEPt
4555. stocking; 3/.; 4+4+24-0.1, 300s. morkloog. 3/..
Conslont Sqoure Peoh Collo,
type
VARLEY
B.P.7, brood neoo. on muker'o cartons,band-poor
nith instructiono aud diogroms; 2/4,
TABLEY 51.9'. Interxulre Collo, B,P.O, bond-prou, complete o-oth inotrortionm, in originsl coo-tone; 2/6.
51F, Cbokeo, by nne of lhe lo rgest mona.
SCREENED
lurtoorera is the country; 1/6,
Brstosh-made Meteco. mori,,5 iron. lomb
PR-EMIESt
moontoeg, accorate. 0-10,
mo,, 0.1, 0-5 omps; all at 6I..0-15 50 mo., 0-100. 0-250
UTESTERN Elcytric Condesoere, 250e u'orhing 1 ml..
6d.;2 ml., 1/.; 4 ml,, 2/; 400v. corking. 1 ml., 1/-;
-_.,

A

-

odpuosouperbet roil
coloco. coeoplele, 65/-; lOodiophone
pucks, 0/9. 0.01, 9.1.
runtoinong 4x4 ut
blocks,
eoodensee
BritIsh,
TSTEGO,
350 co. duo lxlXlxO.11(O.IXO.1 ut 255 000. nrO,
cloohe,. 2/.; T.C.Ó. dry
5/. roch; Wesrite H.P. ocreencd T.C.O.,
u-et type, 8 ml.,
electrolytic, 8x4. 400 vo., 2/9;
T.C.C.

C
o'ound,l/..
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3/.;
RADIO 0.0005 Ectrnoor Cc,nden,ers nero, 2/6;
READY
Yogerphone S.G./Drt./Pcu. oud rectifier rhoosom, oith

3/3.

P

We started a campaign for truth
in reprQduction; we should like to
start one for-truth in advertising.

0,/

o,c..

10/b.
OSIez nl Maint Teanoforwers, manoeloctured by
Phills5a, Input 200-200e. oc 200-250v., oslpest 100-0280 soIt, 40 mu., 40. 2 amp. 4s. 3 amps., 4j6; 500.02005., 4e, lu. 4e. 3a., 4/6.
IIIOMIEIL L'i', Charge.' Rito, c000iuting nl Premier
teanofoenser une, Westingbeeuse reoliller, input 206'
250e. AC., output 8v. lA, amp., 34/5; 8e.. 1 amp., 17/6;
6v. 2 amp. 27/6; 30v. 1 amp., 37(6; 2v. 46 amp., tif-,
p.TI5 Truspeed Indowtioee Type (AC. only) Elevtcio
Gzomspknno Motors, 000-255v,; 30/- coosplete.
bPECIAL OSer BTU. Grumupbone Molaru, AC und
0(3. lOO'2Os.; 30/-; listed £3/3.
COLLARO Cromo, Unit consisting al AC. motor, 205-.
250v. hoch quality pick-up sed onl005e control, is!:;
soethnutse,Iuoaecontrot46i
0190/O BELL Double Spring Cromoophone Motoin,
'E complete ootb turntoble oud all fittings, o reully
oso,, d jab: 15/'.
Offer ol Wire Wound Reshrtancro, a scotto,
SPECIAL
any trIn, sop to
olomo, 1/-; 8 roattc, ouy
rube up tu 10.000 oh000,50,000
1/6; 15 cotto, uny cohue up to
50,000 obmm, 2/'; 25 otto, ury salua up to, 50,000
uhmc,
2/6.
ENTRALAB Pulentiometero, aso olino, 1/-; 50,000,
100,000.
meg.. any colee. 2/.; 200 ubmo, rire

We havi been reading other
makers' advertisements of late: In
one jotirnal we found no less than.
four entirely different radiogramophones described as the
world's finest: We also heard one
of them. Ye Gods

10/RADIO Offer Reliuble Rrsiotances, ruitoble
reto obere u 1-o'ott reriotonce o, opecofied,
2,000, 5,000,
io coluro 100, 150. 250, 400. 500. 600, 1,000,
10.000, 15,000. 20.000. 25,000, 30,000. 40,000, 50,000,
75,000, 100,000, 150,000. 250,000, '.4 meg., I roes.,Ott2 meg.,
type,
oil colors stated in 06mo, ad. rocio; oleo 2-30
400. 700, 000. 1,000, 4,000, 5,000 6,000, 10,000. 20.000.
Od. curb, ojee cndo.
Voloonse Controls roith So-itch, 5.000.
RADIOPHONE
10,000. 15,000, 20,300. 35.000, 100,500. 2/6; ul&o
10,000 groded 9'l 0th 3F switcb. 2500ff gruded 9-1
ooith 2-P. oo'itch, 3/6.
16S.W.G. En..
UTIRE. neo' Kniletoon, etc., 8d.; reels.
.4lb 26S.W.G. En..
Od.; °,41b. 18S.W.G. C.C.,
Od.; %ib. 32S.W.O. C.C.. J /-ç .4Ib. 28S.W.G. En., Od.;
200. 30 and 32 C.C., 6d. roch.
ned
'lhJEW Corroed No. 5114 D/SMolocs. l2io. toentuble
jolly oolamutic unit pinte, oil fittingo included; leso
thon boll price, 201-.
Mince 3-gong Condensers, uith "Arconte." or
14/6,
POLAR
"Semi Circoluc" drire, neo', hot 24/6.
Oiler Bcitdob-000de lolunolocidge ConDYALLS RADIO cooed,
brand morro, fully goaruntred,
Lt leerer,. met-il
oil.. 400 cro.. 1/3; 2 sool., 400 est., 1/6; 4 ml., 400 ro'.,
755

ma.,

4s.la. CT.,

VALLS
U
Lt for off

moot.,

Tronslormecs, 300-0300e, 65 mn., 4e, 1-25., 4e. 2-3u., 6/6; SOO-0'5l30r.
40 3-Su., 40. 2-3u., 4v, 2-ia., ceo. La. cr.,
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mId.,

O

mid.

10 volt, 50 mId,

Marconi K.25,
Grossonhone Units-Guessed A,C.4, 52/.; Gar.
SCOTT'S
card automatic nisaoger, £7.
GOTTS Rectifiers-Weatinghoosa R.T. 9/6; HT, g.
ansi 10. 10/-; L.T.4 and 5, 10/9; W,4, W,t, %V,<,
4/-: W.M.24, W,ltI.2t, 6/a.
SCOTT S Spenlseee.-Mognaoos, Rufa. Rotkermef wo.
END foe Scotto Radin Price Liut.-Scott'a Radio, 67
S.J
Rarlesden Cordent, N.W.10.
(6733
75.TEWPORT SURPLUS STORES Have all Xinds nf Com.
.L°4
poneuta in Stock; electrnlytic and fixcd condenuers of
all capacities; every nr tic/e guueanteed.-.24a, Nenport
Couet, Chaning Croan Rd., W.C.2.
(6711
-TI000LAS Coil Wiuder (automatic), hardly uard, perU
lect, list £25, sell £14; Macconipisnue p000w unit
(AC.), parIert, 46/-: both bargains; stamp.-Adlueuru,
ti,
Itatchfa,d Rd., 0/ton, BirmIngham.
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OUR NEW CATALOGUE cantates 32 pages uf up-ta
date technical- iufa,-mation an mains equipment and
gtoevcharacteristiccurveu andt:rcaltsfar DUOPHASE
TRANSFORMERS,
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CAN YOU REL..
Cii.

your:

HT.supply?

D

you ur that whèn you invite
you friends in to hear your wireless
set you will notexperience a "midprogramme fade-out"? Do you know
that your favourite, broadcast will,
not be spoilt due to a failure of yur
high tension supply?
: '

x

A

Unit

for

Small. Set

the

for

assembling to a small cabinet, enabling you to
enjoy your- own musical selections at will, the
Carrard
Type B Radio-Cram Unit is ideal.
It can be fitted in a space 14
x 13 in. and incorporates Carrard Electric Motor, 12 in. Turntable
and
Pick-up and arm with automatic starting and stopping.

62/6

With A.C.4 Induction Motor U5 Universa! Motor
Sosd ia

Jsdi

-

202.4 -

87/-

'

::.

,wc

i

69/-

.

pa,tkutar.

'GARRARD ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING
SWINDON, WILTS.
Tthphoo,: Swisdo, 534 05d 535

'

CO., LTD.;
17, GRAFTON STREET, WI.

(2 lise,)

.

7,lophooe: Re5eni 7596.

-

Westngh0USé Metal Red her nevr
lets you down. lt will deliver. a
òñstant undeteriorating high tension-.
supply for. as long as the set itself
is in use.. .. and longer. No more/
rectifier valve, renewals. No replace-.
.
of any description. .,
are on A.C. Mains yu cânnot
afford to be without a Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier. 3d. in stamps, -will
bring you full details in the form' of
our attractive booklet' '.'The All
Metal Way, 1935."
'

.

SPECIAL..

SHOW

OLYMPiA

.

.

.

I

-

'REVIEW.

.-

dated October 19th.

-:---

-

-

Co., Ltd.,
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxhy Signal

The' outstanding "fatre
f this' Special'
Number is the Unique survey of the Show by'
the technical staff in which all development's
ad improvements are analysed and-'
explained, and the Trend of Design js-'-'

82, York Road, King's Crpss, London,

Ni,

.,

YQU:CAÑ7;':- ''

discussed.

IF
NOW ON SALE

YOU USE

.

WESTINGHOUSE

PRICE 60.
From

all

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Uil. DORSET HÓUSE. STAMFORD STREET
-

L

-METAL--

Newsagents and Bòokstfls.

Mention of

'

LONDON.
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RECTIfIER'
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A nickel aluminium steel Permanent Magnet is used,
giving a total flux of 128,000 lines, and 8,000 lines
per square CM. in th gap, excluding leakage. The
gap itself has the unusual depth of %ln. permitting a
cone movement of a full tin. without the coil coming
out of the gap.
A new outside, unbreakable suspension is provided,
which permits very free longitudinal motion of the
cone whilst completely preventing lateral movement.
has a 6m. right-angle cone composed of hand-made
paper to avoid resonances due to uniform grain and is
freely suspendedby leather round its periphery.
lt has a very light aluminium coil with a mean
impedance of 6 ohms and will take an input of up
to 7 watts and provides nearly perfect reproduction
throughout the musical range from 50 to 15,000 .
money can buy, and the.
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For many vean the' Fertanti Ml enjoyed recQgnition
as the best domestic speaker.
Even better, however,
Istherecently introduced Ferranti Ml +. Consider
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MULTIS-

CAPACITYI
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NON-INDUCTIVE

Tubular Type
.
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" -Type 1.81. o.i yF.+o.i uF.

P[HE
.1

high efficièncy receiver of to-day, makes a good dial
imperative if design performance s to be attained.

Here is a new Utility diâl that will do justice to the finest
receiver made, indeed no better 'dial is available for exploiting
the fy11 possibiïitr of a sensitiveS super-het. The full vision
scale is illuminated by twin lamps and the cursor is so mounted
that it remains vettical at all positions
-

This new-dial is slow motion,
or can be -supplieddual ratio

to

52

to

52

Either model can b supplied
with waveleñgth calibrated scale
(correct to R.CM.F. standard
induction values and W 347-or
W 349 condensers) or with plain

-

(W 346) asillustrated.
and
to i (W 350).

a

io

i

W 346 SLOW MOTION
6/6
12 tO1:-. ........

'W

350 DUAL MOTION

.......... 15/-

& WRIGHT

WILKINS

.

WORKS,

Lo,do,, ,4ge,us:
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D.C. working.

alor
Retail Price

MADE IN ENGLAND
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another recent addition to the vJde range
of these popular condens&rs

1..ERE

is

T.M.C.- HYDRA Multi-Capacity Tubular condensers
effect a saving in space, also an economy in price.
Like all other T.M.C.-HYDRA Tubular condensers,
they are- specially suitable for .high-frequency circuits,
inductance being practically non-existent. The greatest
d re is taken in every stage of manufacture, and only
the finest materials are embodied. The special method
of sealing definitely prevents penetration of moisture,
and so preserves their high electrical properties.
Low in price, Multi-Capacity condensers can be made -.
required combination of capacities.

to any

Write to-day for a copy of thé new T.M.C.-HYDRA

o-ioo .divisions.

UTILITY

Tested at

Swtabe

E. R.

HOLYHEAD
MORTON, LTD.,

ROAD,

ii,

LIMITED

condenser illustrated price list containing much
useful information and advice.
.

SOLE

BIRMINGHAM

New,,,an Sr., Oxford Sr.,

Wi.

DISTRIBUTORS:

T.M.C.-HARWELL

(SALES)

LTD

Britannia House,' 233 Shaftesbury Avenue
London, W.C.2 (A few doors from New Oxford Street)'
Telophono: TcxpIo B,r 0055
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-
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TELEPHONEMANUFACTURING'.Co,Ltd
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few listeners, with the
exception, perhaps, of invalids
and very lonely people, are
in a position to listen continuously to broadcasting-for the most
part listeners switch on their sets at
irregular times, depending upon the
mood of the moment. This sort of
indiscriminate listening is, of course,
very unsatisfactory and most frequently will lead to dissatisfaction
with broadcasting, by creating the
impression that the transmissions are
seldom to taste.
What can l)e done to encourage
the listener to select his times for
broadcasting so that he switches on
when, and only when, the programme
is to his liking ?
We would suggest, first of all,
that the B.B.C. should announce special
items in the programmes in advance,
so that the listener -may have the
opportunity of making a note of the
Possibly the best occasion
times.
for stich advance announcements would
be immediately after the News Bulletins
which are now transmitted
fl sufficient regularity as regards time for
the public to have formed a habit of
'tuning in to them.
If after each News Bulletin the
B.B.C. briefly announced the outstanding items for the following day,
it would, we feel, provide a welcome
service to the busy person who has
not the time to search out programme
items for himself in advance.
In such announcements two considerations are essential.
The announcements must be brief, so as

I/

2.
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COMMENT
not to become tedious, and they must
be made at some regular time, so that
the public will know when to listen for
them, just as we expect the contents
list of a journal or newspaper to appear
with regularity in the same position in
each issue.

Broadcasting at the
Breakfast Table
Suggestion for an Early Session

N last week's issue we referred
the length of broadcasting
hours and suggested that some
curtailment of the number of hours
might enable the B.B.C. to give us
better fare still over shorter times than
at present. A contributor to our Correspondence columns urges that there
should be a start made by terminating
broadcasting at an earlier hour in the
evening so as to enable those who
wish to do so to retire to rest undisturbed by B.B.C. created distractions from neighbòurs' loud speakers.
\Ve think there is much to be said for
such a suggestion, but we would ourselves propose that to many people
it would prove a service if this time
were transferred to early morning
hours so that we might enjoy a little
entertainment in the form of light
music or instruction as we dress or
as we sit at breakfast. A breakfast
broadcast, too, Would be an ideal
occasion on which to inform us of
the broadcasting items of interest prèpared for our enjoyment later in
the day. An earlier hour for closing
down might prove some compensation
to the B.B.C. staff who would have to
do the early transmission instead of
starting at th3 more luxurious hour
of 10.15 as is now usual.

Jto
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theoretical considerations underlying tile design of this
receiver were considered in a previous article, and the construction and operation of the set are here dealt with in addition
to the initial adjustments. The receiver is designed to give a good
all-round performance under average conditions.

j

e 'W

to obtain a slight clearance. No other
A.C. Three is straightforward and points of special importance arise in the
takes the usual chassis form, since -construction, which is entirely straightthis leads to an arrangement which forward, and may be followed from the

THE c.onstruction of the Standard

the electrical viewpoint, yet
mechanically simple. The chassis is built
from a piece of aluminium-covered plyis sound from

,phptographs and drawings which accompany this article. It may be remarked,
hìowever, that the small screen between
'
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-
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prove impossible. The material used
should be a length of large diameter insulating sleeving covered with metal braiding, and the internal wire should be quite
thin-No. 22 wire is suitable. Rubbercovered wife with metal braiding should
not he used on account of its high selfcapacity, although there is no objection
to this material for the pick-up connections.
When putting the receiver into operation
it is a wise plan to check the voltages and
currents and make sure that they are
in reasonable accordance with the figures
in the table. Many defects, both of construction and components, ieveal themselves by a wide discrepanc of voltage
or current at some point, and, should one
be unfortunate enough tri encounter a
fault, it is well to recognise it as sOon as
possible.

1

L.

Constructing and
Adj u st i n g t h e

s

-.

Ganging the. Receiver
The only initial adjustments required
are to the ganging, and this is best carried
out roughly at first by tuning in a station
on the medium waveband and adjusting
-.
each trimmer for the loudest signals. Then
turn- down the volume control until the
station is only just audible and increase
,.
reaction while retuning slightly until the
set is just short of oscillating.
Signal
strength will now be fairly great, and the
setting of the volume control can be still
i
________________________________ further reduced-the aim being to keep
the set tuned to a signal while using
A -rear view of the receiver chassis
cntical reaction and yet having only a
showing the positions of the chief
components.
weak signal from the loud speaker. Each
trimmer should now be carefu1l adjusted
wood, obtainable under the trade name of the leads to the two front sèctións of the for maximum signal strength, and ii will
"Plymax," supported by wooden - gang condenser is necessary in order to be found that the trimmer on the interbattens. The gang condenser is piounted avoid coupling between the wires, which valve circuit is the most critical.
When the ganging is correctly adjusted
on the upper side of the base, but before would lead to instability. One end of the
fixing it in place wires should be soldered screen should butt up against the con- the tuning range is 1,500-523 kc/s on the
medium waveband and 362.5-139 kc/s
to the two lugs making connection with denser frame in order to reduce coupling bethe frame which project through the tween the terminals of the condenser to a on the long waveband. The tuning dial
is calibrated in wavelengths and this óaliunderside. Connection to the fixed platçs minimum.
The detector grid lèad in this receiver is bration should hold fairly accurately on
of each section is made by the terminals
the medium wavelengths, but it is not
on thê side of the condenser, not to the long, since it must join the radio-gramophone switch; and it is accordingly correct on the long waveband, for the dial
lugs on the underside.
The coil assembly is mounted beneath screened. It is very important that low- is arranged for coils of different inductthe base on its side by means of 6 BA nuts capacity screened cable be used at this ance from those actually employed.
The sensitivity of the receiver variés
and bolts, washers being inserted betweeñ point, and also for the anode lead to the
the assembly and the baséboard in order HF valve, otherwise correct ganging may -over the waveband in the usual mannér
/

'.
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for sets of this type. It is

Threegreatest at

kc/s, where it reaches 700 jsV without reaction; when reaction is used, however, a sensitivity of 260 ¡sV can be
reached even at the worst point_523 kc/s.
The selectivity is quite high, even when
the reaction condenser is set at minimum,
as shown by the curves of Fig. i, and is
considerably greater on the long waveband than the medium. This is almost
invariably the case with a straight set,
and, in spite of it, tuning is flatter on the
long wavelengths. This may lead one to
believe that the seIecti ity is lower, but
selectivity and sharpness of tuning really
bear no relation to one another. On the
long waveband the range of frequencies
covered by a given movement of the dial
is much smaller than on the medium, so
that tuning seems flatter in spite of the
selectivity being higher.
The application of reacti6n, of course,
greatly increases the selectivity as well as
the sensitivity. The sensitivity, however,
can also be controlled by the volume control. If it be found, therefore, that signal
1,300

-----------I---u----

tode correction filter was left in circuit
when measuring the characteristics of the
set. Had this filter been disconnected the
loss at high frequencies would have been
much smaller, bot the reproduction vôuld
have been very shrill. A peritode output
valve in conjunction with a loud speaker
greatly accentuates the upper register, and
the filter is necessary to correct this.
A loud speaker is nt used when measuring the receiver performance, however, so
that no accentuation of the upper frequencies is then obtained. It can, in
fact, be shown that where a pentode output valve is used, a measured response
curve similar to that of Fig 2 is correct for
the average loud speaker. This curve is
for a carrier frequency of 1,000 kc/s, and
at lower frequencies the attenuation of the

-
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FRQUENCY

drawing clearly shows the coistruction of the small screen which is
mounted between the leads to two sections
of the gang condenser.
This

,M.aiIIJJ

I!

II

2.-The overall frequency

r3sponse of
the receiver is shown by this curve ; it
should be noted, that the connection of a
loud speaker compensates for the drop at
high frequencies since a pentode output
valve is used.
Fig.

upper, audible frequencies

v1tß
VI1
IU!I

between these two powerful stations, could
not be received satisfactorily when both
were working.

is slightly
greater owing to the higher selectivity.
Tested on broadcasting the receiver
showed itself to be capable of giving a
good account of itself. The, selectivity
proved entirely adequate for the sensitivity and the spread of the local transmitters was confined to a few channels.
No difficulty was experienced in receiving Radio Paris clear of Droitwich, but
the Deutschlancisender, which is midway

!!IJI!!.

S

'

The sensitivity proved adequate for the
purpose for which this receiver has been
designed-namely, the reception of the
chief Continental transmissions under
average conditions-and the quality of'
reproduction reached a very satisfying
standard.
The tests, therefore, showed
that the set possessed the characteristics
which an initial survey of the perforrnahce
required indicated as desirable. These
characteristics were discussed in the first
article describing the receiver and there
is no point in treating them again here.
Before concluding, it may be as well to
make some mention of the matching of
the loud speaker to the output valve and

'

--

1.-The selectivity of the receiver without reaction at 1,000 kc/s and at 250 kc/s
is shown by these two curves.
Fig.

strength is great enough with only a
small degree of reaction, but that the
station suffeis interference from its
neighbours, the correct procedure is to
reduce the volume by the volume control
and then to bring it back to normal again
by increasing reaction while retuning
slightly. In this way reaction can be used
to give greatly increased selectivity without incteasing the sensitivity.
The overall response curve of the receiver is shown in Fig. 2, and needs a few
words of explanation. It shows that the
bass is attenuated about 6 decibels at 50
cycles-quite a small loss for a receiver
of this nature. At low and middle frequencies, the curve is truly representative
of the performance, but not at high freuuencies. At 5,000 cycles the curve shows
loss of 19 db.

and

this

is

because the penfl
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An under-baseboard view of the

receiverS

showing the coil aasernbly
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DIAGRAM OF WIRING CONNECTIONS
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The wiring of the receiver can easily be followed from these drawings, and it-will- be noted, that only a few leads pass through the baseboard.
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"The Wireless World" Standard AC Threeof the operation of the set for the reproduction of gramophone records. The
output valve is designed for a lpad impedance of 'some 6,000 ohms, so that the
output transfórjner ratio should be equal to
(fi000./Z). where Z is the speech coil
impedance. If this figure be unknown, it
is usually safe to take. it as being about
40 per cent. greater than the D.C. resistance. The average pentode transformer,
or pentode tapping on a Universal trans-

- The book is thoroûghly alive.' Although
wé may not all share its author's enthusiasm
for a medium which possesses, in his own
words, "ghastly impermanence," we can
acknowledge that the art of radio drama
owes its integrity largely to pioneers like'
himself, Val Gielgud, Tyrone'Guthrie. and
Richard Hughes.
Sieveking stands or falls by the ' ' multi
studio ' ' method. It is the skilful compounding, one gathers, of the sounds proceeding
from a dozen different studios which evolves
this "stuff" of radio, and that nothing else
-no, not even music itself, which constitutes 8o per cent. of all material broadcastdeserves so comprehensive a term. With
obvious enjoyment the author introduces us
to the technique of the microphone, the

----------------------I
A full-size blue print of the wiri4g diagram is
available from the Publishers, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London.' SEi. Pricels. 6d.
post free.

On gramophone only a pick-up' and
volume control potentiometer ar needed
in additioh to the turntable. The volume
control will be almost invariably a potentiometer, an the. pick-up makers recommendations as regards resistance should
be adhered to. The twoouter termtnals

r./

VALVE VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS
Anode VOlts..

Valve

Screen Volts.

.

HF. ÀCVS
Det. ACIRL

Anode Current.

mA.
4.9
5.5
22.5

-1.9
-19

80

.

.

105

..

265

Voltage acr085 C18
Voltage across C17

=

260

360 volts.
260 volts.

=

Voltage across C19
Total current

.

former, is designed to give a load impedance of 7,000/ 8,000 ohms, and this is
sufficiently near to the correct figure of
6,000 ohms for the difference to be
negligible.
.

.

.

.

212

.

ACY...

Out.

Grid Bias.

.

Screen Current;
mA.
1.5

.

3.5
265 volts.
40.5 mA.

=

-

.

the control should be joined across the
and one of them also to that PU
terminal on the set which is connected
on earth, the slider of the potentiometerS
being joined to the other PU terminal.
of

pick-up,

A speciTinen receiver built io the seciJlca/ion described in this article is
availabk Jl,v inspection by readers at sib, Fleet Street, E.G.4.
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The Stuff of Radio," by Lance Sieveking.
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Lance Sieveking s book that he tells or
appears to tell the whole truth Here is
no art that conceals art we arc given all
the intricate details We sit in imagination
be ide the producer sharing his emotions as
he plays the dramatic control panel set
ting Jus puppets to perform the r bu d
antics in half a dozen studios

rarely realise how much there is
in somebody else's job. The truth
becomes known to us when (a) we
must perform the job ourselves or (b) the
owner of the job describes his duties faithfully and well. In such jobs as, say. busconducting or bookmaking, the whole truth
is probably never known outside the magic
circle ; and up till a week or two ago the
same might have been said about radio play
production. It is one of the features of Mr.
WE
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The first picture transmitted last week by
phototelegraphy from Australia to London.
The photograph is of H.R.H. The Duke of
Gloucester.
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dramatic control panel, and the Effects
Department. Radio play production is
stnpped of its mysteries,and even listening
is discussed in its various aspects. Finally,
the author helps us to an understanding of
the problems involved by reprinting eight
of his own microphone plays-all excellent
examples of broadcasting technique.
One lays down this somewhat emotional
book with a touch of sadness. The " ghastly
impermanence of the medium " sticks in the
mind with a new significance. Television
may still be a long way off, but when it
comes what will happen to all this highly
specialised tuff of radio? Should sse ever
wish to listen blindly again?
E. C. T.
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VARLEY DUO NICORE COILS
N our issue of October 12th last, where
we reviewed these new Varley coils the
price was given at 6s. each, but it was not
clearly stated that this relates to the seven
coils, BP8o to BP83 and BP86 to BP88,
the two IF transformers, BP84 and BP85,
Ji.

I

'-

'

'

'

:

'

*

The Marconi Facsimile transmitter at the Central Telegraph station in London of Cable and
Wireless Ltd. A regular phototelegraphy service has been opened between Australia (Melbourne)
and London. A picture 9 in. by
in. occupies half an hour in transmission. The photoelectric cell is operated by light reflected from the surface of the photograph.

however, cost 8s. od. each.
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OUR correspondent records his impressions of a very disappointing
The Industry has failed to maintain
New York Radio Show.
and foster a public interest in their activities-they have suppressed
technical enthusiasm to a point where listeners no longer understand
or care about such improvements as are introduced. Our correspondent
compares this situation with the keenness displayed in this country.
some years I have .reported the
radio show in New York
Wireless World readers, but of
for
FORannual
late the technical-interest matter to
be obtained from these shows has rapidly
declined. This decline dates back three
years, when the radio industry combmed
with the electrical industry, and the first
Radio-Electrical Exhibition was held. The
situation is vell summed up by Zeh Bouck,
a well-known American writer on radio
matters who recently wrote as follows in
a New York newspaper:
'We didn't go to the radio show this
year. For us, too many ghosts stalked the
garden_wan spectres of the days when
radio shows were radio shows. To-day,
rgfrigerators are on exhibit in booths once
occupied by radio companies with frozen
assets. Air conditioning now holds forth
where once we battled for a less polluted

ether."

-

No technical information is available on
the stands. There are np technical men
there to answer question-only salesmen
interested principally in getting together
with out-of-town dealers. Such small
pamphlets as are available give only the
sales points about the sets on display, and
these bear little or no. relation to the technicalities of the set. The pamphlets don't
quote prices.

Midgets Disappear

-

Last year, midget sets were all the rage
and a console set was a rarity. This year
the situation is exactly reversed. True,
the consoles are very much smaller than
of yore, standing no more than 30 to 36
inches high, but at least the console is
back, and with it some semblance of good
reproduction.
Nearly all sets this year are all-wave,
meaning a range of from about io to 550
metres, in four bands. The so-called
"aeroplane dial" is almost de rigueur.
This is a circular dial traversed by a
double-ended pointer which revolves
through i8o degrees. The top half of the
dial has two calibrations to cover two
wavebands with one end of the pointer,
and the bottom half covers two other
bands with thé other end of the pointer.
An alternative form of dial takes the
form of the familiar slot with a pointer

travelling across a calibrated scale which
is automatically changed when the waverange switch is moved from one waveband to another. The visual tuning arrangements of former years, with their
shadow bands and columns of coloured
light, have almost completely disappeared.
The pointers on the aeroplane dials are
mostly cheap stampings, with broad points
which make accurate logging of dial readings on short wave difficult or impossible
If they ended in knife-edges the idea would
be good. Tuning knobs are very small;
cheaply made, añd often ill-fitted to the
condenser shafts. Back-lash was much in
evidence. In the case of one receiver thé
pointer moved an eighth of an inch before
This does not
the condenser turned.
exactly make for easy tuning on shortwaves. Some tuning knobs -turned easily.
and smoothly on ball bearings. Others
were so stiff that the pointer moved in
minute jerks. Still others were free and
easy at one part of the scale and stiff at
others. Most tuning knobs had two speed
ratios, one slow speed for short waves, but
the above remarks concerning tuning, difficulties still apply.
Only a few of the more expensive sets
were radio-gramOphones.
All sets are superheterodynes, using
anywhere from five to twenty-five valves.
The 25-valve set,1 with a bin, aeroplane
dial, and three loud speakers, was priced
at $750.
Standardisation has ptogressed to such
an extent that one set looked very muchlike another, and nearly. all looked like
tombstones.
Cabinet quality is definitely better this
year, but there is still room for an enor
mous amount of improvement.
As to chassis workmanship, superficial
outside examination revealed such an im-..
provernent as to warrant the description
"good" in about half the sets on display;
in many others the workmanship was definitely cheap and nasty. One or vo manufacturers had a chassis mounted between
bearings, so that the underside could be
examined. That was definitely a mistake
about which the least said the better. Fortunately pethaps for the American manu-
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Last year midget sets were all the rage.
This year the situation is exactly reversed."

-

facturers only a minute fraction of the
public is interested in, or has any knowledge of, the tethnicalities of- the modern
Hence the laék of any
radio receiver.
technical information,, or interest in 'it or
the show by' the' public.
Perhaps this is the reason ,why less and
less consideration' is being given the public
at these radio shows, and more and more
is being given to dealers. For example,
soon after the show opened I walked on
to one stand and asked the price of a set
which interested me, and which was unmarked. To my amazement the attendant.
said he didn't know, and went on to ex
plain that they had rushed their latest
models to completion in time for the show
but had not yet set the price because they
had not completed their dealer arrangements. They hoped to settle these matters
during the show and announce the prices
before the show closed.
.

Side Shows
In a recent issue of The Wireless World
a correspondent complained of the dullness
of Radiolympia, and suggeste.that steps
be taken to entertain the public. Perhaps
the New York radio show at Madison
Square Garden would be more to his liking,
for there were all kinds of distractions
there. The Michigan State Police had an
elaborate exhibit of scientific aids to
sleuthing. The New York City Police had
a radio-equipped police car on their stand
and a vast table laid out with a map of
the city. Over this map were little braas
discs, representing the positionsof cruising
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loud speaker,
radio cars. At intervals
tuned to the police wave, brought forth
instructions to car number so-and-so. Also
on the stand were several traffic light
standards with lights burning
The United Statei Army Signal Corpi
had an exhibit of modern, field telephone
and wireless equipment, inclu'din direction finders, and also vari6us electrical
tricks to amuse the younger generation.
During the show, powerful army searchlights on the roof served to advertise the
event.
On other stands working models demonstrated various principles of electricity and
radio, end, of course, there were the inevitable "crystal studios" from which
broadcasts were put on the air from time
to time through various metropolitan stations. There was even a television exhibit
which never seemed to get beyànd the installation stage.
-
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The exhibitor finally agreed with me;
I heard only one set demonstrated at the
show. By some means or other .onç
exhibitor2 had secured space in the basement and set up his own sound-proof
demonstration room, which was open to
the public. Unfortunately for the popular
appeal of his enterprise, he selected his
best instrument, which was also the highest
priced in the show-$950. The reproduction was good, but no better than it should
have been at that price. It was a radiogramophone, and one would expect the
best in gramophones at such a price, but
I was sorely disappointed. Needle scratch
was very objectionable, and the turntable
speed varied at every revolution, thus producing a bad wow.
Otherwise the only interesting feature of
this receiver was the dual loud speaker

*

The Show a Disappointment
But ' side shows" do not make a Radiolympia. On my first visit I toured the
whole place, bóth the main arena and
the vast basement, in a little over an hour,
and felt I had seen all there wa to be seen.
Subsequeñt visits proved that I was not
wrong. I don't think side shows are the
answer.
I talked, to one exhibitor who knew me,
and therefore felt able to talk freely. He
expressed the disappointment of exhibitors
generally at the poor attendance and lack
of public interest, and said business was
slow.

"What do you expect?" I replied.
"Do you think it's interesting to look at
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all these silent tombstones and not be able
to hear them or find out anything about

H.,

them?"

"WeH," he said, "you can hear them
at any dealer's."
I pointed out' that few people would be
bothered to go to a dealer's just to hear a
set and be annoyed by an aggressive salesman, and that also he exuiïbitor ran the
risk that the salesman would end up by
selling a competitive set ori which,
perhaps, he got a greater margin of profit.
Having got people to the radio show, that
was the time and place to demonstrate the
new receivers, because few people realise
how poor their old receivers are until they
hear an up-to-date one. The radio shov
presented a golden opportunity.
"We've got demonstration rooms in the
basement," said the exhibitor.
"Yes," I replied. "You've got four;
three are empty and the fourth is always
locked except, perhaps, when a dealer
happens to look in at the stand upstairs,
and then he's rushed down for a private
demonstration. How can you possibly
compete for the public's attention when all
around you people are being attracted
by constànt demonstrations. of washing
machines, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners,
etc.? It's unfortunate that your goods
cäxi't be demonstrated without makine a
noise."

V

-

the evidence of thy eärs, but that's their
story: Multiple speaker systems never did
quite catch on with the American public,
partly, one suspects, because of inadequate
design, partly because of price considera-.
tions, and because nobody went out
vigorously tc '-' sell" Uncle Sam on the
idea.
However,, a change is in sight. There
are rumblings of ' hi-fidelity," and all the
indications point to next year's fad being
"hi-fidelity" just as this year's is "allwave." One manufacturer,3 in fact, has
already jumped the gun and come out
with both all-wave and what. he terms "hifidelity," and made a big splash with
them at the show.
High fidelity, of course, means that
higher frequencies will have to be broadcast, and there's no room for them in the
present broadcasting bands. However,,
special frequency bands are being allocated
for high fidelity, and plans are already
well under way to build the first highfidelity broadcasting station. When one
or two such stations get going, then the set
manufacturers really will have something
to think about, but will the public under
stand?
'The habit of short-wave listening, encouraged by the recent appearance of allwave receivers, is spreading rapidly. For
a long time short-wave listening made no
headway at' all because of fading and local
interference trOubles.' AVC has done much
to clear up fading, and local interference has been greatly minimised by noise
suppressors in the sets themselves, and by
special aerials. The net result is that it is
possible much of the time to pull in foreign
stations with sufficient freedom from fading
and interference to make the programmes
really enjoyable'. This can be done even
in the heart of New york, unless one is
in the midst of a maze' of electric signs.

L

-j'
Is it Too Late.?

r:.
"The so-called 'aeroplane. dial
te rigueur."

'

is

almost

system, which consisted of a bin, dynamic
and a little sin. cone tweeter. In ordér
to diffuse the sound waves from the latter
and overcome the strongly directional
characteristics of high frequencies, narrow
verticat baffles were mounted in front of
it to direct the sound waves to the sides.
as well as straight in front. Instead of
being mounted directly on the cabinet,
these speakers weremounted in an acoustically treated box which fitted into the
external cabinet.
Very few sets had more than one
speaker, it being argued that it is not worth
the expense. Broadcasting stations are
not supposed to radiate frequencies higher
than 5,000 cycles on the basis of a io k/cs
separation, and most speakers will, according to the manufacturers, rèproduce frequencies up to 5,000 cycles without appreciable loss. I don't agree with them, on
2

Stromberg-Carbon Telephone Mfg. Co.

.

.

.

However, it is very difficult for the
public to find out about this. The radip
show makes no effort to demonstrate either
medium- or short-wave reception, and the
average dealer's premises are so noisy elèctrically that interference-free reception on
the 2oo-5oo metre band is a rarity, even
with screened aerials, and short wave re.ception is out of the question.
The mistake which the American manufacturer has made is to discourage in every
way possible even the smallest technical
interest on the part of the public, and
now, whatever improvements are introduced, the public doesn't understand
them and is consequently indifferent to
them.
It is now probably too late to
attempt to revive public enthusiasm for
technical progress, and America can only
look with envy upon the position of the
English manufacturer, where a technical
Press is always at work interesting the
public in advance so that every new.
development becomes a reality and there
is no acceptance of finality in any product.
Phibco Radio & Television Corporation.

-
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V
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citizens have their peace disturbed by the
irresponsible set-owners who were the subject of my original indictment.

Announcing

the Naine..

THERE seems to have been a lot of

-

.Powerless

o do anything.

Reprisals
WHEN I referred the other week to the
fact that many honest citizens,
rendered desperate and driven welinigh
by the spate of loud speaker bellowing which they have to put up with all
day and night, had resorted to the deplorable system of reprisals by means of a
barrage of violet-ray machines, I little
realised that things were as bad as they

pother lately concerning the question
of whether a set-maker should or should
not stick his wretched name on his product. One great advantage of the name
is, of course, that you do know definitely
what to avoid when inspecting sets with
a view to purchase, and thus much valuable time is saved which woùld otherwise
be wasted in having them demonstrated.

J-

mad

J greatly fear that my revelations concerning this state of affairs and my protest
has merely had the result which it was desired to avoid, certain unprincipled people
having used the information to base ends
by deliberately purchasing these instruments in order to add their quota to the
welter of interference.
In particular, details have been sent me
of a particularly flagrant case in which a
small boy with a scientific bent used my
information to harass and annoy the hardworking interference inspectors of the
P.M.G. Purchasing a violet-ray machine,
he concealed it in a box lined with cottonwool, in order to deaden all mechanical
noise, and then placed it under the floorboards, a connection being made to a cunningly concealed switch. Having done
this he wrote to the G.P.O. complaining
of interference to his reception of broadcasting.
Judging by the alacrity with which two
engineers arrived a host of other complaints must have been received from the
neighbourhood. At any rate, the GPO:
men diligently set to work to trace the interference, which was switched on spasmodically by the small boy in question.
The result is that they have spent several
days, and thus wasted much Government
time and money, in a wild goose chase, as
the noise is never continued long enough
for them to get a real line on it. Even if
they do eventually unmask the perpetrator
of this unseemly practical joke they will,
of course, be powerless to do anything
about it.
It is high time that legislation wás
passed to end this Gibertian state of
affairs, although, in my opinion, it is not
more farcical than the fact that honest

FREE GRID
However, the whole idea is, of course,
ridiculously old-fashioned, and has quite
rightly been condemned in certain quarters
as savouring of antique and out-of-date instruments such as pianos and violins.
Every set-maker should, in my opinion,
be compelled to confess his guilt before
the world, but in an up-to-date manner
befitting the science òf radio whose fair
name has been dragged in the dust by his
set.

.

Personally speaking, I always "sign"
all my products, and set-makers should be
forced to confess paternity in the same
modern manner wlich I d Inthecaseof
èvery set which I make for
friends or relations there is
included a miniature Blattnerphone arrangement coniprising two grooved wheels
and an endless steel tape
running over them. On
this is recorded my name
and address and also full
technical data concerning
the set. It is. so arranged
that when the set is switched
on only the L.F. valves are
affected at first, and simultaneously a small electric
motor starts to turn the
tape, the output of the pickup coil being, of course, connected to
the set in exacfly the same manner as an
ordinary gramophone pick-up.
After the announcement has been made
the Blattnerphone stops itself and a relayS
switches on the remainder of the valves.
The set then commences to work normally and continues to do so until such time
as it has been switched off and on again,
when the whole cycle of events is repeated.

Wo,ld, October 26th, 1934.

)
Needless to say, thé arrangement was suggested to me by the old "Edison Bell
record" stunt, but I make no charge for
that. Manufacturers are quite welcome
to adopt the idea, my only condifion being
that they do not aftempt to make sordid
gain out of it by deliberately "selling
space" on the record to national advertisers, as I for one should object to my enjoyment of chamber music being interrupted by raucous adjurations to try

"Tace's Tonic."

Man-Made

Static

ONE has to possess a goodly measure
of faith to buy a bottle of hair
restorer from a bald-headed barber, or to
patronise a doctor who is known to have
apprenticed his son to the undertaking
business, but not more so, I think, than
to buy static-suppressing gear from a
manufacturer, the making of whose
acquaintance I was given the doubtful
pleasure the other day.
The individual in question is the head
of a firm. Their activities are very wide,
covering components as well as complete
sets, and among the former are to be found
a comprehensive range of devices for
taking the noise out of fans, trams, and
other loathsome electrical devices.
Being invited, together with several
other despoilers of good paper, to visit
their factory the other day, I was
astounded to learn that no receiver demonstration could be given, "because of the
overwhelming interference from the elecfric motors in the factory."
I felt so indignant tl'at I immediately

Full technical data.

went home, tore down my screened aerial
and threw out various chokes, condensers,
and other gadgets made by this firm which
I had hitherto used to check the radiation
from the multiplicity of electrical devices
in my house. At the moment the whole
of my laboratory work, besides my ordinary broadcast listening, is held up until
I can find adequate substitutes to cut out
the appalling row of man-made static.
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III. Quality of Reprodúcti6i
By W.

zeasureinent of sensitivity and, selectivity hss been dealt
THE
with ¡n' the earlier articles in this .seies, and the author now
'It is shown that the Overall
considers quality of repròduction
freuency response is an impoitant factor in the quality given
by à set, but that it is not the only attribute deserving consideration.
.

UALITY of reproduction embraces
many factors, all of which are not
susceptib'e to accurate and easy
measurement. The factor which
is most commonly quoted is the overall
freqûency response, and the curve expressing it is usually termed the fidelity curve.
It is a most.important, and to many the
most important, factor in influencing- the
choice of a receiver, and it deserves consideration at some .length. It will be
shown later, however, that undue stress
should not be placed upon perfect fidelity,
using the word only to denote perfection
since there are
of frequency
other factois which may affect quality to
an even greater degree.
Since there are so- many factors of importance, clear terminology is essential,
and throughout this article the phrase
"oualitv 'of renroduction" will refer to
th peiformane as a whole from the
quality viewpoint. The word fidelity
will refer only to frequency response, so
that it is not a contradiction in terms to
say that a set with perfect fidelity may
give very poor quality of reproduction, for
the possession of a perfect frequency
response curve is no guarantee, for instance, that amplitude distortion is
absent.
-

Q
-

responsee

aerial input is adjusted until a power of
50 milliwatts is developed in the output
load resistance.
'The modulation frequency is then varied
over the required range, the modulation
depth being kept constant at 30 per cent.',
and the output power ndted for each
modulation frequency used. The powers
obtained are converted to a gain or loss in
decibels relative to the power at 400 cycles,
and the result expressed in the form of a
curve.' Actually, of course, the output
meter is calibrated directly in decibels in
order to save calculation.
Since the selectivity varies with the
signal frequency in most receivers, the
fidelity varies also, and it is necessary to
take a fidelity curve at a number of different frequencies. Moreover, if the set be
fitted with a tone control, curves must be
taken-at both extremes of its range in order
to demonstra.t its action. Suci a family
-

,
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Measurement of Fidelity
-

-

Inattempting.to measure t'he fidelity of
a receiverwe atonce come up against the
problem of the loud speaker in an even

more acute form thanwhen determining
the sensitivity of a set. So far as the ear
is concerned, the fidelity depends as much
upon the loud speaker as upon the receiver. The difficulties involved in including the loud speaker in measurements,
however, were dealt with when discussing
sensitivity, and they occur in even greater
measure here. The standard practice in
taking a fidelity curve, therefore, is to
ignore the loud speaker and to measure
only the characteristics of the receiver
when it is working into a resistive load:
Just as in the other measurements, the
loud speaker is replaced by a resistance of
such value that the output stageis being
operated under the optimum conditions for
maximum undistorted power output. The
Standard Signal Generator is then adjusted
to the wavelength at which a response
curve is required and the receiver tuned
to it. With the locally generated signal
modulated 30 per cent, at 400 cycles, the

Fig.

1.-The

fidelity

curves

of

a

typical

small superheterodyne showing the effect
of the tone control. The variation between
the curves for 200 kc/s and óoo kc/s should
be noted.

of curves is shown in Fig.

i for

a small

superheterodyne of apparently poor
fidelity.
The bass response is quite good for an
inexpensive receiver, for the loss at 6o
cycles is only 6 db., and it is in the treble
that the defects are apparent. With the
set tuned to 200 kc/s the receiver attenuates a 4,000-cycles note by as much as
25 db. In other words, the power developed in the load resistance at 4,000
cycles is only 0.003162 of that at 400
cycles. When it is remembered that for
perfect fidelity the curve should be flat
from 30 cycles to 10,000 cycles, the fidelity
of this set would appear appalling. An
actual listening test, however, reveals that
while the reproduction is by no means first
class the quality is not nearly as poor as
the curve would indicate.

T.

COCKING

It is important,: therefore, to understand'
where the discrepancy arises. In the first
place, the majority of inexpensive loud
speakers, and many costly models as well,
have a peak in their response curves
around 3,000-4,000 cycles, and the magnitude of this peak is often about io db. to
20 db. The defect of the loud speaker,
therefore, tends to correct for the fault of
the receiver. Secondly, this particular set
çmbodied a pentode output valve. The
tendency of the pentode to accentuate the
upper register is well known, but this
only occurs when it is used, with a load
impedance rising in value with an increase
of frequency-such as a loud speaker.
With a constant load -the pentode characteristic is flat, so that the measured fidelity
curve takes no account of the practical
tendency of the pentode to accentuate high
frequencies.
'
The consequence of these two effects is
to fl4tten the curve of Fig. i, and the true
overall response, including the loud
speaker would be fairly flat up to 4,000
cycles, after which a very sharp cut-off
vouio appear.
It would thus appear that the fidelity
curve of the receiver is of little value, but
this is not the case provided that it be
properly interpreted. In order to gauge
the overall fidelity it is necessary only to
know two things in addition to the
response curve-the type of output stage
and the type of loud speaker. For our
purposes, output stâges can be divided
into two classes_pentodes and triodesbut the former will usually include Class
"'B" and QPP types. Loud speakers
also fall into two general categories_small
inexpensive models and large '. highquality" types.

'

-

-

The Effect of the Loud Speaker
A small loud speaker with a pentodo
output stage will give a rising characteristic from about i,000 cycles to 4o0O
cycles, and so a fidelity curve of the type
shown in Fig. i is the correct oñe to use
with it. Satisfactory reproduction of f requencies much above 4,000 cycles cannot
be expected, however. In many cases, of
course, a filter circuit is connected across
the loud speaker to prevent an accentuation of the upper register, and if the
receiver response be measured zeithou
this, the curve must be more nearly flat

for good fidelity.
With the large class of speaker and a
triode output stage, the speaker characteristics must be taken as substantially flat,
so that a flat fidelity curve is necessary,
for curves like those of Fig. i would then
sound as bad as they look. A large.
speaker used with a pentode will show a
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rising characteristic, but it will usually
xtend beyond 4,000 cycles. Thç correct
fidelity curve, therefore, is a falling one.
but not to the degree of Fig. i, particularly
at the very high frequencies. The remaining combination of the, inexpensive
speaker with a triode output valve really
demands a flat curve with a dip around
4,000 cycles, but this will rarely be found.
It will be iioted that the fidelity varies
somewhat with the signal frequency to
which the set is tuned because the
selectivity varies. A straight set will
usually show a much greater variation
the superheterodyne of Fig. I, and
the only receiver which is unaffected by
the signal frequency is one ¿f the singletype.
In view of the remarks which have
been made on the effect of the loud
speaker upon the fidelity curve required
to give a flat overall response to the ear,
it would appear a matter of urgent necessity that a method of including the loud
speaker in measurements should be developed. This may be the case, and
would undoubtedly be advantageous
where a receiver is intended for operation
with a particular loud speaker, but it must
not be forgotten that the acoustic properties of the room in which the loud
speaker is operated may affect the performance to just as great a degree. Where
it is anticipated that a receiver will be used
with many different types of loud speaker,
however, the present fidelity curves are
obviously the only type possible.

the studio, they are not reproduced together if phase distortion is present. With
siiecial apparatus giving a very high
degree of phase distortion it is possible to
conceive that when two notes are sounded
together one is reproduced so long after
the other that there is a silent interval between them!
The question, therefore, arises not asto
whether phase distortion has any audible
effect, but whether the amount present in
any ordinary receiver is audible. The
writer is inclined to believe that it is, but
that it has so little effect in comparison
with other forms of distortion that it is
unnecessary at present to maiçe any
attempt to measure it in receivers intended
for normal broadcast reproduction.
We now come to amplitude distortion,
and here the chief difficulty from the
measurement point of view lies inthe wide
vanety of conditions under which a re-

cannot judge the fidelity of a receiver
merely from an inspection of the fidelity
curve, and that information as to the type
of output stage and loud speaker is also
necessary. The quality of reproduction,
moreover, depends on more than fidelity,
and a receiver which gives perfect fidelity
but suffers from other forms of distortion
may give less pleasant reproduction than
one which has a less perfect frequency
response curve, but is freer from amplitude
distortion.
The various other forms of distortion,
complete freedom from which is needed
in addition to pèrfect fidelity, if perfect
reproduction is to be obtained, are chiefly
amplitude distortion, phase distortion, and
resonances. The last are shown up by the
fidelity curve if they occur in the receiver,
so that they need not be considered further,
save to remark that they are a common
defect, of the loud speaker. Phase distortion is difficult to measure, and demands
special apparatus; moreover, there is little
agreement as to its audible effect. Some
observers say that it is of no importance
whatever, while others consider it to be
noticeable, but less important than other
forms of distortion. There is no doubt that
in an extreme fOrm phase distortion is detectable by the ear, for it amounts to a
delay in the, reproduction of certain frequencies. Thus, if two notes of different
frequency are simultaneously sounded in

may be used.

'f'he

IlNew'

No general test ha

yet been pioposed as for sensitivity,
selectivity, and fidelity. It is réasonablv
simple to specify the degree of amplitu6e
distortion occurring in an output valve, or,
indeed, in a complete L.F. amplifier, but
sihen a complete receiver is considered the
question of modulation depth naturally
arises. The distortion for a given output,

for instance. may be quite different when
the input is modulated 8o per cent. than
when 30 per cent. modulation is used and
the same output obtained by increasing
the input.
It would seem, therefore, that tests for
amplitude distortion must be left in abeyL
ance intil two things have been determined-a method of measuring harmonic
distortion which is simple enough for
routine use, and conditions of test which
will afford a true representation of the
receiver.
'

'
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G.E. C. Battery Receiver
..

A Six-valve .Superhet.
with Class "B" Output
and AVÇ

.
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Other. Forms of Distortion

It will be obvious, therefore, that one

- ceiver

-

The price is I4 17S 6d. and
includes 2-VOlt 40-ampere-hour
accurnuator and a 550-volt cornbined HT and grid bias battery.

The Radio Industry
inert cells,
FULLER
main.inactive

.-.
.

PJMO round off thè new season's programme the G.E.C. have introduced a
battery superheterodyne designed to give a
performance comparable with its AC
counterpart, the AVC s. The new set is
housed in a cabinet identical with the
"Superhet. DC5," and by skilful design
the chassis has been compressed into a small
enough space to allow both the HT and LT
batteries to be housed inside the cabinet.
A signal-frequency HF amplifier precedes
the heptode frequency changer.. The IF
valve is of the variable-mu

type, and the detector a
double-diode triode. This is
followed by a driver valve
feeding a Class "B" output
stage capable of delivering
1,200 mihiwatts undistorted.
Automatic volume control
is, of course, a feature of the
circuit, and another important point is the inclusion of
a sensitivity control which
reduces the overall amplification of the set and conse.quently background noise.
The strength of lo c al
stations, owing to the acticis

which re-

until filled with
water, are naturally of special
interest to wireless users in localities remote from electrical supplies or charging
facilities. Batteries of this type, for both H.T.
and L.T. purposes, are described in a leaflet
issued by the Fuller Accumulator Co Ltd uf
Woodland \Vorks, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
,

It has often been urged in these pages that
some sort of measuring instrument is essental to every'wireless user who takes an iritelligent, even if superficial, interest in his set.
The truth of this contention seems at last to
be widely appreciated; the makers of the Pifco
Rotameter (Messrs. PIF. Co., Ltd., 'of Pifco

-

'

L

The comps ct design of the chassis allows th inclusion of.both
however, un- ' HT and L T batteries in the cabinet of the G.E.C.Superhet.
AVC 6 receiver
affected by this control.
extensible
internal
An
House. Shûdehill, Manchester) tell us that they
aerial is included, and provision is made for
have been forced to extend their manufacturthe addition of an external loud speaker.
ing facilities to. cope with the unexpectedly
The internal PM moving coil may be cut out,
if desired, by the silencing key provided.
great demand for the instrument.

of AVC,

is,

'
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BROADCAST: BREVITIES
By Our

Correspondent

Special

Demand for Recorded Programmes
APROVOCATIVE and therefore interesting letter comes from a Singapore corifspondent, who takes me to task for expressing satisfaction because Empire listeners are
to have real, as distinct from tinned, music
throughout the twenty-four hours. He
claims that it is impossible, when listenjng
with a short-wave set under Empire conditions, to distinguish a recorded programme
from a "real" one.
I suggest," he writes, "that several
programmes be broadcast consisting of
about ten items by the same band, some
recorded and some 'real.' If. listeners were
asked to write in and say which items were
recorded, I guarantee no one would give the
correct answer."

is

rarely up to daytime standard.

What Do Readers Think?
He has made out a good case, but those
of us within the high-quality service area
of a B.B.C.. station know that the best elec-

trical recordings are definitely inferior to the
real thing. I can appreciate that when reception falls below a certain standard. it
matters little whether the original output
is good or indifferent, but surely it is not
unreasonable to argue that distortion plus
distortion cannot produce so good a result
as good quality plus distortion. This, however, is a moot point. It would be interesting to have the views of readers. I understand the Editor would welcome letters on
-.
the topic.

Short-wave Receiving Aerials
On the question of Empire listening,. Mr.
L. W. Hayes, ofthe B.B.C., tells me that
the engineers welcome the co-operation of
listeners in the Daventry short-wave tests.
Much depends on the type of receiving
aerial. Glowing reports have come in from
listeners using the "Inverted V" aerial. On
s in signal strength
20 metres a gain of
is recorded. Picking up W3XAL (Bound
Brook) on 16.87 metres, a Londoner found
that his inverted V gave a signal five times
the strength of that from an órdinary
vertical wire type.
:

What Belfast Thinks
FROM a Belfast correspondent I learn that
Ulstermen are by no means -happy over
We have been
the advent of Droitwich.
deprived of the Ntional programme, ' he
The Belfast station is now a fully
writes.
fledged Regional centre,, and Ulster is left
to get its National programme from Droitwich, which station is subject to severe distortion and fading after dark. This is a
phenomenon which never occurred with

Daventry 5XX."

What the B.B.C. Says
A B.B.C. official, to whom I showed this
lettér, adthitted thät Ulster had some cause

-

't'

Daytime Programmes Are Better
My correspondent, supporting the recorded programme idea, claims that it
makes for better entertainment, as it is possible to preserve the normal daily programmes for distribution to the Empire at
suitable times. Special programme material
in the middle of the night, he considers,

T

':

f

.1

BRITAIN'S BIGGEST BROADCASTING STUDIO. The refurbished skating rink at Delaware
Road, Maida Vale, which is now in regular use by the B.B.C. The floor area is 110X72 feet
nd the volume is 220,000 cubic feet
-

for complaint, but he strongly challenged
the accuracy of the last sentence. Apparently Daventry always did fade during the
autumn. It so happens that Droitwich has
taken over the service at the worst possible
time so far as fading is concerned, and,
despite having six times the power of 5XX,
is showing signs of the old trpuble not .only
itT Ulster but iii Cornwall.
.
- -

The Royal Weddin1 - -. THE broadcasting: of the Róyal wedding
in Westminster Abbey on November
29th creates a precedent.. No wedding,
Royal or otherwise, has hitherto been broadcast in this country.
Some trepidation was felt by the Abbey
authorities as to whether other sanctioús
would be required for broadcasting the
actual responses. However, the B.B.C. 's
official notice has it that "the service will
be relayed in its entirety," indicating that
the consent of the Duke of Kent and of the
Dean and Chapter has been secured.

Concealed Microphones
The B.B.C. "control room" at the Abbey

is in a corner of Henry Vils Chapel.
A much more complicated array of micro-

phones will be required on November 29th
than for the broadcasting of Evensong on
At least eight broadcasting
Thursdays.
microphones will be used in addition to those
necessary for public address. And they must
all be concealed.
The B.B.C. engineers will be conducting
tests in the Abbey for a week or more before
the Royal wedding. One f their problems
is to prevent any possible clash between
loud speakers and microphones.

Another B.B.C. Innovation

IT

will be a novel occasion on November
4th when members of the Historical
Association assemble in-the Concert Hall of

Broadcasting House. They are to hear an
electrical recording of "Twenty Years Ago,"
the vivid programme broadcast on August
4th last narrating the event which led up
to the Great War

Loud Speaker Relay.
For the benefit of the Historical Association the full programme will be relayed on
loud speakers and will last an hour and a
quarter. This is the first occasion on which
the B.B.C. has reproduced a broadcast for
the benefit of an organisation.

On Armistice Day
THE broadcast from all stations of the
Armistice Day ceremony at the Ceno
taph, London, on Sunday, November jith,
will start at 10.30 am., when the Brigade
of Guards will play appropriate music, including, just before the hour strikes,
Chopin's Funeral March.
At ii am. the chime of Big Ben will be
heard. This will be taken on the microphone at the Cenotaph and not on the usual
microphone installed in the clock tower.
This should give the chime an echoing effect.
At the end of the silence the " Last Post
will be sounded and a short service conducted
by the Bishop of London.
.

The Portrait Gallery
Director-General,' runs the latest
B.B.C. staff notice, "wishes to have
an album containing photographs of the
staff who receive the ten years' bonus. it
would also be interesting to have in our
archives photographs of the existing staff and of newcomers as they arrive."
Then, adopting a more peremptory tone,
the order declares that everybody must supply a portrait or else be photographedin their offices at the B.B.C. 's expense. The
pictures are to be card-indexed.

Thumb Prints, Tattoo Marks, and
Scars
Why the newcomers should be photographed as they arrive, possibly while
bandying words with the taxi-driver, and
in any case wearing a look of pardonable
apprehension, passes human understanding.
Next week the staff will probably be
ordered into the Concert Hall for a thumbprint parade and examined for tattoo marks.
and scars.
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Current Events in Brief Review
French Radio Giants
THE

new French Regional
scheme will shortly take practical shape with the opening of

the Toulouse and Lyons 520kilowatt stations before the end
of the year. Other stations are
to be opened in this order: Nice
(December), Lilie (January), Paris
Regional (February), Marseilles
(February), Rennes Uuly).
The average power is 120 kilowatts.

Bath's Clean Record
the most honest city
West Country, if the
radio licence prosecutions are a
criterion. According to the Bat/i
Chronicle, proof of the honesty of
Bathonians lies in the fact that,
although there were fifty wireless
prosecutions in Bristol and district
in the last quarter, there were
none in Bath.
is

-BATH
in the

Women and Wireless
jf\lE. BLANCHE VOGT, the

iVi

French authoress, has increased her popularity among the
fair sex by declaring that a wireles set, "though it makes as
much noise as a husband, takes up
less room."

Franco-British Radio
Terms
ONCE more France' borrows
radio terminology from Britain. It is officially announced
that the two large Paris broadcasting stations are to be described as "Paris Regional" and

"Paris National,"

French listeners express satisfaction at this simplification of
station descriptions.
Accordiisg
to our
Paris correspondent,

Worth Learning Russian?
KTEEDY authors are wondering
whether it would pay to
learn Russian in order to compete
for the £1,700 prize offered by the
Moscow broadcasting committee
for the best musical play specially written for the microphone.

i

Loud Speakers on Lorries
SOMETIMES lorry drivers, .with
the best intentions in the
world, omit to draw in to allow
overtaking. Thanks to the new
Philips "Automike " it is possible
for an overtaking driver actually
to express himself audibly to the
lorryman in front. The apparatus
consists of a weather-proof microphone directly coupled to a horn
loud speaker; the only source of
current supply needed can be ob-

Eiffel Tower Closes Down
ICONSIDER that Eiffel Tower

honour of being South America's most
powerful
broadcasting station apparently
rests at present with Radio Prieto,
LS2, Buenos Aires, which, according to the "Globe Circler," the
official organ of the International
DX'ers Alliance, has just installed
a new transmitter of 40. kilowatts,
the wavelength being 251 metres.
Reports from British amateurs
will be welcomed by Radio Prieto
SA. Bolivar 1356, Buenos Aires,
Argentina.

New Radio Tax
ffiHERE are many ways of
raising the wind in France.
The Municipal Council of Rennes
in the department of Meurthe-etMosche, faced with heavy demands on the Poor Fund, has
decided to tax the proprietors of
local cafés who use wireless
apparatus "which can be heard
from the apartment in which the
beverages are distributed." The
tax, which is 40 francs, is handed
over to the deserving poor.
.1.

I

R.A.F. Radio Dinner

1.

taken in rebuilding the transmitter
to employ the latest devices for
frequency stabilisation, and it is
expected, also that the station will
have a very much wider service
area than previously.

toward car radio installations.
It is pointed out that the extra
current consumed by the receiver
may overload standard equipment. When a receiver is installed the firm cannot therefore
accept responsibility for the satisfactory working of their apparatus
unless the dynamo is of the compensated voltage control type, and
iñ any case the dynamo output
must be sufficient to meet the
extra load.
It is stated that in most cases
this will involve the replacement
of the existing generator by one of
the induced ventilation type, and
an exchange scheme whereby suitable electrical, equipment nay be
installed is being put into operation.
-

THE Officers' Reunion Dinner
in connection with the R.A.F.
Electrical and Wireless School is
to be held on Saturday, Novem-

THE

The Third Time

J

dress as Chairman of the \Vireless
Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6.o p.m. on
Wednesday, November 7th. The
meeting will be held at the Institution, Savoy Place, \V.C.2.

I

RADIO AGEN, the small French
station which has already
been destroyed twice by fire and
ood, is about to return to the
ether for the third time, operating
on a wavelength of 309.9 metres.
It is said that advantage Ms been

Radio-

LUCAS, LTD., the
well-known makers of car electrical fittings, have recently issued
a statement defining their attitude

I.E.E. Wireless Section
4R. S. R. MULLARD, M.B.E.,
iVI will give the inaugural ad-

interferes with the clear audition of broadcasts around it and
fails to fulfil modern needs,' said
M. Mallarmé, the French Postmaster-General, in announcing last
week that the station is to cease
broadcasting. Eiffel Tower is to
be retained as an experimental
Station.

Short Waves from South
America

Car
TOSEPH

ber 17th. at the Royal Air Force
Club, 128, Piccadilly, London,
Wi. Full information can be
obtained from the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. J. F. Herd, M.I.E.E., Dittoip
Corner, Datchet, Slough.

Television Committee'
on Tour

THE

Committee appointed by
the P.M.G., under the chairmanship of Lord Seisdon, to consider the development of television,
has now almost completed the
hearing of the large amount of evidence offered to it. The Committee considers it essential, however,
before completing its work and
submitting its Report, to obtain first-hand information concerning recent developments in the
United States. The Chairman and
three other members left for Ness'
York on Wednesday, October
24th, and expect to be away till
the latter part of November.
Meanwhile, other members of the
Committee are visiting Germany
for a similar purpose.
..L.

A 'WORD IN 'PASSING. The new Philips "Automike" system
which enables an overtaking motorist to reveal his presence to the
driver of a lorry having one or more trailers.

Parisians have alsvays objected to
the welter of station names and
initials. They had a. particular
aversion to the cumbrous "Ecole
Superieure des Postes. Télégraphes and Téléphones."
One of the most notable importations from Britain is the word
self," meaning self-induction
coil, which is now embodied in
the French language.

tamed from the car battery, a
6-volt tapping being used in the
case of a iz- or zo-volt lighting
system. The battery consumption is equal to that of a
small sidelamp. The microphone
is mounted at the rear of the lorry
or trailer on the off side.

Radio-Music

appeal to the "doctors of the
A Hungarian
whole world."
lawyer had returned from Asia
Minor suffering from a form of
blood-poisoning, believed to be
due to an unknown bacillus. The
broadcast appeal was made in
German,
English,
Hungarian,
Danish and French. No fewer
than a hundred telegrams and
letters of advice were received.
Unfortunately, the patient died
before treatment could be applied.

ERIC SARNETTE, whose
musical instruments specially devised for broadcasting were
described in The Wireless World
of March i6th, 1934, has applied
to the French State broadcasting
service for permission to demonstrate them on the ether. It is
believed that the request will be
granted. M. Sa'esette believes
that microphone technique demands smaller orchestras.

4
.iV.L.

Wireless Appeal to Doctors
ffiHE Hungarian broadcasting
k stations recently addressed an

'Phoning Palestine
THE Radio telephone service to
Palestine now includes all

places served by telephone. The
charge for a call to the Holy Land
from any place in England, Scotland or Wales is L' ós. a minute.

Norway's Licences
KTORVEGIAN licensed listenérs
.L
number 145,346. Oslo holds
the lead over other Norwegian
cities with 39,459 listeners.
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SUPERHETERODYNE
Part 1.-The Frequency Changer

I'

no noise component appears in the push-pull
output circuit. .The only effect of the
heterodyne is to increase the HT feed from
zero, while the HF component circulates

through the by-pass capacities.
Similar a c t o n
takes place when a
signal
is injected
into the push-pull
input circuit. Again
no detection takes
place, since the output is also push-pull.
Here the modulation
components and the
HF components circulate in the bypass capacities without affecting the
output.
On combining the
heterodyne and signal voltages detection is a c c o m
plished. the output
voltagé consisting of
the beat note with
the signal's modulation envelope. It
i

If the two anode bend push-pull
valves are described as in Fig. aa, the two
characteristics are drawn "foot to foot," and
a modulated carrier envelope is drawn symmetrically bout the bias point. The platecurrent variations, although exhibiting rectification, are in the same sense, and therefore
a balance in the output circuit results. In
Fig. 2b the heterodyne is shown "end on,"
and a similar effect is found in its effect on
figure.

+HT

.r11J.
I*F

-

-

will

be

seen

H ET EROD V NE

that

the push-pull output
F ig. x-Circuit of
circuit is balanced
with regard to the
heterodyne c o mponents in the anode circuit, and also
balanced with regard to the modulation of
the signal component, either being con
sidered separately. Unbalance is only
brought about by simultaneous excitation
by signal and heterodyne voltages.
The correct graphical representatIon of

the push-pull system for quiet heterodyne
detection.

the anode current. With the two applied
together (2c) it will be found that whehever
the phases of the two voltages oppose on one
grid they will add on the other, so that for
zero beat or any other beat frequency the
variations of anode currents will be in opposite sense, and hence produce
push-pull

.1

2.-The detector anode current output

i

-

(c)

Fig

:-.

RECEIVER.

By G2TD and G5KU
CONSIDERATION 'of the noise generated in a receiving system by thermal
agitation in conductors and Schrott
eflect in valves leads to the conclusion that
if a receiver could be operated with zero
band-width tuning, using valves with zero
anode current and operated at an extremely
low temperature, these electronic noises
would be so low that there would be no
limit to the weakest signal receivable. As a
more practical consideration it is found that
in a receiver having a band width of 25
cycles, using tuned circuits of a tlynamie
resistance of ioo,000 ohms, the total rms
noise voltage will be as low as 0.04 microvolts referred to the input. This is approximately only a hundredth part of the noise
which may be generated by the inclusion
of a heterodync to the first detector if the
full noise of this devjce is appreciated.
It is usually the practice, in order to obtain efficient heterodyne detection, to inject
practically the full output voltage from the
oscillator, while the same order of things is
found in the simple oscillating detector circuit. This must lead to the introduction of
noise into an otherwise electronically silent
receiver, and by ordinary methods can only
be overcome by reducing the heterodyne
voltage to the same order as that of the
signal.
For those who are interested in this
problem of quiet heterodyne detection attention must be drawn to the push-pull detector system, which, while utilising full
heterodyne voltage, has no noise injected on
this account. The circuit of Fig. i shows
the arrangement. In this system two anode
bend detector valves have a symmetrically
tuned IF output (or symmetrically bypassed LF) in push-pull The heterodyfle is
injected

Ama

__'337

for the signal is shown at (a) and that for the heterodyne a (b).
the form shown in (c).

1
The combined output takes
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SHORT-WAVE TRANSMISSIOÑS FROM DAVENTRY
The following schedule is at present being Observed by. the
Empire transmitters :-

BBC;

'

Transmission No.1

........

..

GSD'
GSB
GSF

,..

Transmission No. 2 ..........
-

-

Transmission No.

3

.

.-

-

......

9,610
15,140

'

GSG
GSB
GSE
(1SFGSB

.

:

Transmission No.
Transmission No.

..

'-

o..
.

'

{g

.9,510.

.

16.86,
31.55
25.29
19.82
31.55
49.59
25.53

':

G.M.T.

Notes

Conditionson 20 metres have fallen off
iliglitly since the beginning of October, and
the general level of longer distance signals is
low. The second week-end of the Melbourne
Centenary Contest has brought to light even
more Australian stations, and in the evening
after a meagre few on 20 metres, the 40-

.

07.15-09.15

-'

.

11.00-14.00
(12.30-14.00 Sundays)
11.00-12.30
12.30-14.00
14.15-15.45
-14.15-15.45
14.15-17.00
16.00-17.45
'

.

17.15-.-17.45

'

18.00-2.45

}

23.00-0100

g
{

arises when zero-beat beterodyne reception
is required; this, of course, does not arise in
the case of a super-heterodyne or LF ampli-..
fying system following the detector.
A curious point now arises; when a carner is detected in such a system, valve noise
is also apparent on the silent carrier, and
actually nothing is gained in using the
system on telephony. However, when dealing with CW signals, the fact that each
morse character carries a certain amosint of
noise with it does not interfere with the increased signal-to-noise ratio brought about
by this very useful and commendable system.

DX

17,790
9:510
11,860
15,140

í1,050'
11,750

GSA-

GSD

Metres.
25.53
31.55
19.82

Kc/s.
H,750

metre band was found to be literally full of
VK calls, excepting the high-frequency end
of the barid, where commercial transmitters
cause considerable interference. VK2LZ,
VK2XU, VK3JQ, VK4BB, VK4EI, and
VK4GK were received well onzo metres,
the latter being R.5. Space will not allow
for a 40-metre log extract.
Also on ao metres good signals from
W9AGT, W6BBZ, W6BLP, W6AWA,
W5COU, VE4AE, VE4DU, and VE9SJ; the
latter was heard as early as sì am., while
PY2CD was heard at 9 am., with no fading
at R3, two unusual cases of reception.
Reports from American and Canadian stations indicate that conditions for general.
DX are comparable with those found - in
England. The band is now active until
25.30 GMT, when a sudden fade-out occurs,
apparently affecting all distances- normally
covered by reflected rays. The coming
winter months should soon reveal good
South Africàn reception, where keen activity
is known to exist.

Letters. to the Editor
The Edtor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Broadcasting Hours
IWAS iñ,terested to read your Leader in
the issue of October 19th, and am entirely in agreement with your view that
thè quañtity of broadcasting is overdone,
ofteh, no doubt at the expense of quality.
In one direction, in particular, I believe
that a curtailment is overdue. I refer to
late hours. Loud speakers are notoriously

r1'-

intrusive, and whilst efforts are being made
to lessen street noise at night broadcasting
continues unabated. Would it be too much
to suggest ix p.m. as a proper closing hour
for broadcasting?
Those who inist on dance music or other
entertainment after that hour could make
use of gramophone records, if really they
EARLY TO BED.
must.
London, WC.

SW Reception
IAM amazed at the ease with which short.

wave stations may be picked up, using
the band spread system recently described
An hour's listening
in Wireless World.
produced a good crop of U.S.A. stations, all
of which were loo per cent. intelligible.
The effect was that of tuning-in Continental
stations on medium wave band. My set

2 H.F., Det., Pent., operating from AC
main with a SW adaptor, using band spread
tuning. " Megacycle" might be interested
in th& following log for October xoth,

is

1934:p.m.

ii.o

Moscow RW5g

11.15 WIXAI
lIZO W2XAF

.

Hour.

11.30 VE9GW
11.45 W3XAL
11.50 CP5

am.
12.5

-

W8XK

m.
50
R9 Internationale
31.35 R8 Call.
31.48 R8 Children's

49.22 RS Market Prices.
49.18 R9 3 Singing
Sisters.
4.34 R6 Child Singing
and speech.

.

'

pactness of commercial receivers. I do not
think he is right, however, in his statement,
The majority of radio manufacturers
desikn their sets without any regard to
accessibility." It is deliberate!
It seems to, me that manufacturers do
give a'great'deal of thought to accessibi1it
with the one idea of avoiding it as much
as possible. Apart' from the more obvious
methods, such as sealing screw heads, they
frequently arrange that some final stage in
the assembly proess comes after the set is
'in its cabinet, thereby effectively barricading the screws that hold it in. No doubt
the factory engineers have special tools to
reach the screws on their own sets, but the
poor service-man who tries to improvise
sight-angle spanners with periscope attached,
or òhain-driven screwdnvers to meet. the
difficulty, finds himself with a collection of
wird 'implements that is never complete,
and the prospect of not 'reasonably being
able to charge for the time spent. In one
set the trimmers are readily accessible-by
removing the oscillator valve can!
In some industries the manufacturer pursues an aèti.ve policy of keeping in touch
with the conimodity after sale.
No so with the radio trade; the only man
who comes in contact with the set when it
is in use is, normally, the service-man, and
he is as often as not treated by the manufacturer as an outsider to. be discouraged as
much as possible.
[he manUfacturer wants the set that is not
satisfactory sent back to the works even if
it oniy needs a small replacement, and will
not supply the service-than with the part,
hence owners often have to return sets to
the factory, paying carriage both ways, and
wait *eeks for the job to be done, all of
which gives the man in the street a bad
taste in the mouth about wireless people
generally.
Rapid development and falling prices
have led makers to concentrate ón selling
cheaper sets, but will it always be so? I
venture to say that a time will come when
the standards will be the reIiability performance, and unbioken service for a
reasonable period.
Good servicing is an esséntial' part of the
scheme of things to the latter end, so manúfacturers should help, not hinder by making
everything so enclosed that even the contacts of a wave-ch,nge switch cannot be
cleaned without partly dismantling the set.
I fear I have taken up oo much of your
space wilh the above,: but I do think that
this matter is of importance, and I very
much hope a note will be struck some time,
peihaps by yourselves, that will lead to
more co-operation between manufacturers
and service-men. The absurd crowding of
some sets' "innards" is the. biggest stumbling-block.at present.
W. HODGES.
'
Bournemouth.
4

48.86 R9 Amosand Andy

all on MC speaker, and also 'two other
Spanish-speaking stations on approximately
49.00 and 48.00 m. at Ro, but quality was
very bad. Perhaps "Megacycle" might
give us a clue to their identity. Many
thanks for the band spread system.
W. H. PIERCE,
,Beckenham.

Accessibility in Design
service-1ìan and a devout
like to say how much
I agree with Mr. J. Gibbons in his remarks
on your editorial comments on the COOla humble
As reader
I should

4'-

4

15'

New Commercial Literature

-

pamphlet describing the Ekco Car Radio
Receiver has just been issued. As many readers
are aware, the Ekco set is designed for direct
control, and has an independent loud speaker
and HT supply unit, which can be mounted in
any convenient position.
The set costs so
guineas, plus an installation charge of from
35s., depending on the amount of labour
involved.
Aerialite, Ltd., Junction Mills, Whittington Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.--The Aerialite
Trapeze Aerial.
Burns-Jones and Co., Ltd., Magnum House,
sg6, Borough High Street; London, S.E.r.Radio Components (including special switches,
tapped potentiometers, etc.).
A
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Recent Products
of the Manufacturers
IRON-CORED COILS
the design of the new Goltone iron¡Ncored coils particular care has been taken
to achieve as high an efficiency as possible,
having regard to the obvious limitations imposed by size and price. The materials are
chosen for their good high-frequency
properties, as, for example, the use of
cellulose acetate bobbins and skeleton conGOLTONE

struction, allowing ample air spacing to
avoid undue dielectric losses.
The coils are, of course, dual range, but
waveband switches are not included; and
when two or more coils are required they
can be supplied assembled on a metal chassis
embodying waveband and mains switch.
The specimen -tested is the type Ru f
GIC2, wìilch is an aerial coil having a reaction winding with provision for shortcircuiting the long-wave section. There are
separate aerial tappings on each coil, and
the necessary change-over would be made
by the wavehand switch.
Our measurements gave the indúctance
as 156 microhenrys for the medium-wave
section and 2,130 microhenrys for the
whole coil. Very satisfactory figures were
obtained for the HF resistance; at 200
metres it was 23 ohms, at 300 metres 9.5
ohms, and at 500 metres 4.2 ohms. On the
long waveband the resistances were 8o
ohms at 1,000 metres and 26 ohms at 2,000
metres. These include the tuning condenser
losses and those of the test apparatus, so
they bear some relation to actual working
conditions, though the extraneous losses are
admittedly small in this case.
For a practical test the coil was included
in a typical det. -LF circuit, and gave excellent results, the sensitivity was, surprisingly good for such a simple arrangement
Goltone newstyle screened

iron-cored

aerial coil with
reaçtion.
-

t'

-

-
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Annaratus
Reviewed
I-

ti,'
i

-

current for a 4-mfd. size was of the order
of 0.5 mA., but if there is any appreciable
ripple giving peaks in excess of this figure
the current through the condenser slowly
increases. The margin of safety allowed is
adequate to take care of momentary surges
greater than 500 volts, but the condenser

362 VALVES
of valves for the Standard AC

sAMPLES
Three have beeñ received for test froni
the 362 Radio Valve Co., Ltd., of 415, Mare

Street, Hackney, London, E.8. The ACVS4
is a screen-grid valve with a mutual conductance of 2 mA/v., while the ACHL4 is' a
tnode of uo,000 ohms AC resistance eminently suited for a detector.
The output
pentode is the ACME4, and there is a fullwave rectifier, the RB4i. The valves are of
unusually small physical dimensions, and
the metallised types are characterised by
an aluminium coating.
The valves have been tested in the
Standard AC Three and were found to function in an entirely satisfactory manner; they
can, therefore, be confidently recommended
for use in this set. It should be noted that
the output pentode is available in both fiveand seven-pin base types. As the receiver
is fitted with a seven-pits valveholder, it
should be remembered when ordering to
specify the seven'pin type.
'S.

-

-

-

-

Bulgin 4-mid. 500-Volt DC peak dry
electrolytic smoothing condenser.

'

should 'never. be used in circuits where the
working peak voltage continually risei
above the rated maximum:
A safe working voltage when there is a
large ripple on the DC is about 480 volts,
These condensers are made in 4- and 8mfd, sizes, and they cost 3S. 9d. and 45. 3d.
each respectively. The makers are A. F.
Bulgin and Co., Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, Essex.
,

'

g

-

-

-

-

p.

,

BELLING-LEE 'CAR RADIO
"
SUPPRESSOR KITS
INTEIERENCE suppression units for
incorporating in the ignition system
when a wireless set is installed in a motor
car are obtainable from Belling and Lee,
Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield,
Middlesex, in the form of a kit, and' for
either four- or six-cylinder engines.
Each kit contains the requisite number
of suppression units for the sparking plugs,
one for the distributor and two contact
suppressors, one to be fifted on the generator
and the other for the coil.
An instructional leaflet gives full details
of' the method of fitting, and the price is
255. 6d. for a four-cylinder and 20S. for a
six-cylinder kit. The various units are

-

362 valves for the' Standard AC Three,

UTILITY CONDENSERS
LTHOUGH our tests on the Utility
' gang condenser Model W349 / .were
made with coils of the inductances stated
in our issue of October 5th last, it should
be known that this season's models are
quite suitable for use with the new standard
coils, since the inductances of the long-wave
sections only have been changed to any
extent, and the variable padding condenser
ensures correct ganging. The wavelength
scale on the dials, however, is cQrrect for
coils of 157 and 126.9 microhenrys medium
waveband and 2,200 and I,o5 microhenrys
long waveband,
'

I,

-

.

-.

i

.

..

L

and quite a high degree of selectivity could
be obtained with the one tuned circuit by
including a o.000i mfd. condenser in the
aerial lead, yet the efficiency is so good that
signal strength did not fall off appreciably.
It is a particularly good coil and the price
is 9S. 6d. There is an HF transformer,
band-pass coils, and a superhet. oscillator
type among others, and any combinatioi
can be obtained on a chassis with switches.
The makers are Ward and Goldstone,
Ltd., Frederick Road (Penctieton), Sal'fl.ford 6.

BULGIN ELECTROLYTIC SMOOTHING
CONDENSERS

ULGIN electrolytic smoothing condensers are of the dry type and assembled
in waxed cardboard cases. They are very
compact, the 4-mfd. size, for example,
measuring 2ifl. X iin. X skin. only.
Two
rubber covered leads are brought out for
connection, and as the condensers are
polarised, which is usual with this type;
the leads must be connected correctly.
Positive and negative leads are indicated by
colours, red for the former and black for
the latter, but as a further guide positive
and negative symbols are printed on the
case.
These condensers are designed for a
maximum peak potential of 500 volts DC.
With smooth DC of this voltage the leakage

-

Sit
J

)

-

-1

j-

.

'"J
Belting-Lee complete interference suppression kit for a four-cylinder engine.

obtainable separately, and they would give
the same immunity to ignition interference
when fitted to stationary engines.
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Higgs Superheterodyne
..

-

MODEL 55T
.

....

.

A Receiver of Unusual Design Incorporating
Dual Speakers
¡

FEATURES -Type -Ho

ontal table model supe heter dyne f AC
penlode HF amplifier-octode frequency
changes-IF coupling transformer-anode bend SG second detector-power
pentode output valve.
Full-wave valve rectifier. Main Controls.(1) Tuning, with oil-damped tuning indicator. (2) Volume control and
on-off switch. (3) Continuously variable tone control.
(4) wave-range
switch. Subsidiary Controls.-_(1) AVC delay adjustment. (2) Aerial
circuit trimmer. Price-iS guineas. Mahers.-Charl.LonHiggs (Radio)
Ltd., westbourne Place, Hove, Sussex

mains.

"

-

.

ERE are mañy features, both in the
design and performance, which give
this receiver the stamp of originality
and make a welcome break from the
tendency towards standardisation which is
to be observed in medium-priced super-

heterodynes of to-day.
Looking back on the results of our tests
the outstanding impression was made by
what we might teno the unobfrusiveness of
the performance.
Reproduction has a
smooth quality which is marred neither by
harshness in the upper register nor colouration of the bass by resonances. The bass
response, in fact, is distributed over an
unusually wide band and in orchestral music
containing long passages for the double
bass, every note in a scale passage is given
equal value, a point which will at once be
appreciated by those who have had a
musical training. It is probable that the
dual loud speakers contribute largely to this
result, and the unique spacial quality of
the reproduction from the dual source adds
greatly to the realism of orchestral per-.
formances and other transmissions in which

z

Circuit.-Var. - mu

the sound emission is from a wide area.
One of the loud speakers is of the energised and the other of the permanent
magnet type, and the moving coils are fed
in parallel from a single output transformer
in the anode circuit of the 3k-watt pentode
A continuously variable
output valve.
tone control circuit is connected across the
transformer primary, and terminals are provided for connecting an external loud
1f
speaker in parallel with this winding.
desired the supply to the internal loud
speakers may b interrupted by a switch
fitted at the back of the chassis, but it is
important to note that this switch must not
be opened unless an extension loud speaker
is connected, otherwise the output valve
may be damaged.

......

Quiet Background

Although the circuit is sensitive, reception is not marred by excessive background
noise. This is probably due to the fact that
most of the amplification prior to the second
detector is carried out at the signal fre-

quency. The customary IF valve has been
omitted, and the only amplification provided at this frequency is that which is
given by the octode frequency changer.
There are only two tuned IF circuits, but
the additional signal-frequency tuned circuit associated with the HF amplifier compensates for any reduction in selectivity
which might result. Actually, it was found
that the band widths over which the London
National and Regional transmitters were
capable of causing interference in the Central London area were 30 and 38 kc ¡s
respectively.
Automatic volumê Control is derived from
a full-wave Westinghouse metal oxide rectifier, and the control bias is applied to the
HF amplifier: The behaviour of the control
is in keeping with the performance in other
respects, inasmuch as there is an entire
absenté of sideband screech and other unpleasant boundary effects as the set is tuned
through a station.
The AVC dela3 voltage may be regulated.
by a potentiometer control at the back of
the chassis. By this means a form of interMAINS

EXTERNAL

-

TONE

L

4:#.
r

IFjf

F

I

The circuit.does not inr.lude a separate IF amplifier, but a signal-frequency amplifier stage is provided.
oxide rectifier, and the delay voltage is adjustable.

-,

A\C is derived through ametal

1
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Riggs Superheterodyne, Model 55Tstation noise suppression is made available

H

ENERCISED

to the user. - While it does not affect the
vqlume or quality of strong transmissions it
has the effect of reducing the effective sensi
tivity of the set for small inputs.
When the set was first put into operatiòn
a large number of second channel whistles
were noticeable on the medium waveband,
but these were reduced to a level which did
not seriously interfere with reception by

- LOUD

SPEAKER

1
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VALVE

AMPLIFIER
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accurately trimming the aerialcircuit. The.
trimming condenser, which is connected in
series with the aerial coupling coil, is acces-.
sibly placed at the back of the cabinet and
may be adjusted with a screwdriver.
A mains aerial is provided, and the connection is made by a link which can be
completely removed from the terminal
sockets. This overcomes the trouble which
is sometimes experienced where the wander
lead is attached to the set and the plug
accidentally touches the aerial terminal
while an outdoor aerial is in use.
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Tuning Indicator

Full advantage has been taken of the
dual loud spçakers in producing a horizontal
cabinet of well balanced design. The controis are well placed, and the tuning dial
has separate scales for medium and long
waves.
A tuning indicator is fitted, and
this is of unusuaL design. The mechanism
is of the meter type, and the pointer has a
'light metal vane working in a vertical glass
tube filled with oil. A pilot lamp behind

lell

copyswiij

I

A VC DELAY

.

-

Interior layout

o

the cabinet Note the oil-damped wring indicator and AVC delay control.

the tube thr4ws a dagger of light which
lengthens in a downward direction as the.
signal strength of a station increases. The
oil provides efficient damping, and the

action

the -itdicator.

of

"flutter."
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In conclusion it is worthy of note that
the makers give a two years' guarantee.
-f-

-

ROBABLY by the time that these
notes appear in print the new Government stations at Lyons and Toulouse
will be testing. Each of these has an output rating of 120 kilowatts. The Lyons
station, Lyons-Tramoyes, will, I understand, replace the old Doua plant which,
with a power of only 55 kilowatts, has been
well heard in this country ever since the
Lucerne Plan came into operation. It is
sure to he known amongst DX men as
Tramways!
I have not yet heard whether ToulouseMuret will work on 386.6 metres or on
328.6 metres. The higher wavelength is at
present used by a small Government
station, the z-kilowatt Toulouse PTT, and
this would seem to be the most likely wavelength for the Muret transmitter.
In either case Toulouse will have to share
the wavelength, for 386.6 metres belongs as
well to the so-kilowatt Russian Stalino and
small relay at Fredriksstad; 328.6
the
metres is shared with Dniepropetrovsk.
Readers have probably noticed that
Cologne has been received extraordinarily
well for some weeks now. This is mainly
due to the fact that the transmitter is working with a power of zoo kilowatts. So little
was said about the increase in power that
one meets. many long-distance enthusiasts
who do not know that it has taken place.
At the beginning of the year Leipzig was
heterodyned day, after day for two months
or more. Then the interference disappeared,
and during the whole of the summer Leipzig
was quite clear. Now the heterodyne has
started again; in fact, I have not once found
Leipzig free from ,an accompanying whistle
during the whole, week prior to the writing
of these notes. The offender is difficult to

-

-

identify, but I believe that it is Barcelona
EAJI. One hopes that the DIR. will be
able to effect a cure, for Leipzig with its
fine programmes 'and its excellent quality
is a sad loss.
The long waves are still a troubled sea,
and so far as one can see there is little
hope that any readjustment can straighten
matters out. The plain truth is that there
are far too many stations at work between
1,000 and 2,000 metres. and there seems to
be no likelihood that any of them will be
closed down.

-

An interloper is the \'ienna Experimental
station which has been working lately on.
1,250 metres, just 2 kiocycles. away from
Kalundborg. Though Vienna, is rated at
only half a kilowatt, it has heterodyned the
Danish station severely at times.
Beromünster, which recently went up to
ioo kilowatts, appeärs to have been having
trouble with its plant for some days now,
though I have seen no announcement on the
subject. Whether it is temporarily using
less power I do not know, but I have not
been able to receive it for some days.
The only long-wave stations that are completely reliable are Huizen, Radio-Paris and
D. EXER.
Luxembourg.

-

Standard Frequency Transmissions from the N.P.L..
some time past a standard frequency transmission has been made
I
from the National Physical Laboratory
on the second Tuesday of each month,
beginning at 1040 G.M.T. The transmission is in the form of a very accurate
-x,000-cycle modulation (correct to 2 parts
in so') of a carrier wave, and it is now
announced that in future the carrier will be
396 kiocycles (758 metres) instead of 360
kiocycles (830 metres) hitherto used.
The standard frequency transmission is
considerably used by various establishments
and experimenters interested in accurate
frequency-determinations, and it may be
useful to recapitulate heie. the routine of
the transmission. This is as follows
'

G.M.T.

-

Second Tuesday in Each Month.
in morse "CQ de
G5HW." Standard frequency emission at 1,000 cycles per second.
Emission of modulation frequency

1040.. Announcement
1045

:

uninterrupted.

11'5 ..
1155

Modulation frequency changed by
minus 2.5 parts in a million.
in morse "CQ de
G5HW." The correct frequency was
0.999 x or 0.000 y, the figures
before the declinai point being
omitted, i.e., 0.999x indicates 999.999
x- cycles and 0.000 y indicates
1000.000 y cycles per second.
Programme ends. .........
-

.. Announcement

.

-

.

1200 ..
In addition to the above a direct emission
of a high carrier frequency is made quarterly
at 2100 G.M.T. on the first Tuesday in
March, June, September and December.
This is on 1,780 kilocycles (169 metres).
The programme is as follows:-.

First Tuesday, March, June,
Sept., Dec.
2100 .. Announcement in morsa
2102 ... Continuous dash.
2115 .. Announcement as at2100.
2117 .. Continuous dash.
And so on in quarter-hour periods till 2203
G.M.T.

'

G.M.T.

.
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partly overcome, but the set
is np longer strictly interchangeable, as its
connections must be altefed to suit the form
of supply on which it is operated.
limitation

columns are reservedfor the publication
of matter of general interest arising out of
problems submitted by ow readers
Readers requiring an individual reply to their
technical questions by post are referred to "The
Wireless World" Information Bureau, of which
brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to be
found at the fool of this page

THESE

'

Comparing Coil "Goodness"
READER is disappointed to find that,
the result of fitting new coils throughout in his receiver is not nearly so satisfactory as was anticipated. He réalises that
the new coils are possibly not being used to
best advai'itage, but he would liké to make
a comparative measurement of their efficiency as compared with those which they'
replace. We are asked if there is any
accurate way of making such a measurement without laboratory apparatus.
If it can be assumed that the coils to be
compared are of roughly the same inductance, it is possible to make a comparative
,test in severalvery simple Whys. 'We doubt
however, f any method is better than the
well-known one which employs the absorp.
thin principle.; the procedure is to insert the
coils under test in a tuned circuit, coupled
to an oscillating valve circuit which is tuned
to the same wavelength. Energy will be
absorlled ,roñs this oscillatoiy circuit, the
actual amount being dependent on the
"goodness :'of the coil in the absorbing circuit, provided that all other conditions remain unchanged through the series of tests.
A convenient method of putting this principle into practical effect is shown in Fig. r.
The circuit LC may be the detector grid circuit of an ordinary receiver with reaction:
Li is a coupling call, consisting generally of

A

-

'

-

»

Slow-discharge Accumulators
T should be emphasised that the popular''
type of accumulator having heavy, thick
plates is intended to be.discharged at a low
rate, and thät it is 'unfair to expect this
type of battery to supply a large current.
Indeed, one may go so far as to say that it
is ,impossible to obtain a heavy current at
the normal rated voltage.
This subject is raised by â reader who
complains that the voltage' of his cell (a
new. one) falls to under i .8 volts when a
current estimated at z amperes is taken from
it. He goes on to say that the accumulator
must surely be defective.
With this opinion we can hardly agree.
The internal resistance of a mass-type cell
is quite appreciable, and is vastly higher
than that of a cell with many thin plates
designed for heavy dischargè rates. -

'

Universal A.C.-D.C.. Sets

T N our earlier Show numbers reference was
made to the fact that a universal set
for operation interchangeably on A.C. or
D.C. supplies should work just as well on
D.C. as a receiver spécifically designed for
that type of supply, but that a purely A.Ç.
set is likely to have a better performance on
its own type of mains than a "universal."
A nuerist now asks us to elaborate that

statment.

.'

#HT

.

SCREEN
-'
-----------j

':l[i+H
+_________

the "Readers' Problems" section of
last week's issue the possibilities of drycell LT batteries werediscusserl. Of course,
such a source of supply is only to be considered for special-purpose sets, and particularly for portables, but it seems to interest a number of readers. Possibly the
reason that it does so is that, althòugh
extremely small accumulator cells are available, they do not seem to survive long when
entrusted to the ordinary charging station,
which is 'used to dealing with heavier
batteries.

'V

'

SCREEN

I

is

Separate LT Batteries

condenser RC, and the reading of the meter
is noted; the condenser controlling the test
circuit is 'thén tuned to exact resonance and
the change of current is noted; the greater
the change the bétter the coil. Care must
be taken that the test circuit is not so
tightly coupled that self-oscillation will be
stopped entirely at the point of resonance.

L

World, October 2Eth, 1934.

I

RO

mA

C

I

11

Fig. 2.-Dividing the load: how to use
separate. dry-cell batteries for LT. supply.

-

Another aspect of th'e dry.tell LT ques.
tion is now taised by a reader, who asks
whether it would be feasible to employ two
separate batteries, one for feeding the HF
and detector valves, and the'other for the
output pentode of his lightweight portable

set.
.
.
This is quite a practical suggestion, and
from sorne poilits of view the proposed
arrangement is even better than those that
have already been discussed. Indeed, there
is no basic reason why each individual valve
of a set should not be fed from its own LT.
.

battery.
To return to our qoerist's own particular
problem, we suggest that the filament circuit should be arranged as in Fig. 2. A
filament voltmeter will be almost essential,
and we suggest that it should be wired in
the manner shown through a change-over
switch in. order that the rheostats controlling respectively the first two valves and the
output valve may be correctly adjusted.

.

»

I
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INFORMATION BUREAU
THE service,,is intended primarily for readers

Fig. z.-Comparative, but not absolute, measuremens 'of the "goodness" of similar tuning
coils may be made with the help of the detector valve circuits of an ordinary receiver.

three or four turns, which may be wound
round the tuned coil L.. This coupling coil
is inserted iñ series with the coil under test
and the tuning condenser in the manner
shdwn.
An indication of the amount of energy
absorlied from the oscillating circuit is
afforded by a miliiammeter in series with
the anode circuit of the detector valve. This
válve Is first. bçciught into a. state of''selfoscillation by manipulation of the reaction

Generally speaking, the H.T. voltage
available for a universal set when operated
on A.C. is considerably less than the voltage of the mains supply; this is because
there is no transformer to step- up the voltage to a higher value. Consequently, the
power output is likely to be appreciably less
than that of an AC. set employing a transformer. The difference will be espeêially
marked whèn mains voltage is low.
By using a voltage-doubling rectifier this

meeting with difficulties in connection
receivers 'described in The Wireless
World, or those of commercial design which
from time to time are réviewed in the pages of
The Wireless World. Every endeavour will be
made, to deal with queries on all wireless
matters, provided that they are of such a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
Wireiess World Information Bureau, Dorset
-'--House, Stamford Street, London, SEs, and
must be accompanied by a remittance of 5s. to
cover the cost of the service.
Personal interviews ere not given by the,.
technical staff, nor can technical enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.
with
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sudden noise-or an equally aggravating silence
inefficiency
somewhere in your set!
.
.
your AvoMinor and find out at once. The
Take
AvoMinor is an investment in permanent security
instrUment accurate to a
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brother of the famous Avometer the instrument
used by ail the leading manufacturers and their
service engineers. With the AvoMinor you can
test circuits, valves, components, batteries and
power units with the dependable accuracy of the
technical expert.
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TEN ACCURATE
METERS IN ONE
CURRENT
O-6

O-30

.0-120

There is no substitute for the AvoMinor. It is a moving
coil combinatios testing meter-ten accurate instruments
in one. Supplied in convenient case with leads and
interchangeable testing prods and crocodile clips, and
complete instruction booklet adequately illustrated.
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THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
Receivers añd

NOTICES.
'THE

FOR

CHARGE

CO 00103

ADVERTIGEMENTS so

Otereicera )6-ealnet, a scatta outyot, teem £12; trade
supplied; deferred terms.-D. E. Cf sobeos, BSs tEag.), 50,
Park Rd.. Walfiugtsn, Surrey. 'Phone Walhssgtse 3953.
[6689
(3 .E.C." 5e. AC. All-electric Sets, £6110 (motees' Itat
_F pries £15/it), fitted ja beautiful sealant cabinets,
complets with 5 " Osrano" calves, sad msviag-csit speaker;
1hese sets cro brand new, and pocked in the mohers'
sealed hses; the isamuvoelloos nOce et a troc-clous set,
st less than secsnd-haad price; the some G.E.C. is suffi.
rient guarantee 1er the qsatity; scud fer illustrated list.Radio Ooppltrs, 20, ttamsgreuve Drive. Blackburn. [6713
1tIIDGET Receinres, brand new and guaranteed, earrioga
paid, SAE. with ail osqoiries; rveey oar completé
in every detail, with valves and moving-coil speaker, onset.
jag oN A.C. and D.C. mains, any notlage, with line regstutor i.ssrtoded; Emerson. 5-ralee, 250-500)5.000-2,000
metres, oalaot cotiaet lO'/eX7t4X554e, at £41613; the foltowing R.C.A. Victee'a (H.M.V, in America), all fitted is
handsome walnut rntsiasrts appessisnately l2sgf%)t6, delayed aotsmatic enlame control, ,o-itls mososl limitation,
fItted pick-op terminals, iseneporate 2 ultra modern triple
tundían valses, bringing prrtnrmaner to that of a 9'valve
set, 5.naleosuperhet. covering 250-500/1,000.2,000 meters,
approsimately 75 statinuo, at £6/s)9; this model supplied
is longer cabinet; 24014x12, at £7; t-note e soperhet,
an' abone, appraniasately 100 stations, st Lt/lO; also 4
only t-calre snperhets, covering 13.2.000 metres in 3
soarebando, aperiodic H.P. stage, 2 HF. pentodes, Hep'
tode lrrgnency changer, doable anode triade, 6m. Stagoavoo
apenkrr, ut £7/is; picone 000e, ascing to seoiaes tacot intertenenae, drmeaateatiaas neiy oltre 7.30 p.oa.-Degatlier's,
Rn. t, Coryton Hence, 21, Upper Marylebone St., Lnndoot,
Wi. Manees, 7795. Near Oxford Circan and Grent
S'ortlaad St. Stations '
(0787

15

words or leao. 0/- and 3d. for every
additional word
Each paragraph io charged separately and name and address
must be counted.
ADVERTISEMENTS for theoe coturnos are accepted up to
FOlgST POST on MONDAY MORNING (precisos to date o!'
issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless World," Doraet
Hause, Stamford Street, London, S.R.l. or on SATURDAY
MORNING at the Branch Offices, 19, Hsrt!ocd Street, Coventry.;
Guildhall Builrtiogo, Navigation Street Birmingham, 2; 280,
Deanogate, Manchester; 3 ; 265, Renñold Street, Glasgow, 0.2
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
adverttsemcats at tbeir discretion.,
Poslol Orders sad Cheques seat in payment for advertisement,
should be mude payable Is ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., sad crossed
_L.----' Notes beingssnteaceable if lust in transit should
not be sont as remittances.
Tise proprietsrs are not responsible for clerical sr printer,5
errore, although ovary care io taten to avoid mistakes.
-
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1ITS:
STANDARD

A50fi3

Author's Kit of first specIfIed components,
IT
including ready-drilled panel asd Plynsas
chassis bot lens Valves and Speaker.
CASH OR COD.
CARRIAGE PAID.
or 12 monthly paymessts -of 19/-.
l A fur Kit
bot iaclading Sel al
o
Ii IT
speeifted Valera, less Speaker.
CASH OR COD.
CARRIAGE PAID.
av 12 monthly paymrnts at 23/6.
If Magosavo,r Speahcoiaocqat'oed with abuse Kils, add 02 2 I
lo Cask or COD. price, 004/610 each jtaymcttU

K

Box Number Advertisements

"A.'t

Set MosaJaetareea' Snrptso, Clearance atad Jlast'rapt
Stocks of/coed is coy of theoeeotneteo xaoy ,,ot be
SfaecJactoret'a cojrrost hateo. Satho coot panceta adeaeetiocd
at befos,, the fiat price do ,,ot catty atsy masafactarct"a

IUTBITS
-

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
'flHAND Nett Battery Single Span Receicee Unit, enact
ta specification, nith tanteen; LS/lo-E. Ladee.

(0754
OUR Kit of Parts lar "Wireless World ' Quality Ampio'
fier, coonplete in every detail, including valves;
ampliftec nnly, LI/IO; lerdee tanit, 30/-.
OUIt Kit et Parte lar ' Wireless Wnrld" Olympia S.S.
Sia, cnnaplete io every detail, inciuding valsen and

e-

f
a
I

n

World.

Rdiog,
thgbout,

oJd

16d..

[6744

chocci

by

'

nent
field

-..-

4-calce
orolnut

5/l5;

days aypzoaol.--Stott. Clare Hill, Huddern[6670

nl Ports foe Kit Sets.-" Wire1ea
World Quality Amplifier, complete, including enteco
and npeai.ee, LO/lO: Olympic S.S. Sia, complete, mcludin
Salves and npeakec, £14110; send lcr details-Scott's
[6755
Stadio, 67, HacIenden Osedens, N.W.10.
HELL Amplifier, -less tranalormor and valves,
brand seo, 49/-; H.M.V., 12'!, natta, undistorted
oatpat, bosad ne«, 6 golosas; amplifiez, beanS sen, 21'u
watts, £4/to; Philips 18 watt, teased ness, 10 goiceas;
pene £42, my
FAC., 25 «atta, beand aew, original
price £15/to; 5-valse Rsdiograaa chassas, beand ness,
£4110; "-Wieeless World -. Aaapiifior, brand ness, £6/b;
electro dynacaiccocceetee, 100 watt. D.C. to AC., £3/10.
[6793
-M. Donovan, 167, City Rd., London, ECl.
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4v.

TORTEXbON.-35E0350. 120 ma., 4e. 2 ta 5a., 4s.
2 55 40., 4e. 2.50.; open type 14/6, shrsaded 16/6;
saper obre adesi model. sveight ttih..4filameatn toupee!.
flcatisn, 25/.; ysat 1/3.
sr 450 se 500e. 120 sso., 4v. 2 ta
VORTEXION.-400
5, 4v. 2 to 5, 4e. 20h. apeo typo 10/-, sbessided
2

-

3/.

TORTEXION.-400 or 450 se 500. 150 ma., 4e. 4s.,
4e. 2.5. 4r. 2. 4w. -2. 4v. 2, core vice 2410l'dis., a
saper iab. 21 regslstion, 35/-; shscndmd, with terminai,;
less termisals, 30/'; apes type, 26/.; pout 1/3.
Asto Tesaslsesoers to B.E.S.A. Operific.a-

-

VORTEXION
tion 100, 110, 0e 120V. to 200, 225, cm 245 volts,
60 satt,', 0/-; post Od.; 120 vastOs, shrouded 12/6. opes
type 10/6, pont 1/-; 240 watt,. abrssded 16/6, past 1/-;
2,000 watts,

£4/to.

-

-

-

-

-

t,000.wntt Tronslseeaers;

£4/is, carriage

TORTEXION 31h. st 65 sao. Chokes, 5/6; 40h. at 60
V eso., 8/6; 30h.. st 150 ma., 200 s/sm,, 10/6 apes
type, 12/6 shrouded.
Tranalsrmemn Made ts Toue Speciflootisa;
VORTEXION
price accordisg ts wattage, 6v. filaments some price
unless wattage grsssly exceeded; special qastatisno by

A°y°°

-

-

-

-

cm

post 1/..

.

-

-

TORTEX0ON.-250-t-250 60 ma., 4v. b ta 2a., dr. 2 ta
40., open type, 10/-; nhrosded, 12/6; post Od.TORTEXION.-Fereoesrt ItO 350-0-350, 60 ma., 4e.
y 2.5 CT.. 4c. 3.5 CT. ; apes typo 13/6, shrouded
16/-; post Od.

VOItTEXION.-Sspor
Ito 2,4s.2 to 4, open type 14/6. shrouded50.16/6;
J

-

.E5/1816. ,oith valses. '
Lsteat do.. Battery Chossi,, 2 sCreened
st.ogss, 3 tascd. ctrcstte sangle bosh tasiag, ial;
viaipn dial colibsated sosveleogths, gond selectivity soriar
-- esrpptiunal pulling p,swer; £4110; oath sslve,.
A LL Armstrong Chassis are Constructed si the Higfiros
Grade Conspsncntn 'l'hrsaghaut, sorry 12 casaste
.tt
free gucenntee, os-i are sos t on 7 days' approval,
carriage paid.
MANUFACTURING Cs.. .100. il,iegs
16660
Rd., N.W.1. 'Phones CultIver 3105.
-

-

liMEr
NAME

£5/18/6.
A.C.4 Chassas, Incorporating 3 pestasses,
3 t aced circuits. lati hand-posa, 3 o-att, sntpat;
-

-

ALI

model for R.T.0 se 0

I

ADVISED
BEAFEWI.ETTEF05APTE

paid..

-

-

V

-

-

-

-

-

A.C.3 Tranxiorntrr, polisbed die cast.
STANDARD
nhrcediago guoeantrd 5 yecra; see viso displayed
adeeetisement no page 12, October 19th.
Specified Olympic S.S. t Transformer
VORTEXSON
9.5.352. 5 yeses' gaarantoo,
25/-; leas terminals nnd
--- gaaeantee,- 21/-; po some chassis, £311716; chsbe, 12/6;
S,cgie Spas model, 25/-; powerchaas is, £3/10.
Asspli6ee se Supes Msnodiai,
VORTEXION.-Qaality
425-0-425, 120 ma., 4e. 6-8a. CT., 4s. 3ro. CT.,
.45. tn.; 4r. ta., superobrooded, -core size 2%is.Xt'/oin.,
2'4X rmgulatisa peimary en goose d inaslated terminarla,
weight 14fb,, 26/-, carriage 2/.; normai shrsaded, 22/-;
opes type, 20/-, post 1/3; s peaker Selci replscrment
cbsbe, 16/'; sprcial cutpat transtormer 15 ' W,W. " spesi- ulcat,nn,
12/6, post od. ; state valor and speaker; " W.W.'
uni seras 1 output transformer, £1 ; normai 4th. 50 ma.
primacy ostpst trasaslsrmsms, 10/6, post Od.
7ORTEX1ON 7.30h. 120 ma. Chohe, 255 ohms, in die
costshroa ding to match; 12/6.
-bot. ascqssa lied. Good essugh isr a " WiseJMITATED.
lesa World " opesiflyatisn is gssd enough Sor ysa.
1/ORTEXION Cost Little Moro than the Cboapost, bat
nnrqnalled ho' tht deasest.
.
ITORTEXION AO/3d, ased by outiase in ossntzactisn
ci A.V.C. Three, sa itlastrated; 18/-.
12 Maatha, aad so-ithin 5% normai and
GUARANTEED
25,4% super models, neat shrsading, soitb detachaisle
test as ased by Csreromeat Departmeata, etc., etc., say
model garosas leed 5 years at rates cost cf 2/-.
Secssdocie, Centre Tapped.
.

flisdpasseaperhetoeodyne

5e.

chassis, solCh fully delayed A.V.5J., 7 highly olflcarns
taned giecaits, basdpoSe inpnt, Maccoal ileptode feeqaency
changez, ososabised tat det,eotos and oscillator, bandpaaa
1F. srsifpled to MbrcOni MF. pentsde, band poas coupled
tò Caseros Double Diode, giving distartisnless detection
nñd A.V.U., resiatonco coupled to Maoda high slope pentode, Marconi bi-phase rectifier, lait vision illassinateot
tnniag. calibvn'.e'J in- woveleogtba, combined radio ana
gramophone s-slusne control, corrected pentodo oatpas,
giving eacrptlonalay good rrpeodactsan; £6118/6, nIth
sobos, royalties
Uni semaI Saps' 'setersdyne. chassis -works
on AC. or'D.C. moins, npeoificstisn as saperbsetessdyne model abase; £t/18/6, complete with sols-en, royal.
ties paid.
A R7.Is'rRONG Senior liai creani AC-D.C. Chssl, 3
«atts dsnnle
.t
t usod circatta, teli haodpass tnnaag. 3/., soith
pentosle aatpat. mossi se csoatenctisa,

-

-

zacee n

.

-

c1C0TT's Selection

-

.

-

O

gane.
Ders.
(0753

..-

-

VORTEXI9N Speei5cd,

-'LTD.
Est. 1919.

o-

'

otter;

MAINS EQUIPMENT.,
-V.

62, HIgh Hofborn, London W,C.1,

[665$
Plessey, Mogco.

ARGAIN.-Manufadorera atoch 1935 model
B
AC. Bord Pam acts. Mazda voizez, bazdorme
cabineta, Rolo speahers, complete,- delicered Ieee;

-,.

-

WrolEad Shoseroo,,,o:

rith calvor in Sigh claco
oalut or orb cabicet, either AC. or D.C. ; cod., carñage
Lodoo,
ECl.
[6619
Rd.,
City
Kay,
167,
I orwor 4.

.

-

5 9

io o

Sanidysend tuilcask value

RETO-SCOTT CO.

t

1943 do The iVi,e-

Loodoo, E.17.

poso 4-robo
2 t, II t, .-Bod
vro mc., compirte

.

.

-

.

5

.'

Stalla..

are NOT available to Irish or 0v ornean Contorneen.

4-aÑ Sperhet Midgt, AC. or
19Mdth
ootor, £4/19/6; cor
M.C. peokor £3/19/6;
rodio, £7115, hocinding colceo.-Looell Bcco, 11, Acoro

.

.

Direct-Specialistrednctary
ACCUMULATORS
2 salt 45 ah., direct Irons mahecs; 5/6. tally
anteed; rath oith arder.-Dresdeoo Accumulator
Co.,
dro, Loegton,

18 9

77CITY RD.,LONDON,E.C.1 'Phoae:ClerhrnweIl4o6/7

tuctO';

-

0

oIfe?-W

O!$I.

-

-

Drudgery Aboliabed, natonnding recaSts,
paettcnla.rn and battrey ing kook Xrne.-Inatantbeite,
Peebies Wnrks, London, N.W.6.
10587

2 0

halt narria e charges and any annelas eis be immediately
retanded. 'Ï'ackedfree, ace pay halt carriage, Air Mail ehargen
eatea. PETO-SCO'l'r, established in epry, are the argent
Radio-by-Mail Motase in Ike World. Hire-purchase terme

te

-

......'LI

7

ACCUM ULATORS-BATTERI ES.
ATTERY

cl.

(0402
and CItOSLEY 1935 Mi,lgetn, ear radio,
and ali Amechan rallen, need tor askolesale cala.
.iogne. impartee.-Rayal, 5, Backingkam Road. London,
(6054
EIS
nihogny
World "
3 '
/t .C. "
HelIacos 9703.

Wihs
fi stcls

-

en.

I°ivaoaao

EXPORT ORDERS

.EM°N

.

We pay' past
charges on ail ordern aver 10/-. GREAT
BRITAMI ONLY.
You pay the Paatman.

baseboard, 40 x s'. teith
3' tesad runners. Ready drilled .
peto-Scott polished plytnoad panel, 04' X no'.
Ready drilled Ois specification ' '
Polar Islinar 3-gang condenser
Polar semi-circular slats motion dial' - ' '
Bryce mains translormer as specified ' '
Peto'Scotl

a

-

load-nprakrr; £54/la.
CIENO tor Detailed List al Caen onesta tor Either at
t
tile Above Kits; carriage paid canh ssith tarder.
UTARD. 45, Farringden St., Lontloot, E.C.4.'f/knee:
VV

-

i

and Depostt Syofem nec previous mosses.

Liskellnov, Northern Ireland

Amplifiers1 Etc.-Contd.

'IUGLlC Addeesu Amplifiers sod Rigk-qsality ttrreivero.
J.-.Aeoplitteea, AG, mains, and AC/D.C. loom £13;

thons

-

TUEr

-

OTORCLE

Every
Thuesday

".i7'OIOTEXION
V

(S.

A. BROWN), 182. The Brsadway,
Tel.; l5iberty 2814.
[6788

W'oabledon, S.W.tS.

I

Radio
-

Data Charts," A

Series

of

Abacs

Post

free

4/IO

-.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.- 7.

-

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

-

P.

Teonsformers.-" Corto/olp

the
very soundly e'onuteuct.ed tionvlonners."

P
-Wireleso Trssdor.
Transformers -"Roua prrfee'tly
P ARTRIDGE
soosed eleotrinol ab ... crpre-ents very
volne"-Wi,eloaa Woeld.

obove

d

cool
good

3-5a., 4e-. 2es., 20/6; 500-l-500e'., 100 mo., 45-. 2-2/ba..
3.00., 4e. 20., 25/-.
ARTR1DGE.-500-o500o., 120 mo., 4e'. 2-4a., 4V. 3-6a.,
1-2o., 4e. l-2a., 27/6; loegee types sapplied to
e'

12/6.
IJARTRLDGE.-Step-up oc step-down aato teonsloemers,
tapped 0-lO0-ll0-200-230-250s., 600-.. 10/-; 100e,.,
12/6.
for "W.SV." Single-Opon, 58/6; foe
TRANSFORMER
W.W." PP. Quality Amplifier, 27/6; loe W.SV."
Olympic SS. Sis,, 18/6; br Stondued A.C. Three (speci.
fled>, 13/6.
TruoulOcmees.-Wound te any spevi8cutioo.
PARTRIDGE
accuracy of output guaranteed, competitive prices,
quick delivery.
Teunsforsnrrs.-' Partrsdge" ofsciully comm.
OUTPIJT
mended by Messs. Tuogseum for their 21n. output
ilTPUT Trunsfoemere.-Ssc. tu 100m. speech, nu uudeble diatortion, 32-10,000 cycico, designed for any condstsonu fu'- relay of PA. work; seo " W.W." test report,

-

''?cäi:

VALVES

P

Marconi Universal Valves have a
0.3 Amp. 4-Watt heater of humless
construction, combining a high slope
-with 'xceptional freedom from the
modulation hum which, is so offen
troublesome with series-operated
filaments. A general performance
comparable with that of the best
AC. types it thus obtainable, with
maximum outputs up to' 3.2 watts.

pARTRIDGE_Trade enquiries soficitrd.
pARTRIDGE. B.Sc.lEng.l, A.M.I.E.E., A.I.Rud.E.
N., Kings Buildings. Ossu Stanley St.,
Tel. Vie. 5035.
[6749

PARTRIDGE.
London. OWl.

N.21.[674g

30k.; 4/6.-C., 42.

Chsgers.-N. P. chaegees, loirest prices yet
BATTERY
finest materials, trade lists Ieee.
Chnrgn-N. P. !rous 52/. to £15; stair
BATTERY
your req,sremeutn foe lousest quotation-N. P. Elecfor AC. Chargers,

[6688

THE MARCONI UNIVERSAL RANGE.

HT. sad LT-Black.

TANTALOIM
oeils Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Garston, Lirerpasl.

16470

OYNE'S Teonsfurmorn are Manufactured by Engineers
11 Years' Esperience in Radio Transformer

[J nith

Design.

DYNE'S Transfoemers, fitted u-lth tapped and screened
[J primaries, filaments, all ceatre tapped, utout cast
alumisiam clamps and clearly marked terminal strips are
fitted tu all models, unte lue fist.
Components are Guaranteed tor One Year;
JJOYNE'S
one type outy manulactured, the boot, su ssed by
many srell-kaOos set monuloctu roes altre testing all
others.

sound strictly tu
JE'OYNE'S.-'
specificatiun uf authur: "WW." trat reports, Jons
22nd: " The insolation is particularly guisO tkrsuglsoat
Ohr tronsfurmer is satisfactocy in all respects."
'flOYNE'S..-.Pasts-pcsll qaality amplifire translormer,
25/-, past 1/3; 7/30 krucya choke, 9/6, post 9d.;
20 henrys. 7/6, pact 9d.
IJOYNE'S.-Singlo oPon, 15/-, post II-; choke, 10
henrys. 7/6, past Od.
HOYNE'S.-Eseeymoc AC. sopee teacoioemee, 12/6.
post 1/-; choke, 10 honeys, 7/6, poxt Od.
OYNIO'S.-A.V.C. Straight Faxe Leanslormee, 18/-,
J' post 1/3; choke, 26 heneys, 12 ma.. 140 ohms,
0/6. post Od.
JJOYNE'S.-Ptsslo-pull quality ompliflee, comploto to
Way." speolficotiono, o/red and IcIly tested, less
W.W."

A.C'ID.C.

AND CAR RADIO

A

trnnsloemrrn

Heptode

X30
W30
H30

..

DH3O

..

N30
U30
301

Var-Mu.

20/17/6

H.F. Pen.

Triode
D-D. Triode
-Penfode
Rectifier
Barretter

13/6
15/6
18/6
.

15/12/6

-

£5/1.2/6; complete hit of components oloding
metal chossis, £51216; field ecploocment choke. 1,250
ohms, 13/6, pooL 1/-; ootpot tranoloemee, 1216. pool
60 ms., 4v. 1 to 2o., 4e. 2
OYNE,O.-25t.0-2O0a.
to 4a., 10/-, post Od.; with extra 4v. 1 to 2a. wind.
ing, 12/6. post 1/..
OYNE'S.-Feeeoeaet III, 350-O-350o., 6070 mo., 4e,
2 to 3a., 4e. 210 4a., 12/6, post 1/-; oltls extra
4v. 1 to 2a. seinsling, 13/6, post il..
OYNE'S.-350-0-350v., 120 mo., 4v. 2 to 3a., 4v. 4
to 6a.. 4v. la., 4v. la., 18/-, post 1/3.

cord en The Mai'csefphoer Cx. Ltd.. Radin
Honor. Tuttrehaes Cenit Rsxd. kv.!. eilt bring
pea a espy of Oir coinpi'rheeoire eren Catefegee
of Nuisent Vulrr,.
A

OYNE'S.-400 or 450 or 5000., 120 ma., 4e. 2 to 3a.,
40. 2 to 5a., 4v. 1 to 2a., 18/-, post 1/3.
OYNE'8.-500450-56450-500v. 140 mc., 40. 2 to Io.,
4 lo 6e.. 4v. 2a., 4v. 2a., 27/6, post 1/3; weight
111k.
OYNE'S Tronsloemern, ho/lt to specifications, keenest
pciors, host materials aod oovhmanship; qootation by
ROYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER, Ltd.,

I

t.

S.W.19.

Tel.: Lihcrty 3393.

1

Wcllinghorough.
[6750
Chargers, sil steel, A.C. und D.C. maIns. 2 tu

LESDIX
200 cells at for, peices; stat e erqeirc mento; dynamos
und rstariro instuch, uil siues; battery suprrsedeeo for
2-volt input, 80-soft oUtput, 37/6; Icuctional H.P. and
srsoing machine motors, 25/-.-Hefosn.
Measuring Instrumento, 2in. bahrlite cose,
LESDIX
flush panel, any reading, LO. or D.C.; from 6/.
each; ash for full range instrnment list.-Befo,c.
ESDIX Microphone-We are mnhecs of 25 types loe
all usrs; Home Radio mikro, solid hakeiite body, 5/6;
G.P.O. micvophooes, on utnnd, uith monthpiecr, 7/6;
PA. mikes, 50/'; fist frce.-Elcrteudis Radios, 218. Upper
Thames St., London, E.C.4.
[0394

J

CABINETS.
MANUFACTURERS' Clearance,
' Panther," a modern cabinet, uith eantrasting
ULTRA
figured salant rearer panel. 20X17X10, 13/6;

pedestal type, 35X22X02, 30/-, sandrilfed; photo sent on

Cabinet, 20X18X11, deilled Icr Polar Armate
drier, 10/- )ssith Polar drier' 20/-); mains chassie

for same, 2/6; transfOemer, 5/-. (Phnto.)
and Speaker Cabiaets; 5/- npscards.

SET

11ADIOGRAM Cabinet; 37/6 npssards.
SPEAKER Cabinets; 4/6 up:eards.

END Partirulars nl Yuur Rruirements (gluing Ire
el set, etc.), sr call and nahe your choice Omm our
stocks el ocre 000 different types; trum 3/6 to £4/to.
SMITH and Cc., Ltci, 287-9, Edgssare Rd.,
[6756
London, W.2. Tel.: Padd. 5891.
octagunol,
f 0.-Saper musing mil loud-speaker cabinets,
ti,
581/aic-Xtjfl., baffle hole 7m, diameter; manufacturer's ,urplsas.-Easro. 18, Beistun Rd.. Landen, S.W.9.

III

[044c:

DYNAMOS,

ETC.
TELCO Rotary Cunverter, as nra', D.C. 230-250, AC.
230-250, 100W.; e'rrnings; £4/OS-Os, Statiun Hal.,
[6739
Chadonll Hrath, tasca.
Conoretor und Filtre, in soundELECTRO-DYNAMIC
pecol bon. 200.. 0.0. 2205. AC. 00 satt, aa cow;
42, Radolill Rd., N.21.

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
F6, 2,500- oe 6,500-ohm

Nola Typo

16747

field, ponce

pentodo ootpot teansloemer; 17/6.
D.C.152 loin, cone), 22/6; Mogflavoo 154
IV
(4%/n. cone), 16/3: oIl oith hum-booking coils.
ponce oc pontode teonsloemoes, cod 2,500- or 6,500-ohm
fieldo; Magoas-ox P.M.254. 18/-; Mogna000 P.50.252, 2216.
ATTENTION to All Oeders OVithin 24 Hoces; caceiago
paid; cash with code, oc cod.
UTARD, 2nd Floor, 45, Facringdon St.. London, E.C.4.
[6401
VVTrlcpbooe: Holborn 0703.
JJ.O.A.
or

I'e0X

,.VALVU:

HARTLEY TURNER A.C. 0 guinea model, ax new,
ow-nec b,ayiog PA, model; accept £5; agIl hy appoint.
[6705
ment.-Soolley, 36, Blythe Vale, Catlocd, 8.E.6.
1A1NS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY'S CleacLVI. once 011er cl New Sonochorde Speakees, e000gised,
oxovicg coil. 1934 standard model, pontode o,otput, 2,500.
6,500 ohms; 11/6 roch.
1SIIAJNS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. 4-6, Musi.
[6745
welt Hill Rd.. London, N.6. Tudor 4046.
BLUE SPOT Fomoos 66E 35/- Units, offered at 10,-, in
original cartono; Blue Spot chnaois loe the abooe,
7/.; cash oith ordre; carriage paid-SI. Zains, '127-O.
[6765
Lambeth Walk, SEll. Reliance ltb3.'

I

[6488

THE: CHOICE

Wireless

Direction Finding"

Offices and Works, 00, Gladatone Rd.. Wimbledon,

[6315

A /1

£6/it-C.,

coloco,

J'
J'
J'
J' 4.
J'
r;en.3

-

-Battery chargers. I amp. 2-6v., incorporating
Wcotinghouse L.T.4 eeetifier, guarantced one
year, postage Sd., list frrr.-Ardeu Agency, Wollastan,

FOR

Chokes.- Gire rated inductance at full
curves supplied on request.
ARTRIDGE Chokes.-140H., 60 mu., 2,500 ohms, 13/0;
75fl.. 25 ma., 1,400 ohms. 7/6; 2591., 60 mu., 560
ohms, 7/3.
Chokrs.-22H.. 120 mu., 350 ohms, 9/9
PARTRIDGE
13H., 200 ma.. 160 uhsns, 12/-; 8H., 120 mo.. 22
uhms, 6/9.
Chohes.-.6H., 500 mo., 50 ohms, 19/6;
PARTRIDGE
3H., 250 ma., 70 ohms, 6/6.
LL Advertised Lines Supplied from Stock.

PA,RI°
current;

514, Alum Ruck Rd., Birmingham.

3226.
1

Oct. 19. 1934.

trical

PARAMOUNT.-Weutinghuuae teansboemees, lIT.8, 9 oc
SO. with 4e'. 2a., dr. 40., shrouded, 16/., pout 5/..
ALOAMOUS6T.-Cholees. 30h, 60 ma., 516; 20h. 020
9/6. post 9d.
PARAMOUNT S's/us Teunsbaemces ase Guaeaoteed br
12 Months.
PARAMOUNT Products are F/tted with Seat Alaminiom Fr-ames oc Sheoods, all filaments CT., insulating papee 2/ sse/ls. thiok betseeen reach layes, sud totted
thoroughly bebore leasing oar oorles.
PARAMOUNT .Trsnsformeru Mode ta Voue Own Spoolfiostioss; prie u occur d/ng to notlage; quotabianu by
Guaranterd Electrolytic Condenorte.
PARAMOUNT
4+4 mId., 500v. peuh, 3/6, post 3d,
Moins Transformers, maonfurtuerd by
PARAMOTJNT
R.H. Salter, 66, Hwctfield Rd., Wimhiedon, 8.5.19
lone mincio from Wimbledon Station). Te).
Liberty

P

4e'.

MOOTHING CHOKES, 50 ens.
R.adcliff Rd.

-

1/3.

l-3a., 10/.; 0-15-18-22v..
P ARTRIDGE.-o-7',4-9-llv.,
1-20.. 10/.; 240e'. (topped 201e-.>, 200 mo.,
2-44.,

r

Mains Equipmeflt...-Contd.

Maine Teansboemess, meaal to any, and
PARAMOUNT
better thon mont; try thorn once oad yaa a-/ll olwoya
use them>
PARAMOUNT Auto Tco.esburmera, 550-120v. up lu
200250 oubta. or o/cee-oeca. 60 matt, 8/6; 120 oatt,
10f-; shrouded 21. esOsa, post Od.
PARAMOUNT.- -250-0 250v. 60 ma., 4v. 1 to 2 omp.,
4e. 2 to da., open type, 9/6; shrouded, 11/6; post 94.
PARAI5800TNT.-350-0-350s. 60 ma., 4e. 2-Sa., 4e. 3
to Sa., 13/-; uhesoded, 15/.; yost Sd.; 120 mu.,
4v. 5 Imp., 4e. 4 omp., 4e. 2-So., ssith sceeened primacy,
shrouded, 161-; post 1/-.
PARAS0OUNT.-Single span model, with 15/ain.xl','.in.
core oiee, 350-0-310v. 100 ma., 4v. Sa., 4v, la.. 4v
2.5a., abroaded, n/tb screened primary, 2(4% regulation.
20/-.
PARAM001NT.-500v. oc 450v. os 400e. 120 sea., 4v.
Su., 4v. 40., 4e. 2.Sa., soreened psisoasy, OSI-;
shrouded, 21/-, eout 1/3; 150 ma., 4v. 2.50., 4e. 4u., three
4e'. 2e,, with 2°/0in. e55'4in. corruiee, shroaded. 28/-, post

PARTRIDGE Transformers :-" Voltage regu lotion erecellent
tranuformee eemained remarkably cool."Radia Trodo Reo/ea,.
PARTRIDGE Tronulormero.-Guoronteed 12 months,
-screened primaeieo, 200-250s., 50 cycles, all L.T.s
centre topped.
Teonulormers.-250-0-250e., 60 ma., 4v.
pARTRIDGE
lo., 4e'. 2-do., 11/-; 350-0-350v., 60 ma., 4v. 2-2/ba.,
4v.2-40., 13/6.
PA06TRIDGE.-350-O-350o., 50 ma., 4v. 2-2/ba., 4e'.
2-4o.. 40.10.. 36/6;
350-0-350v., 120 ma., 4e'. 22jla.. 4s,. 0-Sa.. 4e'. 1-2o., 50)6.
PARTRIDGE.-425-6-425v., 120 mo., 4e'. 2-25,/a., 4e'.
4V.

-

Chargues, AC., maoubaetnres' suepbus, 50v.
BATI'ERY
Sacopeere- aatpat; LS/lO-Jersey, Camnue Hill.
Oslord.
16666

pARTRJDGE. B.Sc.(Engj, A.M.I.E.E. A.LRod.E.
ARTRID6IE

.

OF THE' EXPERTS
Second Edition

Post free
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Components, Etc,, for Sale.-Contd.
(T//io sadcerliaeroeot eostissed/roo fissi colono.)
Kilo, iscluding tesaslnroser, choke.
ELIMINATOR
SVentiog!s.ass'o motel rectifier. roodeoceno, reo/sisares,
sod diagram. 120s 20 ma., 20/-; toicklochorgee, 0/cotta; bOo. 30 milliomys. willi 4v. 2-4 aosps CT., LT..
26/-; trickle rhaoger, 6/fl estou; 200w, tO osillmomps.
ss'itls Os'. 3-5 ocios. CT., LT., 30/-; 3000. 60 mo., ott/s
4 soIls 3-5 gasps., 37/6; 200s', 50 wo., ss/ib 45. 3-5 amps.

Loud-Speahero.-Contd.

V

i A / ¿1U

ne os mnnulactueeo's caspias
snowing coil opto/sera, by one el the beat
known Beitioh makers; eneegised, 2,500 or 6.500 ohms
field, ponen or pentode teano100mer, Sin, cone; 10/6 each.
Only -As abone, but loin, cone; 12/6 each.

12/6
i r /d

17/6

Only! ?-Bsaod

Wè

Chokes, 40

OV.l,'(6769

Last week we said somethtog about truth
advertisiog.
Io the beginning, we produced the HartleyTurner oud spraker. lt wau offered as so
improvement over all others. Our customers
said it was. - We produced Hartley-Turoer
sets to drtve the speakers. Our customers
said they were easily the best when it came
to considering quality of reproduction.
When, after years of caceful thought, we
had turned out really satisfying appucutun,
honestly designed to distort as little as possible,
when we could supply a reproducer, whi/h
would bring real pleasure to the music lover,
we turned to the professional copywriter to
make known our wares. We tried six, and then
soc got fed up, se we write our own copy.
We object to HARTLEY-TURNER apparatos being described as "perfect" and
marvellous." lt Is neither, yet it as extremely
good.
We object to our name being
associated with the vapid outpouringa of
"publicity experts." Our sets and speakera
enough to advertise themselves. All
ace
one are doing is drawing your attention to them.
When you have heard them your own opinions
will be formed.
That is why our progress is rapid but secure.

ECl.

[6792
Following

'aires (out of limits), 4211E and 42111), 15/- each;
421219, £3; America,, 066. 20/-; T.C.C. 2 ml., 1.500v..
soocking, 6/-; Standard cables tcann/ncmers, l,000-0-1,000v
250 ma., 4v. 3u. C.T., 4v. 3u. CT., 40/6; 2,000-0-2.000n'.
350 m.a., 49/6-Premier Supply Stove,, 20, High St..
Clap/sow, S.W.4.

'Phone: Macao/ay 2188.

[6623

Free illuatrated lileralure

YAL VES.
EJ.X.245 American output raises, un4 //9.-Oesos'alce
opened cartone, lief 15/-, CasIt with order,
postage paid-Kay, 167, City Road, London, ECl. [6491

THORPIBURY

1

wills

P

screened prioiery; 10/-.
RES/lElO Moins Tansbormers, output 3co-o-3550. 90
ma,. 4v, 3-Sa 4o 2-3a.. 4v, S-2a, (ali Cl'.), with
acrecoed peiina,y; 10/-.
IOENIIFIO Autos Trusnl'senie,s, l004l5/200-250e., or
cire recia, 100-satt; 10/-.
'UTESTEION ELELTRIC Mains Tronsbeemero, 300-0VV3coe. 65 nia., 4,. 1-2a . 4°. 2-Ou,, fi/O; 000'O'tOOc.
150 ma.. 4v 3-Sa,, 4e .2-Na., 4v. 2'Ns., 40. Ia, CT.,

P
P

Is. CT,, l0/6
Oiles o) MaIne Teanslermers, trunebacta,ed by
SPECIAL
Pkulii,is. input 100-200v. or 20025g,',, ea/pal 1800580 volte 40 ma., 4v.
amp. 40., 3 amps., 4/6; 200'O700e., 4v, lu, 4v. 3a., 4/6.
tOEMlEIg LT, Chuegp.' Fits, consisting of Premier
t'ansbern,er ais', Westinghouse :crfifior, input 200250v. AC., output 8v Ye amp., 14/6; 8v.
amp., 17/6;
6v.2 amp. 27/6; 30v I amp., 37/a; 2v. 05 amp.,
19/-.
4v,

1

P

1

Trospeed Induct/nt, Type tAC. a:,/yi Ejecteic
B.TGianiophone
Sloloes, 100-250v.; 35/- complete.
QPECIAL Of/vr BTu. (ieainnphone Motori. AC. and
DU. lCO'200v.; 30/-; listed £3/s.
Gramo. Unit consisting n/ AC. nietor, 200250v high aality picc.ap atol voiiae control, 49/.;
without v:dume eootrnl, 46/,
LeEHSOI, BEI.L Dunkle Spring Geamoplcooe Motors,
L.A
camplele arti, t cenca hIe rad all SItiaD, r real1'
eouccd [ob: 15/..
tL GIbe of Wire SVound ftccislaos'ee, 4 watts,
SPEC!
any talo', op ta 50.000 olcms, 1/-; 0 ccalts, any
Valuo opta 15,500 c/cots, 1/6; 15 natta. coy c'uluo u tu
10,000 ohms, 2/.; 2b u',,tta. any calce uy to 0,000 ohs,u,
5/6.
ENTRALAB Potentiometers, 400 ohms. 1/-; 50,000.
100,000,
uceg., any caIne 2/.; 200 ohms, cire
ceocsnd, 1/-.
STAR, manu lrctccrees' model, 3.gang condensers,
POLAft
folly orreeoed; 7/6, cc'ith trimmers; uacceeesed. 5/..
MERICAN Triple Gang . 0.0005 Cuedeacces, o'Ith
lccmmers, 4/11; Utility laakelite 2-gang 0.0005,
areerred, with usihoub tnimmrr 3/6; Polar bakelito concleosero, 0.00535, 0.0003. 0.0005, 1/-.
RMOND Crudrosero, 0.0005 2-grog semi.shleldeul, 2/6;
arasa ruare mith trimmers, 3/6; BerEich ftudiophoae
110 lacIs intermediate. 3/..
'IU'AGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2.500 ohms, 17/6; D.C. 144,
2,500 ohms. 12/6; D.C. 152 magna, 2,500 obmu,
37/6, all complete cith hambuckiscg ruila; pieuse state
cchether percer or pentodo roquiecd; AC. conreesion kit
for chore types, 10/-; Msgacroo P.M., 7m, cone, 16/6
Conned Coils seitls L'irruit, urcurabelp
RELIABLE
matched, daul eunge, ir os roced; 3/6.
RELIABLE lnterselce Teanslurmeru 2/-; muftj.eatin
nritpat teaaslormcrs, 4/6.
9,C.c, Electenytic Cuadenneem, 550e. curbing, 650e.
penis, 8 mi., 4/-; 4 ml. an 8 mi. 440m-, corking, 3/-;
15 mi. 50m. aorkiag. 1/-; 25m. anrining, 25 mi., 1/3;
6 mi. 5Cc. and 2m). lOOr aurking, 6).; 8+4 ml., 450n.
ourkmng, 4/-; 50 ai. 50u. anekisg. 2/5; 2.000 ml., 12s.,
7/6.
Condensers, 250e. e'onkimig. t ml. 1/3, 2 ml. 1/9.
nr-C.C.
4 ml. 3/-; 4 ml.. 450m. mesehing, 4/.; 4 ml.. 750m.
mcorkiug. 6/..
UBILIER Condesares, S or 4 smI)., 'Icy elentrnlm-tjc,
J) 450s. mneebing;
3/-; 4+4+2+0.1, 330e. mnoekiog, 3/-.
TARLEY Constant Sqnmire Peak Ccilv, kad-pasu typo
Y
B.P.7, brand nema, mo ocker's cadeau uitb insinuations cad dimgcuoms; 2/4.
hARLEY HF. Intern-aim-n Cous, B.P.8, bond-pore, ouapiole rsitisinstraytmunu in ocigissi
2/6.
cICREENED HF. Clunkes, by nno nl time carteos;
largest manaluctunrrs in tine coontey; I/o.
Beit:nim-modp Meters, mnning inne, Sash
pREcIIF.R
moanl,ng, cocaro me. 0-10. 0-15 50 sua.. 0-lOo.
0-250
mu., 01, 0-5 ompn; oli et 6/-.
UTESTERN Electric Cendensens. 2511e nvenkieg 1 ml.,
td.; 2 ml.. 1/.; 4 'vi., 2/-; 400e. mucking. I 'vi., 1/-;
2 smi.. 1/6.
H

J

'C°o

MIDDLESEX.

",'.5yacy,".
for the

O

A.C.THREE

i

-ifMAINS TRANSFORMER Model W.W.35
350-O-350v.60m.a.,2-0-2c,.2.5A.
Corcepletely
2-0-2 o. 4.0 A.
enclosed in steel uhruud und fitted

ectuS0nultage

change

METALLISED RESISTANCES

30'

i Watt Type

Kit ut 10 specified ,'oslntancos.
Colour coded and oeparately bossed.

LL Types f Becad Nro American Voleen in StrayS.
only fient-clans esaken such un Aectatus sod R.C.A.
Locken), gaatuntcenl foe 6 mnnith,, 27. 235. 551. 89. 18.
19. 46. 59. 6A7. 15, 42. 41. 35. 39, 78. 75. 57, 58. 224,
44. 36, 235. 83. 53, 5Z3, 12/-: 25Z5. 12Z3, 14/6; 13X171,
13X100. 13X280, 13X245. 13X226. 13X227, 7/6; 13X250.
UXcto. 13X281. 17/6; IJX 867 Inbotseellv, 25/-; nil other
typer ei Americas ralees inntuck', nie aise stock teensmilling naines, post paid, cash with serien ocred.
45, Fsr:ingdeo St., London. E.C.4. Telephone:
'\TSltD,
V
.
[65t7
Hohmann 5703.

7/6

-

CONDENSERS

PEAK

LIKE ALL BRYCE PRODUCTS ARE
GUARANTEED WITHOUT RESERVATION

Other components required for this receiver can
also be supplied exactly to specification.
Send for our dertalleyd catalogue.
FREE ON REQUEST.

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.
pREMIER SUPPLY STORES
NXOUNCE s City B rancI, u t 165 and 565n, Fleet St.,
.1. E.G. nest done ce Andeetec'v Hotel), loe the cois.
cociente ol collent; pest sed enc and callers to High St.,

'r
I

Clophans.

I

OFFER the Follussing Monnntactueerv' Surplus Neo
Gondsoto Fractina.,ttiyeOeigisulCont; sil geodu
guaranteed pevlect; carriage paid over 5/', ondee 5/.
pontage 6). entra. IFS. und abroad. carriage entra.
Ondees ondee 5/. CammeI be sent c.n.d. Please send for

I

Ieee.

tor
Maies Transtormere, Chokes, Resistances
and Coed ensere by return al post upen
eceipt uf your enquiry.

W.

ALL-ELECTRIC 3-stage Amplifier,. 200-250n., 45-65
cycles, 10 matIs undistorted output, corn lele with
snlves. and Siagoanua Supes t6 rneegiued speaker;

£10/ 10.
TYPE 4480, 9ia. diaunetea, permanent magnet, handles
4 astis, 7 ohms speech coil, 13/6; multi ratio transformer, 4/6 est; a.
(Tisi, adverliaeesenl gostisscd is lisien) col:, o u.)

-

our

is

first consideration.

ANDREW BRYCE &

LO N DON

£4/19/6.

-

-TO SET MANUFACTURERS
We chal) be glad to send quotations

Quality

STUPENDC)US Purchase el Set Mauularturecs' Stock.All pIccIna 3-naine (SG. deL. peo.) set, in enameL
cabinet, milis musing coil epeaber. 200-250 n'oit 40-60
Cycles, Chassis built. 200-2,020 meters, nsith 4 nalrce;

'.cÇ

A

STANDARD
-

:

3/4, Ashland Place, W.).
'Phone: Welbccln

CO.,
1521

'Phone: Bury 1351
BURY l Wuedeld Works.
EXPORT l W. R. Everell, 63, Queen VItoria Street,
'Phune: City 6633
Leedoe, E.C.4.

I

Wireless Telegraphy

and TelepJony

-

UTIRE-WOUND Petentiomaetenu, 1.000. 2,500, 15.000
VI. 20,000. 50,000, 90.000. 120.000, 200,000,
2/- roch; 1.000 ehm. semi-rariable, canny 550 ma.000.000.
2/-.
('SOSMOCORD Pick-ups, complete a.ith aro, and relame
coated. s rrolly gacd lab; 12f-.
LARGE Snlecties nf Penleukai, table sod radiegeara
A
Lk cahsnefs. by bent manslaclsrecu
at a mactiers el
original cost, her rollers.
T'OSE Felluning 0.inea 6d. each, nr 5/. Ver dazes.'L
Choasio calve haldees 5-, 6. on 7.pis. ucepesed screen.
grid Seeds, any nafmae l-watt mi ne cearstoncrs, m'ire end
denvero 0.0001 to 0.5, Baigio 3-amp main switches.
Cnlmhser:mpscitnru, dsabie trimmer,.
- OPER bios-ing Cdii Speakero. hendir 10 niait,. eneegiard
k
directly from AC. mouisa, emmrurmlaCfueeaj by anM
lascase nodia und gramnphcuerompasy; 40/-.
CONDENSER Blaybs, 350v. sconkiug. 6+4+2+1+1, 4/6;
4+2+1+1+1+1+0.5. 3/9: h-f3+2, 3/-.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

St,. Cluphem.
U .22HigimNearest
,trtiun:

2 2188.
gcuund.
of

-

P

C

-,...

6Sflosilfi-

lIT.? Trsnsloemcr, na/spot 135v, 00 os/s.,
REMIRR
loi ooltsge doobling, 8/6: 40'. 3-So., CT. LT., 2/estra; with Wcstingliooao rectifier, giwing 20Cc. 30 ma.,
17/6
T9REMtEil Il.T 9 nod 9 'I'rsnsloroseoo, 25Cc. 60 ms.
J. and 300n. 60 m.a. reetifird. citi, 4e. 3-Ss. end
4,. l-2a., C'I'. L'I', and sr,eened primary, 10-I-; is(th
Westinghoii,ercciifier, 18/5.
REMIER lirIo 're'anslormev, 2ODe. 100 ms., rectified
500/i 4v, 3 ta-ed 40
l-5,, CT. LT., and acreened
primacy, 10/'; with Weaiing/,naoarre'tjlrr 19/6.
ilEMiltIt falo/ns 'Fransfo,tncr, Output 250-0-2C0v. 60
ma., 4s 3-Su, 4v, 2'3a., 4v, l-2a. (ail CT.). with

on regucaf.

ISLEWORTH,

4/-;

flPUtd

Te'epIroe: HOUrs/ow 1854.

A

Elementary Principles

ROAD,

20 kyo.,

150 so/sI/amps. 30 hys., 00/6;
hys.. 2,500 okmo. 5/6; 25 muhliaoopo,

A

Hartley Turner Radio Ud.

Cu. loe Amerirun
VoIces with a GuaeantCe; coy type at keencst prires;
teude oUpplied.-1021, Fcnrhley Rd., Guidera Green,
£0436
N.W.11. SPordocli, 3000.
URPLUS Values-All brand new; hatteep types, 2'
ouper
poo'ee,
PP.2,
s
toIt. 14.F.2 LF.2, LP.2, 1/9;
2/6; screeos ansi pentodes, 3/9; AC. mulas, 4-colt I amp.,
geooeul purpose, 3/3; poseer, 4/-; ocreeno rod peotodeo,
4/6; full ouue rectifiers, 3/6; ¡soutoge cid cash with
order, or c.u.d. otee 101-. -Clarion Radio Yaba Co.,
[6339
885, Tybuen Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.
SUPPLY STORES Ancounce the Purchase
PREMIER
World Famous Cuolineofuf
ol 111e Cumplef.o Stuck 01
calce muoulactacer, oil the following stuadued main t5'pea
fully geueuoteed, 4/6 each; If,, H L., L. putter, medcum,
high, [ca mcg. und tunable mu acreen grida, one, three
und our wutt AC. output, directl heated pent'cdes, 250r.
60 m.a full ou ce rectifiers, D.C. types, 20u. 18 amp., filaSoColo, screen grid H, HL. Poctee.
Following Typea. 6/6 euch : 350o. 120 mu., 1,111
THEer ore sectiflee, 500v. 120 osa., full waoc roctifier,
2V. cult ioclirertly hected pentodo.
HE FollowIng American Types. 4/6: 250, 112, 171.
rJl 210. 249.' 226, 47. 46. 24. 35. 51, 57, 56,
55, 37, 80.
THE Follucing Sines. 6/6 eseh : 42, 77, 75, 25Z5, 36,
38.83. 39, 44, 53. 6A7, 6B7. 2A5 2A6. 2A7, 2B7,
5X3, 6C6, 6A4. 6D6, 6F7; the lollu:n:cg volse: 866. 251-.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES. 20 end22, High St..
[6622
Clopissm, S.W.4.

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE

illustrated s:atalngue poet

available

00

Prem/er Caaeaoteed Moins Troontoensers Hase
ti LLEngoaned
Termico! Strips,
termioul e000ectiono,
200-250v., 40-100 cycles, all ssiodioga poper iotor-

fd

SUPPLY STORES Oilers 6/ir
Gear
Standard cab)es, trnnnmittisg,

PItEMIElt
Brand New

60 mill/amps
20 bys., 2/3.

In

TRANSMITTINC APPARATUS.
JALVES, l_000 n'oIt working, type MC. 1/60 amplifier,
list £8; D.C. 1/60 rectifier, lint £3/10; leso 50;

gauranterd.-M. Donovan, 167, City Rd., London,

milliaasps5

pI4EMIEIt
amps, 30 hys., 5/6;

.L'f able manaluctocers cancelled espaR oedr; try this
wonderlolly sensitive nein speaker, fitted with newly din.
covered Alni mognet. which oopersedcs co/idI, handsomely
finished in bloc/i and chromium, bio, cone, oniceesul
transformer, sealed and guaranteed; 27/6 genuine bac'
gaie, weeth ut least 45/.; 7 deys' approval against cash;
alio 8m, cobalt P.M.,, 18/6, listed 39/t.-htnuntgrno'e
[6761
'
Supplies, 76, Mnuntgrone Rd., 5.5.

5

own"

LT.; 27/6.

Any o! Abone, 2/9 each ooly; accora
CABINETS
00e nl these onsaoing baegaina now; cook with order
or c.o.d.-ltulbert, 6, Conduit St.,
JAUXIIALL.-M.ognason pcoosoneat mogooto, nnio'eeoal.
suitable far Clots ' 0." power or pentodo. 7m. ccoo
17/6, lOin, cone 23/- swains eneegised, 2.000 OC 6.500.
loin, cono, 22/.; 7m, cone 15/3; boand new, with 'hambuching collo; atole 1soweeoO pentodo tes'nolas'roce.
VAUXHALL_Amoemcao Ralo, typo F6, 2.500 0e 6.500.
flic, cone 16/6; luogo type. 91-lin, cono 24/-; conopiete
wdh hasobuokiag Oeils, power or pantelle; peroysnent
voagnets for peore, copec Power, pesto/e. Q.P.P. or Claao
B., 8m, cone 25/-; bete type gRin. Cone, 33/-; onusel
manufacturers' otock; immediate ilelivevy, carriage poiii,
cao/a initio order or c.o.d.-Vausholl Utilities. 163a, Strand,
16682
W.C.2. Temple Bac 9338
'TICKEL-ALUMINIUM P.51. Speakero, 27/6 -Reputfoe

.1.

"roll our'

Only! !-Pecmonrsl magnet, with power on
pentode tessncloemer. 0m, rene; 15/6 cash.
Only! -At obcve, but with bio, cone; 17/6

Third Edition

S.W.4. 'Phone:

Mac-entry

Clspbam North, Codee.
[6081

rost free 8/-
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ComPoflntS, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

R

'no'-

-

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-ContØ.

-

°°

-.

.

Truos/ormers, A.F.6, 15/6; A.F.7. 16/6;
FERRANTI
A.F.5, 16/6; O.9'.M.l, 10/-; O.P.M.5c, 15/6;
O.P.M.6, 10/-; O.P.4e. 25-1 PP., 7/6; OP-e, 2-1 PP.,
5/9; 0.P.M.lZc, 7/6; OP.M.16z, 15/6; AFile, 15/6;
"A.F.15c, 19/6.
Constant Inductance Choke, 10/-; RI. pura/red unit, second-hand, 6/9; RI. 14/2811 chokes,
10/-; liT.7, neu u/tb around-hand Rl. trans/armer, with
tranuformer, W31. with
4s.6 amps. 17/6; Hzayberd
oea, 30/-; Varley Pentodo Bichabas, oese, 7/6;
Colsero 10/14/8, 20/-.
/TULTITONE 41 Toca Trans/armer. with graded pat,
1 14/-; Challis 500V. trans/armer, uitb eseral 4'-.
secundarios, 20/-; GambrrU Norotuor. typa 10, '30/-; Fercasti 118 abobes, 5/-; Itt. 30086 choke, 7/6, second-hand.
Magnucare, neu, Class B ljnieerual dncer and
PAIR
output transformers, oca, 5/9; latest type Rypermu,
8.1, ,edh
'10/-; Marconi 200 ma, output trans/armer,trasas/armor,
'line uioding. 15/-; Rl second-hand output
20/-.
1/2/8.
Ca/sera
17/52-1, 250 ma., 12/6;
Automatic Record Changer. AC., £5115;
.GARRARD
Co/pack V steaight, 35/-; Radiophonie' H.P. sod 91F.
Ostraight, 35/-; ITrayberd D250 eliminator. 1er 200-250e..
outpfll 250'. 60 nia., 3 ear, tapo., etc., 65/-; 4 Colsero
interiordíatea. air, 6/. mch; Ratherinrl P.M. speaker,

STEADY

..'jRLEy

01/6.
'UTESTON 425 Type Theemo Ammeter, guaranteed
O.l.5a. H.P., £2; Seccanti Radia seattmetec. 0.50s.
AC., 2/10/50"., £5; Weston 301 typr. 0-15 amps.. 15/-;
Weston 0-500 ma., Babo//te casa, 20/-; Westess pis loch
P/11, 6-200e.. 20/- Hunts' flach 0-20 ma., 15/-; lflusts
0-200 ma.. 15/'; Weston çeistee zero. Bahr/sie eased,
0-100 ms., 20/-; Si/am O-300 ma., 15f-; Turner flush
0.100 ma., e.ith eut-eut. 2/kin, type. 15/-.
Sd.;
';ITARLEY 500.000 obus Wire Wound Resistances, SW.
Bei/ing Lee Un/I pick-up. ssc,,', 17/6; Lencas
intermediates, 4/-; paies new Pa/ac thumb desse 0.0005
aandrnsccu, with double esruteheas plate, 7/6 pair te
close; Garrard Junior B DIS. nsatae, with unit p/ate. etc.,
'new, 15/'.
6.60 lJs/t, 200e. 35 ma., 4s. 6w. AC.,
REGENTONE
25/-; New Ekea K.25 elimina/-ces. 150e. 20 ma.,
a'itb 5/a amp. trickle charger, 45/-; Sanaehardr 2,500
ohm speakecu, with tapped transluemer. 13/6; Met-Vieh
250s. tranofurmecs, 4v. 2a., 4e, Sn. input, 200-2505., with
terminals, and humdimmer for LT., 10/-, oea.
Sets: Columbia 4,. buttery, S.G..
DECONTROLLED
det,, Q.P.P. output, Eside .aodl Faraoni batterses,
camp/etc. £615; Meislichael Tain Supereax reeeseers lue
AC. mains. 2 HF. a'itb tu-io pruher5, £10; Ultea Pan'
thersuprrhet, 6s. sed rectifier, £10/10; Latas D.C. 2 sets,

f

.

e
.

Ht

all

sse-o,

'a.-

aj

clans

)\;

_-'

,;:.9:''

/

!i4r

':'"
'\Jj

I

-

essential for.

SHORT WAVE

recption

veey low

peige

4/.

0/

euch,

"B"

output, in mud walnut cabinets;

6

cacb.

NiobIo Type Pickup with Tone Arm, 15/-;
BT.H.
Maecani type K.25 pickups, 24/- euch; tvamisar

metce, 26/'; Epoch 99 tour P56, moving coil speaker,
27/6; Epoch 11 inc/i type P.M. naos-mg coil speaker.
27/6.
Srnioe Tape Black Case Nuvotane, 25f.;
GA2SIBRELL
Igeassia Rodiupase basad pass al/-h It-F., 37)6; liad/ra
phone 3-gaog unper bet condrneees ui/-h trimmers.
10/69'EC1AL Clearance 011er si B.T.M. "Psnatcops" Out.
fit, coml,lete ssith senior type msving coil s caber
B.T.PI. Unisersal gramophone notse, chokes and all
smosthsng gear, sn solid walaut cabinet;
£4; cabinet
alone ascOs this (carringe formardl.
ALL the Above Post se Carriage Paid.

H

.

1/6; 4 ml., 400 s'sv.,

ml,. 400 vu'., 1/3; 2
4 ml., 750 sw. 6/..
StADIO 0.0005 Esteocor Coodenseeo. ne:'. als;
READY
Yagerphone S.G./Det./Poo. and rectifier chassis, with
salees, comploto, 65/-.
blocks, ccutamsng 4x4 at
'U/EGO, Belt/oh, coudn
350 su'., also lxlxlxO.1xO.1XO.1 at 250 555.,
2/.; T.C.C. dey rieschokes,
screened
Weaeit
OIS'.
5/-;
trolytic, 804, 400 so., 2/9; T.C.C., soOt type, 8 ml., 3/-.
2-1 Nen-u1asboo Tubular Coudoosee. bd, each,
T.c.c.
350e.; 'r.C.C. electeolyio 15 mId., 50 r., 1/4, new;
T.C.C. 0.01 mis-a, type M. 1/-; T.C.C. 0.0001, tYpe 50,
Sd.; MMV. condeesce blocks, 250e. socking, 404X1X1X14
mId., 3/-' T.C.C. 0,100.1, 450s. seeking, 1/6; T.C.C.
8 mId., electrolytic, 500v. ssoeking, 3/9; Dateline 2 mId.,
250v. sarkieg. 1/6.
Polar 2-gang, new, breon, 8/-, with coser,
TJNIKNOBS,
9/-; R. sed A. type output translenssers, 18-23-32-1,
ness. 5/-; l'aoolin loemers ,ss'ith guides, lin., Bd..; Rl.
Hypermite tcaoslormces 5/-, second-bond; RI. Paraleed
transloemees, 5/-, sccons-hand.
Dice Drices, less eacotcheon, fit %ain.
RADIOPRONE
spindle. eead 0-100 leem left to rIght; 1/6, post leer.

5/-;

THE

EVER

READY

'pObRE: Trrninus

6751.

-

iI

'lt/EILDMAY RADiO EXCHANGE, 6, l"etonsÌle, Rosei,
near Angel; London. N.1 (2 minaI irom King's
Cesas and Euston).
(6794
SOUTHERN RADIOS Wireless Bargains.
,

,'

Only with a steady source of H.T. can0
you hope successfully to receive the minute
and critical short wave signals. Ever Ready
Batteries will assure it for you. The freedom
from hum' and cra&le and 'the smooth
control of reaction that is so essential in
short wave reception can be yours by
relying on these world - trusted batteries.

Hsricontal " or "Semi Circular" desse, seos, 'Isst
14/6.
RADIO 011er British.made Mansbridge ConR/ALL'S
defliers, metal cased, brasd new, fully guaranteed.

CO.

LTD.'

(Gt. .Bsifalss)
Hercules Place; Holloway.

-

Id

Onram 4.salse lactuall srta.
RECEIVERS.-O.E.C.
ronsplete a'ith 4 Osram salves, prrsi,anent
mssing coil spraher, magnificent pedestal cabinet,ssagset
ready
to u'sesnallvsltagosA.C,,ollOnraosprvpeietavyessssa.
ponents ia original sealed cartons; £6/15 (list £15/15(;
an eseeptisnal bargain.
3-salse Bettory Sets, complete with three
CItOMWELL
Coos so valses, pormanent magnet moving coil spvahsr
in soagnifseent a'alaat csnsolr cabiset, brand neo, in
original sealed cartons, £3/12/6 (list £81; came model
as ahvvr for Class B, 03/17/6.
Light,s'eigfst Portables, complete ,,ith 5
BOTOLPH
valves, Eside batteries and accumulators; £2/19/6
(list £8/81; a real suitcase portable
lee irlt only el the original Scott-Taggart
KITS-A
S.T.400 bits, complete with all sprvillsv( proprietary
componento, in sealed caotoss; £2/19/6 list 04/17/6);
eapperhet., set 01 tOue Il Ilso., 2 11°.
COILS.-Igranic
:cith pigtails, 1 L.F. plaiul, 12/6 (list 50/'); Lissrn
superhet. 3.coil sit, screened, gasged on base ,sitb su'ch,
type L.N.5l81. 9/6; same desceiption loe baud paw Gr
any straight oirruit, type L.N.5162, 7/-; Varlry constant
square peak roils, B.P.5, complete soith all acoessories in
scaled cactcns, 2/3; Leacos BPF/R. MS'., O.S.C./126
lesstensssrl T.O.S.JR.. all at 3/6 nach;a lull rangrol
Edison Bell plug-sn coils, 2-pin, at 9d. each.
model 1(25 (1935 itsarl, 22/6
PICK-UPS--Marconi
(list 32/61; sis only Rotbermei Picos electric pickups, 35/-; Isar only OTIS. Senior pick-ups, 32/6.

3-gang, 12/6; 2-gaog,

8/6;

singlo'

CONDENSE1tS.-Lotas
dyblack, 4/6; all capacities 0.0005, lolly screened srstls
teimmers, complete with dials, knobs aasd escatcheons;
special bargaio line, Plessey 4-gang condensers, ssperhet,
type, lully sceroned wsth trimmers (less dsals) and standard dial sill fil, 10/6 (list 45/-I; Dubilier hlock condensers 4 mId, (2X1X1) l,000s'., 2/9; 4.5 mId. (225x2,25),
3/-; T.C.C. (0.100.01), 1/3 cacto.
QPEAI(ERS.-Rotheemel permanent magnet mosing coil,

Guarnnteed Components.

SCOTT'S
Resistances.-DUkiliec. l-watt 6d., 2-watt 1/-,
SCOTT'S
3-watt 1/6.

mid.

SCOTT'S
500 colt, '50 osld. 50 soIt, 200 mid. 10 colt, 50 iBId.
12 volt; 3/6.
Pick-ups.-Cosmocerd, 13/-; Marrons 1(25,
SCOPY'S
21/-; Rothermel P/coo electric, 32/-.
Units. Gareaed automatic
Gewcsopbons
SCOT'I"S
changer. £7; with Picos electric pick-up, £7/IS; Caecard type B Radio-Gram onit, 46/-; Collars type 32 with
auto, stop, 34/-; Cosmscord model 55 graasso. chassis,

-

with pick-Up, oulume control sod auto, stop. 36/-.
Reotillers.-Westingh000e H.T.8, 9/6: H.P. 9
SCOTT'S
and 10, 10/.; L.T.4 and 5, 10/9; W.4, W.6, WX6,
4/-; '.V.M.24, W.Sl.26, 6/6.
CO'F'l"S Spea/sers.-Magnasox, Hola, Rothermel, SV.B.

WIRELESS

a

I

.

"Handbook òf Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists"

V

U

-

'

AKL

at 46, Lisle St., W.C.2; 16, Lrirester St.,
BRANC11jS
W.; 271-275, B/gb Rd., Willceden Green, N,W,15;
all mail oedera ta 323. Euotos Rd., N.W.l.
OUT}IERN RADIO, 323. Ruton Rd.. Lrndon, N.W.l
(near W.ce St. tube).
'I'hosse. Museum 6324.
[6781
.
.

Fifth Edetion Post free

'

.

unisersal transloreare, 16/- (7m concI; Blue Spot
permaneot magnet speakers, sinisersal translormer (or
poser, super poser, pentode and class B, 23/-; Blue Spot
66K, unito, brand new and hosed, 10/6 (list 35/-l;
complete, mounted on Blue Spot chassis, 16/6 (list 45/-),
j[ISCELLANEOUS.-Weetingbossr
metal
rectifiers,
.1.
lIT.6, 7, 8, 9/3; morse tapping beys with lash
sigoal and buzoer, complete with battery and bulb, 2/-;
Kissen general purpose output chokes, 20-28 henries,
18-00 ma., LB. 5301, 0/- escb; Lesrcos noperhet. dual
aerials, 9/-; thousands oI other kargstes;
callees are aaaured 01 s tremendous sasing is all branches
01 sirrless needs by visiting any sI our shops; all 1935
receisrrs cao be oupplied on the most lavoura bIc hire
parchase terms.
Goods Guweantrcd and Sent Post Paid.

[6782

Scotto Radio Price List-ScOtt's Radio. 67.
Hoelesden Gardens, N.W.lO.
16784

set,n

-

O-1 ,sith 3.1' switch, 25,000 graded 9.1 soith 2-P
switch, 5/6.
'UTIRE. ness' Kniletoors. etc., 41 reels, i6S.W.tl. n,,
n.,
Od.; 1,1,15. 188.W.G. C.C., Od.; 'bIb. 200.W.G.
9d.;. 4lh. 32S.W .0. C.c.. 1/'; 1,/lb 28S.W.G. En.. Od.;
20e. 30 sod 32 c.c., ed. each.
MEW (3arsard No. 11M 55/S lststo,s. 12m. tnsntable ond
lulls aatomatic unit plate, all fittings included; less
thais ball price, 20/..
'POLAR Minor 3gang Condensers. with "Arcuate,"

Sfor

R

at the

traded

fi

gencral pnepuxe chokei, 5/- each, seauod-ha,,d,
I, Peotosmite L.F. Chokes, 6/6 car/i, seeaad-hand;
Seccanti B.3 chokes, 5/6 each; Linsen IF. trans.
lormers, 126 b/c, 5/6 each; sat TrIsen
330 saperhrt
coils, 10/-; Wearite B.P.t, B.P.2. TO., 16/- sat; Cut'
vers EMIl, K.M.S.2, R.M.S.3, 12f- the
Offer Ferranti B t-F, Chokeo, inductance
SPECIAL
10.35 Henne,, resistance 850 ahma, cur-rest 50
m/amps., oBer
7 Va/,'e Skyscraper Superhet Receivers,' coso.
L¡SIEN
plete s'itt salvea, and fitteil cOt musing
coil apeakre,

9d.carhssireessds.
Volume Controls ,sith Switch, 5,020,
RADLOPHONE
10.000. 15,000. 20.000. 100.000. 2/6; als,, 10,000

mId.,

io-

TOC. Condensers, asrkiog veltagc 1.500, 4 MF.,
PAIR
22/6 pair; Slypereoee LS, chokes, 8/6
each; RI,

-

'400, 700. 000, 1,000, 4.000, 5,000, 6,000. 10,000, 20,000,

4

£a.

A.F.4. 7/6; A.F,3, 10/fl; A.F.5, 18/.;
FERRANTI
A.F.6,
A.F.7, 18/6; A,F.7c, 20/.;
20/-;
OPI, 1-1 18/.;
satin, 7/6; O.P.2, 25-1 ratio, k.S'.Se,
7/6; O,P,3s,
l-1 ratio P_P., 8/fl; O.P.4c, 25-1 cati, P_P.. 8/6;
O,P.M,1,
10/.;

approuimutsly 400.

R

Coudeusces.-T.C.C., Dabiliee,

-

Clearance Oler Telsen 40 Henry L.F. Chabes,
-S-e'1
brand new and in sealed hoses, 1/6 each; of/er
vited to c/ear stocks

tYALL'S RADIO 011er Reliable Resistances, suitable
for all sets schere a i-watt rrsistaoce is specified.
in salues 100, 150. 250, 400, 500, 600, 1.000, 2,000, 5,000.
10,000, 15,000, 20,000. 25,000. 30,000, 40,000, 50,000,
75,000. 100,000, 150.000. 250,000. 'h meg.. 1 meg., 2 meg..
all salues stated in ohms. 4d. each; also 2.3.eaott type.

Ft.

iscra/rsjbaaes,uutpntlsovnftaloas/ampshaciog

tappiags, 2 variable; alan teichiechargee lar 2, 4, or
volt accumulators listed at £4/1216; suc best price,
Type 32 Cumbined AC. Mains Gramophone
COLLARO
Motors with Pickup and Volume
fitted ni/-ls
Isilly automatic stop and start plate;Costed,
50/- eaah; listed
4

6

O.P,S1.2, 10/-; O,P,M,3a, 12/6; O.P,M.4, 12/-; -B.5
choke, 15/-.

Trsnslsrmers. ness, with leading-out
520 ma., 4e. 4a., 4s. 5a., 45. 2'/as.,
251-; 51ra bord 50Cc. IZO mc., 45. 4g., 4v. 6e., 4v. 25/p..
ss'rernod
primary asd inpot 200.250v.; carboth
32/6;

1

GF.C.

-UTEARITR and Leocos Suprrhrt Coils, 4/- eneh;
Beitioh General tuner,
British General und pasa
rails, 4/- rae/i; Wearite IF.5/.;
transfoemers,
ka,; Feee,icant FIS, F11, P.12. P.13, 30/-.5/- euch, 110

HEAYBERD
wires, 350v.,

ml. 400 sss.,

" M.C.3 " 3 Valse Ret/-cry Opesatesl Rn-rivera,
aO-isp/e/-e si/-h movisg coil speaker unid valves ins
solid sell.asstained aalunt cabinets, splrndid results
goad tone, limited number only; after at the very and
Is,,
poire sI 57/6 euch.
EGENTONE AC. Ifaisu Units, type W5Á, hrsnd new,
I

at

complete, etc.

24/6

RADIO EXCHANGE OSera the .Fullooing,
MILDMAY
Sound und Perfect, each orth order or c.o.d.

39/-.

-

£4/it,

9

ILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE.

beet approach from Holborn through Red Lice St.; Halh/sen 3529. Hours 11 tu 7 p.m. SataeaaYs 5 p.m. Toursdays t o'clock.

'a

ADVERTISEMENTS.

-

-

-
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Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

MAINS

RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

(EASY TERMSi

1SA.Il.D. Co. Oler Steckling Bargains. Cerclage paid or
Tudor 4046. Keenly priced bargain list assit.

able

bead and arm, superb reproTLi OMIT Reliance Pickups,desiga,
list 251-; 10/6, as ne".
dactioss and tastelas

Buy your Radio Apparatus on
convenient terms from the Service
House which guarantees the
efficiency of everything supplied.
Illustrated leaflets giving full
particulars free upon request.

UBIL1ER Electeolytics. 200 mId., 10v., 3/6; Meeshon
8 mId. electrolytics, 500v. working, 2/6.
Midget Potentiometers, 1000GO ohms,
ELECTRAD
500,000 ohms, od. Ready Radio, 50,000 Ohms, 1/3.
flYLDON Capseitators, list '1/O, 6d.; toggles, 6d.; Godwines 5-pse booeboacd bakelite V-Isolas-ce, 4t/rd.
1 sold. Cossdesssees, 250v. esorking, less faosog, 7d.;
TC.C.
Polymet, 0_0001 mid., 2d.
High reductassee HR. Chokes.
-6d.; neu chassis calvo holders, 4-pin 1',iad.. 5-pse Id.,

J)

K0t8

New Ferranti M1+ P.M. Speaker Unit.,

i

/.-Cadmium

E.C.2.Bargain List

A

New Rothermel - Brush
Pick-up. Cash or COD.

'Freo.-lgO,

plated chassis, 4-valor, pressod Steel.
fid.
A.C. input,
1
.J.
220a, output, 120 watt; Eeeoott and Edge-Comae All. noltmetee, 025O, esith resistance black. 12/6;
C.R.C. ironclad switch and lusos, 2/6; complete saGst
so metal osar. 25/..
loed-npea.ker. 400V.,
0)11 / _.-A.C. uuppiy unit loe PA.
"
100 mu., suitable loe amplifier masas oust.
S.C., detector and
aIl-ries-trio
/6.-Edieaan
fl
7/
t
Pentode, complete minus valore, beeake np
c.s.d., carriage
sto.50/-sortholpucts arronces-tsA.C.'
foeoarcj.-Kay, 167. CIty Rd., Loados,
in Set ManulucturecS'
'WARD loe Unparalleled Racuins
Sarplss; all guods as-e gaas-anteed perlent; meas-

£2

2
of

0

5/-.

New Rotameter de Luxe Test Meter.
9 separate meters in one.
£2 2 0
Cash or COD.

/6.-tìonseeeion transioesoer, 20/300

2

- Electric

-

iitiiIIiIiI1IIIIII 111111111111111111111111

14x9; post

2

Piezo

5/6 wilh order & 8 monlhly paymentO

os'

[0421

F

-

-

-

-

5/6 with order & 8 monthly payments

os'

New l'elagnavox Double

x.é.i.[6716

Six

of

5/-.

AC. Moving

Unit,includingmulti-ratio transformer
£7 17 6
Cash or COD.
or ls/- with arder & il n'ionthly payments of 14/-.
Coil

-

-

-

-

-W.C.1.

Muta deliorey.

4

SS Sis Coils, complets to specification,
OLYMPICo
45/-i AC. and D.C. eliminators, fi rot class make.
tuppings 9G., detector and Povee (150e., 25 ma.)

Heayberd Eliminators & Special Transformers, also supplied on lowest terms.

type, with Weutinghousscectifiaatioa. 25/-, DC.
type 12/..
Resistances, 1-e-att type 7d. 2-watt typs
IJUBILIER
1/2, O'oatt typo 1/9, Dubilier oc T.CiI. dry electrolytio condensers, 8 mIda or 4 mIde., tOOo. peals. SOc..
50 mfds. or 200 mido. 10v. peak. 3/6.
paco
1,rARCONf K19 Or 1025 Pick-ups. 21/-; Rotberseel armS.
.1.51 electric, 30/-; Cosmocard, 12/-; BTu. needle
turo pick-ups, 29/-; B.T.R. pick-up tone arms, 3/-; CIto
chasoia typa relee holdero, 5.pin 5d., 7. or 9-pio ed.;
T.C.C. type ' M" tixed coodenscro, ony sto, up to
A.C.

'All the' above seest earn

45. Foccingdon
Plo/born 9753.

UTAIOD.

1'

St..

London, E.C.4.
,,.

[6774

:

;

'PSoe,

St.,

Nofioeoi

:

London, E.C.2
977.

o

.ELECTRI0DIX. BARGAIPOS

(6516
.

SALES. 57. Prued St., Poddington, W.2, oiler
IJTILOTV
lollossfng special bargains: tonte for catalogue.
1934-35 Foil Sized P.M. MO., 35F.
ROTHEBMEL
list. 17/6; S000cloorde stains energised, 12/-.
Stondord CubIc, 200/240. 3000-300,
TRANSFORMER.
60 ,o.a., 4v. 3c. C'I'., 4v. 2a.; 8/6. oronth 21/..
I9ond.pouo Ovan Core Coils, screened. dccl
::utelesgth /33/. list); 14/6, snip.
Core Screened Slotchrd Coils. 3 circuits, 2/6;
IRON
Lucerne, 2/6, plain, 2/..
Western Electric, hanging 2/6, band
3/6, transformer 3/6; takle model, containing trans.
lormer, 8/6, hosdoonoe job; diagrams Irre; battono,
totted , 1/-.
1LECTRIC Solderiog Iron. 4/6; De Luxe model, re.
recuiRe bit, retgiflerr's type. 7/6.
Wnndrr Rottery Cluck, maloogunc bukelite.
El.ECTRIC
boUnTy lotting crac, gourocterd; 15/-,
SALES. 57, Prscd St., Poddington, W.2.
.I_J.PFY
(6783

w., ,_°.-

-:.'i.

l!t;;o;-' 'e.lt
II

s

Impto,-,

í.i:

5

ss' iq,

,

.

'

3,5,5.5'.

In,.

...

.

5-

-

We

prdo,Osl madri,

bnknOt, oece. sos-

n' ills,., 15l.
preist mike ln,is's,tios irn8ot A.'
makcoe septs otnsh-roph sotfena II
10v

'

R0OOEnS.-L,eel reitet

Our

losco

umSo,

AmerIcas muId, 12/6.
PARTS POR HOntE cosoossucrons, SOres.
phose Cuches flessuOso lu giati aiptair, essarb
i,aIIs,,,. Grode No, I, Rd. ; No. 3,
sIrdia,o, 1/' Itt,
1-ist. 1/6
Csrhsn. scOot
bnck. kloea,, 3d.
Mso560pirve,, cars. d an
,i,n:glst. SOd. Carbon dlopacng,o, 51.

./

.

-,lonteur
'

-

Ib0ib0'

.

-

MOO-ms/c lessHos-ssen.

Wrist

'.'eff

n'

Home

Broadcasting Microphones

.

!I

-I°'1C

,,,.

'O-:

-,

'

.

--.

O, 5

151,"-.,.c.U5

I

;

.

TRE D1X.M1P55'IA VEST-POCKET TESTER. .5. scosderlsliyrcetaOle
stoned-less m000I'ssto, mrOee (oc necelce os A/C lab,. Na rcsloosiag
0-7.0, 0-itO. 5-3501, LT,,d toe
Ocemlosls. THREE n'ore' al cala,
Is batet bukeOc cose.
SIILLIAStI'9 rood, 6-Idi mId, aod 0.70 m/,n.
51,500cc, sole 23°- by Olio. A 0.g515, T,,One tac 19/6. Campioln lu
vs,e n/ti: pun cl Scot rod, usd plugs.
single,
0/.55
os
Lrs,t-rrnened
WIRE.
15/yd,, : 7!,O25 ditte, 15,'per 00 yd.. b.C. 7510. 11.614, 15'- per '50 yd. soil LO. Tuis, 1,0.044,
161- pce OS-cd. coil. Pints V.1,0, sf555655. Ii.044, 605 meg.. 5/3 p.c
oso sd,. 0,550 yds., 05/40 1.0, Ion HF. euii,. 1/- per darvn yde.' Heovy
Sloth, Pico. fon IO,clrle Heilen, cod teoso, etc., 4;. pce duo. ydt., cosa
rd. Tris Ll5kt,s; FIen, 2,'- yen dao. cd,., posa 40, Ia,oicled Eorlh
CuSIr. 1/8 pce do,. cd'.. coca 4d. Load-in Ctthlr, rabbrn-cos-ened, 2/doe.yd...ps.t4d. Iltdts'iflitrkPlrs.i/Sprndot.ydr.,sa,lt.5.
n. o. BROWO,u BSTfEBY 50PEltEtIER toste, UT. Scuso roue LT.
o

-

:

:

rIbELE.RA010 Hone Purrkuoed Munalocturer's Surplus;
toton are being mid at ridiculous prices.
Hectifimnc, lIT.7, liT.8, 9/3; H.T.9.
V9/6; 5/TOO, 50/9;
L.'f'.2, 9/3; L.T.4, 11/3; L.T.5,
11/9; truoolormrno for same Irum 7/11.
Reoiatosuccs, 1-satt cire ends, all sirrnz n
DUBILIER
sock from 100 ohms to 2 megs; 7d.
A .C. Eliminators, input 200-250c., 150t-. 25 mn., finished
io arrt rrpvtulliae noue, 3 positive tappin7s, Wruting.
I:ooserocfi8rd, loll y gouronteed. 19/11, 1/- postage: D.C.
156v. 25 mo., 10/lu. 1/- pootuge.
Hone a Locge Stccb ol Microphones and Sfrtcrt by
UTE
V
Weston. Ferranti, Tunoer; otto input and outpnt

;

an,sotostbrmala,, Redaeedtcuon 63/15!-. l,'eensdOonrnnfeed,37/S.
lItErs tun prskne punti (cysts ve home,, FtC, c'in.
avoco, 000x6.,, in.

/
/

i

tnanulormens; tend os yuso requicemnnts und send tor our
loll lists; '' xc are cheaper.''
-ALL Goode Sent Carciogr Psid (esrept soben stocked),
cod., or cas h ,c-ith orden; prampt deli:-ney; port rachan ge unroaged.
VI1ELE.RADIO SUPPLIES, 305. Kiag'o Rd., S.W.3.
Flagman 9710.
(6777

I

Poas

5/- ocie.

13

coso.. $occcclgs das: esso, siiO/3,Ol)s so., uts, 2/6.
Edlsos Orit duol msa,, 118. Bm,.nlr dosi mose. 1/6.
ss,s.c.

,,toso. aoc/i.000 to.,

2i6.

'SavOry

tqoon, Fout,

1'sPooctce,

lIs. laos, Od, Stan ltrnctlos Tao,r,
broadcus5 bsud, scv, 55. noch. Igos,av Coitas, Csucirr. usanuy oiu,

i'-'bb,I

,mai0

;

pos

ADIO CLEARANCE GOces Sluice 'l'e000lorrnren, un.
shrcudtd, manolcctnerr tOlto, P1 imory 200-250,
seconduny 320.0-320c. ut 73 ma., 2.0-2e, 01 2°4 amps.,
2.0-2v. at 3 assps. ; 8/6, pott sere.
CLEARANCE 011er, otaics Tronslormers,
RADO)
shtoudnd. aitlo terminals, primary 200-250v,, crocodarirs 320-0-320 at 70 50.0.. 2-0-2 dt 26/sa., 20.2 st 4/ys.,
9/6, post Irre.
Cl.EARANCE Offero Moins Tnaos(ormres,
RAPIO
shruodrd, scith tcrminala, ptiissaes 520'20e., sceon.
dsries 3200-320 01 70 m.n., 2.0.2 of 20,50., 2-51-2 st 6°/us..
10/6, post Oree,
CLEARANCE OlIves Steei Chossi,, nudmissns
RADIO
piatcd, drilled erody Ion ase, 3-voice, 5-noire. or
7-solve typr; 1/5, pesO Irre,
CLEARANCE O0eya Oct el I2ond.Pous Coils,
-

RAGIO
snao:ulactorer'u type, :sith circuIt

diugrcm, oaitobie
toacd grid or luced aaode; cet cl 3 seuo. 4/6. post
Potrotio,
CLEARANCE 011cc, ' Ceetroloh
DIO
25,000, 50,000 shoot i I 6 each, post Inee.
meters,
CLEARANCE OIlers Set 01 Soper-Hrt, Coils,
RADOO
co5opnioiog hand-pass und oscillator 110 kcls lo,
cathode Iniection, with riecuit diageasi 4/6. posa Irre,
CLEARANCE OIlers Pueailrf Fecd Trans.
RAD1O
lormrta. rotis 6.1, by orli hns-cn manulontsern 3/.,
AGIO CLEARANCE 011ero TOC. Cnodc osees 0.5
.0-h
mid., 000-voit. D.C. trerhing. O/t rtch; TOC. eon.
denser, 1 mId,, 250.rsit, D.0 ,rrekiog, f f. roch T.C.C.
csod essens 1 mId,. 450-soIt, D.C. acrhiog. 1/3 each;
T C.C. condansynn, 1 mId., 800-soit, D.C. oceking, 2/- each;
1er

'

;

I

PARCELO of espoeiarnf-sO add cuti,, musties,, o-1er,

;

'tc'n?oalos,. Nor

mogneto nisgiog, cull or tobte, 17/6;
TELEPHONES,
pedestal, 7/6; microphones, 4/; tronulormers, 2/6.-

Soir LO,t"W."

;

RADIOS
'EIECTRADIX
Upper Thames Stpsot, London, 6.0.4.

Bclo:c.

Adjuttoble Reed Watch Receiorno, 2/6; bridge
BROWNS'
coodeoocro, high voltage, nine capoc itirs, total avec
3 mId., :s-ith 000ifcltrs, 15/-.-Beleec.
A EROPLANIO Speed Sktro s, make splendid buromrtcrs,
nra. 3/6; nu mine eaploders, hood ploogen type,
151--Below.
J'sEETERS, all Sin. diul, O-3a., 7/6; 0-20a., 12/6; 0-500v.,
.11 i5/; -amull pond, boo osier, O-500m.a., 4/-; moviog
coil. mosemeots. longe, 4/6.-Bcloss.
fon Charging, cte., 50v-46., 37/6; lOOn..lOa.,
JJYNASIOS
03/15; 75c.-15o., LO/iO; 305,-iSa., £3; 20e-60.,
32 6; 2,000c.-500m.o.,.'rponute field rstcitatiaa, £3110.-
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(
)

-

:/'

1a-'

-

SPARK
fo suit, £3; tao inch

-

IJeosil Rd., London, N.W.10,

CLEARANCE, 94, High Hoiborn. W.C.t, oSen,
RAOIO
6ko loiloicing stopendoua hocguins ; limited qoonli.
toco oniy oil goods corsoiagr Irre.- Phone
Reihum 4631.
CLEARANCE OlIrec 5-culo, AC. 200-250.nolt
.
RA.DIO
Oopcshrt chassis, purtic inocooylrtc, :,ith ci ross't diagram, sompssoroto sacrlb 50/-; price, post Icnv, 25/..
CLEARANCE Offen, L.F. Trooslonmers, 3 t
'D ADtO
and5:l.
aouoolact sorer, tppc; 1/6 ea-eh, pont free,
CLEARANCE
Offen,
LF. Trunsfenmern.
RADIO
shncudrd, 3 :2 and 5 li; Id0, post fnee, 1/9 nuch.
CLEARANCE Ohms Mogrocooro Closu B
RADIO
Chubrs; price 2/11, posO Ince,
CLEARANCE Oocro Magnoocre Q.P.P. Chokrs;
RubDfo
prigo, post Iser, 2/il roch.
CLEARANCE Ohres 1.25th hp. Motors fOil.
RADIO
foret), 100-115 volto AC., for teircioioa, suitable for
200-250 odIo ii used aitk 700.afsso ryaistnr or 30.xalt
lamp; pnier 17/6 each, pant free.
CLEARANCE 000ees Vneioble Poser Resist.
RAlMO
onces by toril booi:'n muken, 0-100 ohms; price 3/.
each. po.t fncc roceptioosi ooiur.
CLEARANCE 011ees Plessry Tr/pie Cong ConRADIO
denoecs, 2x00005 and 110 ky/u osciliotur nection,
complote ,citk took, doire, ood c:cutchuon; 7/6, post free.
CLEARANCE 011ens Plrasey 110 kr/s tatar.
RAUtO
sondiate Fneqoenc o Ttoasiormees; 3/', past free.
CLEARANCE OIlers 0,000-abus Volnme CooR:e.DiO
trol,, log, t'pe, trith Q.M.B. suiteh. by O.E.C. ; 2/S.
-

Oat Lane, Noble

11,

L

Tel.:

Coils, 57m., 50/-; mercury hccok wit/s motor
coil, complciv, 17/6; large
fluoneocent acreen, 55/......Brlxo
Cask
75, HIlls Rd., Les, Loados, 8.E.13.
,GALPIN,
with ordec or god.
-(o7t2

'WESTERN ELECTRIC Condensers, I.M.F. 800v. workVV ing. Od. each; pootago 14d.; has-gain list Irre.Radelec, 83,

,OFLONDON RADIOSUPPLY CO.

0.001 mIdo., ad..
SXTESTINGHOUSE Rectifiers. H.T.8 9/6, H.T.9 10/..
VV OTiS, L.T.4, L.T.5, 10/9; tronolormers (ItegentOoe)
for H.T.8 or R.T.9 citA 4v. 4a. LT., 7/-.
Paid'. cuah c-ilk order or cod.; send for

CAR1AGE

j

age paid.

r"
I

on os-dees over 5/-.

parcele ol 13 wire wound rehy Trusrind, accorate to 1%,
values 100 ohms to 100.000; 3/0.
ORMO 2 osld.. l,000c. test, bakelita, 1/3; Woga, 750v,
tes:. 1 misI. 1/., 2 mId. 1/3. 4 sssld. 2/3; tukulars,
0.01, 002, 0.1, 6d., 0.001, 4d.; Polymet 0.0001 tags, 1/halt dounía; Telarn Tag condensare, loaned, 0.002, 0.0001,
0.00C2, 08003, Od.; Chassis valve holdern, 4-5 pin. 1/3
hail dozen; toggles, 6d.; Edioos condenoere, 0.005, 0.006.
3d.; Brstiols Rudiophone coroed drives, entI escutcheon
and lsght, 3/0; Colsmhia L.F. ts-anslormes-s,
and 5-1.
2/0; Class B deis-are and chokes, 0/6 pais-; 3-1
with
salve and 7-pin holder, 17/-; Enton iron coced coils,B.V.A.
2/6;
Popalas- ss-osi, cored canned co:ls, 2/6; J.B. condenses-n.
o_0005. ecsth drive and escutcheon, und light. 3/6; 3-gang
gondeovers, 0.0055, o-/lb teisaniers, 6/6.
UTESTERN Electric Microphones, oes-y nenoitice, 213;
m:crophone transformers loe above, ratio 851. 2/3;
Mues-ont microphone transloemers, raeiu lOs-i, 3/6; S.F.
chokes, s-nap type, bd.; kinscalar chokrs, 1/2; S.W.H.F.
cisokes. god.; Ws-go ioterleecnce eliminators, leo' only.
3/6; Wrstioghouso H.T.9. 8/bl.
UT.R,C. Elimiontos-s. 150e. 30m.a., 3 positior HT. tapPT psngn, all goarantaed 12 monthe; D.C. model. 9/6;
AC, model, 21/-; A.C. model with trickle charger, 12v.,
4v., or 6v, 5 ampI, 32/6 )rsrriage 1/' entra on all).
(IWING to oves-sohelssing demuod, delivery at preoent
convoI be ai ven under 7 days.
'FRADE Lsst Nono Ready, kindly ros-lose trade headiog
and stamp.
UTOBURN RADIO Co., 0, Sandland St., ßedios-d Roen,
Slolhos-n 7209.
[8554
9/6; A.F'.S.C, 16/6; O.P.3.C., 12/6; Borndept
AF.3,
Screened Fpsr and D.C. eliminator. £2/S Complete;
all pens-ct-Petty, Clapham, Lannustec.
[0770

£7 O O
li monthly payments of 12/8.'
-

as-11f- svilh order &

-Fu8

and PEARL
PEARL
Blsbnpngutr, London.

COD.

S.5V,4.[6763

RESISTANCES-Bargain
ssrtuses,s'is,b watt, made

Cash

oi

F

'DOLAR Midget Condensos-u, new type, boxed, 0.0005
lully ncs-cened, ovilI trimmers, 2gang 6/6, 3-gang 9/9;
Itv'Isopha,oecos-ood deis'eo, 3/9.

0.01. 0.02, 0.05, 0.1 mId., 6d.; 0.25, 0.5 mtd., 8d.
1-watt Resistances, colour coded, wire
round, oes-y accurate. Od. èscls, 3/6 per dooen; year
choiCe, 100 to 1C0.00'7 ohms.
T6SAIN8 RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, 4-6, Mus(6746
LVI orll teil ltd., London, 24.6.
i.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd
ERRANTI A.F.5c, 17/6; O.P.M.lc, 12/6; guaranteed
perfect.-2, Wormdcnc Ac'., Patehasa, Brbton. (6752
120e. holt, 55/-; Ferranti Class B A.F.17.C.,
1'1ILNES
O,P.M.17.C., 12/.; Poker V.P. dial, 4/6.-Atkis, 13,
Clapham Park Rd.,
UTOBURN RADIO OSer the Fsllowiog Bankrupt Stuck:
VY To mor delay s-nd orders without mosey, wo pay

cod, chargea

7-pin Sd.

9IUBULAR Condensera, new, wire ends, 800v. test,

26Tfl,

ROMEO CD

O

(

4,

VALVE

-A6C.'I?ECEIVERt
wooden act fgy Ibuse tonising ta
(icor Ihr main stotionx wiihclarily
sod ps:ne undIstorted rrpeodootios. H;ondaonse ocisiaot cabiaet.
Oiiip500 2 cotta, Ash your dealer
A

f5176ii

1loo

qe 2/9':t00'

-

Dictionary of Wireless Technical Terms"

Second Edition

.

,

T C.C. condecores 2 mid.. 450-oo.tl, D.C. :ooeking, 2/.
carlo ; T.C.C. costi rooms . S mId.. 250.e,sO.. D.C.-. aonking,
2/6 cash; T.C.C. rend ensers 6 mId., 350.roit. D.C.
working. 3/' each; T.C.C. condenser,, 4 mId. block, 0.5,
0_5, 0.5 0.5, 0.5. 0.5, toad I seId., 250.00it, A3J. mocking,
2/- cock.

Ct.EAOtANOE OlIere Phil ca Elimioster Trane
153 volts ut 30 miiiiasoys., 4 voile, f amp.,
variato inputs, 1(6; Philips smosthici choteo, 14-28 hcn.
riot, 120 miiliompO, 2/-.
CLEARANCE OIlers Metal Clseesie. 2-, 3- sod
RADIO
4-salen typo, fitted alIlo cain' oeldyns atad trcmisof
ntcip; 2/6 roch, post lyre,
CLEARANCE, 14. Hi65 Rolborn, W,C.l.
RADIO
Phone; ldolbor,s 4631.
(6687

RADIO
formers,

y,

Post free

-

'
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S1GL,C
BRiKE & SXBY' LONDON, N.1
CROSS,
THE WESTINGHOUSE
ROAD, KING'S
yORK
82,

LTD.:

C

C

%CC

Jt1.LXILt

yIJW

.Le'PtuL

AND HAVE THE BEST
RADIOC RA MO P HN
-

-

s

-

these days the ordinary radiogram quickly becomes obsolete. The
Apollo bureau playing desk is always
up to date. Plus a good set it costs
about 3 less than a radiogram. and
it has storage for 8o records, Scoring
in convenience as well as economy.
It is a beautiful job in finely polished
walnut. With latest silent running
Garrard induction motor and Goldring weight-adjusted pick-up as
standard.

rIn
C

¶

j

I

-J

APOLLO

H

BURE--AU

aerial "
\'ou demnd an
but
you'll just get an aerial
if you ask for tho host aerial
RECEPTICON." But
you will surely get
to s'isure you getting the genuine afticle
If

PLAYING ASK

-

-

FOR.

C

DESK5.19.6

-

Any sthee mstor or pick-up fisted
Cabiset only,
by arrangement.
¿a-ts-o.. Complete sa msuthly
mesti si uf- Order direct sr thrsogh
dealer sr write tse turthee details.
pay-V

.

-

¡

BAXTER STAVR1DI &CRAIES
Mention

.0/

Lid

CL'

-

'

-

.

C

PRICES
25 ft. . . 74d.
-

-

i

1.-

-

-

100

ft.

-

.

2/6

-

-

-
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O
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AERIAL.

WIRE CO., LTD
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JELLY ACID BATTERY
i
I.

:1

t

There is

-

a

size to suit every set.

The Exide "Gel-Ce!" was the first jelly- acid
battery to compare in efficiency with the best
And yet it has all thè
free acid batteries.

trap, and a strong leak-proof celluloid contáiner
which is moulded and seamless and has a double.
bottom. It is the strongest, most efficient jelly
acid baitery for portables ever produced. Before
you. replace your present battery
see the
Exide Gel-Ce!."

freedom from spilling which jelly acid provides.
As an additional safeguard, should there be any
residual acid, the ccGel.Cel has.an improved acid
For Wireless H

"Still keep

T

Prices range from 7/6.

-

CC

-

get

the Exide dry battery

going when the rest häve stopped

Obtainable from Exide Service Stations or any reputable dealer.
Exide Batteries, Clifton Junction, near Manchester.

+

+

+

Exide Service Statios give

se'ice

'

on every make. of battery.

Branches at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublín and Belfast.
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